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Abstract 

Among the tasks usually carried out by conference interpreters, 
the question was which task demands most attention or is the deepest 
in terms of the depth of processing hypothesis proposed by Craik and 
Lockhart (1972). Simultaneous interpretation is a complex form of 
human information processing, involving the perception, storage, 
retrieval, transformation and transmission of verbal information. 
Shadowing Involves the imediate vocalization of auditorily presented 
stimuli in the sane language, whereas simultaneous interpretation 
involves translation of the incoming message. Mic consecutive in- 

terpreter listens to a message in L, , makes concurrent notes in L 2' 
and then delivers an oral translation of the original speech by way 
of his notes. 

In Experiment I, conference interpreters (both trainee and 
professional) shadowed, interpreted simultaneously and consecutively, 
as well as listeneýd to French passages before (a) recalling in English 

and (b) answering three recognition tests in source language measuring 
lexical, semantic and syntactic retention. Listening and consecutive 
interpretation, which yielded significantly higher recall scores than 
did shadowing, were considered deeper forms of processing than shadow- 
ing. Also, simultaneous listening and speaking impaired recall of 
the material. 

A second experitir-nt eliminated the translation variable. Subjects 
listened to, sharlowed and interpreted consecutively, English passages, 
followed by retention ffeasures in the same language. Only consecutive 
interpretation (labelcd 3s 'consecutive reiteration') yielded scores 
that were significantly higher than shadowing. Listening and recalling 
in the sitme lanp,, tage demrinds less processing or effort than Jistening 
in one 1, inguage and recalling in another. 

In a third experiment designed to examine the role played by 

notes, subjects (a) listened to, (b) interpreted a text consecutively 
and (c) took notes hut had their notes unexpectedly removed and were 
asked to recall the original without rehearsal. Consecutive inter- 

pretation with notes kept during delivery yielded significantly 



Abstract (continued ) 

higher retention scores than either other condition. Listening 
is as good a forin of attending to a message as note-taking when 
notes are nn exLernal fonn of encoding. Notes coupled wiLh review 
represent a useful strategy for subsequent recall but note-taking 
alone is of questionable value. 
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Introduction 

Since very little resenrch seems to have been carried out 
in cognitive psychology using conFerence interpreters as subjects, 
the aim of this work was extremely pioneering in nature. Further, 

at the time the research was undertaken, an article by Craik and 
Lockhart (1972) on depth of processing had just introduced a bold 

attempt at defining human information processing in terms of a 
"depth-of-processing" approach. 

After examining in some detail four tasks carried out by 

simultaneous and consecutive interpreters, be it in their formative 

years or as professionals, it was decided that these tasks, namely 
listening, shadowing, simultaneous interpretation and consecutive 
interpretation, could be put into a hiqrarchical order of some sort, 
in other words, which t. i. -, k seemed to be the most demanding or 
required the most attuntion on behalf of the ýubject. 

After having heard fascinating anecdotes about simultaneous 
interpreters known to be able to knit 'db crossword puzzles and 
in some cases even rend detective novels whilst performing simul- 
taneous inýerpretation in the booth, the author ventured to look 

into just how demanding each task might be. 

In order to formulate aftd propose a hypothesis of my own, 
I decided to use listening, as the control condition, one where 
nothing concrete or physically"tangible could be measured. What 
is the subject listening for? Does he fade in and fade out? Does 
he listen to chunks or entire sentences? For that matter, is he 

even listening at allt For example, one of the experimental texts 
dealt with a topic fimiliar to most subjects: The Tunnel Across the 
Channel. Were subjects recalling material they had just heard or 
were they padding their recall with their prior knowledge about the 
Tunnel under the English Olannel? Listening was used as a neutral, 
control condition and depending on the results obtained for recall 
following shadcyyLng, sirmiltancous and consecutive interpretation, 
listening scores would then be re-integrated in the hierarchy. 

Given tile threc remaining conditions. shadowing, simultaneous 
and consecutive interpretation, tile next question was which one of 
these three tasks might be the least demanding for an interpreter? 
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At a first glance, the glaring diFference between shadowing and 
simultaneous interpretation is that simultaneous interpretation 
involves translation whereas shadowing does not. On that premise 
alone, shadowing could be considered as less demanding a task for 

an interpreter thnn simultaneous interpretation. 
The most diffi. cult decision was to try and predict which of 

the two remaining tasks (simultaneous interpretation and consecutive 
interpretation) would require the deepest form of processing on the 

part of the interpreter. But the comparison is not as clear-cut 
as it is when comparing shadowing to simultaneous interpretation. 

Whereas simultanemis interpretation requires simultaneous and 
uninterrupted vocalization on the subject's behalf, consecutive 
interpretation is a 'silenc' task in, that the subject is not 
vocalizLng during presentntion. of the input material but rather, 

silent so that h(, can take. notes while the speaker is talking. 
The interpreration begins once the speaker pauses or has finished 

his entire -.,, Iv. ech which fcrcLbly delays the translation process, 

or at least the vocalization which is not the case during sir. ul- 
taneous interpretation. 

The se and other tochntcal differences between the tasks 

also complicated the design of the experiment in that the onset 

of recall for all conditions could not be the same, added to 

which t-wo tasks were vocalized (shadowing and simultaneous inter- 

pretation) and the other two were covert (listening and consecu- 

tive interpretation). In spite of these major differences, a 

tentative hypotbesis was put forward before testing actually 
began which proposed that listening be tweezed out of the hierarchy 

and left to stan(I on its 0, -n as control measure. Among the three 

remaining tnsks, C, 1y1dL) ns,, was hypothesized to be the least 

demanding for an interpreLer, Collowed by simultaneous interpreta- 

tion and. lnstly, by consecutive interpretation, simply due to 

the additional visual. cues provided by the notes and the re- 
hearsal involved in note-taking per se. 

Since the hierarchy proposed was devised more on intuition 

than on empirical studies, the author then reformulated the theory 
by proposing a back-. 4ards approach. In other words, by measuring, 
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the amount and quality of recall and recognition following each 
task, a hypothesis would then be put forth. 

Further, several claims put forth by Craik and Lockhart (1972) 
helped develop the hierarchy in which to place the tasks along a 
continuum from deerr-st forms of processing to shallowest. 

"Grea 
, 
ter depth of processing usually implies more processing 

of the stbiulus and thus more time is needed to carry out 
the subsequont oixirations for a deeper level of analysis". p. 679 

This claim enahlvd t: hc atithor to hypoLhesize that simultaneous 
interpretation 0,., hich involves translation) would turn out to be 

a deeper form of processIng that shadowing (which involves no trans- 
lation and consequently took up less processing time on the part of 
the subject). 

"Some stimuli are more easily processed than others. 
For. cx; imple, pictorial stimuli may be rapidly processed 
to a deep level and yield a persistent memory trace 
whereas relatively meaningless stimuli may be processed 
for a longer time but yield a more transient memory 
traýe". P. 680 

This facilitated the hypothesis that consecutive interpretation 
(which requires the subject to make notes of the speech as it is 
being delivered, note. -, being a from of pictorial stimuli for 

subsequent delivery --ind rec. 111) was a deeper form of processing 
than both sfiiiiltoncoiis fiittrpreLatton and shadowing, 

"The item's meanit4; fulness or compatibility with the 
annlyzing structure along with the amenability of the 
material will also influence the depth at which primary 
McITK)ry operates. In other words, if a subject's task 
is merely to reproduce a few words after hearing than, 
he need not hold them at a level deeper than that of 
phonemic analysis". p. 680 

This final claim conFirard the hypothesis that shadowing 
(which involves the mere repetition of words inmdiately after 
hearing them. ) involved the shallowest form of processing since 
subjects did not seem to hold the incoming information at a level 
deeper than that of phoncýiic analysis. 

Results obtained in ExperbTent I (Chapter ID confirmed 
the hypothesis put forth in that recall scores were significantly 
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higher following Liq! jning thin Following shadowing, and recall 
scores were significantly higher following consecutive inter- 

pretation. Internstingly enough, there were no significanc 
differences Found Ln recall scores following liswning, sinulta- 
neous interprctition and consecutive interpretation. Similarly, 

as far as recognition scores are concerned, the only significant 
difference lay between Listening and shadowing with listening 

yielding higher recognition scores than shadowing. 
Since Expqnriinctit I had been conducted entirely in a bilingual 

situation in that subjects viere presented with auditory stinuli 
in one langLiage (French), and asked to recall in another language, 

English, the subjects' mother-tongue, the next logical question 
was w1lether langongc., per se was a form of processing. This led to 
Experiment 11 Wlinpter III) where the translation factor was 

eliminated along with one condition (simultaneous interpretation) 

so that we are left with three tasks that can be carried cut mono- 
lingually: listening, shadowing and consecutive interpretation. 

Put another way, the question now asked is whether there will be 

any appreciable difference in the amount and type of recall when 
language of presentntion and language of recall are theý same. 

Results indicnted that consecutive reiteration (so named 

so as to diUvrentinte this tank from consecuti. ve, interpretation 

which is earried otit hi, lingitally) yielded rucall scores that were 
stgni, ficatiLly hlgher Lhnn those oftaincd following, shadowi. n but 

no signtficntir difforences were found between recall scores 
following consecutive reiteration and lLstening. Generally speaking, 
language of presentation did not seem to affect the mount of 
recall in Experbient 11 whereas there was a clear advantage for 
Experiment TT over Experiment I for recognition scores. 

Experinvrit III (Cliapter IV) proposed to examine the effects 
of note-taking on rotention among conference interpreters by 

comparing the restilts obtnined on recall and recognition tests 
following three corulitions, namely listening, straightforward 
consecutive interpretation and an experimental consecutive 
interpretation where subjects . r-re led to believe that a straight- 

forward consecutive delivery was taking place only their notes 
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wre-re suddetil y renKived before thoy had 3 chance to give back a 
consecutime ltiLot-protaLion. '11iis condition was created to allow 
for the investigition of the possible facilitation of recall due 

to the act of nate-taking per se. Thus, the effect of any encoding 

processes involved In note-taking would be isolated from the effects 

of external storage mechanism, that is using notes as a rehearsal 
device for revision or review. 

Results indicated that scores obtained 
' 
following consecutive 

interpretation with notes kept (straightforward consecutive) were 

significantly higher than both the experimental version of consecutive 
interpretation (where the notes are suddenly re4noved) and listening. 

The critical Enctor socms to be the rehearsal factor hetween note- 

taking -ind the onict of recall. If thts rehearsal period is elimi- 

nated, then it appears that listening (no notes whatsoever) provides 

the subject with as deep a form of processing as note-taking, but on 

a purely external level. In other words, if one knows that no re- 
hearsal will be allowed following a processing task, one might as 

well listen and attend to the message rather than risk attention- 

sharing activities such as note-taking which involves both listening 

and wrU. Ing. 

The fourth and final experiment (Chapter V) proposed to 

examine consecutive notes purely on a physical level where notes 

were examined as an external storage mechanism. Of the four tasks 

performed by interpreters in general, namely 1) attending to 
(i. e. listening), 2) shadowing, 3) simultaneous interpretation 

and 4) consomittva interpretation, consecutive seems to offer 

cognitive psycholoý., Jstq the most concrete data as to the nature 

of the ongoing activities carried out during complex forms of 
h=n Information prccessing. For example, the notes t3ken by 

a consecutive Lnterpreter may be considered as a tangible 

representation of the inner speech that one may be carrying 

out during a listening task. Judging by the scores obtained on 

,, 
nition measures, consecutive interpretation both recall ond recop 

involves the deepest: and nx)st Intricate form of processing 

required of an interpreter within the depth-of-processing 
framework. 
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To recapiLidat. c, JnterlircUng is one of ttic most 
complex litiguisi. ic skills, a task that makes considerable 
demands on both the linguistic knowledge and the information- 

processing abilLities of the interpreter. In this thesis, 

we examine these Interpreting skills, parlty because they 

are of InLerest in their own right, but c1iiefly because, 

they offer a new perspective on some of the classic issues 

in informntion-processing psychology, in particular, the 

nature of momory and attention. 
In the first civipter, we outline the basic skills required 

for interpreting which can he characterized as a skill where 

attention Is divided het-A,: cen at leasL two sub-tasks (i. e. 

analy., Jng 1.11141L Mid CoOSLructlng output), where the material 
has to be retaincd in short-term memory (and, in the case of 

consecutive interpretation, possibly long-term memory), and 

where two languages are involved (a source and a target 
language). 11iis leads us first to examine recent studies of 

the filter theory, of divided attention and skilled performance, 

then to ey. =, ine a currently influential characterization of the 

memory system. fthe 'depth of processing' approach) and other 
ideas about memory for text, in particular Kintsch and van 
Dijk's text grammars. Tasks normally expected of interpreters- 

in-tralning will be explained and reviewed, such as shadowing, 

simultancotLs iriterpretation and consecutive interpretation. 

A review of the literature will present the limited mzrber 
of studies carried out on simultaneous interpreters. 

We then proceed to examine bilingualism and conclude 
the chapter by discussing the particular experimental tasks 

we 3hall be using in subsequent chapters. 

IC 



CHAPTER I 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: 

From the point of view of cognitive psychology, both simul- 

taneous and consecutive interpretation are forms of human, informa- 

tion processing which involve the perception, storage, retrieval, 

transformation and transmission of verbal information. The gene- 

ral framework of the discussion will include a definition of the 

tasks involved, recent research in the psychology of attention 

and memory, namely shared attention and skilled performance, 

depth of processing, studies on bilingualism and memory for text. 

CONFERENCE INTERTRETING - IHE SKILLS INVOLVED: 

At international conferences where delegates do not share a 

common language, two types of interpretation services are normally 

provided: 1) simultaneous interpretation during which the interpre- 

ter translates out loud from one language into another as he listens 

to the source language messagg, and 2) consecutive interpretation, 

during which the interpreter first listens to the source language 

speaker at the same time as he takes notes, subsequently delivering 

the oral translation of: the speech once the speaker pauses or has 

finished his speech. Generally, simultaneous interpretation is 

provided at large conferences such as at the United Nations' Gene- 

ral Assembly for example, where delegat es listen to the translation 

of the speech in the language of their choice. At smaller gatherings, 

such as scientific and highly technical colloquia where delegates 

share one common language and where accuracy and/or secrecy are of 

primary importance, consecutive interpretation is usually provided. 

Each type of interpretation imposes different loads on the 

cognitive capacities of the interpreter. It Is rare for people 

to listen and speak at the same time. As Miller (1963) pointed 

out, a speaker will usually wait until the other speaker pauses 

before answering. In the case of simultaneous Interpretation, 

the interpreter is able to listen to a message and speak at the 
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same time for periods of up to twenty minutes and more without 

tiring. This feat alone warrants closer examination. 
Neisser (1967) mentions simultaneous interpretation in 

comparison to shadowing (where one simply repeats the incoming 

message in the same language) as. evidence against a "motor 

theory" of speech perception: 

"In a sense, simultaneous interpretation is a form of 
'shadowing'. However., it is not words# or articulatory 
movements that are shadowed. The translator, who is 
obviously attending to, and understanding the incoming 
st, ream. of speech, cannot possibly be imitating the 
speaker's vocalizations. His own vocal tract is occupied 
with an entirely different output". (Neisser, 1967, p. 218) 

In effects simultaneous interpretation could be roughly described 

as shadowings only into another language. However, the task is 

in fact more difficult than shadowing since the interpreter is 

required to transform the information presented to him audito- 

rily in source language A,, by translating it into target language 

B. To convey how difficult the task actually is# one has to 

consider the ongoing simultaneous activities: the interpreter 

receives and attends to part of a sentence (which will be 

referred to as a "chunk") (Miller., 1956); he begins transla- 

ting and conveys chunk 1; at the same time,, chunk 2 arrives 

auditorily while the interpreter is still dealing with chunk 1 

orally. He cannot begin conveying chunk 2 until he has emitted 

chunk 1. Therefore, the interpreter must be able to hold chunk 
2 in some kind-of echoic store until he is ready to interpret it. 

Furthermore, while conveying chunk 1, the interpreter must also 

verify and monitor the correct delivery of chunk. l. In other 

words, according to Gerver (1971), the interpreter seems to be 

able to monitor, stores retrieve and translate source language 

input while simultaneously delivering a translation into target 

language output at the same time as he is monitoring some form 

of fe-ýdback of his translation since interpreters do correct 
themselves as they interpret. 
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Simultaneous interpretation has also been compared to 

a paced auditory tracking task (Gerver, 1971), where conti- 

nuous decoding and transmission of verbal information are in 

operations Adams (1961) defines human tracking behaviour in 

terms of ý paced (i. e. time function), externally programmed 
input (or the source language speaker in the case of the 

interpreter) which defines a motor response for the operator 

or a verbal one for the interpreter, The control mechanism 

then generates an output signal which becomes the cognitive 

skills involved in decoding from a source language and then 

encoding in a target language. 

Graphically, Figure 1 provides a good illustration of 

the complex ongoing activities during simultaneous interpre- 

tation (Moser, 1978). 

If we now turn to consecutive interpretation, several 
explanatory remarks are in order. Consecutive interpreta- 

tion may be provided in two ways: 1) continuous2 where the 
interpreter waits until the source speaker has finished his 

entire speech before delivering his version; 2) disconti- 

nuOus, in which the interpreter gives his delivery at appro- 
priate breaks in the source speaker's output. In either 
case, during consecutive interpretation.. the interpreter 

processes a segment of speech in source language B (Frencho 

for example), makes rapid notes into the target language At 

say English. Once the speech or segment of speech is overt 

the interpreter delivers the translated version in tarpt 
language A. It is important to note here that translation 

per se generally takes place as the notes'are taken and not 
afterwards, when the. interpreter actually begins to read back 
from his notes. 

The basic skill developed by the consecutive interpreter 
is that of being able to take rapid notes in various forms, 
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(words, symbols, abbreviations) and them using them as cues 

or mnemonic devices to reconstruct the original message in 

another language. These notes are highly individualized and 

personalized, varying from interpreter to interpreterp although 

some generalizations can be made at this stage. 
Since a consecutive interpreter cannot possibly'take down 

all the incoming stimuli in his notes, he retains only what he 

considers as salient items. He discards approximately two- 

thirds of the input and retains one third in his notes. Al- 

though at first glances, the notes may appear to be a graphic 
form of short-term memory in that the interpreter wishes to 

'hold' certain items in storep it is safe to assume that some 

type of selection has occurred since the interpreter is unable 

to record everything. Furthermore, the material being processed 

is presented in one language and the notes are being taken in 

another. The consecutive interpreter must have processed the 

input message to a certain extent since he is being selective 

as to which notes he wishes to retain and which ones seem 

either redundant or superfluous to him. The notes serve as 

cues or tags when the interpreter 'reconstructs' (Bartlett$ 

1932) the original message and generates the translated ver- 

Sion of the original message. 
Insofar as the consecutive interpreter does not have to 

listen and speak at the same timep the process of consecutive 
interpretation may be less stressful for the interpreter than 

when interpreting simultaneously. Consequently, consecutive 
interpretation is often considered superior to simultaneous 
iýterpretation in terms of style and accuracy. The consecutive 
interpreter is able to deliver a stylistically more accepta- 
ble translation than would be the case for the simultaneous 
interpreter who must work under certain time constraints. 

.. In terms of the number of ongoing simultaneous activities, 

the more difficult of the two tasks therefore appears to be 

simultaneous interpretation, although no studies have examined 

such a theory. Interviews conducted with interpreters also 
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provide divergent opinions on the matter. Whether interpre- 

ting continuously or discontinuously, the consecutive interpreter 

always delivers his version after the original speaker's, thus 

providing the interpreter with the context of the messagep andt 

more often than notp with the conclusion of the speech. In 

addition# since the element of simultaneity of listening and 

speaking is not present during consecutive interpretation, the 

interpreter may be devoting more of his attention to both the 

monitoring and the note-taking tasks, and not to the delivery 

of the translation which is reserved until the end of the speech. 

If the difficulty of simultaneous interpretation lies in the 

number of ongoing simultaneous activities, then 'difficulty' 

per se may not simply lie in the interpreter's ability to 

carry out complex transformations on the source language message 

while delivering the translation, but rather in the task of 

having to listen and speak simultaneously for considerable 

periods of time. This notion will be examined in the present 

research. 
Studies examining the role of one's own voice in immediate 

memory (Crowder, 1969; 1970) compared subjects' recall following 

active and passive vocalization. The fact that recall following 

active vocalization was worse than after passive vocalization 

only on the early serial positions was explained in terms of a 

possible interference of overt vocalization with cumulative 

rehearsal strategies. Crowder argued that a) either overt 

vocalization demands more attention or time than covert voca- 

lization or b) the paced feature of active vocalization preven- 

ted the subject from delaying categorization of elements briefly 

so as to allow completion of rehearsal loops. 

Another explanation which may account for the difficulty 

of interpreting simultaneously comes from the notion that spa- 

tial and verbal information are recalled in a modality-specific 

mAnner. Brooks (1968) found that recall of verbal information 

is most readily disrupted by concurrent vocal activity and that 
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the conflict might be a result of the semantic or formal 

similarity between the referent and the output. Verbal recall 

and verbal output would conflict because they are both verbal 

and therefore formally similar. Although most simultaneous in- 

terpreters are never asked to recall a passage they have just 

interpreted, it is nevertheless interesting to note that they 

often claim not being able to remember the content of a speech 

they have just interpreted. On the other hand, consecutive 

interpreters are asked to recall, with the use of their notes, 

the entire passage they have just processed. In this study# 

both simultaneous and consecutive interpreters are asked to 

recall texts they have just processed in both modalities in 

order to compare their subsequent ability to recall the input 

material. 

ShaTed attention and skilled performanct: 

One-of the most interesting questions regarding human. 

information processing is whether a number of sensory inputs 

can be processed at the same time or whether the only way of 

coping with more than one input is to switch rapidly from one 
input to the other. In normal conversationt the vocalization 

-of one speaker usually precludes that of another and thereforep 

people rarely talk at the same time. Miller (1963) suggests 
that this phenomenon may be a universal of language behaviour 
but that the reciprocity between talking and listening... 

... is not a necessary consequence of an auditory 
or physiological inability to speak and hear simul- 
taneously; ... perhaps there is some limit imposed 
by agility and attention, perhaps some critical 
component of the speech apparatus must be actively 
involved in the process of understanding speech". p. 417-418 

An early demonstration which set out to prove the 

contiary was provided by Solomons and Stein in 1897. They 

practiced themselves at a series of progressively more 
difficult taýks such as reading while moving a planchette, 
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reading while writing dictated words, reading while writing 

spontaneously and reading one story aloud while copying an- 

other at dictation. They practiced each one of these tasks 

until one of the activities became automatic. 
Neisser (1967) proposed that attention behaves very much 

like a filter in that some signals are "passed! ' for additional 

processing while others are rejected. The filter theory was 

originally proposed by Broadbent (1957; 1958) who argued that 

cognitive mechanisms have a finite informational capacity and 

that filtering mechanisms were necessary in order to avoid 

overloading their capacity. Broadbent's filter theory proposed 

that two simultaneous inputs could be processed in the sensory 

registration system but-that beyond the filter, one input is 

processed firstf and the second input is retrieved serially 

by the filter, Deutsch and Deutsch (1963) and Norman (1968) 

argued that two simultaneous inputs could be processed in a 

parallel fashion at all levels of perceptual analysis but 

that a 'bottleneck' controlled the entry to awareness and 

response selection. Treisman (1960) proposed a modification 

to the filter theory in that the rejected message was merely 

attenuated and not eradicated. Later on, Treisman (1969) 

concluded that divided attention and parallel processing were 

possible for two simultaneous inputs as long as they did not 

reach the same analyzers but that serial processing became 

mandatory whenever a single analyzer had to deal with two 
inputs. 

Other alternatives to the filter-attenuation theory were 

proposed by Neisser (1967,1969) and Hochberg (1970). Neissero 

for example, argued that parallel processing was possible at the 

pre-attentive level only and that focused attention was unitary. 

According to Neisseri perception is an active process of analysis- 

by-synthesis: 

'"On this hypothesis, to 'follow' one conversation 
in preference to others is to synthesize a series 
of linguistic units which match It successfully. 

continued 
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Irrelevant, unattended streams of speech are 
neither filtered out nor attenuated; they fail 
to enjoy the benefits of analysis-by-synthesis". 

(Neisserp 1967) p. 213 

In early studies on attentiony it appeared that consciousness 

could only be directed to a single activity at a time. Cons- 

cious attention to two simultaneously performed tasks was 

possible only if they were coordinated into a single higher- 

order activity (James, 1890); or attended to in rapid alter- 

nation (Paulhant 1887; Jaffe, Feldstein and Cassota, 1967); 

or that at least one of the two tasks was being carried out 

automatically# without conscious control (Solomons and Stein, 

1897) and more recently by Hirst, Spelke, Reaves, Caharack and Neisser (196 

In most experiments on selective listening, subjects are 

usually asked to attend to one of the verbal messages by 

shadowing it, and to ignore the other. In most studies done 

in support of the single-channel hypothesis, experimental 

paradigms call for simultaneous attention to two closely 

similar if not identical taskse Furthermore, both verbal 

inputs are externally generated. 

Only a handful of studies have required subjects to 

perform two simultaneous tasks (Allports Antonis and Reynoldsp 

197 2; Shaffer, 1975; Welford, 1968). Allport et al. (1972) 

reported experiments in which subjects performed two tasks 

concurrently without any reduction in performance in either 

task: their subjects were asked to attend to and repeat back 

continuous speech at the same time as taking in complex, 

unrelated visual scenes, or even while sight reading piano 

music. Allport sugg'ests that where the messages or the tasks 

to be performed are highly dissimilarp both tasks should be 

able to be performed simultaneously. The main difference 

between Allport's study and other experimental paradigms 

(Moray, 1969) is that shadowing was one of the concurrent 

tasks: in other words, one verbal input was externally 

generated. 
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To this effect, Allport suggests: 

... that the difficulty derives not from exceeding 
the limited capacity of a single general-purpose 
central processor# but more simply from the diffi- 
culty of keeping separate (i. e. of not confusing. or 
confounding) two closely similar but unrelated 
messages". 

(Allport, Antonis and Reynolds, 1972) p. 226 
f ound 

Shaffer (1975) that a very skilled visual. copy-typist could 
shadow at the same time as she was typing, without any impair- 

ment of performance. However, she had great difficulty combi- 
ning auditory typing with shadowing. Shaffer suggests that 
interference is greater when response units rather than stimu- 
lus units are similar. 

Spelke, Hirst and Neisser (1976) replicated and extended 
the work of Solomons and Stein (1897) by having two subjects 

read short Stories while writing lists of words at dictation. 
After several weeks of practice, they were able to write words, 
discover relations among dictated words and categorize words for 

meaning while reading for comprehension at normal speed. At the 

beginning of the experiment, when the subjects failed to notice 

sentences and categories in the dictated lines, it appeared that 

they were copying the words without processing them to any ex- 

tent. In this senses writing might be called 'automatic'. But 

as the demands of the experiment changed2 and after the subjects 

had been given additional practice, they gradually learned to 

analyze the dictated words semantically-as well as detect simple 

sentential relationships between them. Finally, both subjects 

succeeded in categorizing dictated words with no loss of reading 
speed or comprehension, and, according to the authors' defini- 

tion, writing was no longer 'automatic'. In a limited senses 
they had achieved a true division of attention in that they 

we:; e able to extract meaning simultaneously from what they read 

and from what they heard. 
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"The subjects of the Spelke-Hirst experiment were 
obviously attending to the dictated words as well 
as to the story, and not simply In an automatic way. 
Their performance cannot be explained by conventional 
theories of attention. It seems clear that the amount 
of information picked up from one source while atten- 
ding to another Is not limited by any fixed mechanisms 
at all, and therefore no specific hypothesis about such 
mechanisms can be corý_e`ct. Instead, performance depends 
on the skill of the observer". 

(Neisser, 1976) p. 92 

In the Solomons and Stein (1897) experiment# where subjects 
practiced reading with writing dictated words, it can be argued 
that since their task did not iývolve any spontaneous generation 
of speech by the subjects, nor the understanding of what was 
heard and written, these tasks were simply not demanding 

enough. 
The above-mentioned studies on dual task performance have 

provided the most difficult data for the single-channel hypothesis 

to handle. The single-channel theory (Broadbent, 1958) proposes 
that there are three components in the processing system: a se- 
lective filter, a limited capacity channel and a detection device. 
The sensory information storage has no. capacity limitations and 

can accept two concurrent signals. While in this store, the 

signals undergo a crude sensory analysis. At this stage, a 

selective filter screens out all the signals which are not to 

undergo additional processing. Only information in the selected 
signal (or the attended channel) undergoes further processing. 
In other wordsp if two signals are emitted simultaneously, the 

sensory register accepts both stimuli; the selective filter selects 
one for further processing based on various features such as 
sensory modality, spatial location and shape. The concurrent 
signals are processed either serially or simultaneously by 

switching between-the two. 
A more plausible multi-channel processor can deal with two 

or more tasks at once provided that: 1) there is no competition 
between the tasks (i. e. that the tasks be dissimilar) for the 
use of the same channel, and that 2) subordinate channels have 
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been established by sufficient practice. When, in Shaffer's 

experiments involving skilled typists, subjects were unable to 

combine auditory typing with a) shadowing, b) reading aloud 

or c) reciting, Shaffdr (1975) suggested, the*three-7fblID*tng 

hypotheses to account for this inability: 

1. The pacing factor. in auditory typing. 

2. The similarity of codes in the auditory tasks. 

3. The possibility that the vocal output in the other task 

mask the auditory typing text. 

Shaffer concluded that: 

"It is insufficient to assume that attention 
can utilize buffer stores and can deposit them 
in alternating output codes at a rate sufficient 
to maintain continuous responding in both cases"* 

(Shaffer, 1975) p. 158 

Brooks (1968) find-s that concurrent vocal activity may 
be the source of conflict. Crowder (1970) claims that although 

there may be some special advantage in receiving auditory 
input over a channel as familiar as one's own voicep this 

active vocalization may in fact make special demands an 
the subject which are not present during passive or covert 

vocalization. Jaffe., Feldstein and Cassota (1967) point out 

the difficulty of speaking and listening simultaneously in 

that although a subject may be able to attend to two voices 

simultaneously, he will encounter greater difficulty when one 

of the two voices is his own. 

The automaticity factor cannot be overlooked in any 

discussion pertaining to sinultaneous listening and speaking. 
A general rule appears to be that when a skill is bighly learned, 

it gradually requires less conscious awareness or little 

allocation of mental effort. Furthermorej highly skilled tasks 

seem to become automated and thereby not susceptible to dis- 

ruption . by withdrawing attention (Norman, 1976). With sufficient 
practice, responses can become pre-attentive or are referred to 



as lautomatisms' (Neisser, 1967)- The notion of automaticity 
has also been described elsewhere by Schneider and Shiffrin 
(1977) as a sequence of nodes with the following properties: 

"The sequence of nodes (nearly) always becomes 
active in response to a particular input con- 
figuration, where the inputs may be externally 
generated and include the general situational 

'context. The sequence is'activated automatically 
without the necessity of active control or 
attention by the subject". 

(Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977)p. 2 

Introducing the notion of performance units, Kahneman (1973) 

assumes that each unit is characterized by a certain level 

of demands, in other words, a need for attention or effort. 
If these units are non-redundant and if there is no possibi- 
lity of integrating them into. -a super-ordinate structure, 

and... 

if the two performance units are incompatible, 
or otherwise mutually antagonistic, the effort to 
perform them both together will be greater than.. -. the 
sum of separate demands, if the organization of joint 
performance itself demands attentioe'. 

(Kahnem, in,, 1973) p. 200 

Kahneman adds however., that if both tasks are easyp there 

will be little interference. Therefore, the notion of limited 

capacity is no longer acceptable. 
Welford (1968) discusses the simultaneous interpreter's 

performance within the context of a discussion of the single- 

channel hypothesis and states that simultaneous interpreters 

can, after long practice# acquire the ability to speak and 

listen concurrently: 

"Simultaneous iiiterpreters seem to acquire the 
ability to do this (speak and listen simultaneously) 
after long practice... ignoring the feedback from 
their own voices. In consequence, their speaking 
voices are often strange, and they themselves report 
that they have very little idea of what they are 
saying or confidence that it is correct". 

(Welford, 1968) 
(cited in Cerver, *1976, page 187) 
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Pintner (1969) examined the effects of simultaneity of 
listening and speaking and subjects' practice at the task on 
their ability of repeat sentences and answer 'yes-no' ques- 
tions under three experimental conditionss 
1) in between auditorily presented sentences; 
2) overlapping with the presentation of these stimuli; 
3) simultaneously with their presentation. 
Her subjects included experienced simultaneous interpreters# 

student interpreters in their sixth semester of training, student 
interpreters in their first semester of training and finally,, 

other subjects with no experience of simultaneous listening 

and speaking. In terms of the number of words correctly 
repeated or questions correctly answered, the simultaneous 

interpreters' performance was not significantly affected 

either by the task or by the condition but both simultaneous 

interpreters and sixth semester students performed better 

than the two other groups on the overlapping and simultaneous 
tasks. It would appear from these results that subjects with 

experieace in simultaneous listening and speaking are able to 

carry out complex cognitive tasks at the same time. 

Nevertheless$ although experience and practice may 'enable 

a subject to perform two tasks simultaneouslys it appears as 

though it is still considered unnatural. Broadbent (1952) for 

example, suggests that simultaneity of listening and speaking 

imposes a severe strain on human channel capacity. To avoid 

the strain of continuous processing in this fashion, It has 

been suggested that simultaneous interpreters (even with years 

of experience) try to make good use of the brief silence in the 

source language's input. To this effect, Goldman-Eisler (1968) 

suggested that: 

"the intermittent silence between chunks of speech 
in the speaker's utterance is a very valuable 
commodity for the simultaneous interpreters 

continued 
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for the more of his own output he can crowd into 
his source's pause, the more time he has to listen 
without interference from his own output". 

(Goldman-Eisler, 196ý) P* 128 

Poulton (1955) compared simultaneous with alternate 
listening and-speaking and found that a significantly greater 

percentage of words was omitted or incorrectly repeated in the 

simultaneous condition than in the alternate condition. 
Barik (1973) investigated the notion put forward by Goldman- 

Eisler (1968) and analyzed the temporal characteristics of 

recordings of source language speakers' and interpreters' 

speech. Barik concluded that simultaneous interpreters do, 

in fact, make greater use of source language pauses thAn would 

be expected on the assumption that the interpreter's delivery 

is independent of intervals of speaking and pausing in the 

source language speaker's delivery. Howeverp Barik also 

noted that source language pauses occur in between units of 

meaning,, and since interpreters are concerned with trans- 

lating units of meaning as opposed to wordtt they might be 

more likely to begin interpreting during such a pause in the 

source language input. Since interpreters make greater use 
of source language pauses, they*also reduce the extent to 

which they have to both speak and listen at the same time, 

which undoubtedly represents very complex processing beha- 

viour (Barik, 1973). 

"It is apparent that in order to achieve any kind of 
performance level, the T has to consider units of 
meaning rather than perform on the basis of a more 
mechanical word-by-word process. It is thus more 
appropriate for the T to listen while the meaning 
unit is being formulated by S, and undertake to 
translate it once it is completed". 

(Barik, 1973) p. 263 
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The depth-of-PrOcessing approachs 

The presentation of a stimulus involves the rapid 

analysis of the incoming stimuli at a number of levels or 

stages. Models of human memory have attempted to define these 

stages or stores and examine the transfer of information among 

them. 

The classic f Inding in the literature on human learning 

and memory is the notion that repetition facilitates learning 

(Ebbinghaus, 1385). Although this finding seems well esta- 

blished theoretically, controversies arose when trying to 

account for the way in which repetition facilitates learning, 

in that once they were formed, all stimulus-response associa- 
tions were considered permanentp in spite of the fact that they 

were often subject to retrieval failure due to associative 

interference (Horton and Turnage, 1976). 

"Collectively considered, the data indicated that 
human memory might involve 1) at least two quali- 
tatively d ifferent systemsp with one operating 
according to some version of trace theory and the 
other according to some version of association 
theory; 2) distinct storage and retrieval processes 
at both the physiological and the psychological level; 
and 3) complex coding of events in terms of both 
physical attributes (e. g. visual vs, auditory) and 
psychological attributes (e. g. semantic content)'?. 

(Horton and Turnage, 1976) p. 152 

Complex models of human memory then began to develop once the 

assumption was accepted that memory wa$ not a unitary process. 

Hebb (1949) outlined a two7factor model of multi- 

processing in memory# the first process known as short-term 

memory (STM) and the second referred to as long-term memory 
(LTM). STM was assumed to involve a non permanent trace of 

most recent events an4 IZM was thought to involve a more per- 
manýnt structural cbange in the nervous system. Furthermore., 
Hebb proposed that memory might involve two distinctly different 

storage staýes: memory in STM might fade if not transferred 

to LTI%. Studies done by Peterson and Peterson (1959) and 



Brown (1958; 1959) indicated that there was the possibility 
that the forgetting observed in their short term memory task 

might reflect the transient memory trace suggested earlier by 
Hebb (1949). Brown (1958,1959) suggested that the material 
in STM would fade away over time unless some type of effort, 
such as rehearsal, was made to retain it. 

Waugh and Norman (1965) proposed a dual-process theory 

of memory consisting of a primary memory (? M) and a secondary 

memory (SM). According to their theoryp all incoming stimuli 

are first attended to in TM. The capacity of PM, which is 

very similar to that of STM, is limited in that old items are 
displaced by more recent items and those items which are so 
displaced become irretrieVable. When an item is rehearsed, 
however, it not only remains in PM but may also accede to SM. 

According to Waugh and Norman, even implicit repetition (i. e. 

rehearsal) of an item is sufficient to transfer the item into 

more permanent memory* 

One of the more comprehensive approaches to multiple- 

processing in memory has been outlined by Atkinson and Shiffrin 
(c. f. Atkinson and Shiffring 1968; Shiffrin and Atkinson, 1969). 
According to these authorsq memory is represented in terms of 
three major storage systems: 1) a sensory register; 2) a short- 
term store; and 3) a long-term store. ' The general model 
indicates that incoming information enters the sensory register 
and may either be lost of transferred into other storage systen. s. 
Furthermore, various 'control processes' used to regulate 
the flow of information in the memory system are under the control 
of the individual and may be used to regulate such activities 
as memory search, rehearsal and response output. These control 
processes also depend on such factors as task instructions and 
past experiences of the individual. Information entering the 
sensory register decays and is no longer available after a brief 
period of time. If information entering the sensory register 
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is to be retained, At must be transferred into the short-term 

store. 
Information may be retained in short-term store by means of 

rehearsal. Rehearsal serves to regenerate the short-term memory 
trace in the rehearsal buffer. The rehearsal buffer is a system 
with a limited capacity in that it will only hold a few items of 
information at a time. When the buffer is filled, the entry of 
new items will cause items which are already in the buffer to be 

displaced. The rehearsal buffer turns out to be an essential 

component of the short-term storage system since rehearsal pro- 

vides one way by which information may be transferred from short- 
term to long-term memory. 

Some of the objections to a multistore view of memory 
(Melton, 1963; Murdock, 1972; Tulving and Madigan, 1970) have 

encouraged an alternative framework in terms of multiple levels 

of information processing. For example# the notion that material 
learned by heart may not be recalled as well as the 

* 
same material 

put into a more meaningful context may be explained in terms of 
the degree of cognitive or semantic analysis involved. A good 
theoretical illustration of such a theoretical approach is pro- 

vided by Craik and Lockhart (1972). 
. Cralk and Lockhart proposed an'alternative to the multi- 

store model by introducing the depth-of-processing one. They 

propose a seri es or hierarchy of processing stages through which 
incoming information passes. Processing begins at the bottom of 
the hierarchy or at a preliminary level where stimuli are analyzed 
in terms of sensory or physical features such as lines, angles, 

pitch, brightness and so on. Subsequent processing stages are 
concerned with such features as pattern recognition and the ex- 
traction of meaning. According to this view, "depth-of-processing" 
implies a greater degree of semantic or cognitive analysis at 
"deeper" levels in the hierarchy. Craik and Lockhart suggest 
that stronger and more enduring memory traces are found at the 
deeper levels of the analysis and they reason that since the 
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extraction of meaning is normally of primary concern to an 
individual, it is of value to store the products of these 

deeper levels of analysis more permanently. There is no defined 

limit on the amount of storage capacity available at any given 
level in the hierarchys but there is a limited capacity central 

processor. Although it is the capacity of the central processor 

that is limited and not the available storage# the number of 
items that can be dealt with depends on the level in the hierar- 

chy at which the processor is operating. 

The limited capacity of the central processor can also be 

used to recirculate information at any given level of analysis. 

Once attention is diverted from the items, information will be 

lost at a rate appropriate for the level in. the hierarchy at 

which the processor had been operating. 

In the Craik and Lockhart model# it is the depth of aAa- 

lysis which therefore determines retention. This would appear 

to imPýy that total processing time should covary with the 

degree of retention. But... 

"Two qualifications should be introduced here. 
The first is that if processing capacity is used 
to recirculate Information at a given level, 
there will be no relationship between total 
processing time and retention. The second 
qualification stems from the assumption that 
more meaningful inputs - with existing cogni- 
tive structures (e. g. pictures or sentences) 
- will be more rapidly processed to a deep 
level than will less meaningful inputs". 

(Horton and'Turnage,, 1976) p. 186 

Thus the total time allowed for processing does not necessa- 

rily predict the subsequent degree of retention. (Craik and Tulving, 1975). 

Memory is thus viewed as a continuum ranging from the 

short-lived preliminary analyses of speech to the more durable 

results of subsequent and deeper levels of analysis. Memory 

tr, aces are directly correlated with the level at which the 

material has been processed and consequently,, the rate of 

forgetting depends on how deeply the material has been pro- 

cessed. Trace persistence becomes a function'of the cogni- 



tivr, depth to which an itcm has been processed. Cognitive 

depth is cirtItic-d In terms of the meaningfulness extracted 

from the Rtinitilits... 

"*.. since Lhe organism is usually concerned only 
with t1tv -: <Lraction of mvaning from stimuli , there 
is littLe need roc the products of preliminary ana- 
lyz, ies Ln bo stored in mcniory. Thus it seems reason- 
ablo to si, cculate that the-products of early physL- 
cal. anaLyses are very transientp while the products 
of later# more semantic analyses are stored so that 
the organism may profit by the experience and modify 
its future actions accordingly". 

(Craik, 1973) p. 49 

In addition, there are several factors that lead to deeper 

processing and thus to better recalli 
1) Greater depth of processing usually implies more pro- 

cessing or the stimulus and thus more time is needed to 

carry out the subsequent operations for a deeper level of 

analysis. 

2) Some stimuli arf! more easily processed than others. For 

example, pictorial stimuli may be rapidly processed to a 

derp leve-I atH yield a persistent memory traces whereas 

relatively mvaningless stimuli may be processed for -a 
longer time Nit yi(! Id a more Lratisient memory trace. 

3) The item's mpaning-fulness or compatibility with the 

analyzing stvicture along with the amenability of the 

material will also influence the depth at which primary 

memory ollerattin. In other words, if a subject's task is 

merely to rf! proditco a few words seconds after hearine them# 

hc. - nor, -d not: ImId them At .1 level deeper than that of 

pimtomic artalysiri. 

4) the amrunt nt' procossinr ()v attention directed at the 

stimulus. 
Atkinson and Shiffrin's approach (1968) differs from 

Craik and I-ockhart's (1972) Ln that the former emphasizes 

both multiple-storage systems and 'control processes' which 



are employed to regulate the flow of information, whereas 
the latter processes incoming information to different 

levels of analysis instead of being transferred to diffe- 

rent storage syPtemso All of these models share the 

assumption that some version of multiprocess theory is 

preferable to a single-process model of memory and assume 

that attention is an important factor in the processing, 

storage and retrieval of information. 

Several drawbacks regarding the major prediction of 

the levels approach - that retentivity should be a, positive 

function of processing depth - have arisen because of the 

absence of an independent index of depth. 

"What could 'depth' actually measure? Is it 
related to the sequential order of the proT 
cessing stages through which a stimulus is 
analyzed? Or to the temporal order in which 
different representations of that stimulus 
become available? Or to the sheer amount of 
processing? Or to its degree of semanticity? 
Or is depth logically definedp quite indepen- 
dently of psychological processingi in terms 
of the level of abstraction or of complexity 
of the units of description? If all these 
measures coincide, we are in the happy posi- 
tion of being able to use them interchangea- 
bly; however, people have tended to, assume 
this without offering much evidence for it. 
Thus, before attempting to investigate levels 
of processing, we need to clarify their defi- 
nition". 

(Trelsman, 1979) p. 302 

Eysenck also proposes that processing depth is simply 

related to processing effort, and, should this be the 

case, there are a number of measures of processing effort 

that might reflect depth of processing. 

One of the major claims proposed by Craik and Lockhart 

was that 'trace persistence is a function of depth of ana- 
lysist with deeper levels of analysis associated with more 

elaboratep longer-lasting and stronger traces' (Craik and 
Lockhartp 1972, page 675). But it is now clear that the 
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degree of empirical support for this hypothesis depends hea- 

vily on the nature of the retrieval environment (Bransford, 

Franks, Morris and Stein, 1979). Moreover, as Eysenck (1978b) 

has noted, although Craik and Lockhart argue in'favor of the 

encoding specificity principle, 'the hypothesis that deeper 

levels of analysis lead to strong traces Is logically incon- 

sistent with the encoding specificity principle since the 

hypothesis contains no reference to the conditions of retrie- 

val' (Eysenck, page 177). Finally, there is a considerable 

problem in distinguishing among the closely related concepts 

of trace depth, trace elaboration and trace distinctiveness 

(Eysenck, 1979). 

Recent critics of Craik and Lockhart's proposals have 

commented on the fact that depth has not been defined inde- 

pendently of its memorial consequences and until it is, it 

will remain a circular and unhelpful concept. 

"In other words, as the subject moves from one 
level of analysis to anotherp the amount of 
relevant past learning and compatibility with 
analysing structures will change, and therefore 
the experimenter cannot know to what extent 
observed effects on the dependent variable are, 
due to deDth, to breadth, or to interactions 
between them. In short, there is no way in 
principle that Craik and Lockhart's (1972) 
major proposal can be tested". 

(mcCullough, 1979) p. 458-459 

Baddeley (1978) argues that recent evidence goes against 

the notion of a simple hierarchy of processing stages of the 

type implied by Craik and Lockhart. Recent findings by 

Marcel (Marcel and Pattersonj, 1978) in which dependent 

variables such as the time required to make a lexical 

decision were affected by the meaning of*previously presen- 

ted masked stimuli; semantic analysis had occurred in a 

situation in which subjects were unable even to detect the 

presence of the words, let alone recall them. 
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Studies on bilingualism: 

Defining bilingualism has not met with unanimous agreement. 
Some definitions are stricter than others. For example, Bloom- 

field (1933) would only label, as bilingualp individuals who had a 

complete or native-like competence in both languages. On the other 
hand, Haugen (1953) and Macnamara (1967) attribute the label to any 
individual who shows even minimal competence in a second language. 

Macnamara (1967) starts from the premise that an educated person 

possesses two production or encoding skills (that is speaking and 

writing) along with two reception or decoding skills. (listening 

and reading). In each of these skills, the phonological, lexical, 

syntactic and semantic aspects are involveds thus providing us 

with a complete matrix of four aspects of each of the four skills. 

According to the author, bilingualism... 

... involves two such matrices or,, because not 
all individuals possess all four skillsy at least 
sections from two such matrices". 

(Macnamara, 1967)P-. 59 

To differentiate'among bilingua'ls even further, some distinc- 

tion has been made according to the language used and to the con- 

texts in which the languages were either acquired or are used. This 

distinctinn among bilinguals is that between coordinate and com- 

pound bilinguals. This distinction was brought to the attention 

of psychologists principally by Weinreich (1953) and further ela- 

borated by Erwin and Osgo, od (1954). The coordinate-compound distinc- 

tion refers essentially to the semantic aspects of language: compound 

bilinguals are those who attribute identical meanings to correspon- 

ding words and expressions in their two languages. This semantic 

fusion is said to have resulted from having learned both languages 

in the. same context (in a bilingual home, for example), or one 

language.. through the medium'of the other (known as the indirect 

method). On the other hands coordinate bilinguals are those indi- 
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viduals who derive different or partially different meanings from 

corresponding words and expressions in their two languages. The 

distinction in the coordinates' meaning systems is said to arise 

because they acquired their languages in different contexts. 

Further, individuals who learn both languages at the same 

time and/or in the- same context (infant- compound bilingualism) are 

different from individuals who learn the second language after the 

first one has been mastered (children or adolescent compound bi- 

linguals) in terms of results obtained on language-testing. 

Buts in this study, we are not concerned specifically with 

the measurement of bilinguality. Suffice it to say that the subjects 

used in this experiment were all coordinate bilinguals in that 

they had acquired their second and, in some cases, their third 

languages once the first language had been mastered. Further, 

since interpreters are rarely required to interpret into a langua- 

ge other than their mother-tongue, it would be safe to borrow 

Weinreich's label of 'subordinate bilinguals' (1953) in that for 

these individuals, one language is more, dominant than the other. 

More pertinent to the present study is the influence - if any - 

of presenting stimuli in language B and having subjects recall in 

another language, language A, their dominant language. When Ian- 

guage of presentation differs from language of recall, will there 

be any difference in the type or amount of recall? When language 

of presentation and language of recall. are the same, will the sub- 

ject recall more than when they are different? 

Having two languages implies that the individual also has two 

sets of phonetic, lexical, syntactic and possibly two sets of se- 

mantic rules (Macnamata, 1967). The question therefore arises as 

to whether the bilingual's languages are independent or interdepen- 

dent. Specifically, we will examine the psycholinguistic indepen- 

dence-interdependence in terms of the input-output mechanisms - how 

the interpreter is able to keep his language separate during input 

(listening) and during output (speaking). One possible answer was 
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provided by neurosurgeons Penfield and Roberts (1959) who proposed 
the theory that a bilingual"s two languages are functionally sepa- 

rate in that when one is switched onj, the other must be switched 

off. To test this theory, Preston (1965) used the bilingual ver- 

sion of the Stroop Colour-Word Test (1935). Briefly, in the mono- 
lingual version of this test, the subject is presented with a list 

of names representing different colours (redp bluet green, etc)s 

printed in coloured ink which does not correspond to the colours 

named. For example, the word red is written in blue ink. The 

subject! s task is to ignore the coiour names and to identify the 

colours of the ink. As expectedt subjects show interference by 

calling out the colour names by the word rather than by the colour 

of the ink. In the modified bilingual version of the Stroop-Colour 

Word Test (Lambert, 1953), the subject is given lists of colour 

words in each of his two languages, on separate occasions, and is 

required to label the colour of the ink and ignore the colour na- 

mes. On one occasion, the subjects respondiin one language ands 

on another, in the other language. It isýtherefore possible to 

determine the subject's dominant language by comparing the time it 

took him toAdentify the words when they are compatible with the 

language of response and when they are incompatible. Each subject's 

time to complete the task was taken under four conditions: 

- English input and English output; 

- English input and French outputl 

- French input and French output; 

- French input and English output; 

Performance times were also taken for control conditions in which 

colours were used but where the words were not printed in colour. 

Preston (1965) found that, times for the experimental conditions 
(i. e. colour words) were, significantly longer times under the 

controlzonditions. However,. there was little variation among the 

times under the four experimental conditions. These findings are 
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interpreted as evidence against Penfield and Robert's theory, (1959) 

because, according to Macnamara (1967): 

"*so since the theory would predict that when subjects 
were set to respond in Llp the Ll system would be on - 
and the L2 system off. In that case, subjects ought to 
have had no difficulty in ignoring stimuli In L, and 
their times ought to have been the same as if t? ey were 
merely naming patches of colour. The findingsp however, 
were to the contrary". 

(Macnamara, 1967) p. 67 

Macnamara then proposed a more complex theory of functional sepa- 

ration in terms of a two-switch model against the single-switch 

model of bilingual functýoning implied by Penfield and Roberts. 

In order to validate the two-switch theory of functional separa- 

tion and of linguistic independencep including separate investiga- 

tions of the hypothesized output switch, input switch and the two 

combined are required. 

I To this effect, Kolers (1966) examined the performance of 

bilinguals when asked to read and spontaneously produce passages 

where two languages were mixed. He found that sppeds for reading 

and spontaneous production were'much slower although comprehension 

was not affected. Macnamara (1967) had bilinguals say as many 

individual words as possible in a given time period while alterna- 

ting from one language to the other but without translation. It 

was found that under this condition, performance was significantly 

poorer than under conditions where subjects presented words mono- 

lingually in either one of their languages. 

In other studies, Kolers (1965,1966) and Lambertp-Ignatow 

and Krauthammer (1966) examined the free recall of bilinguals for 

three types of word lists: monolingual wordr-lists in one language 

in the other language and linguistically mixed lists. Subjects 

were asked to recall the items in the same language as that of 

presentatign. Results indicated that subjects recalled items 
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from linguistically mixed lists as well as from monolingual lists 

with few translation errors. Kolers (1966) found that the repe- 

tition of the translated items was as beneficial for recall as re- 

petition in the same language, thus suggesting that subjects store 

the items in a non-linguistic semantic-store. 
Treisman (1964) found that bilingual subjects who were sha- 

dowing a message in one language presented to one ear through one 

headphone were unable to ignore a simultaneous competing message 

presented to the other ear# through the other headphone and in 

another language. Another study carried out by Treisman (1965) is 

of interest in that she went beyond the mere translation of words 

by asking her subjects to translate entire sentences# something 

which is more relevant to the present study. Treisman examined 

the speed with which bilinguals could carry out simultaneous in- 

terpretation from English to French and from French to English by 

measuring the extent to which her subjects lagged behind the in- 

coming message. Results indicated that the extent of the lag was 

determined by the amount of information in the incoming message. 

Furthermore. she found that translation took more time than shadow- 

ing., although her subjects varied in their degree of bilinguality. 

She did find, however, that translation from English into French 

was consistently faster than translation from French into English 

which would suggest. that there is something about English which 

makes it easier to decode than French, ortsomething about French 
. 

which makes for easier encoding. 

Traisman also showed that if the distracting message has the 

same general characteristics as the shadowed message but is a 

translation-into a foreign language, bilingual subjects can 

detect the identical meaning of the messages. 
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Memory for texts 

There seems to be a paradox in the research presently being 

. 
carried out on human memory: people usually make use of their 
language abilities in the form of sentences but the important 

body of research literature on human verbal learning seems to 

focus on parameters involving free recall or words# nonsense sy- 
llables or series of digits. Assuming that sentences and prose 

passages are better remembered than strings of unrelated words 
(Reynolds and Flagg, 1977), the next question which comes to mind 
is how prose is stored In memory. 

In order to explain both the success and the failure of me- 

mory, one approach has been that of trace theories which lay em- 

phasis on changes in memory storage over periods-of time. The 

basic notion is that the effects of learning or practice remain 

in the form of a memory trace after active practice or learning 

have stopped. Another view of verbal memory was put forward by 

Sir Frederic Bartlett (1932) in Ramemberings where he was concer- 

ned with providing a description of the complex mental processes 
he felt were involved. Bartlett maintained that people retain 
only those aspects of the stimulus that are important to the-in- 

dividual, or certain 'key information'. What constitutes this 

'key information' depended on the contexts, both linguistic and 

physicals, in which the stimulus was presented. Furthermore, me- 

mory representation could be suPplemented by information from both 

the stimulus material and from general knowledge of the world. 
In Bartlett's own words: 

"It is an imaginative reconstructionp or constructions 
built out of the relation of our attitude towards a 
whole active mass of organized past reactions or 
experience ... 11 

(Bartlett,, 1932)P- 213 
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. 
Subjects are unable to reproduce texts verbatim after 

one presentation, nor are they able to reproduce all the 

propositions of a text when these are lonker than a few 

words (van Dijk, 1977). Before examining the mental, opera- 
tions that may be involved in text comprehension and recall-, 
one must begin by examining the input text, sentence by 

sentence, specifying the processes undergone in comprehen- 

sion. Since memory for sentences and for text is usually. 
semantic (Sachs, 1967), the present study intends only to 
deal with semantic structures. 

Kintsch (1974) and van Dijk (1972,1977) attempted to 

characterize the semantic structure of a discourse in terms 

of an abstract text base. They began with the assumption 
that the surface structure of a discourse is interpreted as 

a set of propositions, ordered by various semantic relations 

among the propositions. Some of these relations are expli- 

cit and some are inferred during the interpretation process. 
The semantic structure of a text is characterized at the 
level of the microstructure and macrostructure. Kintsch 

and van Dijk (1975) define micro- and macrostructures as 
follows: 

"The microstructure is the local level of the discourse 
that is, the structure of the individual propositions 
and their relations. The macrostructure is of a more 
global nature, characterizing the discourse as a whole. 
These levels are related by a set of specific semantic 
mapping rules, the macrorules". 

(Kintsch and van Dijk, 1975, p. 101) 

The general 4bstract nature of the macrorules is based on the 

relation of semantic consequences in that they must preserve 
both truth and meaning. Some macrorules are 1) deletion, where 

each proposition that is neither a direct nor an indirect inter- 

pretation condition of a subsequent proposition may be deleted; 
2) generalization, where each sequence of propositions may be 

substituted by the general proposition denoting an immediate 
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suPerset, and 3) construction, where each sequence of proposi- 

tions may be substituted by a proposition denoting a global fact 

of which the facts denoted by the microstructure propositions are 

normal conditions, components or consequences (for details, see 

van Dijk, 1975). 

The propositional notation represents the meaning of a text 

by means of a structured list of propositions, which are composed 

of concepts. Each proposition includes a predicate or relational 

concept, along with one or more arguments (Kintsch and 
' 
van Dijk, 

1978). The arguments of a proposition fulfill different semantic 

functions, namely agents object and goal. 
Recalling the propositions constitutes new texts, not nece- 

ssarily replicas of tfie original input since they will consist of 

reconstructively added details, explanations and other various 

features. 

"Transformations may be applied at the level of 
microstructure, the macrostructure# or the 
schematic structure. Among these transforma- 
tions, one can distinguish reordering, expli- 
cation of coherence relations among proposi- 
tions, lexical substitutions and perspective 
changes. These transformations may be a source 
of errors in protocols, too# though most of the 
time they preserve meaning. Whether such trans- 
formations are made at the time of comprehension, 
or at the time of production, or both, cannot be 
decided at the present". 

(Kintsch and van Dijk, 1978). p. 375 

When reproducing the input text,, a subject's memory contains 

several memory traces: a) traces from various perceptual and 
linguistic processes involved in text processing; b) traces from 

the comprehension processes; and c) contextual traces. When re- 

constructing, and when micro- or macro-structures are no longer 

-retrievable, the subject usually tries to reconstruct the infor- 

mation by appl7ing rules of inferences to any information that is 
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still available. Kintsch and-van Dijk propose three recons- 
truction opeTators; 

a) addition of plausible details and normal properties; 
b) particularization; 

c) specification of normal conditions, components or consequences 

of events (Kintsch and van Dijk, 1278). 

Studies of memory for prose require the ability to represent 

the meaning of texts in terms of their most relevant aspect: their 

semantic content. The model proposed by Kintsch (1976) represents 

the meaning of a text by text-bases consisting of lists of propo- 

sitions. Propositions are n: -tuples of word concepts formed 

according to a set of rules which are part of a person's seman- 

tic memory. In this context, semantic memory is synonymous with 

a person's 'knowledge of the world'. When remembering a text, a 

story or a navel, a person does not remember proposition lists as 

such but rather a summary of the story, supplemented at certain 

points by the more detailed type of propositional information. 

When a reader recalls a story, this abstract gro-Ades him with a 

sort of framework by means of which he can organize the bits and 

pieces of detailed information still available and from which he 

can reconstruct other parts of the story. No representation*of 

the meaning of texts can be satisfactory unless it provides an 

account of the overall structure of the text. 

Recall of information is not only reproductive but recons- 

tructive CBartlett, 1932; van Dijk, 1980). The reconstructive 

nature of retrieval processes"may result in different transfor- 

mations of information with respect to input information and/or 

with respect to discourse representation in episodic memory.. 

Some of the transformations may already take place in the cora- 

prihension phase of information processing. In that case, the 

transformed structures are already part of the representation, 
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Transformation during comprehension in general depends on the 

various factors of the cognitive set and takes place in the 

cons-truction of coherent representations which'must be as con- 

sistent as possible with our knowledge of the world fragment 

the discourse refers to. Retrieval transformations may take 

the following forms: 

a) deletion: information is left out because it is assumed 

that it was not in the original text or because it is thought 

to be irrelevant for reproduction; 
b) addition: information is added because it was assumed to be 

in the original text, because it would make the text more cohe- 

rent or more 'logical'; 

c) permutation: the order of information. is changed because the 

original order is assumed to be less Zoherent or because new 

ordering is thought to be better understood in the reproduction; 

d) substitution: information units are substituted for other 
information units also because the new unit is assumed to be 

more coherent or better understandable; 

e) recombination: information elements are recombined in other 

units; 
f) level shift: information high in the hierarchical represew- 

tation is downgraded and/or low information is upgraded (e. g. 

due to new knowledge or other cognitive set factors about the 

relevance of information). 

These transformations in principle allow that the resulting 

reproduction of a text is different from the information in the 

text. In principle these transformation account for most of 

the vaiiation in Tecall protocols, given an assumed text repre- 

sentation in episodic memary. (van Dijk, 1980) p. 261-262. 

0 
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Shadowing: - 
The shadowing technique, which involves the immediate 

vocalization of auditorily presented speech stimuli, is frequently 

used as a means of studying selective attention in man sinýe*it 

provides the experimenter with some evidence that the subject is 

attending to the message when shadowing. One of the first expe- 

rimenters to use the shadowing technique was Colin Cherry (1953) 

who found that when a subject shadows a message presented in one 

ear, he is apparently unaware and oblivious to the message pre- 

sented to the other, unattended ear. With regard to the shadov- 

ed and attended message which concerns us more in this study, 
Cherry found that the subject remembered very little of the sha- 
dowed message in spite of the fact that he had recognized all 

the words during the shadowing task. So, although the appro- 

priate message can be shadowed accurately, little seems to be 

retained of its informational content. 
According to Waugh and Norman (1965), when one channel of 

information is being attended to, very little information is 

retained about the properties of the other, unattended channel. 
Norman adds that: 

"One marked characteristic of the subject's speaking 
voice is its monotony. Very little emotional content 
or stressing of the words occurs at all... he may have 
very little idea of what the message he has repeated 
is all about". 

(Norman, 1976, p. 18-19) 

Since the shadowing technique involves the overt vocalization 

of a message, the first question to be considered is whether 

or not shadowing yields higher retention than simple listening. 

Murray (1965) examined the difference between overt and 

covert repetition of consonant letters and their subsequ ent effect 
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on recall of these consonants. When no noise was present, he 
found that recall increnspd with vocalization. Murray proposed 
that the moro nctive tho rehenrsal between presentation and recall, 
the greater ttio rat-ilit-iting erfect upon recill. Although Murray's 

experiment rmy sheil some light on part of the present research 
(i. e. the rebe. irsal involved during consecutive note-taking) with 
his referenre to the fact that active rehearsal improves recall, 

we still cannot infer 6-it shadowing will necessarily lead to 
better rocall. thin simply listening to a text. With regard to 

shadowing, there may be some controversy as to what rehearsal 

consists of and how it could be measured. When a subject sha- 
dows without tinderstariding (Chistovitch, Aliakrinskii and Abi- 

lian, 1960), rfindowing may then be labeled as mere repetition 

and not necessarily as active rehearsil. In their experiment, 
Qistnvitch rt . 11. foitnd that when subjects chose to shadow 

without understanding, they gave accurate phonemic reproductions 

of speech sounds at very short latencies (150 to 250 milliseconds) 
but could not subsequently recall the material they bad just 

processed. Thore who shadowed with understanding, on the other 
hand, repeated the speech at longer latencies of 250 millise- 

conds ind tip. Other studies, however (Marslen-Wilson, 1975) 

have Rhown sophisticated correction by shadowers of error during 

shadowing. -ýT Norman (1976) also differentiates between phrase 

and phnnemic shadowing in that when phrase shadowing, the words- 

are slightly delayod behind those of the input., where the lag 

is long enotigh to take advititage of the language but not so long 

as to impose a memory btirden on the shadower. In phonemic 

shadowing, the subject is asked to repent. each sound as he hears 

it, without waiting, for the completion of the input phrase, or, 
in some c-ises, evon for tht, completion of a word. The lag in- 

volved in phrase slindrwing implies. that there is a grammatical 

analysis of thr niaterial processed which may be reflected in 

the amount of recall of the Tw. ss. -iges shadowed one way (phrase) or 

So the Marslen-Wilson work shows that even at short latencies, 
shadcrimrs are doing more than "phonemic" shadowing. 
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the other (phonemic shadowing). 
This differentiatioli between phrase and phonemic shadowing 

must be considered; if phonemic shadowing is mere repetition and 

not an activep overt form of rehearsal, recall after phonemic 

shadowing is likely to yield different results from that follow- 

ing phrase shadowing. Mere repetition seems to have little if any 
influence on the recall of individual items (Corballis, 1969). 

Glanzer and Meinzer (1967) label this form of repetition as "cir- 

culation" which simply serves to maintain an item in short-term 

store and which may also reduce the chances of its entering into 

longer-term store. 

"If repetition is identified with 'circulation' 
and is distinct from 'learning and organizing' 
then two things follow: a) since repetition is 
identical with or similar to the activity that 
maintains the word in short term store, repeti- 
tion should have little or no detrimental effect 
on words held in long term store (i. e. little or 
no effect on the end of the serial position 
curve); b) since repetition is, by hypothesis 
here, not similar to the activity that places 
the word in long-term store, then it would 
interfere with this activity and depress the 
probability that a word will enter long term 
store". 

(Glanzer and Meinzer, 1967) p. 932 

Mackworth (1964) found that vocal repetition of the message by 

her subjects during presentation actually reduced recall, or, in 

some way, interfered with recall. 

But consider more recent experiments which indicate that 

syntactic and semantic information from the entire sentence may 
be operative for successful shadowing. Using mixed sets# Miller 

and Isard (1963) found that normal sentences were bettur shadowed 

than nonsense sentences, whichp in turn, were more easily shadowed 

than sbrambled nonsense sentences. Treisman (1965) found that 

subjects shadowed with less error as the material approached normal 
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English. In an earlier experiment, Treisman (1964) also presented 

two different stories dichotically and asked her subjects to shadow 
the material reaching one ear. : Partway through the experiment, 

she interchanged the messages between ears. The subjects repeated 

some of the words from the wrong ear, words which continued the 

message previously shadowed. In other wordsp the sort of contex- 

tual predictability that was important in Treisman's experiment 

seems to be essential for successful shadowing. Rosenberg and 

Lambert (1974) found that while shadowing connected discourse, sub- 

jects seem to use the relations between sentences, in other words, 

the contextual cues found in connected discourse. Shadowing and 

recalling connected discourse may yield results that may be more 

applicable than shadowing phonemes, digits, words or even isolated 

sentences, especially when the subjects involved are conference in- 

terpreterso 

Other experiments (Moray and O'Brien, 1967; Shaffer and Hard- 

wick, 1969) have abandoned the shadowing task and subjects were 

simply instructed to listen to, or monitor a message. Hochberg 

(1970) distinguishes between monitoring and shadowing in that moni- 

toring is essentially a passive task and the listener requires 

little effort to fully analyze the components. During shadowing, 

however, the subject has his information processing capacity taxed 

to a much greater extent than in the monitoring situation. Fur- 

thermore, the shadower's own voice, absent during monitoring, may 

act as a third signal. source, causing interference with the percep- 

tion of the incoming messages, thus possibly discrediting the re- 

liability of the shadowing technique as a reliable way of 'locking' 

one's attention. Norman (1969) argues that the difficulty of per- 

forming the shadowing task precludes the possibility of rehearsal, 

thus minimizing the longer term retention of the shadowed material. 

In experiments undertaken with highly practiced shadowers, Under- 

wood (1974) hypothesized that they would not be constrained by the 
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. 
processing requirements of the shadowing task and would therefore 

be able to process as much information from the available sources 

of stimuli as would a subject not shadowing. His results Indica- 

ted that the only reliable performance increase demonstrated by 

the practiced subjects over unpracticed subjects was In the number 

of detections of unattended digits while shadowing. 

Underwood and Moray (1971) compared detection of digits in 

the context of letters when the targets were in the attended and 

unattended ear, and when the subject shadowed one ear or when he 

simply attended to the input without making any overt response. 

Detection of attended targets was higher than detection of unatten- 

ded ones and the detection of both attended and unattended tar- 

gets was higher when the subjects monitored than when they sha- 

dowed. In an experiment where the same message was presented in 

both ears but where one message lagged slightly behind the other, 

Treisman (1964) found that both the attended and the unattended 

messages were stored for shorter periods of tine when the subject. 

shadowed than when he simply monitored the message. 
Is shadowing more effective than monitoring in locking the 

subject's attention onto the shadowed item? Could it be that the 

act of vocalization may be providing the auditory and'motor feed- 

'back necessary to store the shadowed items in short-term store? 

Does shadowing increase the amount of attention given' to the 

message or does. it decrease it7 Baddeley (1976) claims that 

during selective attention, the attended message receives deeper 

processing in that the attended message is repeated and therefore 

is heard twice and spoken once by the subject. In an experiment 

designed to clarify the effects of shadowing on both the shadowed 

and the non-shadowed messages, Lewis, Honeck and Fishbein (1975) 

found that, relative to simple listening, shadowing actually decrea- 

sed the =1-ber of targets detected on the channel to which subjects 

attended. Furthermorep they questioned ttie ability of shadowing 
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as a means of locking an individual's attention. 

'Terformance on the shadowed channel is far better 
than on the non-shadowed channel, not because more 
attention is diverted to the shadowed channel but 
rather because less attention is detracted from it. 
It is probably incorrect to consider shadowing as a 
means of locking attention onto the shadowed channel: 
instead, the technique ought to be considered as a 
means of differentially unlocking attention from 
both channels". 

(Lewis, Honeck and Fishbein, 1975) p. 458 

What effect does shadowing have on comprehension and recall of 
input material? Carey (1971) found that shadowing did not hinder 

understanding in an experiment in which subjects either listened 

top or shadowed prose. The passages were recorded at 1,2 or 3 

words per second, and after the experimental task, subjects were 

given tests of word and syntax recognition as well as semantic 

retention. Shadowers' word recognition and semantic recognition 

scores were somewhat higher than those. for listeners at the slow- 

est rates but these differences disappeired at faster rates. SI- 

multaneous listening and speaking did not preclude understanding 

and recall in a relatively simple shadowing task. Carey went on 
to propose the "shadowing facilitation hypothesis" which predicts 
that the extra psycho linguistic processes required in successful 
shadowing result in higher retention scores than simple listening. 
Insofar as shadowing is successful, and the shadowing response 
that a subject monitors identical to the input, shadowing will have 
a facilitating effect on retention. 

Gerver (1974) asked conference interpreter-trainee subjects 

to a) listen to, b) shadow, and c) interpret simultaneously into 

English, three French prose passages. Subsequent tests of compre- 

hension and recall showed that higher scores were obtained after 

listening-than-after simultaneous interpretation, which in turn, 

yielded significantly higher scores than following shadowing. 
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Since the test scores were higher after passive listening than 

after both simultaneous interpretation and shadowing, it would 

appear that the simultaneity of listening and speaking present 

during shadowing may have impaired comprehension. 
Gerver's results demonstrate that simultaneous listening 

and speaking can impai-ý recall of the material listened to 

while speaking. They also show that such recall is better 

when complex information processing is an integral part of the 

simultaneous listening and speaking than a relatively simple 

form of processing is involved (Gerver, 1974). Although, as 

Carey (1971) demonstrated, analysis of meaning can occur while 

shadowing, simultaneous interpretation involves a compulsory 

analysis of source language deep structure of the target lan- 

guage. Shadowing, on the other hand, involves a less complex 

transformation of the message from the auditory to the vocal 

mode in which analysis of meaning may be incidental rather 

than an integral part of the process. 

"It could be objected that the difference in 
recall between shadowing and interpreting ' 
might be due simply to the different demands 
placed on speech output by the two tasks; 
almost continuous speaking being required in 
shadowing but only intermittent speaking in 
simultaneous. In other words, recall after 
shadowing might be poorer because the 
shadower spends more time in simultaneous 
listening and speaking than the interpreter". 

(Gerver, 1974, p. 340) 
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Simultaneous interpretations 

A detailed account of the process of simultaneous interpreta- 

tion was provided by Moser (1978) which, in turn, was based on an 

analysis put forth bj Massaro (1975). The source language message 
is first received in the auditory receptor system where It becomes 

available for further analyses. The information gained Is then 

stored in the preceptual auditory storage. At this stages a pri- 

mary recognition process based on the phonological rules of the 

source language synthesizes those acoustic features into a synthe- 

sized percept or syllables which is stored in synthesized auditory 

memory. Secondary recognition transforms the sequence of synthe- 

sized syllables into words where syntactic and semantic cues are 

necessary for word recognition to occur. The information now avai- 

lable for further processing is the string of processing words. 

Information is now temporarily stored in what is termed 'generated 

abstract memory' or GAM# an equivalent of short term memory in 

other literature. It is at this stage that verbal information is 

temporarily stored., where continuous recoding and rehearsal proce- 

sses makes incoming information available. Information is chunked 
(Millers 1956) into more abstract units which combine the essen- 

tials of meaning of the smaller chunks or units that are being re- 

coded. Syntactic and semantic information play a dominant role in 

this process. The information is now stored in LTM where it can 

be referred to at any given moment during the processing stage. 

Another cognitive definition of the nature of the task invol- 

ved is provided by Karmiloff-Smith (1978): 

... the interpreter while listening to a speaker 
is constantly updating his mini-theory of the 
speaker's semantic intentions. Each speech act 
is not only the communication of new information 
but the intricate interplay of new information 
and presuppositions based on the knowledge accu- 

mulated from the present discourse and on general 
extralinguistic knowledge". 

(Karmiloff-Smitho 1978) p. 379 
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Most of the literature concerned with simultaneous interpre- 

tation seems to concentrate on the unusualness of the task (see 

Gerver, 1975). Simultaneously processing two languages, both 

source and targeti, is an unusual occurrence: having to anticipate 

the semantic and syntactic form of the incoming message without 

necessarily being able to wait for the end of the speaker's source 

sentence; the need to be acquainted with the subject material of 

the conference beforehand. 

Karmiloff-Smith, (1978) draws an interesting parallel between 

processing which occurs in monolingual situation when a child is 

acquiring his first language, and the dual processing involved du- 

ring simultaneous interpretation. Simultaneous processing of two 

different: symbolic modalities is frequent. Furthermore, the abi- 

lity to anticipate a speaker's message is part of normal dialogue. 

Schank (1976) and Charniak (1972) have shown how the understanding 

process does not rely simply-on the words in the discourse but on 

the hearer's general knowledge about the topic. To be able to In- 

fer essential elements which have not explicitly been stated in 

the message# hearers rely on situation 'scripts' - . 'scenarios' or 

'frames' (Minsky, 1975). Bransford and Johnson (1972), Dooling 

and Mullet (1973) have clearly shown how a subject's understanding 

depends not only on what he hears but an the implications of recei-! 

ved information according to the knowledge he already possesses. 

Chernov (1973) illustrated how interpreters 'get lost' if prior 

information and received information are incompatible. 

Simultaneous interpretation could be ciudely described as 

shadowing into another language. However$ the task is more deman- 

ding than shadowing in that the interpreter is required to trans- 

form the information presented to him auditorily in source langua- 

ge A by translating it into target language Bp as opposed to mere- 

ly repeating it, as would be the case for the shadower. 

Although very little research has been cýLrried out on the 

topic of simultaneous interpretation# especially by authors on 
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human skills or cognitive psychology, the few exceptions will be 

mentioned here. Welford (1968), basing his assumption on the 

supposition that attention can only be paid to one activity at a 

times suggests that simultaneous interpreters acquire the ability 

to listen and speak simultaneously after long practice, by igno- 

ring the sound of their own voices. - Neisser (1967) limits his . 
mention of simultaneous interpretation as evidence against a motor 

theory of speech perception. 

The first experimental studies appeared in 1965 with Oleron 

and Nanpon, and Anne Treisman. 01'eron and Nanpon (1965) studied 

ear-voice span from recordings of a number of simultaneous inter- 

preters and found that delays could range from 2 to 10 seconds, 

depending on the relative difficulty of organizing the incoming 

material. Because of the limitations of short-term memory, Oleron 

and Nanpon suggested that interpreters could not afford to lag 

too far behind the input speaker. Treisman (1965) examined the 

speed with which bilinguals could perform simultaneous interpre- 

tation from English into French and vice versa, and she measured 

the extent to which her subjects lagged behind the incoming messa- 

ge. She found that the lag was principally determined by the 

amount-of information in the incoming message. Furthermore, Tro-is- 

man found that translation was slower than repetition in the same 

language (i. e. shadowing). In addition, grammatical constraints 

were more important than semantic ones in shadowing than in inter- 

preting. Treisman attributed the greater ear-voice span for inter- 

preting than shadowing to: 

the increased decision load imposed by the more 
complex transformations between input and output". 

(Treisman, 19651 P. 376) 

G: pldman-Eisler (1967) examined the role of patterns of speaking 

and pausing In simultaneous interpretation and found that pausing 

contributed at least 30Z of the total time spent in speaking and 
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pausing. In previous papers with Henderson and Skarbek (Henderson 

et al., 1965p cited in Gerver, 1976), Goldman-Eisler suggested that 

periods of long pauses and short speech bults alternate with pe- 

riods of short pauses and long speech periods, and that this repea- 

ted pattern reflects cycles of acts of planning and production In 

speech. 

Barik (1973) examined both the temporal and qualitative pro- 

perties of simultaneous interpretation in relation to three inde- 

pendent variabless 1) the type of material to be interpreted; 2) 

the level of expertise of the interpreter; and 3) the direction of 

translation - that is whether--the subject is interpreting from his 

dominant language into his weaker one, or vice-versa. Among other 

things, Barik found that the interpreter makes good use of the 

speaker's pauses to deliver his interpretation. Furthermore, the 

interpreter characteristically lags behind the speaker by 2 to 3 

seconds but tries to take advantage of the speaker's pauses and 

thereby try and reduce the time during which he must both listen 

and speak at the same time. 

The temporal data did not reveal, in general, any striking 

differences in relation to the different categories of interpreters, 

thi various types of material, or the two directions of transla- 

tion. 

However, In the content analysis, less qualified interpreters 

omitted more material and made more translation errors than: the 

more qualified interpreters. Their translation were also much more 

literal. The more professional interpreters performed as well in 

either direction, whereas the less qualified ones performed better 

when working from their dominant language toward their weaker one. 

Finally, Barik found that the longer the interpreter lagged behind 

the speaker, the more he-was likely to omit.. On the other hand, 

if the interpreter remained too 'close' to the speaker, he then 

ran the risk of making translation errors. 
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Barik's content analysis (1972) included the various types 

of dEpartures noted in the interpretation relative to the original 

texts: 

1) the 'additions' of translation constituted the first 

group. These additions are made up of inclusions in the interpre- 

ter's version of material not present in the original, the majori- 

ty of which consist of slight elaborations on the text such as the 

addition by the interpreter of a qualifier or qualifying phrase. 

Other additions are made in association wi-th disruptions in the 

translation but Barik noted that, in general, very little material 

was added to the text by the interpreter. He did note that there 

was a slight tendency for the more qualified interpreters to add 

a bit more material than the less qualified ones who tended to be 

more literal In their translations. 

2) the second category proposed by Barik was 'omissions of 

translationlo which relate to material iTLthe original version 

and not translated by the interpreter. 

Errors of translation refer to segments of text which are 

inappropriately translated by the interpreter which can Zange 

from relatively minor errors to gross errors involving a single 

word or concept or a whole phrasing unit. 
The most extensive research on simultaneous interpretation 

seems to have been carried out by Gerver (1969; 1971; 1972a; 

1974 a; 1974b ). Gerver examined the performance of simultaneous 

interpreters when shadowing and interpreting under noise-freeo 

moderately noisy and extremely noisy conditions. Results indica- 

te that although more was omitted in both shadowing and interpre- 

ting as. noise increased# significantly more errors were made in 

interpretations than shadowing under both moderate and very noisy 

conditions. In addition, ear-voice spans remained constant under 

all conditionss that is, greater for interpreting (approximately 

5.7 words behind the speaker) and for shadowing (approximately 
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2 words). But further analyses of : he temporal characteristics of, 

subjects' performance showed that articulation rates dropped and 
that unfilled pause times increased more during simultaneous inter- 

pretation than during shadowing. Other studies carried out by Ger- 

ver included the effect of source language presentation rate on in- 

terpreters' performance; the effects of noisy listening conditions 

on the conference audience; the use made by interpreters of source 

language pauses to segment the message. 

More relevant to the present study, Gerver set out to find out 

whether simultaneous listening and speaking affdcted performance on 

subsequent cognitive tasks, namely comprehension and recall of rate- 

rial processed. Subjects were trainee simultaneous interpreters who 

a) listened to, b) shadowed, and c) simultaneously interpreted into 

English recordings of passages of French prose. Gerver hypothesized 

that simultaneous listening and speaking would impair sUjectsl abi- 

lity to comprehend., stare and recall input and that therefore,, test 

scores for both shadowing and simultaneous interpretation would be 

lower than for plain listening. 

"The additional task of translating could either 
still further impair interpreters' ability to 
understand and retain what they hear, or the 
more complex analysis of the incoming message 
which is necessary in order to translate-, 
rather than merely repeat it, would assist 
comprehension and recall". 

(Gerver, 1976) p. 184 

Results indicated that$ in fact, comprehension was impaired by simul- 

taneous listening and speaking, since test scores were higher after 
listening than after simultaneous interpretation or shadowing. Fur- 

ther. more, - since test scores were significantly higher after simulta- 

neous interpretation than after shadowing, it appeared that the sim- 

plet of the two conditions, namely shadowings affected comprehension 

more than when the task involved simultaneous interpretation, a task 
implying the more complex decoding and encoding of material. 

In addition to the above-mentioned research# there are several 
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factors which support the notion that during simultaneous interpreta- 

tion, items are being processed at a deeper level than during shadow:! 
ing of the same material. If simultaneous interpretation were to be 

compared to shadowing$ the former could be described as 'phrase sha- 

dowing' and the latter as I phonemic shadowing'. Phrase shadowing', ' 

as defined by Norman (1976) is where the words are slightly delayed 

behind the input and where the lag is long enough to take advantage 

of the structure of the language, but not so long as to impose a 

burden on memory. Phonemic shadowing, as defined by Norman (1976),, 

has a shorter lag in that the shadower need not wait until the com- 

pletion of the sentence. Therefore# processing time allowed for 

simultaneous interpretation is longer than for shadowing. 

Both simultaneous interpretation and shadowing offer the expe- 

rimenter a reliable way of measuring the processing time required by 

each task: the subject processes the material overtly in each case 

and the lag or ear-voice span may provide more evidence to support 

the hypothesis that simultaneous interpretation demands more proce- 

ssing than . 3hadowing. Gerver (1972a; 1974a) found that even under 

noisy conditions, there was a greater ear-voice span for simultaneous 

interpretation than for shadowing. 

Another factor that must be taken into account is that transla- 

tion takes time. Oleron and Nanpon (1965) studied delays in simulta- 

neous interpretation and found that these could range from 2 to 10 

seconds. The extent of this delay according to the authors is deter- 

mined by the difficulty experienced by the interpreter when organi- 

zing the incoming stimuli: he must wait for a certain amount or: chunk 

of material before he can begin interpreting. 

Treisman (1965) compared the speed with which bilingual subjects 

could interpret from French into English and vice versa. To this 

effect, she compared the lag of the subjects and found that it was 

mainly determined by the amount of information present in the inco- 

ming message. She also found that interpretation was slower than 

shadowing. In another study, Hepler (1966) combined syntactic trans- 
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formations and translation with bilingual subjects. She found that 

combining transformation with translation took significantly*longer 
than transformation within the language of the stimulus. 

Translation of word lists also takes time. In an earlier stu- 
dy,, Oleron and Nanpon (1964) compared response latencies for transla- 

tion and repetition in the same language of orally presented words. 
On the averages translation took 0.4 seconds longer than simple repe- 

tition of the same items. This difference is to be expected as in 

the comparison- between simultaneous interpretation and shadowing: 

shadowing Involves the subject only storing words briefly in memory 

without extensive processing and interpretation is dependent upon 
information stored in longer term memory for further processing, i. e. 

translation. This access time may be in part due to language- 

switching and in part to the search for the appropriate word in the 

other language (Gerver, 1970). In other wordsp interpretation re- 

quires more 'intellection' of thO- incoming message (Glemet, 1958). 

In addition to the preliminary phonemic analysis, the conveyance of 

the original'meaning of the message through translation requires-a 

deeper and more extensive analysis of the items. 

Treisman (1965) found that translating was more difficult 

than shadowing not only because of the, decreased familiarity of 

either input or output, but also because of the increased decision 

load imposed by the more complex transformation between input and 

output. Subjects were relatively more dependent on meaning and 

were less able to make use of grammatical rules in an unfamiliar 

language than they were to use the other forms of redundancy. 

Similarly, the syntactical constraints appeared to be relatively 

less helpful in translating than in shadowing and the lack of any 

semantic constraints seemed more disruptive of efficiency in 

translation. The main positive finding about the ear-voice span 

was its greater length for translation than for shadowing. 

The difference is size of the span again suggests that the units 

of speech used in translation may be longer than those adopted for 

shadowing, extending over four ýand five words rather than three. 
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Consecutive Interpretation: 

During consecutive interpretationp the interpreter hears a seg- 

ment of speech in source language B (French# for example), lasting 

approximately five minutes. At the same time as he is processing. the 

speech, the interpreter is making rapid notes into target-language 

A (English). When the segment of the speech is overs the consecutive 
interpreter is then asked to reconstruct the original speech orally, 

by way of the notes taken. 

The consecutive notes are highly personalized and vary from in- 

terpreter to interpreter. A detailed study of conference interpreter- 

trainee's notes will be dealt with in this study. So far, it appears 

as though the interpreter abstracts the information preiented to him 

through a form of selective listening/processing, in that he only 

makes notes of the items which seem to be more important to him. He 

discards approximately two-thirds of the incoming items, making notes 

on the other third, translating from source language B Into tar- 

get language A as he writes down his notes, It is important to men- 

tion at this stage that trarlslation usually occurs at this, specific 

moment., that is as the notes are being taken and not afterwards, 

during consecutive delivery, for example. Although this is not al- 

ways the case (some bilingual interpreters claim that they often take 

their notes in the same language as the source language and translate 

during consecutive delivery), most schools of interpretation train 

the students to take their notes immediately into the target language. 

Notes thus serve as an externalized and graphic form of short-te=- 

memory and then as cues or tags idlien the interpreter generates the 

translated version of the original 
* 
speech. 

Research undertaken on note-taking in university settings may 

help shed some light on the process of note-taking although Very 

little has been done on conference interpreters' note-taking techni- 

ques (Sal*ýskovitch, 1975). 

Some students contend that taking notes during a lecture hampers 

their listening comprehension. They maintain that while they are 
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busy writing down one idea, they do not hear others (Peters and 
Harris, 1970). The rare studieszdealing with the effects of note- 

taking on recall offer only mixed support for the value of note- 

taking. ? auk (1963) for example, found no differences on immediate 

recall between subjects who took notes and those who did not. Els- 

ner and Rohde (1959) found no differences in performance the follow- 

ing day between subjects who took notes during a presentation and 

those who took notes following the same presentation. Both groups 

were permitted to study their notes during the interim between the 

presentation and. the testing. McClendon (1958) reports no signifi- 

cant differences in either immediate or delayed recall between those 

students who took notes and those who did not. 

Crawford (1925) and McHenry (1969), however# reported signi- 

ficant differences favoring note-takers on true-false and multiple- 

choice tests administered immediately following a study period. 

McHenry found all three of his note-taking conditions (namely co- 

pious notes, abbreviated notes and fact-principle-notes) bad a si- 

gnificant effect. All three groups scored higher than a no-note 

control group on a multiple-choice listening comprehension measure. 

Peters and Harris (1970) also indicate that subjects who were per- 

mitted to take notes during a taped presentation or who were provi- 

ded with prepared notes in a topical, outline form, performed signi- 

ficantly better on a subsequent multiple-choice test than did a no- 

note control group whether or not time was provided for review. Pe- 

ters (1972) doubts the notion that the note-taking activity inter- 

feres with the actual reception of the material. Instead, it seems 

that note-taking is an attention-directing activity which limits 

the amount offinformation processed whether it is presented orally 

or in written form. He goes on to hypothesize than when the decision 

is made as to what to include in.: the notes# other information inputs 

are disregarded or-simply not processed; interestingly enough# Peters 
.. C21 

adds that i; d,. en these decisions are not required of the subject (i. e. 
listening without taking notes), larger quantities of information are 
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processed. 
Notes appear to serve either or both of two functions: 

1) as an external storage mechanism (Miller, Galanter and Pribram, 
1960) and 2) as an encoding mechanism where they provide a source 
for later study or reference by the learnex. They allow the learner 

to transcribe whatever subjective associations, inferences and inter- 

pretations may have occurred to him while listening. DiVesta and 
Gray (1972) examined this dual function of note-taking and found that 

when note-taking is used solely for the purpose of external storage, 

notes tend to be taken in a mechanical fashion, interfering with 

attention and are thus incompatible with efficient learning., strate- 

gies. On the other hand, the kind of note-taking which serves a 

role in encoding was more efficient than one used solely for exter- 

nal purposes. The encoder has put the material into long-term memo- 

ry and a transactionbetween the learner and the material has taken 

place: 

"The learner has linked the material to his 
existing cognitive structure: he has made it 
meaningful. Instead of interfering with lear- 
ning as originally hypothesized, note-taking 
appears to sensitize the learner to certain aspects 
of the communication. The transaction is one of 
acting on the incoming information, sifting out 
relevant material, and organizing important content 
which is then recorded by the learner. 

The increased attention given to these con- 
cepts while taking notes increases the probabi- 
lity that the concept will be retrieved even 
though. there is little chance to review the notes 
irumediately after studying. We speculate that 
note-taking and rehearsal function as learning 
aids which facilitate encoding". 

(DiVesta and Gray, 1972) p. 8-9 

Another important investigation worth including in this review 
is one undertaken by Fisher and Harris (1973) which set out to exami- 

ne the effect of note-taking and review on subseq, 4ent recall. The 

following conditions were tested: 
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1) N- RON: (notes and review own notes) 
2) NN - RLN: (no notes but review lecturer's notes) 
3) N- RLN: (notes and review lecturer's notes) 
4) N- MR: (notes and mental review) 
5) NN - MR: (no notes but mental review) 

When testing for recall of information processed after each condi- 

tion, Fisher and Harris found that thý best results were provided 

by Condition 1, N- RON, where both encoding (that is the subject 

taking his own notes) and external memory function (reviewing one's 

own notes) were allowed. The second best results cam following con- 

dition 2, NN - RLN, where no encoding as such was allowed (the sub- 

ject was not permitted to take notes) but where the external aspect 

of notes (that iso reviewing the lecturer's notes) was allowed. T11e, 

poorest recall came following the final condition, NN - MR, where 

both functions of note-taking, encoding (no notes taken) and the ex- 

ternal factor (mental review) were not present. Fisher and Harris 

concluded that note-taking serves both as an encoding function and 

as an external memory function with the latter being more important. 

Furthermore, they claimed that of the two functions, the one serving 

as the external memory device provided the greater facilitating effect 

on recall. 
When examining note-taking in the light of human information pro- 

cessing, notes provide a wealthy area of investigation. If we were 

to place the three activities famifiar to an interpreter (shadowing, 

simultaneous: interpretation and consecutive interpretation) along a 

continuum according to the number of analyses carried out during each 

task, it would appear that consecutive interpretation involves the 

most. In addition to the phonemic analysis of the incoming stimuli$ 

the interpreter begins by selecting those that will be most useful to 

him during subsequent delivery. Unlike shadowing, whe re one 'parrots' 

all incoming stimuli and where conveying the meaning is not the pri- 

mary concern of the shadower, consecutive interpretation requires an 

original abstraction and selection of stimuli, a transformation by 
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translation, and finally, a reconstruction during the consecutive 
delivery itself. Since over two-thirds of the incoming stimuli are 
discarded by the interpreter when examining his notes (in that they 

do not appear in-the actual notes), a closer examination of the notes 
that are retained would provide a study in itself. In this study, 

notes are considered as an externalized form of information proce- 

ssing in that they provide the experimenter with graphic mnemonics. 

These mnemonics could be labeled as an externalized form of rehear- 

sal as if the interpreter wished to 'hold' certain key items long 

enough in store to use, them later on as triggers. 4uring recall. 
This, the actual note-taking is the first overt form of rehearsal 

performed by the subject. The second occasion for rehearsal is pro- 

vided during consecutive delivery when the interpreter reconstructs 

the speech by way of his notes. 

Unlike the shadowing and simultaneous interpretation paradigms$ 

consecutive interpretation does not provide the experimenter with 

comparable means of measuring the time 
, 
spent in processing the in- 

put, since the overall amount of time involved during consecutive 
interpretation is longer than either shadowing or simultaneous in- 

terpretation. Furthermore# the processing activity per se may take 

place in one or several of the following phases: 

a) whi le the subject attends to the incoming message; 

b) while the subject is taking notes; 

c) during the translation of the notes; 

d) during the consecutive delivery. 

Since it is well-established that many cases of unsuccessful 

recall are due to failure of the retrieval mechanisms rather than 

to failures of registration or storage (Cofer, 1941 ; 1967)" the 

present study proposes to compare comprehension and recall after 

each stage of processing, in other words 

a) after passive listening to a speech without allowing the subject 

to take any notes; 

b) after note-taking but where the notes will have been removed 
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from the subject immediately following the note-taking phasep in 

an incidental learning paradigm; 

c) after note-taking and consecutive interpretation of the speech 
by the subject who has been allowed to refer to his own notest in 

an intentional learning paradigm. 

The present study also proposes to examine the physical aspect 

of consecutive notes collected from each subject. Although there is 

a respectable body of literature covering note-taking among college 

students during lectures, very little research has-been carried out 

on note-taking in and among conference interpreters. Several 

differences come to mind: notes taken during a lecture are reviewed 

several hours, weeks and sometimes months after the lecture. Con- 

secutive notes on the other hand are used immediately following the 

delivery of a speech and are generally never reierred to afterwards. 

Secondly, notes taken during college lectures are usually taken in 

the same language as that of presentation. For consecutive inter- 

preters however, the message presented to them is in one language 

usually their 'passive'language (their second language) and the 

interpreter is asked to deliver the same speech in another language, 

usually his mother-tongue. In other words, translation occurs at 

some stage in the process of consecutive interpretation: either 

during the encoding stage when the interpreter is taking notes in 

language A on an incoming message in language B, or during the 

reconstructive stage when the interpreter is asked to deliver the 

same speech in targer language by way of notes. 

Bearing these two major differences in mind, a physical 

description of consecutive notes will be included in this study 

along with some suggestions as to what occurs between each 

processing stage of the consecutive interpreter's task: i. e. - 

what actually takes place between input and'note-taking, between 

note-thking and consecutive delivery, between consecutive delivery 

and recall. In addition, overall stages will be examined, such 

as what occurs between input and consecutive delivery, input and 

recall and finally between note-taking and subsequent recall. 
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The purpose of the present investigation therefore, is to 

apply some of the hypotheses put forward by Craik and Lockhart (1972) 

on depth of processing, namely that deeper, semantic processing 

produces better memory than shallow, more superficial processing# 

to four tasks carried out by interpreters, which are listening, 

shadowing, simultaneous and consecutive interpretation. By exa- 

mining the amount of comprehension and recall among interpreters 

following the tasks, it is hoped to determine which particular task 

involved the greatest amount of processing and which task, the 

least. However, if we were to place these aforementioned activi- 

ties along a hierarchy of stages of processingp one could hypothe- 

size that the amount of attention paid to the stimuli and the 

varying task demands in each case could help in predicting the 

depth at which the message is being analyzed in each condition, 

and the amount of recall ifter each condition. 

1. Listening: 

Listening will serve as a control condition: it represents a 

unitary activitys whereas in the other three conditions (shadowing, 

simultaneous and consecutive interpretation), listening is always 

combined with some other activity and thus serves as the 'common 

denominator' to all four tasks. For example, shadowing involves 

both listening and speaking; simultaneous interpretation involves 

listening, translating and speaking; consecutive interpretation 

requires listening and note-taking. 

Listening gives the experimenter one slight problem in that the 

subject, whilst listening, makes no overt response and thus provides 

no reliable way of measuring the anount of 'attention' paid to the 

incoming material. Only the amount and quality of recall following 

listening will enable us to determine the amount of 'attention' the 

subject paid while listening. One could hypothesize that since the 

listener is not sharing his attention with other activitiesp he may 

be devoting his full attention to the listening task and that as a 
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result, recall following listening will be superior to that follow- 

ing any of the other three experimental conditions. 
On the other hand, the additional processes of vocalization 

required during shadowing and simultaneous interpretation for exam- 

ple, which could be considered as additional analyses carried out 

on the incoming stimuli, could warrant the opposite hypothesis: 

that recall will be superior after either shadowing and/or simul- 

taneous interpretation than after listening. It thus becomes man- 

datory to compare the results obtained on recall following listening 

and following shadowing. 

2. Shadowing: 

Shadowing may be considered as a "Type I processing" (Craik, 

1973) or as a form of 'repetitive rehearsal' (Bjork, 1975) where 

the items are merely repeated and notnecessarily rehearsed. If 

the information Is maintained at this same level, an Item's acce- 

ssibility may be prolonged but will not necessarily lead to the 

formation of a more permanent memory trace. However$ the essential 

feature of primary memory retention Is that the aspects of the ma- 

terial are still being processed or attended to. During shadowings 

a subject is asked to repeat a message which is presented to him 

auditorily. In this experiment, subjects will be asked to shadow 

the material phonemically, that is without waiting for the comple- 

tion of a phrase or even for the completion of a word. This is to 

ensure that the lag is shorter than in phrase shadowing but not long 

enough for subjects to take advantage of the structure of the lan- 

guage. Also, it will ensure that the amount of processing time re- 

quired by the task is shorter than in either of the other two con- 

ditionsp that is simultaneous and consecutive interpretation. 

3. Simultaneous interpretation: 

Gerver (1974) had conference interpreter-trainee subjects listen 

to, shadow and interpret simultaneously French prose passages into 

English. Subsequent scores of comprehension and recall yielded 
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higher scores in the listening condition than in the Interpretation 

condition, which in turn yielded higher scores than following the 

shadowing task. This experiment will be replicated In the present 

study: recall following simultaneous interpretation will be compa- 

red to recall after both shadowing and listening. It is hypothesi- 

zed that since items processed during simultaneous interpretation 

take more time than during shadowing* they are being processed at 

a deeper level and will therefore be recalled more successfully. 

4. Consecutive interpretation 

if we were to consider the tasks required of an interpreter and 

place them in a hierarchy according-to. the number of analyses carried 

out during each task, it would appear that consecutive interpretation 

involves the most., the subject seems to amalgamate all the conditions 

of the experiment: 1) he listens and attends to incoming stimuli 

(condition 1); 2) tie simultaneously translates the items (condition 

II) by making notes of the ones that are salient, in his opinion, 

Furthermore, he holds the iteins for longer periods of time than in 

either shadowing or simultaneous interpretation since he does not 

deliver his consecutive interpretation until he has heard and re- 

corded his notess that isp until he has heard the entire message. 

The note-taking aspect per se serves as an externalized form of re-. 

hearsal (rehearsal I) and the consecutive delivery constitutes the 

second form of rehearsal (rehearsal II). 

To recapitulate,, Experiment I will examine recall and recogni- 

tion following the four above-mentioned condiWarts: 1) listening; 

2) shadowing; 3) simultaneous interpretation; and 4) consecutive 

interpretation. 



CHAPTER II 

MTERPRETING AND DEPTH OF PROCESSING: 

This chapter is concerned with interpreters* retention of prose 
following three experimental tasks, namely shadowing, simultaneous 
interpretation and consecutive interpretation, and one control task, 

listening. The experiment was designed to investigate the variations 
in an interpreter's retentive ability when asked 1) to process a gi- 

ven message to varying depths; 2) to perform recognition tests in the 

language of presentation when this language is the subject's passive 

language; and 3) to recall the message in the subject's mother-tongue, 

albeit different from the language of presentation. 

Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed the depth of processing hypo- 

thesis by way of a series or hierarchy of processing stages through 

which incoming information is passed. According to their view,, the 

existing dichotomy between short and long-term memory stores is more 

a function of the different coding processes than the separate stores 

themselves, with trace durability a function of the way in which the 

material Is encoded. In other wordsp it is the depth of the analyses 

which determines retention and a greater degree of semantic or cogni- 

tive analyses are performed at deeper levels in the hierarchy. 

In this experiment, we propose four levels of such analysis in 

the form of listening, shadowing, simultaneous interpretation and con- 

secutive. interpretation. What cannot yet be determined is the hierar- 

chy or the order in which these analyses fall according to th, e depth 

of processing continuum. However, by reversing the order of the theo- 

ry, one would hope to be able to determine which level of the above- 

mentioned analyses is the deepest and the shallowest. In other words. 

by examining the amount and the quality of recall following each task, 

the depth at which the message was processed will de determinable. 

Since the language of presentation was French and the language 

of recall was English, it washoped to determine whether or not the 

translation factor constitutes an added form of processing for the 

subject... 
Most theoretical approaches to bilingual memory propose one view 

which states that there are two separate memory stores and that any - 
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interaction between the two takes place in the form of translation-- 

or the view which holds that bilingual memory Is a single system 

that taps into two systems by a code-switching mechanism of some 
kind (Paivio & Begg, 1581). 

Among studies supporting the two-store position, Kolers (1-964) 

asked his subjects to practice saying either their native alphabet 

or the English alphabet backwards, and tested them on the other. 

Because there was no evidence of positive transfer across languages, 

Kolers opted for the notion of two independent language systems 

that are probably 'insulated from each other' (McCormack, 1977). 

Another study required that its subjects recall freely from 

unilingualt bilingual and trilingual lists,, the languages being 

English, French and Spanish. In this study, 'Tulving and Colotla 

(1970) found that recall was best with unilingual lists, followed 

by bilingual lists and with poorest recall resulting from the tri- 

lingual lists. Researchers interpreted the poorest recall from 

multilingual lists as reflecting an Impairment in the organizatiom 

of words across language boundaries (McCormack, 1977). Therefore, 

their data are consistent with the notion that a bilingual's two 

languages exist in relative isolation from one another. 

Among the studies supporting the single-store model, Young 

(1972)*used a same-order serial transfer paradigm in that his sub- 

jects were exposed to a set of items in a constant serial order 

over a succession of trials and subjects were asked to attempt to 

anticipate each item prior to its presentation. They then learned 

a second list in which either synonyms, antonyms or gender-related 

words were substituted for the items on the first list. Positive 

transfer would be expected according to all existing theories of 

serial learning, in other words, that subjects should learn the 

second list in fewer trials than a control group. Results showed 

that no positive transfer was revealed. However, when the items 

on the second list were translations of those from the first list, 

bilingual. English-Spanish subjects exhibited significant amounts of 
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positive transfer (Young and Saegert, 1966). 

. Another investigation employed a multitrial free-recall pro- 

cedure with English-Spanish bilinguals as subjects (Lopez and 
Young, 1974). Subjects were presented with lists of words and 

asked to attempt to recall as many as possible, but, unlike the 

serial-learning situation, items appeared in a different random 

sequence from trial to trial and subjects were free to recall 

them in any order. For experimental conditionsp the free-recall 

items were words which were the translations of those with which 

subjects had been familiarized. For the control conditions, the 

prefamiliarization set consisted df words from the same class as 

those employed for free recall but a translation relationship did 

exist. The investigators argue that if the two linguistic sys- 

tems are in fact independentp then there should be no positive 

transfer between the first and the second task, in other words, 

that there should be no familiarization effect. Results, howe- 

ver, indicated that positive-transfer did occur regardless of the 

language of the second task, 

In an investigation conducted by Liepman and Saegart (1974) 

subjects were familiar with both Arabic and English. The Anderson 

and Bower paradigm was followed, where subjects are exposed to 

each list in a series only once and subsequently asked for a free 

recall. With this paradigm# there is considerable overlap of the 

same words from list to list and Anderson and Bower report that 

recall becomes poorer as subjects are exposed to more and more 

lists ; they attribute this to increasing amouzits of confusion 

regarding list membership. The Liepman-Saegart adaptation of 

the paradigm used lists of homogeneous and heterogeneous items 

with respect to language. The authors argued that if the inter- 

dependence notion were valid, then performance would show a greater 

relative deterioration across trials when the lists are bilingual 

than when they are unilingual since there would be two sources of 

confusion, one for language and one for list markers (McCormack, 1977). 
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On the other hand, should the independence notion hold true# sub- 
jects vduld be expected to show less relative deterioration with 
bilingual lists, since they would be aided by their ability to dis- 

criminate on the basis of language. Results supported the single- 

memory store position. 
The fourth study (Saegart, Kazarian and Young# 1973) used a 

bilingually modified version of the part-whole negative transfer 

paradigm. In the part-whole settingp subjects were first required 

to learn a 'part' list and then a 'whole' list consisting of the 

part-list items in addition to an equal number of new items. In 

both tasksp the multi-trial free-recall procedure was employed. 

Negative transfer or poorer performance on the part of experimental 

subjects relative to appropriate controls was typically observed 

following the second task. Negative transfer howeverp was not ob- 

served when the second-list items. were from the dominant language* 

This finding is more consistent with the independence position which 

would predict no cross-language organization. 
The last investigation was conducted by Colletta (1975), in 

which a modification of Posner's (1969) 'same-different' paradigm 

was employed. Subjects were presented with two items and then as- 

ked to judge whether they were the same or different with respect 

to some-predetermined dimension. Reaction times were the dependent 

variables, and subjects were French-English bilinguals, the dimen- 

sion being one of synonymyty. For both 'same' and 'different' judg- 

ments, the pairs of items were either homogeneous or heterogeneous 

with respect to language. Colletta reasoned that should there be 

separate linguistic storesp the bilingual judgments should produce 

longer reaction times than the unilingual decisions since a trans- 

lation process would presumably be required. Howeverp should there 

be a single memory store, 9 no*differences in reaction time would be 

expected between the unilingual and bilingual conditions (McCormack, 

1977). " The latter was the case and these findings offer unambi- 

guous support for the interdependence hypothesis* 
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In the. vnse of the present oxpr! riment, where subjects were 

asked tn recall iti VTir the language of presentation sh 

was rrenoh, the question was whvcher tho addit&onal task of 
translating (or code-switching) would impair interpreters' 

ability to retain what they had processed, or, on the contra- 

ry wheth(! r the wot: v cvirplex analysis or the incoming message 

which is neces! z; irv in order to translate, rather than repent 

the messaae in rho simn I. -ingtiaget would assist in recognition 

and recall. In vtbcr vnrds, does transtation take up more 

processing cnpncity nnd leave the subject less able to commit 

the material to memory, or does translation lead the subject 

to process material more dreply and thits remember the material 
better? 

I'he tio-tr. vislal inti condition will become part of a subse- 

quent experiment. 

EXPERIMENT I: 

The subjects were 16 interpreters, 8 of whom were pro- 

fessional conference interpreters, belonging to the A. I. I. C. 

(Associntion Intettintionile Wltiterprbtes de Conferencu, all 

having interpreted for more thnn five years. The remaining 

8 subjects were trninee-interpreters, all enrolled on a six- 

month intennive Formation cotirse at the Polytechnic of Central 

London in order to (tht-flit the Diploma in Conference Interprc- 

tation Techiticities, notir- (ir whom had interpreted for less than 

3 months or 
'For 

morv thait 6 months. Among the 8 professional 
interprnters, ' 4 were ninle and 4 were fcnile, among the 8 be- 

ginners, 4 wore nil,. - and 4 were female. The mother-tongue of 

all 16 subjects was rns-Oish -ind all subjects claimed French as 

one of their pnssivr, 11m,, tinges, a language they interpreted 

from --ind nnt-'itq-t--, r. ariIy fitto. 

Experimental do-nigii: 

AAxA Gr. icctr-Lathi 141itorv desigii was tised iii an inU-11- 

tional learnitir, par: idipm whvre vni-h subjects was asked to 1) 

listen to, 2) slia(low, 3) interpret sitmiltaneous-and 4) inter- 

pret conseciaively fniir rr-:, nch prnse passageg of equal length. 

Listening involved simply ... (continued ... /) 



attending ro an ; miOlLorlly presented passage without performing any 

task other than plaitt listening. Shadowing involved repeating, word- 

for-word, in the same Innruage and at the saine timep the entire 

passage In French. Simultaneous interpretation involved orally 

translatitig or Interprrtine,, the prose passage from French into 

English at the sal, v Lime as the original French Input passage was 

presented to the subj, ýct. Finally, consecutive Interpretation in- 

volved having the subject listen to a French prose passage and take 

notes in English at the same time. When the incoming passage was 

over# the subjecL was asked to give a consecutive delivery of the 

text on which he had just made notess this invoved rendering a 

translated reconstrliction of the entire text into Englisht using 

the notes as guid, ilints. 
Prior to the ex, ppriment, subjects were told that. each ccndition 

would be followed by two tests in order to measure the amount of re- 

call and rEcognition. First,. a recall test to be given in English, 

where subjectc. were simply asked to recall as much as possible of 

the prose passage they had just processed. This was immediately 

followed by a recognition test in French, in other words, in the 

same language, as the original language of inputp albeit the subject's 

passive language. 

Both texts and tasks were randomized and counter-balanced across 

subjects. (See Appendix page 321-b for the experimental design). 

Procedure: 

Four French pasrages of approximately 300 words each were selec- 

ted from "General Studies French" by Light and Howittp 1966. Me 

passager dealt with the four following topicss a) man's flight into 

space and posiihle i"ner ear ailments resulting from space flights; 

b) alcohulism in France and staListical explanations regardinC its in- 

crease over the years; c) ramping In France as a form of holidaymaking; 

d) the construction of a tunnel under-the Channel linking France and 
Great HOW, its beginnings and historical implications* These texts 
(See Appendices A-1 through D-9) 
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lent themselves to the construction of questions on their factual 

content and made no special demands on subjects' knowledge of tech- 

nical vocabularies. The passages were recorded by a female native- 

speaker of French, at approximately 1.6 words per second. 
Each subject heard the stimulus tape under simulated conference 

interpretation conditionst althouglý sore subjects complained that the 
absence of a live audience may have detracted from their performance. 

However,, since their ability to recall was more important then their 

actual performance during the interpretation task, the absence or 

Presence of an audience was not considered a significant factor in 

this experiment. 
The experimental tape was relayed to the subject through stereo- 

phonic headphones coming from one tape-recorder and subjects' recall 

was recorded simultaneously onto a Sony cassette-recorder for subse- 

quent transcription-and evaluation. 
Following each condition, subjects were asked to recall# 1n 

their mother-tongue, English, as much as possible of the input speech 

presented to them in source languages French. When the subjects could 

recall no more, they were immediately presented with recognition tests 

in three parts and in the following orders 

a) word or lexical recognition test: 

containing 3 nouns, 3 verbs and 3 adjectives taken from the 

original French input text and therefore in the same language. In 

addition, there were synonyms for 3 other nouns, 3 other verbs and 
3 other adjectives. These 18 items were arranged In a vertical co- 
lumn in random order. The subjects' task was to indicate., by tick- 

ing 'yes' or 'no', which words had or had not occurred in the ori- 

ginal passage they had just processed. 

content or semantic recognition test: 

containing 14 multiple-choice questions on the Informational 

content of the passage with four choices for each question. The 

passages selected lent themselves to creating such questions in 
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order to determine how much each subject attends to each passage 
he or she was asked to process@ 

c) word-order or syntactic recognition tests 

containing a phrase or sentence taken verbatim from the ori- 

ginal source-language text along with two paraphrases of the phrase 

or sentence which nevertheless. preserved the original meaning of the 
input. 

The rationale behind these recognition tests was to devise a, 

means of determining which aspects of both semantic and non-semantic 

memory were more susceptible to forgetting. Sachs' (1967) experi- 

ments on syntax recognition scores indicated that subjects" rico- 

gnition for change in form was close to chance level but that chan- 

ges in the meaning of sentences was still recognized extremely well. 

The order in which the three recognition tests was administered 

could not be balanced across subjects since the last test - the word- 

order or syntactic'recognitica test - contained. some of the answers 

to the two previous recognition tests, namely vocabulary items and 

answers to the multiple-choice questions. Certain investigators 

have found that recognition is impaired when a recall test is inter- 

polated during-the retention interval (Belbin, 1950; Kay and Skemp., 

1956), in that it interfered with recognition of the stimulus mater 

rial some minutes later. Hanawalt and Tarr (1961) howeveri found 

some evidence for a facilitation effect in that recall strengthened 

the retention of items recalled and left unaffected the retention 

of items not recalled. Furthermore, H anawalt and Tarr used forced- 

choice recognition where subjects must choose a specified number of 

Items presented. For example, in the familiar multiple-choice test, 

only one of the presented Items isý-correct and the subject is asked 

to select one item. In the present experimentp the forced-choice 

recognition test was used and results obtained following the reco- 

gnitioa tests were expected to yi6ld higher scores than those obtaiý. 

ned as a result of recall scores (Brown and Tackhamp 1967). 

Although both recall and recognition tests were administered to 
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all subjects immediately following each task, some tasks took 
more time than otherss therefore the onset of recall and recogni- 
tion tests, i. e. the time at which they were administered, were not 
uniform across all conditions. 

Let us now consider each task Individually. Listenin offers 

no measurable indication to the experimenter as to the amount or In- 

tensity of processing the subject is engaged. in. Furthermore, there 
is no way of determining if the subject Is listening in the langua- 

ge of presentation (French) and preparing to recall in English by 

saving the translation until the recall task, or whether he is lis- 

tening to the French input by mentally translating into English as, 

though it were a form of inner speech, thus getting rid of the trans- 
lation task before the free recall demands are placed on him. It 

could also be that bilingual interpreters do neithers since long- 

term memory is 
* 

conceptualized as being primarily semintic in nature 

and the language in which information is conveyed would be superfluous 
(Roset Roset King and Perez, 1975). Whatever the case may be# lis- 

tening offers no overt and concrete means for the experimenter to 

measure or monitor the amount of processing engaged in by the sub- 

ject. 
Consider the second task required of the interpreter: shadowin 

If the language of presentation is French and the subject is asked 
to shadow in the same language, the experimenter is certain that the 

processing is being carried out in the same language as that of pre- 

sentation (French) and that the translation factor is rost likely 

being delayed until recall is asked of the subject. Furthermore# the 

overt vocalization'involved during shadowing also provides the expe- 

rimenter with some tangible means of measuring the amount of processing the 

subject is engaged in - the time-lag between the stimulus and the 

utterance response produced by the shadowerl, for example, -or the 

number of errors and omissions perpetrated by a shadower who is asked 

to shadow phonemically as opposed to phonetically (Norman, 1976). 
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Simultaneous interpretation, which requires that the subject 
listen to a French passage and translate it simultaneously 
into English, puts more emphasis on immediate. translation, 

whereas shadowing puts more emphasis on source language at 
input and translation at output (although it is entirely 

possible that for simultaneous interpretation, the subject 
is recalling the original text and re-translating it). 

Finally, if we consider consecutive interpretation 

where the subject-hears a passage in French, translates it while 

processing since his notes are taken down in English 

delivers the entire consecutive interpretation with the use 

of his notes before he is asked to recall the original. 
Although the experimenter is certain that translation per 

se is carried out during the encoding phase (i. e. during note- 

taking), the onset of both recall and recognition is consi- 
derably delayed compared to the other three conditions: this 
delay is equivalent to the amount of time it takes the subject 

to render his consecutive delivery, each delivery varying in 

length, depending on the subject. 
Since processing time is an indication as to the amount 

of processing (Craik and Lockhart, 1972), analysis of this 

experiment will examine those conditions which required longer 

processing times (consecutive interpretation) against those 

which take up less processing time (shadowing and simultaneous 

, 
interpretation) or no measurable time (listening). 

Subsequent analysis will also examine those conditions 

requiring vocalization during processing (simultaneous inter- 

pretation and shadowing) and compare them against the condi- 
tions where the subject was silent during processing (listen- 
ing and consecutive interpretation). 

.. The rationale behind this was to determine whether 
simultaneity of listening and speaking would enhance or hinder a 
subject's capacity to encode, process and recall. Also, it is in-- 
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teresting to note that in one condition, simultaneous interpreta- 

tions the subject will be repeating the same message twice: once 

while interpreting from French into English and a second time when 

recalling in English. 

To recapitulate, subjects were asked to recall in English 

but the recognition tests were administered in French, which was 

also the language of presentation. In other words# recall Invol- 

ved translation# whereas recognition did not. Since the purpose 

of this experiment was to measure interpreters' recall and reco- 

gnition following various tasks in order to determine which task 

produced the best and the poorest recall, it was felt that recall 

should be carried out in the subjects' mother-tongue, English. 

Furthermore, it is a natural event in the profession of an Inter- 

preter to interpret into his native tongue rather than into his 

passive languagel In other words, Experiment I set forth to exa- 

mine translation as a form of processing, whether the translation 

was prepared under listening, shadowing, simultaneous or consecu- 

tive interpretation conditions.. The question is whether transla- 

tion per se enhances subseqnent. recall or whether it hinders it, 

or if translation can be considered as a form of processing. 

As fir as recognition measures are concerned# since the sub- 

ject actually heard the passage in French., it seemedhatural that 

the recognition tests be presented in the same language. Furtber- 

more, translating the recognition tests into English as, testing 

materials would have automatically involved some semantic change. 

Scoring procedures 

In order to create plausible content questions for the re- 

cognition tests and to facilitate scoring of recall protocols, four 

highly concrete passages were selected as stimulus material. The 

passages, selected from "General Studies French" (Light and Howitt,, 

1966) are grouped according to their level of difficulty. In or-,. 
der to maximize the degree of similarity in the difficulty level 

of the texts# all four texts were chosen from the same section 
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as judged by the editor. Furthermore, both texts and tasks 

were counter-balanced across subjects. 
, Each passage was carefully trimmed to 300 words and inclu- 

ded equal amounts of propositions, digits and concrete facts. 

(See Table I-0 and I-1). Following the methodology proposed 
by Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), the passages were broken down 

into a structured list of propositions. Each proposition con- 

tained a predicate or relational concept, along with one or 

more arguments, each fulfilling a semantic function whether 

it be agent, object or goal. In order to score recall proto-. 

cols, the original input text was first broken down into a 

structured list and then matched against the transcription of 

each subject's oral recall, also transcribed in a propositio- 

nal format and maintaining the order in which these proposi- 

tions had been. presented in the original passage. 

once the original passage had been'subdivided into its 

propositions, each subject's recall was scored-according to the 

preservation of truth and meaning in each proposition. Dele- 

tions were permitted when they involved replacing a redundant 

predicate by 'it' for example. No points were subtracted for 

gen'eralizations where each sequence of propositions was sub- 

stituted by the general proposition denoting an immediate su- 

perset. Furthermore, constructions were permitted when a se- 

quence of propositions was substituted by a proposition deno- 

ting a global fact (van Dijk, 1977). 

Table I-I provides a sample of the scoring procedure for 

the first two sentences of one of the actual texts used in 

the experiment, The Channel Tunnel, along with one of the sub- 

ject's transcribed'recall. Two judges were used to score and 

the reliability was . 85. 

Since an interpreter's task is to transmit the meaning of 

a message, the scoring procedure was more concerned with the 

reproduction of 'idea-units'. Furthermore, it was felt that the 
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recognition tests could be devised to examine other types of 
memory more closely, namely lexical, semantic and syntactic 
aspects of memory for text. 
Results: 

Recall and recognition scores will be dealt with separa- 
tely. Table I-2 presents a summary of the free recall results 
which were recorded in terms of the correct number of proposi- 
tional idea-units recalled in percentage form. All scores and 
figures will be presented in the following order, beginning 

with listening, the control condition, followed by a linear 

progression ranging from the supposedly shallowest form of pro- 

cessing, shadowin , onto simultaneous interpretation and ending 

with consecutive interpreýtation. 

A two-way analysis of variance (Winer, 1962) was carried 

out and showed that the type of task required of the subject 

clearly influenced his subsequent recall. This effect was found 

to be significant beyond the . 001 level (F - 9.04, d. f. = 3, 

36). See Table I-3. 
Post-hoc tests of multiple comparisons (Guilford, 1973) 

showed that recall scores were significantly higher following 

the-listening condition (Z - 45.19%) than after the shadowing 

condition (R - 30.19%)(Scheffe F- 6.48; p4 . 01; d. f. - 3,36). 

Scheffe post-hoc tests also revealed that recall scores follow- 

ing consecutive interpretation (R - 45.00%) were significantly 

superior to those obtained following the shadowing condition 

30.19%)(F - 6.31; p4 . 01; d. f. - 3,36). 

There were no significant differences found between 

listening, consecutive interpretation and simultaneous inter- 

pretation relative to recall scores. There were no signifi- 

cant differences found between shadowing and simultaneous inter- 

preiation either. It seems as though recall scores following 

shadowing were significantly lower only when compared against 
listening and consecutive interpretation. 
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In addition to the task effect, an analysis of variance also 

indicated a signif icant text ef f ect (F = 14.02; p -4.001, d. f .- 
3.36), which indicates that recall differed as a result of one or 

more texts. Since all four texts had been selected from-the same 
level of difficulty - section in the Light and Howitt manual, and 

since both texts and tasks were counter-balanced across subjects, 
it was felt that no-pr-etesting was necessary. Subsequent analy- 

sis, however, indicated that the one text which gave all subjects 

the most difficulty in terms of. recall was the one dealing with 

Alcoholism in France. Furthermore, since Experiment II and III 

included-only three conditions, thus requiring only three texts, 

the text on alcoholism was automatically discarded for the subse- 

quent experiments. 
There were no significant differences found on recall scores 

between professional interpreters and trainee-interpreters, nor 

were there any significant differences in recall scores between 

male and female subjects. - See Table I-5. 

Recognition scores: 

Interpreters are never asked to recall a speech they have 

just interpreted. Therefore, it would be of little experimental 

value to present interpreters with nothing more than a free-recall 

test following each condition. Furthermore, a straight-forward 
free recall test may fail to detect certain aspects of memory that 

semantic and syntactic recognition tests may capture* 
The three types of recognition tests included lexicals seman- 

tic and word-order measures. The lexical recognition test consis- 
ted of 18 items, 9 of which appeared in the original passage and 
9 of which had not, although their synonyms had. Subjects recei- 

ved onp point for every correct answer but no points were deduc- 

ted for incorrect guesses. 
The. semantic and word-order recognition tests each consisted 

of 10 multiple-choice items and subjects received one point for 

every correct answer# and no points were subtracted for incorrect 
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Table I-I 

SamT)le of ? ronositional ScorinR for Free Recall 

Source-language input in French Sample of one subject's 
with En glish translation recall In English 

Prop Title Prop 
Score Le Tunnel Sous la Manche Score 

3 The Tunnel Under the Channel 0 

2 Widee de realiser 

, 
The idea of building The idea of building 2 

3 un-tunnel sous la Manche 
a tunnel under the Channel a Channel tunnel 2 

est loin dletre nouvelle; 
is far from new. is in no way a new one. 2 

2 Clest d1abord en 1802 
It was first in 1802 As early as the 1800' s 1.5 

2 qulun ingenieur des Mines 
that a mining engineer 0 

2 Roger Mathieu 
Roger Mathieu 0 

2 proposa a Bonaparte it was suggested to 2' 
suggested to Buonaparte Buonaparte 

3 alors premier consul who was first consul 
who was then f irst consul arv- the time 3 

2 le projet d1un. souterrain that a tunnel should 
plans for an underground tunnel be built 1.5 

2 eclair; au P; trole 0 

oil-lit 
I et quIemprunteraient 

travelled and which would be used 1 

1 des chariots 
by carts by carts 

2 tiroes par des boeufs, 
drawn by oxen. and bullocks. 

Input Recall 
total total 

Possible input scores 28 

28 Subject's scores 17 
17* 

Percentage score: 61Z 
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Table I-2 

Means and Standard Deviations 
Of Propositional Idea-Units Recalled 

Listening Shadowing Simultaneous Consecutive 
Interpretatibn Interpretation 

45,19% 30.19% 36.69% 45,007. 

S. D. = 11,33 15.08 18.99 16.07 
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Table I-3 

Analysis of Variance Carried Out 

On The Recall Scores 

Source of variation SS df ms F 

Between S's 6789.23 15 452.62ý 

Groups 984.296 3 328.1 . 68 nos* 
S's within groups 5804.934 12 483.74 

Within S's 10341.25 48 215.44 

A order 524.42 3 174.81 1.89 nos. 
B text 3898.545 3 1299.52 14.02*--* p, -. 
C task 2512.17 3 837.39 9.04*"* p, ýe. 

residual 70.566 3 23.52 . 25 
error within 3335.684 36 92.66 

total 17130.615 63 
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Table I-4 

Means and Standard Deviations 

of Mean Recognition 

Scores 

Listening Shadowing Simultaneous Consecutive 
Interpretation Interpretation 

=73,56% 65.92% 68,48% 69.217. 

S. D., =4.5 7.73 7.55 7.22 
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guesses. 

Results: 

Recognition scores will be presented both in terms of the mean 
scores obtained on all three recognition tests followed by the re- 
sults obtained on each individual test. 

Table I-4 presents a summary of the mean recognition scores 
obtained on the three types of recognition test following the four 

conditions. 
When comparing the mean scores obtained followirg all three 

types of recognition testp an analysis of variance showed that the 
type of task required of the subject prior to completing the reco- 

gnit. ion test significantly influenced the interpreter's performan- 
ce on that test (F- 3.83 ;p _4.05 ; 

d. f. =3,36). 
Scheffe a-posteriori tests showed that the only significant 

difference lay between listening and shadowing in that recognition 

scores following listening (-X= 73.567. ) were significantly hi gher 
than those obtained following shadowing (Rr_65.95Z)(F= 3.68 

p-4.05; d. f. = 3v 36). 

There were no significant differences found between professio- 

nal interpreters and trainee-interpretersp nor were there any 

differences found between male and female subjects wben examining 

the mean recognition scores across the four tasks. Howevers when 

subjects were asked to listen to a text, male professional subjects 

performed significantly better (-X. 76.427. ) than female professio- 

nals (R= 70.427. )(t =3.01 ;p4.05). Also, following simultaneous 
interpretations male professional interpreters' mean. recognition 

scores were significantly higher (_X =72.337. ) than those obtained by 

male beginners (X-z 63.67%)(t =2.59 ; p, 4.05). (See Table I- 7). 

Having looked at the'results obtaiAed on the recognition tests 

as a unit# let us now turn to each type of recognition test involved 

and In the same order in which they were administered to the subjects: 

a) lexical recognition; b) semantic recognition and c) word-order 

recognition tests. 
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Table I-6 

Analysis of Variance of the Mean Recognition 
Scores on all Three Types of Recognition Test* 

Source of variation SS df ms F 
SS between S's 1074.14 15 71.61 

Groups 163.605 3 54.54 . 72 n. s. 
S's within groups 910.535 12 75.88 

Within SIS 2324.55 48 4.68 

A order 47.75 3 15.92 . 38 n. s. 
B text 174.19 3 58.06 1.37 n. s. 
C task 484.74 3 161.58 3.03* p-/-. 05 

residual 97.311 3 32.44 . 77 
error within 1520.558 36 52.44 

total 3398.689 63 

0 
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Table I-8 

Meahs and Standard Deviations 

for Each Type of Recognition Test 

Type of 
Recognition Measure: 

LEXICAL SEMANTIC WORD-ORDER 

69.53Z 77.97Z 60,47% 

10.29 14,16 14.30 
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Table I-9 

Means and Standard Deviations 

of Lexical Recognition Scores 

Reco&nition measure: 
LEXICAL 

Type of task: 

Listening Shadowin Simultaneous Consecutive 
Interpretation Interpretation 

71.31Z 68.38Z 69.19% 69.25% 

S. D. 9.65 12.45 11.13 8.26 
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If we were to examine all the scores obtained on each type 
of recognition measure without considering the task performed 
prior to taking the recognition test in question, results indi- 

cate that the semantic recognition tests yield the highest mean 
scores (TE - 77.97%), followed by the lexical recognition tests 
(R - 69.53%), the difference being highly significant. (t - 3.85; 

p, 4.001). The lowest scores were obtained on the word-order 

recognition tests 60.47Z) which again was significantly 
lower than either the semantic recognition test (t - 6.95; 

p4 . 001) or the lexical recognition test (t - 4.11; p, -'-. 001). 

Table I-8 gives the means and standard deviations. of each 
type of recognition test, irrespective of the task performed. 
Lexical recognition test: 

Table I-9 presents a summary of the scores obtained on 

the 1ýxical recognition test according to the task required of 

the subject. An analysis of variance was carried out on the 

results obtained following the lexical recognition test. It 

was found that the type of task required of the subjict prior 
to taking the lexical recognition test did not influence the 

score obtained to any significant degree. 

Table I- 11 presents the means and standard deviations 

for the scores obtained on the lexical recognition test. There 

were no significant differences found between male and female 

subjects, nor between professional and trainee-interpreters 

and the scores they obtained on the lexical recognition test. 
Semantic recognition test: 

Table I- 12 presents a summary of the results obtained 

on the semantic recognition test. An analysis of variance was 

carried out and results indicate that the scores obtained on 
the semantic recognition test are influenced by the task per- 
forEed prior to taking the test. Results were significant be- 

yond the . 001 level. Scheff4 post-hoc tests of multiple 'com- 

parisons found that recognition scores following listening were 
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significantly higher (Scheff; Fn 104.02 ; P4*05) than the scores 

obtained following consecutive interpretation. The consecutive 

Scores werep in turnt significantly higher (F-a 55.1 ;p4 . 05) than 

those obtained following simultaneous Interpretation (X= 75.63Z), 

which in turn were significantly higher (F= 123.97 ; P4.. 05) than 

those obtained after shadowing (R= 68.14). 

Table I- 14 presents the means and standard deviations for 

the scores obtained on the semantic recognition test by male# femalep 

professional and trainee-interpreters. There were no overall signi- 

ficant differences found between male and female interpreters, nor 

between professional and trainee-interpreters. Howevers following 

listeningp male beginners (%= 95.007. ) obtained higher results than 

professional male interpreters (R. 82.50%) (t= 3.27,; p4-05). 

Word-order recognition test: I 

The last recognition test involved measuring interpreters' abi- 

lity to detect any changes in the order of the sentences which they 

had processed. Since some of the sentences which served as cues in 

the word-order recognition test contained part of the answers to the 

lexical and semantic recognition test# the word-order recognition 

test was always administered last. For examplej, one item from the 

word-order recognition test, I the idaa of building a tunnel is far 

from new' may have provided the answer tunnel in the word recogni-7 

tion test where subjects were asked whether the word 'cave', 'chasm' 

or *tunnel' had appeared in the original. Table I- 15 presents a 

summary of the scores obtained. 
An analysis of variance was carried out on the results obtained 

following the word-order recognition test and the task required of 
the subject was found not to have any influence on the score obtai- 

ned to any significant degree. Once again, the results presented 
in Table I- 16 show that the only significant maift effect was the 

difficulty in recognizing word-order changes in one of the four 

stimulus passages anct that the task involved when processing that 

particular passage had no effect on the subsequent recognition score. 
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Finally, Table I- 17 presents means and standard devia- 

tions for the scores obtained on the word-order recognition 
test by male, female, professional and trainee-interpreters. 
Although there were no signifiýant overall differences bet- 

ween scores obtained by male and female interpreters, nor 
between scores obtained by professional and trainee-inter- 

preters, restilts show that, as a result of listening, male 

professional interpreters obtained higher scores on the word- 

order recognition test (X - 75.00%) than either female pro- 
fessional interpreters (2 - 55.00%)(t - 2.45; p, 4.05) or 

male beginners (3E - 55. OOZ)(t - 2.45; p 4.05). 

Discussion: 

Recall and recognition scores will be considered 

separately. 

Recall: 

If we examine the results obtained on the recall 

measures alone, interpreters' scores tend to fall into 

two distinct categories: 

a) higher scores obtained as a-result of the listening 

and consecutive interpretation tasks (listening, R- 45-19%; 

consecutive interpretation, 7, - 45.00%) on the one hand, 

and 
b) lower scores following simultaneous 

(continued on next page... /) 
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Table I- 10 

Analysis of Variance 
Lexical Recognition Test 

Source of variation Ss df ms F 

Between S's 2969.94 15 198.00 

Groups 182.81 3 60.94 . 26 n. s. 
S's within groups 2787.13 12 232.26 

Within S9s 3706.00 48 77.21 

A order 278.81 3 92.94 1.09 n. s. 
B text 155.19 3 51.73 . 61 n. s. 
C task 75.31 3 25.10 . 30 n. s. 

residual 133.81 3 . 44.60 . 52 n. s. 
error within 3062.88 36 85,08 

total 6675.94 63 

S 
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Table I- 12 

Recognition measure: 

MANTIC 

Listening 

Means and Standard Deviations 

of The Semantic Recognition Test 

Shadowing 

Tasks: 

Sinultaneous Consecutive 
Interpretation Interpretation 

X= 87.507.68.13Z 75.637.80.63Z 

S. D. = 10.00 13.77 14.13 11.82 
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Table I- 13 

Analysis of Variance for the 
Semantic Recognition Scores 

Source of variation 

Between S's 

Groups 
S Is within groups 

Within S*s 

A order 
B text 
C task 

residual 
error within 

total 

ss 

40.609 

2.297 
38.312 

85.75 

. 922 
2.797 

32.047 

6.548 
43.437 

216.36 

df 

15 

3 
12 

48 

3 
3 
3 

3 
36 

63 

ms F 

2.71 

. 77 . 24 n. s. 
3.19 

1.70 

. 3ý . 26 n. s. 

. 93 . 77 n. s. 
10.68 8.83**, -" p, 4 . 001 

'2.18 1.80 n. s. 
1.21 
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Table I- 15 

Means and Standard Deviations of 

Scores Obtained on the Word-Order Recognition Test. 

Recognition measures 

WORD-ORDER 

Listening . Shadowing 

x 61.88Z 61.25% 

S. D. = 12.76 12*04 

Tasks: 

Simultaneous 
Interpretation 

60.63Z 

15.26 

Consecutive 
Interpretation 

58.13% 
17.59 
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Table I- 16 

Analysis of Variance 
Word Order Recognition Test 

Source of variation SS df ms F 

Between S's 4843.75 15 322.92 

Groups 881.25 3 293.75 . 89 n. s. 
S's within groups 3962.50 12 330.21 

Within S's 7950.0 48 165.63 

A order 806.25 3 268.75 1.85 n. s. 
B text 1518.75 3 508.25 3.48* p ýe, . 05 
C task 131.25 3 43.75 . 30-n. s. 

residual 
. 
256.25 3 85.42 . 59 

error within 5237.50 36 145.49 

total 12793.75 63 
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interpretation and shadowing on the other hand (I =36.69Z and 30.19% 

respectively). 

Considers if you will, the similarity between shadowing and 

simultaneous interpretatfon. Both tasks involve overt vocalization 
by subjects. Processing times may vary several seconds from sha- 
dowing to simultaneous interpretation: for shadowing, subjects were 

asked to shadow phonemically as opposed to using phrase shadowing, 

techniques (Norman, 1976) although no concrete measures were taken 

during the experiment. Phrase shadowing techniques would have allow- 

ed the shadowers to chunk the incoming message more efficiently and 

thus facilitate subsequent retention (Chistovitch, Aliakrinskii and 

Abilian, 1960). Simultaneous interpretation can be compared tc 

phrase shadowing in that the interpreter does, in fact, wait for a 

sufficient chunk of the input message before beginning to interpret. 

Phrase shadowing however, does not involve translation, whereas si- 

multaneous interpretation does. Since translation'takes time (Ha- 

pler, 1966; 01'eron and Nanpon, 1965; Treisman, 1965), it is safe 

to assume that processing time during simultaneous interpretation 

is longer (in terms of milliseconds) than during shadowing. However# 

In order to explain the results obtained in the'present experiments, 
both simultaneous interpretation and shadowing scores will be grouped 

together and compared to the scores obtained following listening and 

consecutive interpretation. 

If we now consider consecutive interpretation, the nature of 

the task per se is an indication of the processing time involved. 

The subject performing consecutive interpretation is asked to listen 

to the incoming message, 1) make notes Into English as he is proce- 

ss Ing the text, 2) make use of these notes by rendering a consecutive 
delivery of the entire passage, and 3) recall, without the use of 

notes, in English. Activity number 2 was not included in any of the 

three other conditions and served as a rehearsal or Interpolated 

task7 although it could only have strengthened the mastery of the 
incoming message. Furthermore# the visual cues provided by the 

notes acted as another factor which was not present in any of the 
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three other conditions. However, since the onset of recall follow- 

Ing consecutive interpretation was considerably longer In this con- 
dition than in the other aforementioned conditions (shadowing and 

simultaneous interpretation)p it could be that this delay may have 

led to some decay in memory traces instead of strengthening them. 

Finally# the processing time Involved during listening is left 

entirely up to the subject. Listening was used as a control condi- 

tion against which the three other experimental interpretation con- 

ditions (shadowing, simultaneous and consecutive interpretation) 

could be compared. During listenings subjects were simply asked 

to listen to a French passage and recall it immediately after ha- 

ving heard it. There were no interpolated or ongoing simultaneous 

activities to be carried out. In other words, the listener was 

able to devote his full attention to the task. More important, was 

whether the listener-subject attended to the French message in 

French and preparing to recall it in English? or was he processing 

the French message in English since he Xn ew he was eventually going to 

recall it in English? The answers to these questions will not be 

examined in this research , But the fact still remains that the 

only measure available to determine how much attention the listener 

paid to the input message is to examine_ýhe results obtained an 

recall scores following that particular task. Results indicate that 

along with those obtained following consecutive interpretationy 

listening yielded the highest recall scores, both significantly hi- 

gher than shadowing but not significantly higher than simultaneous, 

interpretation. - 
By grouping two tasks together, namely shadowing and simulta- 

neous interpretation, whether because these two tasks represent 

conditions where there is masking by the subject's own voice (Moray 

and Underwood, 1971) or-simply because processing timeslare 'shor- 

ter' than either listening or consecutive Interpretation (Y= 30.19% 

and R=36.69Z for shadowing and simultaneous interpreting recall scores respec- 

tively), and by comparing these results to those obtained following 

the longer processing tasks or those tasks where subjects' voices 
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did not mask or interfere with the ongoing activity, In other words 
listening (R- 45.19%) and consecutive interpretation (R= 45.00%), 

a It' test performed on the mean percentage scores (see Table I- 19) 

shows that listening and consecutive interpretation yielded signi- 

ficantly higher scores than shadowing and simultaneous interpretation 

Ct = 3.00 p,, -' . 01; d. f. = 63). 

If we now compare the results of the present experiment against 

those obtained by Gerver (1974) in which he asked interpreter-subjects 

to listen to, interpret simu2taneously and shadow French prose pa- 

ssages# the results obtained in his experiment follow the same trend 

in that'listening yielded the highest scores (58%) followed by si! - 

multaneous interpretation (517. ), followed by shadowing (4YI. ). Ger- 

ver's results were significant between tasks in that significantly 

higher comprehension scores were obtained after listening than after 

simultaneous interpretation, which in turn yielded significantly 

higher scores than after shadowing. 

The present 
ýesults follow the same trend in that the scores 

obtained after listening were significantly higher than those scores 

following shadowing (F w6.48,; p 4.05; d. f. =3,36), but there was 

no significant difference found between scores obtained after lis- 

tening and simultaneous interpretation, nor between simultaneous 

interpretation and shadowing. The additional task, consecutive in- 

terpretation, was not included in Gerver's study, but results in 

the present experiment indicate that listening and consecutive in- 

terpretation yielded scores that were equally high which would lead 

one to believe that the amount and type of processing in listening 

and in ccnsecutive interpretation are approximately the same. This 

may be the case for recall scores but recognition scores did not 

yield the same results. In the present experiment, consecutive 

interpretation yielded ýcares which were significantly higher than 

those obtained after shadowing (F= 6.31 ;p4.05; d. f. = 2,36). 
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RecoEnition: 

It has generally been found that under a given set of condi- 
tions, estimates of retention are lowest for recall and highest for 

recognition measures (Luhp 1922; Postman and Rau, 1957). Since the 

subject does not have to make the responses available but only has 

to recognize them, recognition usually yields the highest index of 

retention. In addition to recall measures, it was felt that other 

aspects of memory should be examined. For example# Sachs (1967) 

tested syntax recognition after 0,80 or 160 intervening syllables 

and found that memory for syntactic changes after 80 or 160 sylla- 

bles was near the chance level, whereas memory for semantic changes 

remained high. Therefore, it was decided to examine syntax reco- 

gnition scores and how each task would affect subsequent recogni- 

tion scores. FurthermoresCarey (1971) examined listeners' and sha- 

dowers' recognition of words and content# in addition to recognition 

of syntax. 
Before examining the results obtained on the individual reco- 

gnition tests, let us first look at the scores obtained as a whole, 

in other Words, the mean recognition scores of all three types of 

recognition test (. lexical# content and word-order)# depending. on the 

task required of the subject (see Table I- 4). An analysis of 

variance showed that results following listening were significantly 

higher than those following shadowing (Fu 3.68 ;p4.05; d. f. = 
3, 

36). The same listening vs. shadowing difference was obtained for 

the recall scores. However, there was no significant difference 

between the scores following consecutive interpretation and shadow- 

ing as had been the case for recall. 

The continuum remains the same in that the order followed by 

the conditions following recall and recognition are parallel: lis- 

tening is followed by consecutive interpretation, followed by si- 

multaneous interpretation and lastly by shadowing. The only reco- 

gnition test which yielded any significant results, depending on 

the task required of the subject beforehand was the semantic reco- 
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Table I- 18 

Means and Standard Deviations 

for the Long and Short Processing Tasks 

or Voice-Masking Factor. 

SHADOWING and LISTENING and 
SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATION 

Short processing times 

Voice masking factor 

Long processing times 

No voice masking factor 

R, 33.44Z X= 45.09Z 

S. D. w 13.68 
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gnition test. Neither the lexical or the word-order tests were 

affected to any significant degree by the type of processing re- 

quired of the interpreter. In other words, it was the semantic 

recognition test alone which was significantly influenced by the 

nature of the task required of the subject. Listening yielded 

semantic recognition scores that were significantly higher than 

those following consecutive interpretation, which in turn were si- 

gnificantly higher than those obtained after simultaneous interpre- 

tation, which again were higher than those resulting after shadow- 

ing. Here the depth of processing continuum clearly differentia- 

ted each processing level, beginning with listening as the deepest 

form, followed by consecutive interpretation, followed bysimulta- 

neous interpretatiaa and lastly by shadowing, which once again tur- 

ned out to be the shallowest form of processing. 

The above results were supported by the mean scores obtained 

on each type of recognition measure without considering the actual 

task performed prior to the recognition test in question. Results 

are presented in Table I-8 and indicate that the semantic reco- 

gnition measure yields the highest-overall mean scores (R= 77.97%) 

which were significantly higher than either the lexical scores 
(R- 69.53%) or the word-order recognition scores (R= 60.47%). 

These results did not support Carey's shadowing facilitation 

hypothesis. Carey proposed that since shadowing requires the 

strategies of listening as a prerequisite but demands additional 

processing from the subject, retention scores after shadowing would 
be higher than after listening. Carey hypothesized that when sha- 

dowing was successful and when the shadowing response monitored by 

the subject was identical to the input, then shadowing would impro- 

ve retention. Carey found that when shadowing a passage recorded 

at 1 word per second (wps), shadowers tended to have higher reten- 

tion scores than listeners. At 2 wps, shadowers' scores on word 

and content measures were still higher than listeners' retention 

scores but not significantly so. At 3 wps, the difference 

disappeared for word recognition but went in the opposite direction 
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for content. 
Since the passages in the present experiment were recorded at 

1.6 wps. one would expect similar results to those obtained by Carey 

when his subjects shadowed at 2 wps. Table I- 20 gives the percen- 

tage mean scores obtained in both Carey's and the present experiment. 
Carey's results supported the shadowing facilitation hypothesis when 

his subjects shadowed at 1 wps and 2 wps where they had time to per- 

ceive the words and structure and time to plan and execute shadowing 

responses. Chistovitch, Aliakrinskii and Abilian (1960) found that 

when subjects chose to shadow without understanding, they were able 

to give accurate phonemic reproductions of speech sounds at very 

sbort latencies (150 to 250 milliseconds) but could not recall the 

Message they had just shadowed. For those who chose to shadow with 

understanding however, they repeated the speech latencies at longer 

latencies (250 milliseconds and up). 
Other studies on active or overt vocalization and subsequent 

retention (Murray, 1965) Provide contradictory results: Murray exa- 

mined the differences between overt and covert repetition of conso- 

nant letters and their subsequent effect on recall of these conso- 
I nants. When no noise was present# he found that recall increased 

with vocalization. Murray proposed that the more active the rehear- 

sal between presentation and recall, the greater the facilitating 

effect upon recall. But one must bear in mind that In Murray's ex- 

periment, the presentation was visual and not aural. When Murray 

carried out a similar study in which auditory presentation was com- 

par, ed with visual presentation (Murray, 1965), he found that it 

made little difference for recall whether the auditory stimulus was 

self-produced as a result of reading aloud or whether it was exter- 

nally produced as a result of being delivered in the auditory mode. 
Crowder (1970) reports Interference and impaired rehearsal due 

to overt vocalization and offers the following explanationss. 

"Either a) overt vocalization demands more attention 
or time than covert vocalizationp or b) the paced 
feature of active vocalization prevented the subject 

continued/ 
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from delaying categorization of elements 
briefly so as to permit completion of 
rehearsal loops". 

. (Crowder, 1970 p. 172 

One reasonable hypothesis is that following input of a list in ei- 
ther modality (visual or auditory)s the subject rapidly rehearses 

the series subvocally before engaging In his public retrieval attempt. 
If this rehearsal loop is accomplished quickly enough (i. e. at a 

rate of approximately 5 or more elements per second - Landauer, 

1962) and silentlys then neither temporal decay or displacement by 

either sounds would empty the contents of the perceptual acoustic 

storage according to Crowder's model (Crowder, 1970). An additio- 

nal possibility is that the repetition involved during shadowing 

simply strengthens the information within the rote level or Stage I 

level according to the Craik and Lockhart model (1972). 

If we now compare the results in the present experiment with 
those obtained by Gerver (1974)r,, the same order was preserved on the 

depth-of-processing continuum in that listening yielded the highest 

mean percentage, followed by simultaneous interpretation and finally 

by shadowing. Table I- 21 presents the results obtained In both 

studies. 

Contrary to Carey's findings, it would appear that shadowing 

may not be a form of rehearsal but a mere form of repetition and a 

shallow form of processing, but nevertheless distracting enough to 

prevent the shadower from completing the necessary rehearsal loops 

which guarantee successful recall. 

Finally, with regard to possible differences between beginner 

and professional interpreters on one handj, and differences between 

the performances of male and female subjects, few differences were 

uncovered. Recall scares did not yield any significant differences 
between beginner and professional interpreters nor between male and 
female subjectss although males tended to obtain somewhat higher sco- 
res than females. It might be worthrhile to mention that the expe- 
rimenter's voice for all the input recordings was that of a female 

and that for shadowing and simultaneous interpretation, where subjects 
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Table I- 19 

Mean Zercentage Scores Obtained 

Following Listening and Shadowing Tasks on 

Word (Lexical) and Content (Semantic) Measures. 

CAREY 

Listenillg Shadowin 

word content word content 

1 Wps 65% 81% 68% 84% 

2 wps- 65% 80% 66% 817. 

3 wps 63% 78% 63% 77% 

LAIMERT 

Listenin Shadowing 

word content word content 
1.6 wps 71.317. 87.50% 68.38% 68.13% 
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Table I- '20 

Percentage Mean Scores 

Comparisons Across Experiments 

GERVER 

eomprehension Scores 

Listening 58% 

Simultaneous Interpretation 51% 

Shadowing 43Z 

I, JM ERT 
Recall Semantic Recognition 

Listening YC 45.19% 87.50Z 
Si=ltaneou's Interpretation 36.69% 75.63% 
Shadowing =30.197.68.13Z 
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have to Participate vocally (shadowing or interpreting simulta- 

neously), there may have been less interference for male subjects 
when shadowing a femals-, voice than for female-subjects performing 
the same task (Moray, personal communication). 

By examining each type of recognition test individually, sex 
and degree of professionality did not influence the scores obtained 

on the lexical recognition test. For the semantic recognition 
test, following listening, male beginners obtained higher results 
than female professional interpreters to a significant degree. 

Finally, for the word-order recognition tests once again, following 

listening, male professional interpreters obtained significantly 
higher results than both female professionals and male beginners. 

When considering the mean recognition scores across the four 

tasks, male professional interpreters outdid female professional 
interpreters significantly on listening and male professional in- 

terpreters obtained higher scores than male beginners significant- 
ly following simultaneous interpretation which neither refuted or 

supported Moray's suggestion. In general, these may have been 

chance differences and the main conclusion seems to be that there 

are no substantial differences between beginners and professionals, 

male and female interpreters in terms of recall and recognition. 
In conclusions by weighing the retention scores obtained by 

interpreters following four tasks, namely listening, shadowing, 
simultaneous and consecutive interpretation, it would appear that 
deeper processing of incoming material occurs during listening 

and consecutive interpretation followed by simultaneous interpre- 

tation and lastly, by shadowing. 

Because the skills developed by simultaneous interpreters are 

not characteristic of bilinguals in general (more professional bi- 

linguals than social bilinguals), most of the subjects used in the 

present study were not true bilinguals in that they had acquired 

their second language long aftet acquiring their mother-tongue. 
Therefore, no conclusions were reached regarding the one or two-: 

store model for bilingual memory. 



CHAPTER III 

MONOLINGUAL PROCESSING. 

Experiment Il 

This chapter is concerned with interpreters' tetention of 
prose following three experimental tasksS listening, shadowing 

and consecutive reiteration - as opposed to consecutive inter- 

pretation. The experiment was designed as a comparison for Ex- 

periment I which included translation as a factor in all four 

tasks: listeningo shadowing, simultaneous and consecutive inter. 

pretationj where subjects were asked to process the stimulus 

input in one language (French) and recall it in another (English). 

Experiment II eliminates the translation factor in that the stl- 

mulus tape is presented in one language (English) and subjects 

are asked to recall in the same language after performing the 

processing tasks. By eliminating the translation factor in the 

present experiment and by comparing scores obtained on the re- 

call and recognition tests to those obtained in the previous ex- 

perimentp it was hoped to determine whether translation in it- 

self was a factor which would influence the amount and quality 

of recall following each task. Put another way, the question 

we are asking is whether there will be any appreciable differen- 

ce in the amount and type of recall when language of presenta- 

tion and language of recall are the same. 
When examining research carried out on bilingual memory 

and performancep the bulk of studies has dealt with the degree 

to which the two languages are separate in memory. There is 

one approach which claims that there is. one single system that 

taps into two lexical systems by some type of code-switching 

mechanisms (Kolersp 1963; 1966). 

Another view states that there are two separate memory 

stores and that translation between the two stores creates the 

only I ink. 
In an experiment conducted by Paivio, and Lambert (1981) 

French-English bilinguals were presented 
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with a list composed of equal numbers of picturesp French and 

English words. Subjects were shown these items one at a time 

and asked to code them by supplying the experimenter with the 

wiitten English name of each picturep translating each French 

word into English and simply writing down in English, those 

words that were presented in English. Following this task, 

subjects were unexpectedly asked to recall the words they had 

written. According to Paivio, 

"If the concepts that correspond to the bilingual's 
two languages are in one memory storep recall should 
be the same whether the word was presented in English 
or in French. However# if the languages are Indepen- 
dent in some strong sense, recall should be higher 
for the translation condition because both codes are 
activated during the task and recall could be media- 
ted by either code". 

(Paivio and Beggs 1981) p. 13-6 

Results indicated that recall in the translating condition was 

twice as high as recall under the monolingual condition# which 

lent support ýo the dual coding hypothesis, 

With regard to recalling the pictures, recall in the pic- 

ture condition was highest of all (517. )p exceeding translation 

(342), followed lastly by the monolingual coding (17%). One 

could argue that memory procesting is 'deeper' (Craik and Lock- 

hart, 1972) in the picture and bilingual coding conditions than 

in the monolingual English coding condition. But the superior 

recall of the picture condition compared to bilingual coding is 

consistent with the idea that mental images are easier to re- 

member than words (Paivio and Csapop 1969)o 

Paivio proposes thats 

"The bilingual has verbal representations (logo- 
gens) corresponding to words in each language. 
These are structures as a result of intralin- 
guistic verbal associate experiences, including 
those related to the different syntactic cons- 
traints of the two languages... 

continued/ 
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Representations in each of the sub-systems are 
activated by the coding task and each class of 
representational activity leaves a memory trace. 
the bilingual coding condition primarily acti- 
vated both French and English logogens via their 
interconnections in the verbal system... This 
effectively constituted dual verbal coding# 
enhancing recall probability relative to the 
monolingual coding condition, which only invol- 
ved irepeated activation of the same logogens"o 

(Paivio and Beggi, 1981) page 13-6 

With regard to a bilingual's language production, research has 

centered primarily on code-switching and conditions that might 

create productive Interference between the bilingual's two lan- 

guages# by contrasting, among other things# encoding (production) 

and decoding (comprehension). Kolers (1966) for example, asked 

French-English bilingual subjects to read aloud and comprehend 

unilingual texts in each language, along with mixed language 

passages. He found that subjects took 20 to 40% longer to . 
read the mixed passages than the monolingual ones. He concluded 

that code-switching was inhibitory for production but not com- 

prehensiong perhaps because the former requires the subject to 

switch phonological rules whereas comprehension depends on the 

meanings of the-. words and not on their linguistic form. 

. Macnamara (1967) asked bilingual subjects to generate speech 
by saying as many words as possible In a given time period, mono- 
lingually in each language, or by switching languages from word 
to word without translating2 and finally switching by transla- 

ting words. Macnamarals results indicated that more words were 
generated in the monolingual conditiora than in the language or 
code-sw itching conditions. 
Taivio ond BeSI (MI) conclude that language switching does appear 

to take time in both comprehension and production and that such 

effects constitute evidence that a bilingual's two languages are 

separate and functionally independent to some degree. To this 
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effectp 11 traiis. A. allon require, more time. one would wonder If 

if also involvos additioilal processinge By comparing the results 

ohtained following Experiment It where translation was requircdp 

with results obtattind aftnr ExperimenL Ilp where no translation 

was requirsAp it was hoped to be able to determine the additional 

amount: of' proef! qtAtir, (ir eftort involved when subjects wern asked 

to proctiss In nne Lariruage (French) and recall in another (En- 

elisb). In cther wordsp the comparison is being made to find 

out whether having to translate aids or impairs both recall and 

recognition. 

Subiectst 

Subjects were nine trainee-interpreters, all students erv- 

rolled at the rolytechnic of Central London on the Diploma Course 

in Conference Interpretation techniques. All subjects had been 

interpretinC for approximately 3 or 4 months* English was the 

common mother-tongue of all subjects* 

Experimental De sirtl: (See ApNndix Page 321-a) 

A3X3 Granco-Latin Square desien was used in an intentio- 

nal learning paradigm where subjects were asked to 1) listen to, 

2) shadow, and 3) reiterate consecutively., three English passa- 

ges or equal length. Texts and tasks were counter-balanced across 

subjects* Only nine subjects were necessary in this design. 

Procedures 

The texte; ronsisted of three English passages# approxima- 
tely 300 wnrds lorigs taken from the Unesco Courrier and all dea- 

line with various functions of the cerebral hemispheres (see 

Appendix for actiial texts). Vese texts were selected because 

all three w,, r(! oririnally part, or one composite text on langua- 

Se and Cerebral dominance, thiin making it probable that nll texts were 

equally difficult, Furthermorep they lent themselves easily to 
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the construction of questions on their factual content, appro- 

priate for the semantic recognition tests and also because they 

made no special demands on subjects' knowledge of technical vo- 

cabularies. The passages were recorded by a female native English 

speakerp at approximately 1.5 words per second. 
Each subject heard the stimulus tape under simulated confe- 

rence interpretation conditions through stereophonic headphones 

and their own recall was recorded onto another tape-recorder 

for subsequent analysis. 
Following each condition, subjects were asked to recall, 

in Englishs. as much as they could remember of the stimulus ma- 

terial presented to them, also in English. When subjects could 

recall no more# the tape-recorder was turned off and they were 

then presented with three recognition tests in the following or- 

der: 1) word'or lexical recognition test; 2) content or seman- 

tic recognition test; and 3) word-order or syntactic recognition 

test. 

Scoring,? rocedure: 

As explained in more detail in Experiment I, the passages 

were broken down into a structured list of propositions. Each 

proposition contained a predicate or relational concept, along 

with one or more arguments, each fulfilling a semantic function, 

whether it be agent# object or goal. In order to score recall 

protocols# the original input text was first broken down into a 

structured list of propositions and then matched against the 

transcript of each subject's oral recall, also transcribed In 

a propositional format and also maintaining the order in which 
the propositions appeared in the original passage. 

Resultst 

Recall and recognition scores will be dealt with separately. 
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Recalls 

Table II -1 presents a summary of free recall results which 

were recorded in terms of the correct number of propositional 

'idea-units' recalled in percentage form. 

A two-way analysis of variance showed that the type of task 

required of the subject prior to recall clearly influenced his 

subsequent ability to recall. This effect was found to be signi- 

ficant beyond the . 05 level, which indicates# as was found in 

Experiment It that one text consistently gave subjects more diffi- 

culty when it came to recalling it. 

In order to determine which condition had the most signifi- 

cant effect on recall scoresp a Scheff; test of multiple compari- 

sons (Guilford, 1973) was carried out. Consecutive reiteration 
(R- 44.11Z) yielded recall scores that were significantly higher 

than those obtained following shadowing (R= 33.89Z)(F= 5.51 ; 

p4., 05; dofer 21,21)o Although recall scores following consecu- 

tive reiteration were somewhat higher than those following lis- 

tening (R-- 44oll% and X= 39oll% respectively),, these were not 

significantly different. 

Recomition scores: 

Recognition scores will be presented both in terms of the 

mean scores obtained on all three recognition tests, followed by 

the results obtained on each individual test, namely lexicalp se- 

=antic and word-order recognition tests. 

Table II -3 presents a summary of the mean recognition 
scores obtained on three types of recognition tests as a result 

of the experimental conditions, that is, listening, shadowing 

and consecutive interpretation. 

An analysis of variance was carried out on the mean scores 
obtained following all three types of recognition tests and no 

significant differences were found between the scores obtained 

.0 
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as a result of the task required of the subject. Although in 

Experiment I, there was a significant. difference between listening 

and shadowing, no such difference came to light in Experiment 11, (Table 11-4) 

Tvpes of Recognition Test: 

By examining the mean of all the scores obtained after each 

recognition test, irrespective of the nature of the task which 

precede& the test# results indicate that both lexical (R, 79.007. ) 

and semantic (R-_ 79.26%) recognition tests yielded the highest 

scores, both significantly higher than the scores resulting from 

the word-order recognition test (_X =66.29%)(t m3.47 and t-3.43; 

p 4.01., respectively). Table II -5 presents the means and stan- 

dard deviations of scores obtained according to the type of reco- 

-gnition measure used, regardless of task. 

Lexical Recognition Task: 

If we now examine each recognition test individually and 

in the order in which they were administered to the subject# 

Table II -6 presents a summary of the results obtained according 

to the task required of the subject beforehand. 

An analysis of variance was carried out on the results ob- 

tained following the lexical recognition test. It was found that 

the type pf task required of the subjects prior to taking the 

recognition test did not influence the score obtained to any si- 

gnificant degree. Table Il -7 presents the main effects. 

Semantic Recognition Test: 

Table II -8 presents a summary of the results obtained on 
the semantic recogniticn test. 

An analysis of variance was carried out on the resultd ob- 

tained following the semantic recognition test. It was found - 
that týe type of task required did not influence the subsequent 

score to any significant degree* It is interesting to note that 
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Table II -0 
Sample of Propositional Scoring for Free Recall 

Source-language input in English 

? ropositional 
Score Title: The Hungry Brain 

3 The growth of the human brain 

2 during gestation 
2 is one of the earliest# 
1 most rapid 

1 and most extensive 
1 developments 

2 of the whole organism. 
3 Nerve-cell proliferation 

is complete at birth 

2 and none of the cells 
2 are: replaced thereafter, 
2 After birth 
3 the brain continues to grow 
3 at a much faster rate 
3 than the rest of the body 
4 so much so that by the time 
4 a child is four years old 
4 his brain has reached 90Z 

of its adult weight 

3 while the rest of the body 

Sample of one subject's recall 
? roDositional 
Score 

The growth in the human brain 3 

during gestation 2 

is one of the earliest 2 

the most rapid 1 

and the most extensive 1 

forms of growth 1 

in the entire organism. 2 

The nerve cell.. the nerve cells 2 
that a human being 

has already established 1.5 
at birth 

and they I 

are never replaced. 2 

After birth 2 

the brain grows 2 

at a faster rate 2 

than any other part of the body 3 

and when 1 

a child is four years old 4 

the brain has already 3 
achieved 907. 

of the weight that it will 3 
have in the adult being 

whereas the rest of the 3 
human body 

3 has barely made it 0 

3 to the 20% mark. is about 207. or just 20% of 3 
the total weight that it will 
reach in the adult. 

Totals.. Input scores 56 Total: 

56 Output score: 44.5 44.5 
Percentage: 79% 
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Table II -1 

Means and Standard Deviations 

of Propositional 'Idea-Units' Recalled 

LISTENING SHADOWING CONSECUTIVE REITERATION 

39.11% 33.89% 44.117. 

S. D. 6.25 14.41 13.71 
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Table II - 

Analysis of Variance 

Recall Scores 

Source of variation Ss df MS 

Between S's 2448.29 8 306.04 

Groups 406.52 2 203.26 
S's within groups 2041.78 6 340.30 

Within S's 1500.67 18 83.37 

A order 75,63 2 37.81 
B text- 443.19 2 221.59 
C task 470.29 2 235.15 

residual 0 0 
error (within) 511.156 12 42.63 

total 3948.96 26 

. 60 n. s. 

089 nose 
5.2(A, p 4.05 
5.32* p4 . 05 

.v 
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Table II -3 

Means and Standard Deviations 

of Mean Recognition Scores 

LISTINING SHADOWING CONSECUTIVE REITERATIM 

74.29% 72.67% 77.59% 

S. D. 8.55 9.70 7.39 
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Table II -4 

Analysis of Variance on all 
Three Recognition Test Scores 

Source of variance SS df ms F 

Between S's 708.21 8 88.53 

Groups 356.002 '. 2 178.00 3.02 n. s. 
S's within groups 353.48 6 58.91 

Within S's 1180.48 18 65.68 

A order 6.48 2 3.24 . 07 n. s. 
B text 512.64 .2 256.32 5.60* p4 . 05 
C task 

I 
112.05 2 56.02 1.22 n. s. 

residual 0 0 
error (within) 549.31 12 45.78 

total 1889.97 26 
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Table II -5 

LEXICAL 

I. 79.00% 

S. D. -10.32 

Means and Standard Deviations 
According to Type of Recognition Test 

SMANTIC WORD-ORDER 

79.25Z 66.29Z 

11.41 15.97 
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Table 11 -6 

LISTENING 

X= 78.44% 

S. D. =- 7.57 

Means and Standard Deviations of Scores 

Obtained on the LEXICAL Recognition Test 

SHADOWING 

74.67Z 

12.03 

CCNSECUTIVE REITERATIM 

83.89% 

9.79 
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Table II -7 

Analysis of Variance 
for the Scores Obtained on the LEXICAL 

Recognition Test 

Source of variation SS df ms 

Between S's 1314.67 8 164.33 

Groups 440.67 2 220.33 
Sts within groups 847.00 6 145.67 

Within S's 1455.33 18 80.85 

A order 86.22 2 43.11 
B text 131.56 2 

. 
65.78 

C task 386.89 2 193.44 

residual 0 0 
error within 850.67 12 70.89 

total 2770.00 26 

F 

1.31 n. s. 

. 61 n. s. 

. 93 n. 's. 
2.73 n. s. 
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Table II - 

Means and Standard Deviations of the Scores 

Obtained on the SEMANTIC Recognition Test 

LISTENING SHADOWING CONSECUTIVE REITERATION 

i= 81.1a 77.78Z 78.79Z 

S. D. = 13.64 8.33 12.69 
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Table II -9 

Analysis of Variance 

SEMANTIC Recognition Scores 

Source of variation SS df Ila F 

Between S's 585.18 8 73.15 

Groups 96.29 2 48.15 *59 nose 
S's withing groups- 488.89 6 81.48 

Within S*s 2800.00 18 155.56 

A order 562.96 2 281.48 2.24 nos. 
B text 674.07 2 337.04 2.68 nos. 
C task 51.85 2 25.93 . 21 nos. 

residual 0 0 
error within 1511.11 12 125.93 

total 3385.19 
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in Experiment 1, the semantic recognition test was the only 
test out of the three (lexical, semantic and syntactic) that 

was sensitive enough to detect any significant difference 

between the scores following the listening task and the three 

other tasks. But this difference did not reappear in the 

present experiment. 

The interesting difference between Experiments I and 
II lay in the fact that the semantic recognition scores were 
higher for listening and consecutive interpretation 87.50%, 

and R -80 . 63. ) respectively in Experiment I than in Experi- 

ment II (% - 81.11% and R- 78.79%, respectively). 

Word-Order Recognition Test: 

Table II-10 presents a summary of the results obtained 

on the word-order recognition test. 
An analysis of variance was carried out on the results 

obtained on the word-order recognition tqst and it wasfound 
that there were no significant effects found for the task 

required of the subject prior to the recognition test although 

a significant text effect did emerge (F - 6.47; P, 4.05), once 
again suggesting that one of the texts may have proven to be 

more difficult than the other two (See Table II - 11). 

Although the texts used in Experiments I and II were 
not the same (since the subjects were sometimes used in both 

experiments), it is nonetheless interesting to note that no 
significant differences appeared in Experiment I on the word- 
order recognition test and that a significant text effect 
was present* 

Discussion 

Recall and recognition scores will be discussed separa- 
tely. 
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Recall: 

If we examine the results obtained on recall measures, con- 
secutive reiteration yielded scores that were significantly higher 
than those obtained following shadowing. Consecutive reitera- 
tion also yielded higher scores than those following listening 

but these were not significant. 
Since there was no translation involved in this experiment, 

simultaneous interpretation could not be included as one of the 

conditions. Therefore, the results in the present experiment , 

could not be paired into short vs. long processing tasks or voi- 

ce masking tasks vs. no voice masking tasks (simultaneous inter- 

pretation and shadowing vs. listening and consecutive interpreta- 

tion) as had been done in Experiment 1. 

A direct comparison between the results obtained following 

Experiment I and Experiment II will not be possible in this dis- 

cussion since the texts Used for both experiments were not the 

same and therefore any differences found may simply be due to a 

text difference. However, since the subjects used In both expe- 

riments were the same,, and since the nature of tasks were similar, 

several conclusions can safely be drawn at this point. 

By examining the results obtained in Experiment I where trans- 

lation was required of subjects and those obtained in Experiment 

II where no translation was required, results as shown in Table 

Il - 13 seem fairly similar for both shadowing (_X =30.19% and 
33.89% respectively), as well as consecutive interpretation for 

Experiment I (-X= 45.007. ) and consecutive reiteration for Experi- 

ment II (_X =44.11%). The similarity lies in the fact that scores 

obtained following consecutive interpretation and consecutive re- 
iteration were somewhat higher than those obtained following sha- 

dowing. Where scores differed, however, wasfollowing listening 

where iecall scores were higher in Experiment-I (R =45.19%) than 

in Experiment II (R= 39.117. ). This differencep however, was not 
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Table 11 - 10 

Means and Standard Deviations 

For the Word-Order Recognition Scores 

LISTENING SHADOWING CONSECUTIVE 
REITERATION 

63.337. 65.56Z 70.007. 

S. D. 16.58 18.10 14.14 
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Table II - 11 

Analysis of Variance 

Word Order Recognition Test 

Source of variation SS df ms F 

Between S's 2362.96 8 295.37 

Groups 807.41 2 403.70 1.56 'n. s. 
S's within groups -1555.55 6 259.26 

Within S's 4266.67 18 355.56 

A order- 362.96 2 181.48 1.22 n. s. 
B text 1918.52 2 969.26 6.46* p 4.05 
C task 207.41 2 103.70 . 70 n. s. - 

residual 0 0 
error within 1777.78 '12 148.15 

total 6629.63 26 
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Table II - 12 

Recall Scores 

Obtained in Experiment I and Il 

Experiment I Experiment II 
with translation without translation 

LISTENING Kz 45.19% 39.11Z 

SHADOWING I= 30.19% 33.89% 

CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETATICN REITERATION 
45.00% 44.112 

SIMULTANEOUS 36.69% 
INTERPRETATION 
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Table II - 13 

Comparison of Recall Scores 

For Experiments I and II 

Listening 

Shadowing 

Simultaneous 
Interpretation 

Consecutive 
Interpretation 

Experiment I Experiment. II 't' test 

X- 45.19% X- 39.11% . 99 U. S. 

X- 30.19Z X- 33.89% . 46 U. S. 

45.00% X- 44.11% . 23 u. s. 
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significant (See 't' test, Table 11 - 13). 

When examining the difference between recalling a passage 

presented in a foreign language (French) and in one's native 
tongue (English), subjects tended to recall the same amount 

of material. 
In an experiment exploring the effect of sequential 

cons taints on speech transmission tasks, Treisman (1965) 

asked her subjects to shadow passages in a native and in. a 
foreign language. Treisman found that the source language 

passage had a significant effect on the English and on the 
French subjects but not on her gropp of bilingual subjects. 
In other words, with the foreign language, there was a cons- 

tant decrement over all passages. More interes- 

ting however, was her finding that when comparing results 

obtained following shadowing and simultaneous interpretation, 

Treisman found that by asking her 'subjects to translate, 

their efficiency decreased proportionally more for the 

passages of high information contento 
Although Treisman was measuring an immediate decrement 

due to translation and the present experiment measure. s recall 

and recognition after the passage has been presented, the 

results obtained in Experiment II partially support Treisman's 

findings in that 1) when the stimulus material was presented 
in the subjects' foreign language and when simply asked to 

listen, recall scores were somewhat higher than when the 

message was presented in the mother-tongue. Cenerally speak- 
ing, though, language of presentation did not seem to affect 

the amount of recall in the present experiment, whereas there 

was a clear advantage for Experiment II over Experiment I for 

recognition scores. 
Contrary to Treisman's findings, however, and judging 

from the results obtained in Experiment 1,2) recall scores 

were somewhat higher following 
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simultaneous interpretation than after shadowing. Although 

these results were not quite significant, they certainly did not 
follow Treisman's opposite trend. However, since several subjects 

who had served in Experiment I were also used in Experiment II, 

different texts texts had to be used as stimulus material. Some 

of the differences obtained in the recall scores may be attri- 

buted to this different text effect. 

A study by DorniC (1977) involved incidental. learning con- 

ditions where subjects attended to a task requiring active use 

of one language while being incidentally exposed to information 

not requiring attention, either in one lan 
* 
guage or in the other. 

Results indicated that under certain conditions, bilinguals re- 

membered much more of the incidental information when its langua- 

ge was congruent with that used in the primary task than when it 

was not. In other words, processing in one language was greatly 

reduced when the other was strongly involved in a task, as if a 

language mechanism switch had been turned off. The results ob- 

tained in, the present study do not support Dornid's findings, al- 

though comparing tasks across studies is delicate: one could 

hypothesize that shadowing a French passage in French and then 

recalling it in English (as was the case in Experiment I Of the 

present study), compared to shadowing and English passage in 

English and then recalling it also in English (Experiment II of 

the present study) is somewhat similar to Dornit's procedure. 

Results in the present experiment showed that recall scores 

following shadowing in Experiment I with translation (%= 30.19%) 

and following shadowing in Experiment II without translation 

(Rz 33.89%) were not significantly different. 

Kolers (1966) examined the performance of bilinguals when 

asked to read and produce spontaneously passages where two lan- 

guages"were mixed. He found that although speeds for reading 

and. spontaneous production were much slower for the mixed texts, 
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their comprehension was in no way impaired. The production data 

enables Kolers to calculate a phonological code-switching time 

of about .3 to .5 seconds for different subjects. The estimates 

were longer (about 1.3 seconds) when subjects freely generated 

mixed (as opposed to monolingual) speech or summarized the text 

they had read. Kolers concluded that such code-switching may be 

inhibitory for production, but that comprehension was not affec.? 

ted, possibly because the former requires the subject to switch 

phonological rules 
,, 

whereas comprehension depends on the meanings 

of the words and not on the linguistic form. 

Since there were no significant differences found in recall 

scores whether translation was required of the subjects ot not# 

the results would support the notion that the bilingual's two 

languages are in one memory store. 

Recognition: 

Table II - 14 presents the mean scores obtained on all three 

recognition tests. 

In Experiment I, it was found that the highest scores were 

obtained following listening, followed by consecutive interpre- 

tationt- then"simultaneous interpretation and finally, by shadow- 

ing. In other words, listening was at one end of the continuum 

and shadowing, at the other end. 

In Experiment Up consecutive reiteration (I m77.59%), not 

listening (?. = 74.297. ) yielded the highest mean recognition scores, 

followed by listening (-, X= 74.29%) although this difference was 

not significant, followed by shadowing (-X= 72.67%). In Experi- 

ment I however, there was a significant difference between the 

scores obtained following listening (-X,, 73.56%) and those obtai- 

ned following shadowing (X-z 65.927. )(F= 3.68 ; p' 4.05; d. f. z 3, 

36). 
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As was the case for recall scores# recognition scores seem 

to follow a similar pattern in that when there is no voice-mas- 

king present in the task required of the subject and when a lan- 

guage switch does occur, in other words when the language of 

presentation is French and the language of recall is English, both 

recall and recognition scores are highest following listening. 

However, when the language of ýresentation and the language of 

recall are the same (English), there are no significant diffe- 

rences between conditions although scores are somewhat higher as 

a result of consecutive reiteration. A language-switch situation 
(listening to a passage in French and recalling it in English) 

albeit a passive situation, where there is no voice-masking pre- 

sent and where the subject is allowed to devote his full atten- 

tion to the incoming message will yield the highest recognition 

scores as well as recall scores. 

By comparing the mean recognition scores between Experiment 

I (language switch) and Experiment II (same language), ' no signi- 

ficant differences were found between the mean recognition sco- 

res obtained when subjects were simply asked to listen to a French 

passage and answer a series of recognition tests in the same 

language (Experiment I, R =73.56%) and when subjects were asked 

to attend to an English passage and answer recognition tests in 

the same language (Experiment II, FC= 74.29%). Following conse- 

cutive reiteration however, overall recognition scores were si- 

gnificantly higher when no language-code switching was required 

of the subject. In other words, whensubject performed a conse- 

cutive reiteration task on an English passage, rendered a deli- 

very or reiteration in English, recalled the original passage In 

English, overall recognition scores were significantly higher 

than when the subject performed a consecutive interpretation on 

a French passage by taking consecutive notes in Englishp giving a 

consecutive interpretation in English, recalling it in English 
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Table II - 14 

Recognition Mean Scores 

LISTENING 

SHADOWING 

CONSECUTIVE 

SIMULTANEOUS 
INTERPRETATION 

Following Experiment I (With Translation) 

and Experiment II (No Translation) 

Experiment I 

73.56% 

65.927. 

INTEURETATION 
69.21% 

68.48% 

Experiment II 

I- 74.297. 

R -- 72.67% 

REITERATION 
I= 77.59% 
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and finally answering a series of recognition tests in French 

(R. 77.59% and Rz 69.217.; t= 2.75 ; pý . 05). Once again# since 

the texts used in Experiments I and. II were not the same, any 

difference may be attributable to this fact. 

Table II - 15 presents each type, of recognition test indi- 

vidually for both experiments, beginning with the lexical reco- 

gnition test. Results indicate that consecutive reiteration 

yielded the highest mean scores (l- 83.89%), followed by listen- 

ing (9= 78.44%) and finally by shadowing (R= 74.67%). However,, 

there were no significant differences between these scores, In 

Experiment I, where language code switching was present, listen- 

ing yielded the highest mean recognition scores (X.. 71.317. ), 

followed by consecutive interpretation (K= 69.25%) and finally 

by shadowing CX= 68.38%). Again, results were not significantly 

different but it is nevertheless interesting to note that they 

follow the same continuum as those obtained with recall measures 

in that consecutive reiteration yielded the highest scores,, 

followed by listening, and lastly by shadowing. 

If we now compare the lexical recognition results between 

Experiment I (language code switching) and Experiment Il (same 

language), all three results in Experiment II were higher than 

those obtained in Experiment 1. These results were not signi- 

ficant following shadowing, but as a result of both listening 

(t: 2.04 ; pýý-05) and consecutive reiteration (t =3.79 

P4 . 001), results were significantly higher in Experiment II 

where no language switch was present. 

Language code switching, present in Experiment I and absent 

in Experiment II may account for these significant differences 

although this was not the case for recall. In Experiment II, 

passages were presented in English, recall was performed in 

English and recognition tests were also carried out in English. 

There was no code switching at any time in this experiment. 
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Table II - 15 

Lexical Recognition Scores 

for Experiment I and Experiment II 

Experiment I 

Language Switch 

LISTENING 

SHADOWING 

X= 71.317. 

R= 68.38% 

CONSECUTIVE 
INTERPRETATION 

X, r 69.25% 

Experiment II 
No Language Switch 

. 78.44% 

. 74.672 

REITERATIM 
Ra 83.89% 
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Table II - 16 

LISTENING 

SHADOWING 

CONSECUTIVE 
INTERPRETATION 

Semantic Recognition Scores 

for Experiment I and Experiment II 

Experiment I Experiment II 
Language Switch No Language Switch 

R= 87,50% 1= 81.11Z 

Iz 68.13% 3C,. 77.78Z 

II= '80.63% Yr- 78.79% 
REITERAXICN 
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Consider what happened, by contrastp in Experiment I: the 

passages were presented in French and subjects were asked to 

recall in English (language code switching 1). Following re- 

call# subjects were immediately presented with a series of reco- 

gnition tests, all of which were in the same.. language as that 

of presentations namely French (language code switch 2). 

Experiment I Experiment II 

input French F input English E 
4 

recall Englisý-hý E recall English E 

recognition French F., ký recognition English E 

Although in Experiment I, both input and recognition tests 

were presented in the same language, the interpolated activity 

consisted of a recall test which required the subjects to recall 

and translate the input into English, thus obliging them to 

switch back into French for the recognition tests. Experiment 

Nrequired no such language code switch and consequently reco- 

gnition scores were significantly higher than those obtained in 

Experiment I. If we examine the recall scores, there was only 

one language code switch in Experiment Ij, since subjects pro- 

cessed a French passage and recalled it in English, which accounts 

for one language switch and not two, as is the case when subjects 

are presented with recognition tests. Recall scores in Experi- 

ment II did not differ to any significant degree from recall 

scores in Experiment I. 

Table II - 16 presents the mean recognition scores on the 

semantic recognition test for both Experiments I and II. Results 

indicate that the highest recognition scores were obtained 
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following listening for Experiment II (1.81.117. ) followed by 

consecutive reiteration (R =78.797. ), and, lastly by shadwing 
77.78%). There were no significant differences between 

thege scoress however. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note 
that for recalls mean recognition scores and lexical recogni- 
tion, the highest recognition results always came as a result 
of consecutive reiteration, whereas for. semantic recognition 

scores, the highest results came following listening. The 

hierarchy was the same for Experiment I in that listening yiel- 
ded the highest semantic recognition scoresp followed by conse- 

cutive interpretation and lastly by shadowing. 
If we now compare the semantic recognition scores following 

Experiment I (language switch) against those obtained in Experi- 

ment Ip the only significant difference was found after shadowing 
(Experiment I, Rz 68.137.; Experiment II, I= 77.78%; ta2.18 ; 

p 4.05). Note that in the two other conditions, listening and 

consecutivep scores tended to be somewhat higher in Experiment 

I where subjects were exposed to the double language code switch. 
Results went in the opposite direction and significantly so for 

shadowing in that results were superior on the semantic reco- 

gnition test when subjects shadowed a passage in English, re- 

called it in English and took the semantic recognition test al- 

so in English. 

Table II - 17 presents the mean recognition scores for the 

word-order recognition test for both Experiments I and Il. In 

Experiment II, where no language switch was involved,, the high- 

est cecognition scores came after consecutive reiteration (R = 
70.00%) followed by shadowing (R= 65.56%) and lastly by listen- 

ing (R. =63.33%). These results were not significantly different 

but it is interesting to note that shadowing did not yield the 
lowesi set of scores. 
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Table II - 17 

Word-Order Recognition Scores 

for Experiment I and Experiment 11 

Experiment I Experiment II 

Language Switch No Language Switch 

LISTENING , 61.88% 63.337. 

SHADOWING X =61.25% 650'56% 

CONSECUTIVE is 58.13% 70.00% 
INTERPRETATION REITERATION 
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When comparing the results obtained in Experiment II 

where no translation was involved and those obtained in Expe- 

riment I; there were no significant differences as a result of 
listening and shadowing. Results approached significance 
following consecutive reiteration in that word-order recogni- 

tion scores were somewhat higher when subjects did not have 

to switch language codes. 
Although there was a slight if unsignificant advantage 

for Experiment I over Experiment II for recall scores, theFe 

was a clear advantage for Experiment II over Experiment I 

for recognition scores. This suggests that recall, which 

requires organization and reconstructive operation to be 

carried out and where depth of processing is not hindered 

by translation, is, on the contrary even slightly helped by 

it. On the other hand, recognition, which relies on more 

accurate verbatim encoding, is disrupted by processes which 
ignore the precise form of words in favour of their meaning. 

The fact that the semantic recognition scores were actually 

higher foi listeniEg and consecutive interpretation in Expe- 

riment I than for Experiment II lend support to this notion. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ROLE OF CONSECUTIVE NOTES: 

Experiment III 

This chapter deals specifically with one aspect of interpre- 

tation, namely consecutive interpretation. Consecutive interpre- 

tation differs from simultaneous interpretation in that the inter- 

preter makes notes concurrently with the speaker and then delivers 

the interpretation once the speaker either pauses or at the end 

of his speech. Consecutive interpretation also differs from the 

type of note-taking by a student during lectures because the no- 

tes are exclusively intended for immediate use# to serve as re- 

minders In a speech which is still fresh In the Interpreter's mind. 

If one were to-stagger some of the activities involved during 

consecutive interpretation, it would be safe to assume that 1) 

listening, 2) note-taking and 3) the actual consecutive delivery 

itself that is the rehearsal involved when reconstructing the 

original message by way of notesp are three successive activities 

that deserve closer examination in terms of human information pro- 

cessing. 
In an attempt to determine how much each of the three 

above-mentioned tasks contributes to the processing of informa- 

tion in terms of the depth-of-processing hypothesis (Craik and 

Lockhart, 1972), Experiment III was devised in order to examineq 

in detail, each individual task. Furthermore, the aim of this 

research was to examine the notes taken by the interpreters since 

these-may provide necessary information on the nature of the no- 

tes themselves, about their relationship to the original material 

and, hopefully, about the nature of the cognitive processes In- 

volved. 

Individuals normally take notes with either or both of two 

aims in mind. First, notes provide a means of reproducing ' 

and storing knowledge for later consultation. Secondly# notes 

may contribute In a relatively distinct manner to the individual's 
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acquisition of personal knowledge, in other words, his learning' 

(Howe, 1975). 

Literature justifying note-taking also tends to fall into 

two broad categories. The first one deals with the notes them- 

selv es, perceiving them as an external storage mechanism (Miller, 

Galanter and Pribram, 1960), and the second, deals with the 

note-taking process, viewing it as an encoding mecha6ism that 

facilitates retention, and considering the notes per se as simple 
by-products of the above-mentioned process (Aikenp Thomas and 
Shennum, 1975; Di Vesta and Gray, 1972). Both internal and e=er- 

nal mechanisms will be eccamined in this chapter. 
First, a theoretical framework endorsing the hypothesis that 

note-taking facilitates retention will be outlined. Second# the 

opposing view stating that the note-taking process inhibits re- 

tention will be presented# followed by evidence supporting both 

theoretical positions. Finally, a detailed examination of the 

notes themselves will be included. 

In order to consider note-taking as facilitating the enco- 

ding process# one must recognize in note-taking certain cognitive 

activities through, which material is stored in long-term memory. 

When taking notes, the interpreter is engaged in a series of be- 

haviours which potentially aid his retentions he constructs mne- 

monics, covertly and overtly rehearses the material presented to 

him. Note-taking can facilitate learning by causing the interpre- 

ter to process the incoming information, that'is, interpret, in- 

fer, condensep paraphrase, as well as provide him with an external 

memory storage for use in later study. The first among the above- 

mentioned activities is rehearsal. Rehearsal, which includes the 

representation and the repetition of an item to oneself, may ser- 

ve two functionss it may maintain the item in short-term memory or 
it may transfer the item into long-term memory Craik, 1973 

or it may do both. Further, according to Craik and Watkins (1973), 
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the maintenance function of rehearsal is certainly necessary but 

not sufficient for long-term retentions in order for transfer of 

an item into long-term memory to take place-# it-must be elabora- 

ted and associated with material already present in long-term 

memory. Soj, in order for note-taking to facilitate retention, it 

must not only involve mere repetition and maintenance; it must 

also involve some form of elaboration or further processing. 

This organizational process which results from a transaction bet- 

ween short-term memory and longer term storage through which su- 

perordinate units are formed from collections of input items is 

known as Ichunking" (Miller, 1963). 

Ia addition to this elaboration, the item must be given time 

to 'ge3,1 in order for it to be stored in long-term memory. Hebb 

referred to this amount of time as a consolidation period during 

which,. 

$*. o* newly acquired learning must be undisturbed 
for some time if it is to last... and must be 
allowed to mature... between 15 minutes and an 
hour or thereabouts. " 

(Hebbp 1966) p. 122-123 
Thuso if note-taking is to be regarded as facilitating retention, 
the material must be allowed to set. If the act of note-taking 
is unable to provide a consolidation period, allowing the mate- 

rial to sett at least it should not preclude one. 
Let us begin by examining the theories which hold that note- 

taking invloves the following cognitive processes - rehearsal, e- 
laboration-and consolidation, among others - all of which facili- 

tate retention. Aikenp Thomas and Shennum (1975) claim that the 

act of transcribing notes in itself is an act of rehearsal: the 

motor act of writings with its mental processesp serves to r)ain- 

tain. and revivify the material (Garner# in press; Weener, 1972) 

suggests that when taking notes,, students are transforming the 0 
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lecture material in associational, conceptual or inferential ways. 

According to Weener, all note-taking Is$ to a certain extent, a 

process of elaboration. Even if notes are a verbatim repro-%-, 

duction of the incoming information., Weener hypothesizes that the 

material is being elaborated through associative linking with o- 

ther material in long-term memorye If the notes conceptually or 

inferentially represent, i. e% paraphrase or summarize)the material 

in the structure, then chunking or coding according to categories 

available in long-term memory has occurred. In other words, the 

note-tak6r is considered, to a certain degree, as actively pro- 

cessing the material. 
The second possibility is that taking notes can help an indi- 

vidual attend to the material he is trying to. learn (Estes, 1970; 

Howe, 1975). 

Another suggested outcome of note-taking is that the parti- 

cular version of the original material that an individual has thus 

prepared, constitutes one which by virtue of the coding operations 

that have gone into its preparation is especially meaning:! ul and 

understandable to that person (Howep 1975). It is thus more use- 

ful to him than an alternative version would be, such as the 

summary prepared by the lecturer. Research on the role of orga- 

nization in long-term memory demonstrated both that performance is 

considerably influenced by the manner in which each individual or- 

ganizes the items to be remembered and that the effect of repeated 

presentation of word lists may be negligible if the way in which 

materials are organized in successive presentations cuts across 

the organizational patterns that the learner has previously Impo- 

sed (Bower, 1970). Further evidence is provided by research In 

the Bartlett tradition, which claims that when individuals-learn 

from prose passages, they reiain versions of the passages as pro- 

cessed'and. interpreted by themselves. 

Another way in which note-taking might reasonably be expec- 
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ted to Influence performance Is through activities that occur at 

the time of note-taking or the coding and processing operations 

which each person undertakes as he deals with the information pre- 

sented to him, making a direct contribution to learning. One of 

Howe's investigations was to discover whether systematic relation- 

ships exist between learning and the kinds of individual diffe- 

rences which are apparent when one examines studentsO notes. 

"It is worth asking whether the contents of an 
an individual's notes are related to his per- 
formance in a subsequent test designed to 
measure learning of the passage, in circum- 
stances whereby the notes each subject takes 
are removed from him upon completion... 
Among the measures scored were, a) the total 
number of words appearing in subjects' notes, 
and b) the number of meaningful segments (out 
of a total of 20) that were considered by 
judges to be accurately reproduced in the 
notes, Dividing. ýýby A gives us an indication 
of the extent to which each learner was success- 
ful in recording a large amount of meaningful 
content in a small number of words, and we might 
reasonably regard this index as forming a mea- 
sure of the 'efficiency' of note-taking". 

(Howe, 1975) P- 160 

Di Vesta and Gray (1972) view note-taking as a transforma- 

tional process which 

... reflects a transaction between the learner 
and the material to be learned; that is, It 
assumes or suggests an active learner. In a 
sense, the learner has taken the initiative 
necessary to put the material into long-term 
storage; thoroughly encodingj the learner has 
linked the material to his existing cognitive 
structure - he has made it meaningful". 

(Di Vesta and Gray, 1972)p. 8 
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It has also been pointed. out that note-taking facilitates 

retention by providing consolidation periods for rehearsal and 

coding (Howe, 1970; Weener, 1972). Di Vesta and Gray (1973) 

suggest that note-taking provides consolidation periods in the 

following ways: first, the lectuýer patises after important points 

to allow students to take notes. This pause allows the material 

to 'gel' in addition to permitting the student to perceive the most 

natural chunks into which the material can be organized. Second# 

notes focus attention away from extraneous material, letting the 

main points mature. Di Vesta and Gray point out, however, that 

the best consolidation period may be immediately'after the lectu- 

re, a period not normally provided for in the standard classroom 

procedure where note-taking occurs concurrently with listening 

and is followed by some totally different activity. 

In order to view note-taking as interfering with retention, 

note-taking must include certain activities that prevent materials 

from being stored in long-term memory. The notion that note-taking 

interferes with learning is largely based on the premise that an 

individual cannot perform two activities at the same time - in 

this case, transcribing notes on the one hand and attending to the 

lecture, on the other. More specifically, theoretical arguments 

against note-taking as a storage mechanism focus on the limited 

capacity of short-term memory. Conceptualized as a rehearsal buffer 

(Atkinson and Shiffring 1968)9 short-term memory attends to and . 
rehearses a select-number of stimuli. Those stimuli not in short- 

term memory are not encoded into long-term memory, or, at least, 

are not processed as deeply (Treisman, 1969). Thus, the act. -Of 

note-taking prevents the student from attending to all the mate- 

rials in the lecture. In such extreme cases# note-taking which is 

used solely for the purpose of external storage can only be incom- 

patible with efficient learning. Such notes tend to be taken in a 
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mechanical fashion and tend to interfere with attention with 

a possibility of engendering the feeling that, the task has been 

accomplished for the time being at least. The kind of note-taking 

which serves a role in encoding should be much more efficient than 

one used solely for external storage purposese 

Berliner (1971) has theorized that there is an interaction 

between short-term capacity and the value note%-taking has for an 

individual. The greater the short-term memory capacity, the less 

note-taking interferes with retention. 

"A psychological analysis of note-taking leads to 
the hypothesis that only when memory aptitude is 
high does one possess the ability to accurately 
store orally transmitted information for the time 
necessary to transcribe it accurately. Likewise# 
only-at such aptitude levels can one store and 
attend to the new information that is being trans- 
mitted while transcribing any previously obtained 
information. When memory aptitude is lowp these 
abilities are not likely to be present, and thus 
it is as efficient for the learner to pay atten- 
tion to the lecture! '. 

(Berliner, 1971) p. 35 

-In the same veinj, Di Vesta and Gray (1973) point out that 

the number of ideas presented before the consolidation period may 
overload the capacity of short-term memory. Thus, much of the 

material would not be retained long enough to be rehearsed and 
organized. 

Other arguments against the facilitating effects of note- 

taking assume that the act of note-taking Involves a low level of 

cognitive elaboration. Weener C1972) hypothesizes that verbatim 

note-taking interferes with higher level transformational proT 

cesses, but not with lower level processes such as those measured 

by a -; ecognition test, Di Vesta and Gray (1972) point out that 

having notes may serve as a substitute for engaging in transfor- 

mational activities, This would certainly be; the case if the 
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student's purpose in rehearsal were to maintain the material 

only until he had transcribed it, with the intention of studying 

the material at a later date. Such a process would lack the ela- 
borative activities necessary to transfer materials into long- 

term memory. 
The theoretical arguments Indicating that note-taking inter- 

feres with attending to the lecture are persuasive, but they assu- 

me that transcription requires attention and that attention is 

unitary. Research on automatization indicates that transcribing 

one's notes may not require attention. Perhaps the earliest stu- 

dy exploring this possibility was conducted by Leon Solomons and 

Gertrude Stein (1896). They reported that they were able to read 

short-stories or novels and transcribe dictated materials at the 

same time. At later stages of practices they found that the wri- 

ting became unconscious or automatic. Spelke.. Hirst and Neisser 

(1976) obtained similar results. They found that not only could 

subjects read and transcribe unrelated paterial at the samý time# 

but that the transcribed material was processed inferentially. 

When given a recognition test on the transcribed material, subjects 

were most likely to recognize sentences that were not actually pre- 

sented but could be inferred from those that were presented. Their 

results, they felt, yielded two alternative conclusions. Either 

attention could be divided, or complex cognitive activities could 

be automatized. The fact that they preferred the former alterna- 

tive and their reasons for-this preference are not germane to this 

discussion. However, the implications of their results are rele- 

vant insofar as either alternative, divided attention or automati- 

zation, provides a viable explanation of how one could take notes 

and pay attention to a lecture at the same timee 

Another possibility supporting the notion that listening and 

note-taking are compatible rather than conflicting tasks Is the 

multiplexing notion(i. e. sarial processing with rapid switching 
between two or more channels) or parallel processing as a form of s 
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processing (Lachman, Lachman and Butterfield, 1979). Parallel 

processing involves true simultaneity without loss of information, 

Certain components of biological and communication systems are 

capable of parallel processing. That Is, two messages can be 

transmitted simultaneously over a single charuýel without loss of 

information and without multiplexing* 

Experimental Results on Note-Taking: 

According to Hartley and Marshall (1974),, there are three 

reasons why one takes notes: 
1) Students believe that their notes will be useful for 

revision at a later date: they provide a record of what was 'co- 

vered's the fact that absent students later borrow from another 

student's notes gives testimony to this ; 
2) Students believe that the note-taking process it self - 

that is# writing things down in their own words - will somehow 
heli. their subsequent recall; 

3) Perhaps* more prosaically, students consider that note- 
taking helps keep them awake and aids their concentration during 

lectures. 
When one attempts to determine whether the process of 

note-taking aids recall or not, most investigations attempting to 

answer this question have come up with conflicting answers. Much 

of the empirical research on note-taking has attempted to determine 

whetheror not note-taking improved retention. Out of nine studies 

only three which compared the test performance of students taking 

notes with students prevented from doing so have f ound that note- 

taking yielded higher test scores. These three investigations 

were those of Crawford (1925a) and Crawford (1925b) and Di Vesta 

and Gray (1972). 
in the early studies, Crawford (1925a) found that the median 

correlation between the number of ideas from the lecture 'recorded 
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I 

in the notes and scores on a recall quiz was rz . 5.. That is, 

the more ideas in the notes., the better the students' performan- 

ce on the quiz. Crawford also calculated the probability that 

an item would be correct on the quiz depending on whether or not 

that item was recorded in the student's notes. Crawford conclu- 

ded thats 

"Taking notes on a point does not guarantee 
it being recalled at the time of the quiz, 
but failing to take note of It very greatly 
decreases Its chances of being recalled". 

(Crawford, 1925a)p. 289 

He also reported that the relationship between the number of ideas 

in the notes and recall was moderated by whether or not the quiz 

was delayed, i. e. by whether or not students were able to use no- 

tes as an external storage device. When the quiz was given imme- 

diatelys the relationship between number of ideas in the notes 

and recall was weaker than when studerits had an opportunity to re- 

view their notes. Nonetheless, Crawford (1925b) reported that 

notes are effective as an encoding mechanism: 

"A careful analysis of all the facts seems 
to justify the conclusion that the immediate 
value of notes is less than the delayed- 
review value. This immediate value-is of 
sufficient importance, however, to justify 
the practice of taking notes, even if there 
is no-opportunity to use them later". 

(Crawford, 1925b)' P- 384 

It should be noted here, howevers that Crawford did not 

explore the possibility that both the number of ideas in the 

notes and scores on the quizzes were both a function of the ex- 

tent to which the student attended to the lecture. Thus, he may 

only have found that better students take more notes and do better 

on quizzes, not that they do better an quizzes because of the 
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value of the notes as an encoding mechanism. 

In the same vein, other researchers have found note-taking to 

have a beneficial effect on subsequent retention. Howe. (1970), 

for examplep found that Ideas from the lecture recorded in the 

notes were more likely to be recalled than Ideas not In the no- 

tes when testing subjects one week after the lecture. When each 

individual's notes were compared with the precise content of his 

attempt at recallp it was found thatp on average$ 0.34 of the i- 

tems recorded in a subject's notes were subsequently recalled, 

whereas of the meaningful content that did not appear in an indi- 

vidual's notes# only 0.05 of the items were subsequently recalled. 

In another study, Locke (1977) reported that the more ideas stu- 

dents accurately recorded in their notes, the higher their course 

grades were. 

Still other research however, has found the relationship bet- 

ween note-taking and retention to be more complex. - Di Vesta and 

Gray (1972)p for. examplep compared note-taking with other rehear- 

sal strategies including (1) mental review immediately after the 

lecture and (2) taking a test on the material immediately after 

the lecture. They repotted that each of the strategies produced 

better retention than just listening to the lecture. In a later 

study (1973)p they examined theýrelationship among note-taking# 

short-term memory span and recall. All students listened to a 

30 minute lecture divided into three parts. In between sections 

of the lecture, note-takers reviewed their notes while those who 

did not take notes reviewed mentally. They found that those who 

reviewed their notes did better ýn a free recall task. Although 

there were no differences in performance on a true-false test gi- 

ven immediately after the lecture, students who took notes did 

better on a true-false test given a week later. In addition# they 

reported. -that the relationship between recall and whether or not 

a student took notes was moderated by short-term memory span* 
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Memory span was positively correlated with performance on the true- 

false tests (both immediate and delayed) for those who took notes# 

but not for those who did not. Thus, Berliner's (1971) hypothe- 

sis that note-taking interferes with learning for students with a 

low memory capacity but not for students with a high memory capa- 

city is borne out. 

Aiken,, Thomas and Shennum (1975) also ezamined the effects of 

memory capacity an the extent to which taking notes interferes with 

retention. But instead of correlating memory capacity with reten- 

tion, they manipulated the speed and the density of the lecture, 

the rationale being that increasing. speed or density would have the 

effect of straining memory capacity. They also had three note- 

taking conditions. Some students took notes during the lecture$ 

some took notes after the lectures and the rest took no notes, what- 

soever. They found that the higher the density of the lecture, 

i. e. the more ideas presented per minutev the less recall. Thuss' 

short-term memory capacity did in fact limit retention. Howevers 

it did so equally for all groups,, including those subjects who had 

not taken any notes, indicating that taking notes does not magnify 
the effects of this limitation. At the same time, interference at 
the higher levels of lecture was primarily with retention of those 
ideas not recorded in the notesp indicating that students dot in 

fact, focus on the material they take notes on to the exclusion of 
other material. Alsos, increased density caused-subjects to take 

terser or more efficient notes, That Ist subjects expressed their 
ideas in fewer words when given less time. This would indicate 
that subjects are able to adjust their note-iaking style according 
to the constraints imposed by time. This ability to adjust-may 
enable them to attend to the lecture and take notes# if not at the 
same time,, with efficiently rapid alternation. 

They also found that taking notes imediately after the lec- 

ture produced the best recall and recognitions while those subjects 
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taking notes during the lecture and those not taking notes perfor-ý 

med in approximately the same manner. Howevert this may only in- 

dicate the benefit of providing a consolidation period rather than 

the greater effectiveness of taking notes after the lecture. Af-? - 
ter the lecture, the other groups engaged In an unrelated activi- 

ty. When Eisner and Rohde (1959) compared the same note-taking 

strategies without providing an unrelated activity after the lec- 

ture for the other groups, they found no differences in scores on 

a true-false test. In factv Eisner and Rohde were unable to find 

any measurable differences between the immediate or delayed true/ 

false type test performances (after an interval of three weeks) of 

students who had made notes for fifteen minutes compared with stu. - 
dents who had made no notes during the lecture,, but made notes in 

the fifteen-minute period immediately following it. 

MacManaway (1968) failed to find any significant differences 

between the fill-in type test scares of students in a no-note con- 

dition compared with those of students who took notes normally when 

a test was given without warning one week later. Howe (1'970a) 

also failed to find any significant differences between test per- 

formances of students using various note-taking strategies when 
listening to a two-minute prose passage. 

Whether the process of note-taking in itself aids subsequent 

recallp Freyberg (1956) found that on immediate testings students 
in the no-notes situation did significantly better on a test com- 

prising mainly multiple-choice questions than did students utili- 

zing various note-taking strategies (no notes; brief notes; full 

notes; duplicated notes provided for students to follow during the 

course of the lecture). This superiority of the no-notes condi- 

tion was maintained on a subsequent re-test given two weeks later# 
but after a subsequent ten minute review period and a further two- 

week delay, students receiving the duplicated summary did best of 
all. Freyberg thus concluded that students permitted to use for 
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revision purposes the notes they had made while listening to a 

lecture recalled more of the lecture's content than individuals 

who were prevented from consulting their notes. 

Peters (1972) examined the relationship among note-taking, 

lecture-speed, a measure of listening efficiency and retention. 

Overall, he reported that note-takers did worse on a multiple- 

choice test administered immediately after the lecture than stu- 

dents not taking notes. However, he found that this effect was 

moderated by listening efficiency. Low efficiency listeners did 

better when they did not take notes; high efficiency listeners 

did as well or better when they took notes. When the input ma- 

terial was speeded up, there were no differences in retention 

scores between those who took notes and those who did not. 

An'investigation conducted by Fisher and Harris (1973) set 

out to examine the effect of note-taking and review on recall. 

When tesýing for recall of information processed under several 

conditions, they found that the best results were provided by 

the condition in which subjects took their own notes and were 

given the opportunity to review them. The second best results 

came following the condition where subjects were not allowed to 

take notes but insteadp were provided with notes furnished by the 

lecturer. Fisher and Harris concluded that note-taking serves as 

both an encoding function (where the subject takes his own notes) 

and as an external memory function (where the subject reviews his 

notes) with the latter being more important. Furthermore, the 

authors claim that of the two functions, the one serving as the 

exter: ial memory device provided the greater facilitating effect 

upon recall. Like Di Vesta and Gray (1973), Fisher and Harris 

found that subjects reviewing their own notes scored highest on 

a free recall test. At the same time, those who took no notes 

and who. reviewed the lecturer's notes scored the second highest, 

higher than those who took notes and reviewed the lecturer's notes. 
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These results would indicate that taking notes might interfere 

with retention. At the same time, the replicated finding that 

reviewing one's own notes yields; the most recall suggests an in- 

teraction between the function of notes as an external storage 

device and their function as an encoding mechanism. It may be 

more beneficial to review one's own notes for two reasonss first, 

In reviewing one' s own notes, one is rehearsing material one has 

already rehearsed to some extent during the transcription. The- 

refore, there is more total rehearsal of material which may faci- 

litate recall. Second, when transcribing the material, one has 

to a certain point encoded it in a form that is more meaningful 

to the encoderp more meaningful than the original source material 

Thus, one is more likely to benefit from reviewing this material be- 

cause it is more meaningful to him (Di Vesta and Gray., 1972; 

Garner, in press). 

Weener (1972) examined the effects of what kind of test 

students expect on the amount of notes they take. He reported 

that there was no difference in the amount of notes whether stu- 

dents expected to take a multiple choice testp an essay test or 

be asked to give a verbal presentation. He did find however, 

that when students expected to be tested immediately, they took 

half as many notes as when they expected to be tested in a week. 

He concluded that when students expect to be tested immediatelyo 

they engage in more cogniti'ýre transformational behaviour and less 

behaviour aimed at external storage. At the same time however, 

the fact that students took notes at all when they expected to be 

tested immediately, suggests that they view note-taking$ at least 

in part# as an encoding process@ 

Howevers there are at least five other experiments in this 

area which reported no significant differences between the test 

performances of students utilizing various note-taking strategies 

and those of students not taking notes. For example, Jones (1923) 
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was unable to find any difference between the test performance of 

students utilizing various note-taking strategies and those of 

students not taking notes. McClendon (1958) examined the rela- 

tionship between note-taking style and comprehension. He divided 

students into four groups according to the type or style of notes 

they took. These weres 

1) regular note-takers (on main points and details); 

2) recorders of main points only; 
3) recorders of details only; 

4) those students taking no notes whatsoever. 
McClendon found no significant differences in the i=ediate or 

delayed comprehension testsp-that is on the tests given immedia- 

. tely or five weeks later. However# the fact that those who took 

no notes did as well as the rest., even on the delayed test, call 
these results into question (Garners iti. press) 

The other studies which reported no significant differences 

between subjects taking notes and subjects not taking notes were 
those, of Eisner and Rohde (1959)j, MacManaway (1968) and Howe 
(1970a), all mentioned above. 

To recapitulatep several studies have found that encoding 
leads to better recall (Howe, 1970; Di Vesta and Gray, 1972 and. 
1973). and oth-er studies have found that external storage is the 

more efficient function (Fisher and Harrisp 1973; Hartley and 
Marshall, 1974; Carter and Van Matre, 1975; Rickards and Fried- 

man, 1978; Howe, 1975). Very few studies indicated that neither 
function is the more efficient (Fisher and Harris 1974a; Fisher 

and Harris, 1974b). 

In 1974j. Tony Buzan introduced a different approach to note- 
taking called patterning. The main notion when making patterned 
notes is to. identify the central theme in the information being 

presentýd to be represented by a key word or phrase located in 

the middle of the page. From this nucleusp a structure can be- 
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drawn using lines, doodles, arrows, shapes all radiating from the 

central notion in any direction desired. Only key words and$ more 

rarelys phrases are writtenp rather than sentences. All the words 

are written in capital letter and every word must be connected to 

at least one other word on the page, by a line, arrow or symbol. 

A small amount of information can be recorded in full linear, ver- 
bal form, for example in the case of formulaes quotations. These 

can either be written in the corners of the page and somehow lin- 

ked into the pattern by means of a number, symbol or arrow, ors 

as Buzan himself suggests, note-takers are urged to use two pages 
during note-taking: one for patterning and the other for longer 

linear notes. 
The rationale behind Buzan's method is that although we may 

be used to material presented in linear formp both in speech and 
in print, our brain does not function in a linear fashion (Norton, 

1981). But the advantage of patterned notes over linear ones for 

subsequent recall seems to depend on two factors: 

1) the use of what Buzan calls "key" words and phrases; 

2) the active involvement of the note-taker when transforming the 

source material when taking patterned notes. 

Buzan disiinguishes between jLeX recall and key creative 

words. A key recall word Is described as 'one which funnels into 

itself a wide range of special images, and which when it is tri- 

ggered, funnels back the same images' (p. 75). A key creative 

word, on the other hand, is more general than the former and is 

'especially more evocative but do(es) not bring back a specific 

image' (P. 76)o 

"The question of whether the process of taking notes 
is of itself actually of value for later recall has 
revolved around the central dilemma of whether stu- 
dents take notes to have a concrete record of the 
information presented to them or whether they belie- 
ve that the actual act of taking notes somehow helps 
in the learning process. It is the latter that 

.. *. continued/ 
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Buzan stresses as important. He argues that 
by making patterned notes, the student Is ac- 
tively involved in imposing his own organiza- 
tion on the incoming information. Buzan 
claims that the linear note-taker, on the other 
hand, is merely acting as a passive recorder 
of inf ormatioret. 

(Norton, 1981) p. 76 

Summary of Experimental Studies: 

From the foregoing review of the literature, some generali- 

zations can be made. First, that better students take more notes 
This does not mean that note-taking causes them to be-better stu- 
dents (Garner, ýýn press). Second, the differences in recall of lec- 

ture material between students taking notes and those taking no 

notes are less clear when subjects are randomly assigned to each 

note-taking condition. It cannot be concluded at this point that 

note-taking is superior to other modes of attending to college 

lectures# especially for all students. Specifically, it cannot 

even be said that taking notes during a lecture Is preferable to 

taking notes after a lecture, to being tested immediately after 

class# or to reviewing the lecturer's notes after simply listen- 

ing'to'the lecture (Aiken et al. # 1975). Third, taking notes 

does seem to interfere with retention for students with low 

short-term memory capacity (Peters, 1972; Aiken et al. p 1975). 

However, this interference does not seem to occur with high short- 

term memory capacity students. Furthermore, no differences bet- 

ween note-takers and students not taking notes were found when 

the density of lectures was increased. Thus, it cannot be asstL- 

med that note-taking necessarily interferes with attention; re- 

hearsal or elaboration. Finally, students seem to study more 

effectively from their own notes than from other sources of lec- 

ture mýterial, indicating an interaction between the 
, 
function of 

notes as an external storage device and as an encoding mechanism. 
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In order to, understand precisely what cognitive activities 
note-takers are engaged in, one must assume that transformation 

of material is taking place. The mere act of translating the 
French source language into native language notes, English, is 

sufficient proof that some kind of transformation is taking place. 
In order to facilitate the reading of notes and render the 

consecutive delivery as uninterrupted and as smooth as possible, 

most interpreters think it is preferable to solve all the trans- 
lation 'problems' while the notes are being taken. For this 

reason, most competent interpreters believe that it is best to 

take notes in the language in which the interpretatýon will be 

given (Herbert, 1952). But the question remains as to the na-- 
ture of these transformations. 

Implicit to the notion of note-taking is that of convert- 
ing a given message into its basic conceptual units or its 

underlying abstract form. 
IThe 

interpreter must decode the 

message into its abstract form before undertaking translation, 
before proceeding to encode the message into the target langua- 

ge. This intermediary step of all translation activity, that 

of the exegesis, finds extension and elaboration in consecuti- 

ve interpretation (Garretson, 1982) and is recorded in the 

consecutive interpreter's notes. The interpreter seems to be 

able to'extract the meaning of the material from its external 
form, store this information in an abstract form, and, in the 

course of rec. ognition and recall, reconstruct the stored 

material, anew, imposing on it a new grammatical and syntactic 

structure. 
Most studies have examined the number of lecture ideas in 

the notes and related that to other variables such as speed of 
source material or various note-taking approaches (Aiken, Thomas 

and Shennum, 1975; Di Vesta and Gray, 1972,1973). A few stu. - 
dies have examined the effidiency of the notes (Howe, 1970). 
Howe set out to examine certain principles which claim that the 
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Itmost important single factor influencing learning is what the 

learner already knows" (Ausubel, 1968). In order to determine 

how whatever the learner brings to the situation interacts with 

the learning material to predict the outcome, Howe undertook to 

examine the relationship between the coded version and what is 

subsequently being recalled. 

By asking subjects. totake uotes on meaningful prose mate- 

rial to which they attended, Howe hoped that the notes would give 
him some indication of how the material was perceived and inter- 

preted by each individual, in other words, examine the relation- 

ships between the subject's notes and his subsequent attempts 

at recall. 
As we' have previously mentioned, Howe (1970) attempted 

to measure the efficiency of note-taking by the following 

ratio: 

number of items reproduced in notes 
number of words in notes 

and meaningful recall. 
(Howe, 1970, p. 62) 

.. The correlation was statistically significant, r. - . 53 

(p 4.05). Howe found that although there was a significant 

positive correlation between the 'efficiency' of note-taking 

as defined above, and the success of subsequent recall attempts, 
it was still conceivable t4at-the activity of note-taking in 

itself made a contribution to subsequent retention, additional 

to the encoding effects preceding the note-taking activity. 

Howe also found that the very low probability of a meaning- 
ful item not appearing in a subject's notes being subsequently 

recalled correctly. suggested that the notes made provided a use- 
ful indication of how the materials are processed and encoded. 
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For Howe, efficiency during note-taking is the number of 
ideas divided by the number of words. But such variables tell 

us very little about their relationship to the cognitive mate- 

rial, and, therefore, about the nature of the intervening co- 

gaitive. processes. This study proposes to formulate specific 
hypotheses about the nature of these cognitive processes and to 

explore new ways of analyzing notes so that these hypotheses 

can be tested. 

The present study: 

This experiment proposes to study the effects of note- 

taking on retention among conference interpreters by comparing 

the results obtained on recall and recognition tests following 

three conditions: 
(1) a listening task where the subject is asked, to devote his 

full attention to the task in that no other concurrent activi- 

ties are present; 
(2) a straight-forward consecutive interpretation condition, 

a task which is familiar to interpreters working in Europe: 

subjects are asked to listen to a French prose passage, make 

notes in English concurrently. Once the prose passage is over, 

the interpreter delivers, in English, the consecutive inter- 

pretation of the original speech with the use of his notes. 

Following consecutive delivery, the notes are removed from 

the subject who is then asked to recall as much of the original 

passage, in English, as possible. 
(3) the third condition -. the experimental condition - led 

subjects to believe that another straight-forward consecutive 

delivery was going to, be expected of them, as in Condition 
' 
2. 

This approach was used to ensure that subjects would take notes 
in the same way as they normally would for any usual consecutive 
delivery. However, as soon as the listening and note-taking 

phases were completed, the notes were suddenly and unexpectedly 

removed from, the subjects by the experimenter. They were permitted to tak 
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notes but were then asked to recall the original speech without 

the use of their notes, thus by-passing the interpolated rehearsal 

task of reconstructing a consecutive delivery by way of notes. 

The reason for omitting this review or rehearsal was to 

allow investigation of the possible facilitation of recall due 

to the act of note-taking alone. Thus, the effect of any enco- 

ding processes involved in note-taking would thus be isolated 

from the effects of external storage mechanism, that is using 

notes as a rehearsal device for review. 

If note-taking interferes with retention (Di Vesta and Gray, 

1972), then one would expect Condition 1 (listening without 

making notes) to yield the highest scores both on recall and 

recognition tests. If, on the 4ther hand, note-taking enhances 

learning and retention (Klatsky, 1975), then either condition 

2 (consecutive delivery with notes kept) or Condition 3 (where 

notes are taken but not put to their normal use) would be ex- 

pected to yield the'highest recall and recognition scores. 

Condition 2 was, expected to-provide the subject with the 

greatest opportunity to strengthen the learning task in that in 

addition to listening, the subject was asked to take notes, 

rehearse the entire passage by delivering it in another langua- 

ge with the use of notes before being asked to recall it. 

Condition 3, the experimental condition, was designed to 

measure the amount of learning involved when the notes were 

not put to their normal use. It was thus hoped to determine 

the role played by note-taking per se, by comparing recall and 

recognition scores following Conditions 2 and 3. 

Condition 2 was expected to yield the highest recall and 

recognition scores, significantly higher than either Condition 

1 or 3. Condition I was hypothesized to yield the second best 

set of retention scores, followed by Condition 3 with the 

poorest scores,. although no significant differences were 

expected between the latter. 
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Subiects-0 

Subjert-i weve nitir, train ce-interpr eters, all students in 

their fourth inonth of training at Lhe Polytechnic of Central Lon- 

don on th(t Diploma Course In Conference Interpretation Techniques. 

No subjrct had tril. erpretrd for more than four months and the mo- 
ther-tongue common Lo all subjects was English with French as the 

first passivo lanl,, uage. Six of the nine subjects had served in 

the former expfiriments. 

Experimental 
. 
2E-sIk[j-. (Sce Appendix Page 321-a) 

A3X3 Gravru-Latln Square design was used In a split in- 

tentiorial learning paradiriii (for Conditions 1 and 2) and an in- 

cidental learning paradigm (for Condition 3, where the notes were 

suddenly removed rrom'the subject). Each of the nine subjects 

was asked to t) listen tat 2) interpret consecutively with the use 

. 
2f his nntes*and 3) rerall without the'use notes# three French 

prose passag(. -s of eqttal Ierigth. 

Prior to the experimentp subjects were informed that each 

condition would be followed by two tests designed to measure the 

amount of recall and recognition. - Both texts and tasks were ran- 

domized and counter-balanced across subjects* 

Proceduret 

Three Fronch passages of approximately 300 words each were 

selected from "Getim-al Stmites French" by Light and Howitt, 1966. 

The passages dratl win me rollowint., topicss 1) domographics; 2) 

the motorway; and 3) the ust! of cannabis. These Lexts were taken 

from the sami! levol of diftleulty secLion in the manual and lent 

thenselves Lo tAic c4mstruct-ion or (luestions on Lhair ractual, can- 

tent without makiiii-, any special demands on subjects' knowledge of 

technical vocabutarios. TI)a pasziapes wera recorded by a female 

native - speaker of French at npritoximately 196 words per second. 
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Each subject heard the stimulus tapes under simulated con- 
ference interpretation conditions. The experimental tapes were 

relayed to the subject through stereophonic headphones coming 
from one tape-recorder and subjects' recall was recorded simul- 

taneously onto a Sony cassette-recorder for subsequent-trans- 

cription and evaluation. 
Following each conditions subjects were asked to recall# in 

their mother-tongues English, as much of the input speech presen- 

ted to them in source language, French. When subjects could re- 

call no mores the cassette recorder was turned off and three re- 

cognition tests were administered in the following order: 1), 

word or lexical recognition test; 2) content or semantic recogni- 

tion test; 3) word-order or syntactic recognition test. For tho- 

se Conditions which required consecutive Interpretation# the notes 

were collected'either after the consecutive delivery in Condition 

2 or immediatelyfollowing the end of the input speech in Condi- 

tion 3. 

Scoring procedures-are provided in detail in Experiment 1. 

Tables III -I and III -2 are samples of propositional scoring 

for free recall and consecutive delivery where subjects made use 

of their notes. 

Results: 

Table III -3 presents the means and standard deviations 

of free recall scores following three conditions, listening, con- 

secutive interpretation with notes and consecutive with notes re-. 

moved. 
Table III -4 presents the analysis of variance which was 

carried out on the results obtained and shows how the the type of 

task demanded of the subject prior to recall had a significant 

effect on the eventual score obtained: Fa 8.1l.; p,., C. 01; d. f. - 2,, 

12. 
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Table III -1 
Sample of ? ropositional Scoring for Free Recall 

Source language input in French Sample of one subject's recall 
(English translation) (as given in English) 

Propositional Titless "Demogra 
. 
phics" Scores "The subject was 

Propositional 

demography" Scores 1 

4 It has taken nearly one million years The world took a millioný 3 
1 for the populatica * 

years... 

3 to reach its first milliard. ... history of human 
development was that 

2 The milliard was reached the figure of one milliard 2 
2 around 1800 people on the globe was 

only reached af ter one 
2 and the second milliard million years of human 

histlory. 
.2 about 130 years later. The second milliard 2 
1 The third was reached about 130 2 
3 years after that 

only required 30 years 
the third 1 

3 and 15 will suffice 30 years after 2 
1 for the fourth. and the fourth is expected 

to be achieved 3 World population increases only 15 years after that. 3 
3 as a result of natural movement This is a natural phenomenon 

2 that is the excess of births because of the growth 
in the birth rate 2 

2 in relation to deaths. and the lowering 2 
2 The drop. in mortality of the death rate. 2 
4 first came about in developed countries This is especially true 1 
2 but also manifested itself in the developed countries. 2 
1 in a spectacular fashion 
1 in Africat 0 

1 Asia 0 

1 and Latin America 0 

2 during the last 30 years. 0 

Input score., 49 Recall Score: 26 

Input Scorei 49 
Output Scores 26 
? ercentages 537. 
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Table III -2 
Sample of Propositional Scoring for Consecutive Delivery 

(with notes) 
Source language input in French Sample of one subject's consecutive 
(English translation) delivery as given in English 

Propositional Propositional 
Score Titlez "Demographics" "Demographyll Score 

4 It has taken nearly one million years One million years were necessary 
1 for the population for the world population 
3 to reach its first milliard. to reach one milliard. 
2 The milliard was reached This occurred 
2 around 1800 in about 1800. 

2 and the second milliard The second milliard 
2 about 130 years later. in world population 

was reached 130 years later, 
I The third and the third... for the third 
3 only required 30 years only 30 extra years 
3 and 1.5 years will suffice' were necessary. 

It is expected that the 4th 
1 'for the fourth. milliard will be reached 

15 years after that. 

3 World population increases The population throughout 
the world 

3 as a result of natural movement has been increasing through 
a natural phenomenon 

2 that is the excess of births that is to say the excess df 
births 

2 in relation to dgaths. over deaths. 

2 The drop in mortality The death rate lowered 

4 first came about in developed in the developed countries 
countries 

2 but also manifested itself but a spectacular decline 

1 in a spectacular fashion in this rate has been noticed 

1 in Africa# in countries such as 

1* Asia Latin America, 

1 and Latin America Africa 

2 during the last 30 years. and Asia 

for the last 3 0 years. 
Input Scores , Recall Score: 

49 46 
Input Score: 49 

Recall Score: 46 
'Percentage: 94Z 
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Table III - 

Conditions 

Raw scoress 

Percentage 
Scores 

Means and Standard Deviations 
for the Free Recall Scores 

LISTENING CONSECUTIVE DELIVERY CONSECUTIVE 
WITH NOTES NOTES REMOVED 

X. 38.5 
S. D. - 9.92 

Xa 46.91 
S. D. w 13.95 

Xu 35.94 
S. De-11.64 

47.33% 58.66% 46.33% 
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Table III -4 

Analysis of Variance for the Free Recall Scores 

Source of variation 

Between S's 

Groups 
S Is within groups 

Within S"s 

A order 
-B text 

C task 

residual 
error within 
total 

ss df MS 

3804.67 8 475.58 

941.56 2 485.78 
2863.11 6 477.19 

1852.00 18 102.89 
121.56 2 60.78 
190.89 2 95.44 
884.67 2 442.33 

0 0 
654.89 12 54.57 

5656.67 26 

F 

1.02 n. s. 

11 n. s. 
75 n. s. 

8.11** pz.. Ol 
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In order to determine which particular task influenced the 

subsequent score obtained on recall protocols, Scheffoe tests of 

multiple comparison (Guilford, 1973; p. 243) were performed on the 

means. Results showed that scores obtained following the conse- 

cutive with notes kept condition (Condition 2) were significantly 
higher (R= 58.67Z) than both the consecutive notes removed 

' 
(Con- 

dition-3) (Rr 46.337. ) (F= 6.28 ; p-4 . 05) and listening (Condition 

1) (R-- 47.337. )(Fa 5.30; pý9.05). In other words, recall scores 
following the condition where rehearsal with the use of notes was 

permitted were significantly higher than as a result of listening. 

More important, they were also higher than the condition which 
had allowed for notes to be takens but where the latter had not 
been put to their proper--use. 

Recognition tests: 

Recognition scores will be presented both in terms of the 

mean scores obtained on all three types of recognition tests# 

followed by the results obtained on each individual testy namely 
lexicals semantic and word-order recognition tests. 

Table III -5 presents a summary of the mean recognition 

scores obtained on the three types of recognition tests as a re- 

sult of-the three experimental conditionss namely 1) listening, 

2) consecutive interpretation with the use of consecutive notes 

and 3) consecutive interpretation without the use of notes. 
An analysis of variance was carried out on the mean scores 

obpained following all three types of recognition tests. Re- 

sults indicate that the nature of the task required of the sub- 
ject prior to recall influenced the subsequent score obtained 
beyond the . 01 level (Fa 7.57 p.: 5.01; d. f. = 2j, 12). Two other 
main effects were significant in addition to the task effectp 
namely text (F= 21.86 ;p4.001; d. f. - 2,, 12)# and group (F 

8.54 ;p4.05; d. f. -2# 12). Results of the analysis of variance 
are presented in Table 111- 6. 
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Table III -5 

Means and Standard Deviations 

of Mean Recognition Scores 

Task-* LISTENING CONSECUTIVE 
NOTES KETT 

x 63.85Z 74.44Z 
S. Do 14.08 15.08 

CONSECUTIVE 
NOTES REMOVED 

66.597. 
16.68 

41 
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Table III -6 

Analysis of Variance 

Mean Score on all Three Recognition Tests 

Source of variation 

Between S's, 

Groups 
S's within groups 

Within S's 

A order 
B text 
C task 

residual 
error within 

total 

ss df ms 

245.79 8 30.72 

181.88 2 90.94 
63.91 6 10.65 

2620.65 IS 145.59 

75.37 2 37.69 
1570.23 2 785.11 
544.01 2 272.01 

p 0 
430.96 12 35.91 

2866.35 26 

F 

8.54* p 4.05 

1.05 n. s. 
21.86'A** p4.001 

7.57' pZ. 01 

6 
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In order to determine which particular task influenced the 

subsequent scores obtained on the recognition measures, Scheffe 

tests of multiple comparisons were carried out on the means. Re- 

sults indicated that the scores obtained as a result of the con- 

secutive interpretation condition with notes kept (R= 74.44%) 

were significantly higher than those following consecutive inter- 

pretation with notes removed (R= 66.59%), (F= 3.86 ; p, 4.05; d. 

f. = 2,12). Although the mean scores obtained following the 

consecutive with notes condition (R . 74.44%) were somewhat hi- 

gher than those obtained following listening (Ra 63.85%), this 

difference was not significant, 

Type of recognition test: 

By examining the mean of all the scores obtained after each 

recognition test# irrespective of the task preceeding the testv 

no significant differences were obtained between any of the means. 

In other words, the mean scores subsequent to the lexical recogni- 

tion tests (R., 68.59%) were not significantly different from those 

following the semantic recognition tests (R= 67.047. ) or the word- 

order recognition tests (Rz 69.26%). The means and standard devia- 

tions of the scores are presented in Table III -7 and in Figure 

III - 3. 

Lexical Recognition Test: 

If we now examine each type of recognition test individually 

and in the order in which they were administered to subjects, Table 

III -8 presents a summary of the results obtained on the lexical 

recognition tests following each condition. 

An analysis of variance was carried out on the results obtain- 

ed following the lexical recognition test. Scores did not vary 
to any significant degree as a result of. the nature of the task 
required of the subject prior to taking the lexical recognition 
test. The main effects are presented in Table III - 9. 
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Table III - 

Means and Standard Deviations 

According to the Type of Recognition Test 

LEXICAL SEMANTIC SYNTACTIC 
RECOGNITION TEST RECOGNITION TEST RECOGNITION TEST 

x 68.59Z X 67.04% 69.267, 

S. D* r. 10.96 S. D. - 19.18 S. D. =16.26 
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Table III -8 

Scores Obtained on the Lexical 

Recognition Test 

Recognition, Measures 

LEXICAL 

Tasks: 

LISTENING CONSECUTIVE CONSECUTIVE 
WIM NOTES NOTES MOVED 

X. - 63.78Z 72.22% 69.78% 
S. D. -- 13.82 8.70 9.01 

0 
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Table III -9 

AnalYsis of Variance 
for Lexical Recognition Test 

Source of variation SS df ms 

Between S's 979.85 8 122.48 

Groups 84.96 2 42.28 
S's within groups 894.89 6 149.15 

Within S's 2142.67 18 119.04 

A order 263.41 2 131.70 
B test 498.29 2 249.15 
C task 339.85 2 169.93 

residual 0 0 
error within 1041.11 12 86.76 

total 3122.52 

F 

. 28 n. s. 

1.56 n. s. 
2.87 n. s. 
1.96 n. s. 

0 
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Table III - 10 

Scores Obtained on the Semantic 

Recognition Test 

Recognition Measures 

LEXICAL 

Taskss 

LISTENING CONSECUTIVE CONSECUTIVE 
WITH NOTES NOTES REMOVED 

xz 63.78Z 72.227.69.78Z 
S. D. = 13.82 8.70 9.01 

a 

6 
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Table III - 11 

Analysis of Variance 

on the Semantic Recognition Scores 

Sourc e of variation SS df MS F 

Between S's 1829.63 8 288.70 

Groups 540.74 2 270.37 1.26 n. s. 
S's within groups 1288.89 6 214.81 

Within Ss' 7733.33 18 429.63 

A order 29.63 2 14,81 . 14 n, s. 
B text 5874.07 2 2937.04 28.32*-* p <-. 001 
C task 585.19 2 292.59 2.82 n. s. 
residual 0 0 
error within 1244.44 12 103.70 

total 9562.96 
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Semantic recognition scores; 
Table III - 10 presents a summary of the results obtained 

on the semantic recognition scores according to the task required 
of the subject beforehand. I 

An analysis of variance was performed on the results and 
showed that the nature of the task required of the subjects did 

not influence the scores obtained on the subsequent. recognition 
test to any significant degree (F - 2.82, n. s. ) The significant 
main effect was that of the nature of the text involved (F = 28.32; 

pk . 001; d. f. - 2,12) in that one of the texts consistenlfý 
subjects greater difficulty in terms of recognition. Subsequent 

analysis revealed that the text entitled Demographics yielddd 
significantly higher semantic recognition scores than the'other 

two texts. But since the texts and the order in which subjects 
had been asked to process them was systematicall, I varied across 

subjects and conditions, the text effect was not considered a 

major factor (See Table ItI - 11). 
Word-order recognition test: 

Table III - 12 presents a summary of the results obtained 

on the word-order recognition test according to the task required 

of subjects prior to taking the word-order recognition test. 
An analysis of variance was performed on the, results and 

showed that the nature of the task required of the subjects did 

not influence the scores obtained on subsequent recognition tests 

to any significant degree (F - 3.60; n. s. ) The significant 

main effect was that of the nature of the text involved (F - 4.67; 

p, -4.05; d. f. - 2,, 12) in that Demographics yielded significant- 
ly higher word-order recognition scores than the other two texts. 
Table III - 13 presents the analysis of variance for the word- 
order recognition test scores. 
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Table III - 12 

Recognition measure2 

WORD-ORDER 

Means and Standard Deviations of Scores 

Obtained on the Word Order Recognition Test 

Taskss 

Xz: 
S. D. = 

LISTENING CONSECUTIVE 
WITH NOTES 

62.22Z 77.78Z 
13.94 16.41 

CONSECUTIVE 
NOTES REMOVED 

67.78% 
16.68 

a 
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Figure III - 

Scores Obtained on the Word-Order 

Recognition Test 

Tasks: Listening Consecutive Consecutive 
With Notes Notes Removed 
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Table III - 13 

Analysis of Variance 

on the Word-Order Recognition Test 

Source of variation SS df ms 

Between S's 

Groups 
S's within groups 

Within S's 

A order 
Bt ext 
C task 

residual 
error (within) 

total 

F 

2651.85 8 331.48 

185.19 2 92.59 . 23 n. s. 
2466.67 6 411.11 

4533.33 18 251.85 

96.30 2 48.15 . 31 n. s. 
1451.85 2 725.93 4.67* pc. 05 
1118.52 2 559.26 3.60 . 

0 
1866.67 12 

7185.19 26 

155.56 
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Discussion: 

Recall and recognition will be examined separately. 

Recalls 

In order to test the effects of note-taking per se, the 

review period was eliminated* The purpose of eliminating the 

review period would be to permit the investigation of the possible 

facilitation of recall due only to the act of note-taking. Thus 

the effects of any encoding processes involved during note-taking 

would be isolated from the effects of external storage mechanisms 
(i. e. using notes as a source for review). 

One main prediction of this investigation was clearly 

confirmed in that the rehearsal provided by consecutive delivery 

where subjects were allowed to keep their notes during the 

reconstruction of the passage produced learning that was superior 

to both a no-note condition (where subjects simply listened) and 

note-taking on a purely external level (where the notes were suddenly 

removed from the subject). 
Note-taking and the subsequent rehearsal function as learning 

aids which facilitate encoding. When coupled with notes, the re- 

hearsal provided by consecutive delivery represents a useful strategy 

for affecting subsequent recall. Note-taking alone proved to be of 

questionable value# contrary to Crawford's (1925) that: 

"A careful analysis of all the facts seems to Justify 
the conclusion that the immediate value of notes is less 
than the delayed-review values The immediate value is 
of sufficient importance# however# to justify the practice 
of taking notes, even if there is no opportunity to use 
them-later". (P. 384) 

The act of taking notes may indeed improve delayed recall when 

a review period (or a rehearsal interference period) is included. 

Notes do not appear to improve immediate recall when they serve only 

as external storage mechanisms and where subjects are prevented from 

rehearsiýg the material. 

An unexpected finding was that there was no significant difference 

found between note-taking and the no-notes condition. 
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Howe (1974) proposed four possible consequences which could 
result from note-taking: 

- the provision of a permanent record of the lecture material; 
- increased attention to the lecture material; 
- the encoding of the material into a more personally understand- 

able and retainable form; 

- and greater retention due to the encoding process itself, 

The critical factor seems to be the rehearsal factor between 

the note-taking actlVity and the onset of recall. If this rehearsal 

period is eliminated, then it would appear that listening (no notes) 

provides the subject with as deep a form of processing as note- 
taking but on a purely external level. In other words, if one 
knows that no rehearsal will be allowed following a processing task, 

one might as well listen and attend to the message rather than 

risk attention sharing activities such as note-taking which 
involve both listening and writing, especially since these notes 

cannot be put to their proper use. 
The results obtained in this experiment support the external 

storage notion that note-taking per se does not facilitate recall 

unless learners are given the opportunity to review their notes 

prior to recall. The external storage idea thus suggests two 

possible functions for notes: 
1) a rehearsal function whereby enhanced recall is only due to 

recall of material from the notes just reviewed. 
2) a reconstruction function suggesting that the recall of notes 

allows learners to reconstruct patts of the passage on which no 

notes were previously taken. 
The question of whether the note-taking process is of it- 

self of value for later recall has revolved around the question 

as to whether students take notes to have a concrete record of the 
information presented to'them or whether. they believe that the act 
of taking notes somehow helps in the learning process. 
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The present investigation supports Di Vesta and Gray's (1972) 

hypothesis that the encoding function is more important than external 

storage in aiding the learning process. 

-The most opportune time for consolidation may be a period 

immediately following a lecture during which time the student 

can review and contemplate the content of the material presented 

to him* 

Recognitions 

When all three recognition tests were considered as a unitj, 

consecutive delivery with notes kept for rehearsal (R= 74.447. ) 

yielded significantly higher scores than either consecutive 

delivery'with notes removed (R =66.59%) and listening (X-= 63.85%). 

When neither group rehearses the input (listening condition and 

notes removed condition), simultaneous note-taking is either equal to 

or poorer than the no-note condition, a finding which supports 

the results of Aiken, Thoman and Shennun (1975). 
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CHAPTER V 

CONSECUTIVE NOTE-TAKING 

Interpreters' notes differ from those taken by students during 

a lecture. In the case of a consecutive interpreterp the notes will 

be put to use almost immediately, once the speaker has either paused 

or ended his speech while the content of the speech is still fresh in 

the interpreter's mind. Students taking notes during a lecture, on 

the other hand, will refer to their notes hours, days, perhaps even 

weeks later. 

Broadly speaking., the object of note-taking is to supplement 

memory efficiently. Notes are essentially individual in characterl 

some note-takers seem to want to record everything presented to them; 

others want to pick and choose the relevant items. Still others take 

little or no notes at all. 

Most interpreters take running notes as the speech is being 

delivereds not even waiting for an idea or a sentence to have been 

expressed in its entirety* Ideally# the interpreter should proceed 

to a logical analysis of the speech as it is being delivered and 

take his notes accordingly (Herbert# 1952). 

Note-taking appears to have more beneficial results than 

negative ones (Aiken et al., 1975), but there still remains the 

need to examine what cognitive activities the note-taker is actually 

engaged In# and the need to demonstrate the-: existence (if any) of the 

relationship between differences in the notes taken by individuals 

and differences in learning. If note-taking does have an important 

encoding functions then it ought to be possible to find a relationship 

between differences in the notes taken and differences in learning 

(Howe and Godfrey, 1977). By examining the attributes of the notes 

made by an individual (such as number of items recorded, percentage 

of symbols usedp accuracy of notes) would form a framework for 

making predictions about a note-taker's performance in a subsequent 

recall tist. 
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A number of researchers have undertaken investigations that 

involve examining and searching for relationships between individuals, 

notes and their performance on tests assessing learning. Howe (1970) 

for examples observed that items which appeared in an individual's 

notes were around six times as likely to be recalled in a subsequent 

test as items from the passage presented to the subjects that did 

not appear in that individual's notes. 

In the same experiments Howe obtained a measure of how 'good' 

an individual's notes were. The measure took the form of the ratio 

obtained by dividing the number of meaningful items correctly recorded 

in the person's notes (the measure of accuracy) by the actual number 

of words in the notes. The assumption was that the great 
, 
er the amount 

of encodings the better the student would be able to provide a version 

of the material "in his own words", departing from the original form 

and containing a smaller number of words. -In short, the ratio obtained 

was an indication of the student's ability to reproduce the content 

with a high degree of accuracy but a small number of words. 

The next step was to. discover whether this index of the 'good- 

ness' or 'efficiency' of notes was related in any way to learning# 

as measured by performance on a free-recall test* In fact# there 

was a statisticalýy significant positive correltations rz + . 53y 

so. it does appear that what the authors termed as an 'efficient' 

note-taking strategy was indeed an effective one (Howe and Godfrey, 1977). 

Relationships between what is learned and the content of notes 

are also provided by an early empirical study on note-taking undertaken 

by Crawford (1925) who found a positive correlation rz + . 5) between 

the total number of lecture points that were correctly reproduced in 

the notes and the number of correct points in recall tests. Crawford 

also found that items omitted or erroneously recorded in notes were 

very unlikely to be recalled correctlys only 14% of them being scored 

correct on the tests whereas, on average# 51% of those items which were 

correct-ly.. recorded in the notes were also recalled by the same 

Individual. 
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Following Howe's hyi-xithesis (1970) that an efficient note- 
taking str rotegy Is otic In ifiiich the maximum number of units is 

communicated in the mintrPim number of words and where the corre- 
lation was calculated bcL-., een meaningful recall and the following 

ration: 
number of items reproduced in the notes, 

numher of words in notes 
results iý'the presctit investigation showed that: 
1) the mean number of possible segment items (to use Howe's 

expression or chunk, meaningful unit or propositional phrase) 
in the source inpat was X= 90.33; 
2) the mean mnber of sogiient items reproduced in the subjects' 

notes was 66.94 (S. 1). - 8.33) out of 90.33 or 74% of 
the input and the averag ,, e number of items appearing in both 

the input and the notes was 80.44 or 89%; 
3) the mean nunher of segimnt items which appeared in the 

subjects' consecutive delivarX was 77.42 (S. D. = 6.39) 

or 85% and the average number of items appearing both in the 

notes and (11-iring, consecutive interpretation JasR - 74.79 or 
83%; 

4) the mean number of item's recalled once the notes were removed 

was 7= 46.92 (S. D. = 13.95) or 52.22%; % 
5) the average number of items to appear in both the notes 

and consecutive delivery attempts was X= 74.79 (S. D. 15.73) 

or 83Z. The mean number reproduced in neither wasT 4.22 
(S. D. = 3.56). Thus, the mean probability that a subject 
would deliver consecutively an item that appeared in his or her 

notes was . 97, ,. ficreas the probability of delivering an item 

that was not present in the notes was . 23; 
6) the average nixiber of items that appeared in both 

consecutive delivery attempts and recall was X- 46.91 

(S. D. - 13.95) or, 527. and the mean number that was reproduced 
in neither was-X - 5.78. 
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Thus the mean probability that a subject would recall an item 

which appeared'in his consecutive delivery was . 60, whereas the 

probability of recalling an item that was not present in the 

notes was . 1; 

7) the average number of items that appeared in both input and 
consecutive delivery was 84.00 (S. D. =8.08) or 93%; 
8) the average number of items that appeared in both input and 
recall was R= 49.44 (S. D. = 14.48) or 55%; 
9) the average number of items that appeared in both the notes 
and recall attempts was 3L54.44 (S. D. =19.86) or 60.33% and the 

mean number that was reproduced in neither was L6.67 (S. D. m4.18) 
or 7.44%. Thus the mean probability that a subject would recall 

an item that appeared in his or her notes was . 81, whereas the 

probability of recalling an item that was not present was . 12. 

The mean number of words appearing in the notes taken by 

the subjects was =174.11 (S. D. . 18.99). The mean number of 

words used in recall attempts was X= 316.00 (S. D. =74.39). There 

was a significant correlation between the number of words in, recall 

and the number of meaning units recalled: 

. 83 

A closer examination was carried out and a correlation was found 

between the percentage of written notes and the percentage of 
items subsequently delivered in the subject's consecutive task: 

. 80 

Crawford (1925a) found that the median correlation between 

the number of ideas from the lecture recorded in the notes and 
the score on a recall quiz was 

r- .5 
In other words, the more ideas in the notes, the better the stir- 
dents did on quizzes. 

No such correlation was found in the present experiment. 
On the contrary, the mean correlation between the number of items 
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INPUT NOTES CONSECUTIVE RECALL 
DELIVERY 

x- go 66.94 77.42 46.92 

S. D. = 8.33' 6.39 13.95 

z= 100 74 Z 85.67% 52.22Z 

Table IV -2 

Mean Number of Meaningful Units 
According to Task 
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Figure IV 

Mean Number of Meaningful Segments According to Task 
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represented in the subjects' notes and the subsequent recall 

4cores was: 
12 

On the hypothesis that an 'efficient' note-taking strategy 

was one in which the maximum number of units was communicated in 

the minimum number of words, the correlation was calculated between 

the following ratio: 

number of items reproduced in notes 
number of words in notes 

and meaningful recall (Howe, 1970). Where Howe had found a 

significant correlation (r -+ . 53; p 4.05), no such correlation 

was found in the present experiment: 

. 10 
Even when symbols were removed from the number of words in the 

notes, still no correlation was found: 

. 17 
Even when words written out in their entirety were removed from 

the number of words in the notes, 

r- . 1]. 
And even when symbols alone were correlated with recall units, 

there was no correlation: 

. 18 

However, from the results obtained in the present experiment, 

certain conclusions were drawn: 

. 89% of the items or ideas presented to the subjects appeared 
in some form or other in their consecutive notes. This meant 

words written out in their entire form, abbreviations, symbols, 

monograms, etc. 

. Furthermore, 82.5Z of the ideas recorded in the notes reappeared 
in the oral consecutive delivery, once again, in some form or 

other, "be it correct, partial or erroneous. Further analyses will 
follow regarding errors and omissions. 
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From the above information, it appears likely that the 
information presented to the consecutive interpreter will be 

represented both in the notes (89%) and especially during the 

consecutive delivery (93%). This is no surprise since inter- 

preters are trained and expected to give as complete a version 

as possible. 
If we pursue the argument one step further and examine the 

recall scores or the ability of these subjects to recall material 
following consecutive delivery, something which is normally not 

expected of an interpreter in a real-life situation, in other 

words something they are not trained to do, results implicate 

that performance is markedly worse in this condition. 

* only, 51.5% of the items reproduced during consecutive deli- 

very reappeared during recall; 

only 60.33% of the items appearing in the notes were ever 

recalled; 

. only 55% of any material presented to the interpreter-subject 

was recalled following the interpolated consecutive delivery. 

Such variables tell us 
' 
verY__ little about the nature of the 

notes themselves and about their relationship to the original 

material, and, therefore, about the nature of the intervening 

processes. What is incumbent upon research now is to formulate 

specific hypotheses'about the nature of these cognitive processes 

and to explore new ways of analyzing notes so that these hypo- 

theses can be tested. 

Notes will therefore be examined as an external storage me- 

chanism which includes a pýysical description of the notes them-- 

selves. 

The note-taking process will also be investigated, seen as 

an encoding mechanism which facilitates retention and which consi- 
ders--the notes as by-products of this process. 

'Finally, in order to determine the actual phases of the note- 
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taking process and to establish where loss of -information occurs, 
additional analyses will be carried out between the following 

phases: 
(Beneath are the tasks required of the subjects and their 

chronological order: ) 

1) Input 2) Note-taking 3) Consecutive 4) Recall 
Delivery 

Step A: what happens between Input and the Note-taking phase; 
Step B: what happens between Note-Staking and Consecutive delivery; 

Step C: what happens between Consecutive*delivery and Recall; 

Step A': what happens between Input and Consecutive delivery; 

Step A": what happens between Input and Recall; 

Step B': -what happens between Note-Staking and Recall; 

Input Note-taking Consecutlkveý 

C 

Re-call 
Delivery 

-AI. 

eooooý 
. ... 

Input Nota-taking Consecutive Recall 
Delivery 

CONSECUTIVE DELIVERI 

A physical 4tscription: 

The first point about a consecutive interpreter's notes is 

that they should be easy to read and therefore as visual as 

possible. The interpreter cannot afford to hesitate when trying 

to decipher them. Interpreters' notes are highly individual in 

that they would probably mean nothing to another interpreter. 

However, certain characteristics do appear: 
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Basing ourselves on the three texts used as input material, 
in this expertwent, the menn nunber of words presented to the subjects 
in French was 423. 

Tbe incan manber of words written out in their entirct 
in the consccuti-m notes was ý= 86.33 (S. D. 21.27) or 49%. These 
words included: 

" prepositions (in, on, etc. ); 

" nouns (health, morl, marijuana, etc. );, 

" adjectives (legal, real, chronic, etc); 

" verbs (depend; read; collect; detect, etc. ); 

" adverbs (before, otc. ); 

" pronouns (he, sho, [t, etc. ); 

provided these words were written out in their entire form. 
Since the inean nunber of actual words (entire and abbreviated, 

symbols and digits) which appeared in subjects' notes was 7= 175.11 

(S. D. 18.89), the percentage of words written out in their entirety 

was 49%. 
The mcan nuuIxr of words written in an abbreviated form 

was X= 49.22 (S. D. = 22.97) or 28% of the total nunber of words 
present in tbe notes. 

Abbreviations include(] the connonly used forms*such as "etc. " 
for "et cetera". I I&I I for "and", "intern'l" for "international" 

as well as any type or abbreviation devised by the subject either 
on the spur of the mcmient such as "alc" for "alcohol" or "mj" for 

marijuana, as well as abbreviations often used by interpreters in 

general, 
ýsuch 

as "pre" for "before" or "Y' for "Germany". 
One-considerable advantage of most symbols is the fact that 
they do not belong to any particular language and thus eliminate 
the translation factor when written down in one form and then 
read out iii another. 

The mean number of sýýinbq used was 30.33 (S. D. = 17.53) 

or 16%; 

the*Tman mmiber of digits used was 11.78 (S. D. = 8.07) 

or 7%; 
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Symbols: 

-, As was the case for signs and abbreviations, symbols also 
do not belong to any particular language and can, without any 
effort, be written in one language and read out in another, as 
is the case with numerals (Herbert, 1952). 

Symbols can be derived from the alphabet for economic). 
Phonetic symbols are of great use for prefixes, endings and even 

postpositions which frequently recur, such as: con-* -tion, -ment, 

-able. If for -tion, we choose C4 and want to specify a post- 

position, it can be written as T' (which is the Greek letter for'p': 

I propose, he proposed, we shall propose, proposal, proposition, 

propositions, etc) and 104, . Proposition becomes 71'-1- . 
Symbols also include monograms which are made up for a spe- 

cific purpose, usually a useful'and rapid purpose. For example, 
by combining an A and aG into aA, a new sign has just been 

created which can mean either General Assembly or Agenda. Simi- 

larly, the. three letters "att" with the "tt" crossed twice to 
indicate repetition (4r), is a useful symbol denoting "to draw 

attention" or "to attract the attention of... ". 

Symbols may also comprise punctuation marks. For example, 

when-a sentence or an idea is in the interrogative form, it will 

be easier for an interpreter to anticipate such a form during 

his consecutive delivery provided he has prefaced his notes with 

an upside down question mark, as is the case with the Spanish 

interrogative symbol: rL 

: will-easily indicate the relation between the propounder 

of an opinion and the opinion itself. 

The word 'point' which is so frequently used in most lan- 

guages in such phrases as :a point on the agenda; on this point; 

a difficult point; the following point; etc., may be simply 

reprisented by a dot.. which may be underlined to avoid any con- 

fusion with a full stop' The "point of view" (or opinion, or 
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view held, etc., ) may be represented by the small dot above or 
below what may look like an eye: 

IL 
ý 

Mathematical symbols are frequently used because they ful- 
fil conditions of brevity, legibility and precision. The most 
common ones are: +, -9, ±9> 99v ap 119,09V 

Possibly the most popular symbol is the arrow., It is a 
highly valuable symbol which may be used for all ideas in connec- 
tion with sending to, submitting to, exporting to, transmitting 

to, leading to, arriving in, communicating to, etc. 
When folded back, like so 4_7) it may. mean to come 

back from or to bring back from. 

When simply turned back .: C- , it means to receive from, 

to import from, to come from, to leave from, to take out of, etc. 
When pointed upwards, it may mean to increase or 

to develop, 

When pointed downwards, it may mean to diminish, 

to iestrict, to cut down, to lower, etc. 
In practically every case, one's memory will have no 

difficulty in finding the exact shade of meaning which the arrow 

was intended for. 

. When a long and difficult n7ame br phrase comes up unexpec- 
tedly in the course of a speech, the interpreters who had no sym- 
bol prepared must sometimes write it out in full. But if the 

same word or phrase were to reappear on the same page, the inter- 

preter need only underline the name written out in full and draw 

a line from it leading to where it should reappear again. Such 

reference lines are used very frequently. 
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Emphasis and negation are two factors which are often trans- 

lated into symbols. Negation is often transcribed as a line drawn 

across the word, or as a large X drawn over the word itseli to 

indicate "not" or "absence of". For example, of one wanted to 

indicate that "Switzerland does not import cotton!, one would 

write the word "cotton" and then cross it out, thus: 

"CH cotton" 

or "ýi 
.4 

cotton" 

or 11CH coýZonll ec 
The last two examples will stress that Switzerland has not been 

among the cotton importing countries, or that in the whole of 

Swiss imports, there was no cotton. 

For emphatic negation, two strokes may be used. For ins- 

tance, "We very strongly object to the suggestion t hat a vote 

,? 
Ie 

may-be taken" may be simply taken down in note form as "v 

Similarly, emphasis may be easily noted by underlining 

whatever is emphasized and doubly underlining may mean that it 

was a superlative. For example: "Great pressure was exercised" 

or "The strongest pressure was brought to bear" may be written 

as pressure. Conversely, attenuation may be shown by underli- 

ning with a dotted line. For instance, "I was'somewhat surpri- 

sed" can be rewritten as ". If 
. 
prpZý s eýý. 

In the present experiment, one of the three input texts 

was chosen for purposes of analysis along with the consecutive 

notes of six subjects. The types of symbols collected from 

this sample will be presented alpha , 
betically, in glossary form. 

1) arrows; 2) brackets; 3) emphasis; 4) genitive; 5) graphic; 

6) lists; 7) mathematical; 8) negation; 9) shorthand; 10) stan- 

dard symbols and 11) tense. 

in addition, a special section is reserved for symbols used 

in iieu 
of verbs and copula verbs. 
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Verb Analysis: 

At a first glance, interpreters' notes seem to retain very 
few verbs. Therefore, the firstý area of examination included a 

verb count. To facilitate the analysis, one of the three input 

texts was selected, namely tL'Autoroutel ('The Motorway'). This 

particular text contained 378 words altogether in its French in- 

put version. Of the 378 words, there were 41 verbs. Page 228 

presents thenumber of verbs retained in the notes, those that 

were symbolized and those that were altogether omitted. 
Results indicated that 30% of verbs were kept; 22% of verbs 

were symbolized and 48% were completely omitted. By merging the 

verbs that were kept (30%) and those that were symbolized (22%), 

it appears as, though 52% of verbs are retained in some form or 

other in the notes, be it a symbol or an abbreviated form of the' 

verb, and that 48Z are omitted. 
From the above-w--ntioned results, it appears that half of the 

verbs are omitted, which is a fairly high percentage. In order 

to determine what type of verbs were omitted, a further breakdown 

was undertaken to determine if certain verbs were retained more 

frequently than others. 
Of the 41 verbs present in the text entitled "The Motorway", 

30 were action verbs, such as to give; to live; to apply; to in- 

troduce, etc Among, these action verbs, 22 were transitive ac- 

tion verbs (that is, having aýdirect object, such as: to give 

bread, for example) and 8 were intransitive action verbs (with- 

out a direct object, such as: to be born; to arrive, etc). The 

verbs also included 6 auxiliary verbs (can, must, to be able to) 

along with 4 copula verbs (such as: to be; to become; to seem) 

and finally, 1 impersonal verb (there are). 

The verbs most frequently omitted were the'auxiliar-y verbs: 

(76%) " 
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"They"can go far" Subject A: 

Subject B: ->far 
Subject C: P far 

SuBject D: 

Subject E: 

Subject F: 

The next group of verbs to be omitted was the copula verb 
(51% were omitted): 
"Their traits already'resembled 

those of mode-ru motorways". 
Subject A: 

Subject B: 

Subject C: 

Subject D: - 
Subject E: 

Subject F: 

- modern Ms 

ch- cs rte mode 
characts - mod Ms. 

charac same - 
traits - of modern 

modern 

The group pf verbs most frequently retained were. the 
transitive action verbs: (only 37Z were omitted). 
"All Hitler had to do 
was to apply the plans" 
(or 'implement') 

Subject A: Hitler follow 
Subject B: *a,, apply exist. plans 
Subject C: and applied existS. plas. 
Subject D: Hitler only I exis plans 
Subject E: Hitler carry out 
Subject F: E clair had plans 

followed by'intransitivd action, verbs (35% of which were omitted). 

"A new civilization 
is being born" 

Subject A: birth of new civil. 

Subject B: new civ 
U 
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Subject C; - new civn. img. 

Subject D: new civil nt 

Subject E: new civilisationcborn 
Subject-F: new civilisation 

Further categorizations were made but insufficient data did 

not allow any further generalisations. For example, certain verbs 
denoting a negative aspect or an absence of something were often 

transcribed with a'large "30' in the subjects' notes: for example, 

verbs such as "to eliminate straight lines" were recorded in the 

notes as: 
Subject B: now X st. line 

Subject D: now J. /st line 

Other verbs which fell into this "negative" category were: 

to prevent; to avoid; to lose; to leave. The last verb, however, 

could also belong to another category of verb labelled "verbs of 

motion! ' which included such verbs as "to give; to foresee; to push; 

to leave; to go out; to arrive; to travel". 
"They may go far... " 

Subject B: -: ýfar 

Subject C: V far 

Subject D: 

Subject F: > 

There was one or possibly two graphic verbs which were duly re- 

corded as such by subjects. For example, the transitive action 

verb "to foresee" also contained an element of motion (in the 

sense that one sees ihto the future, but more important, it held 

a very high imagery content, something labelled as sensory in the 

verb classification. 
"Germa had foreseen. 

the emergence of the 
automobile". Subject A: Germ see car 

Subject B; D -4: 
ý -**7 car 
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Subject C: Ger fsaw rise car 
Subject D: D forsaw ý' 

car 
Subject F: Germany'f-orecast-/Ilim car 

The last graphic verb "to be dazzled" (by the lights of oncoming 

traffic) was simply represented as: 
Subject A: C) 

To recapitulate, the six interpreter subjects transcribed 

16% of the incoming information into symbols. 

The symbols most frequently used were 1) arrows, 2) stan- 

dard symbols (for 'country' and 'Germany'), mathematical symbols 

(-, +, <, ý), symbols denoting negation, and finally fraction syur- 

bols to denote the partitive or genitive. 

The verb seemed to be the type of word most frequently omitted 

(48%)) kept (3CV. ) or symbolized (22%). Following a similar 

breakdown of nouns and adjectives which will follow, the verb was 

the item most frequently symbolized. 

The_verbs most frequently retiined were theitransitive ac- 

tion verbs, followed by the intransitive action verbs. The verbs 

most frequently omitted or symbolized were the auxiliary verbs 

followed by the copula verb. 
Further research is recommended to examine certain verbs 

denoting a negative and all verbs of motion. 

Noun analysis: 

Following the verb count, a similar analysis was performed 

on the nouns taken from the same text, "The Motorway". See pages 
235 through 237 for an itemization of the 90 nouns present in the 

French version, of the input text, along with the English equiva- 

lent. The last six columns, A though F, list the actual note 

made by each of the six subjects for each of the nouns. The 

fii2al three columns indicate whether the subject actually noted 

the noun or simply omitted it. 
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The total number of French nouns in the input passage in- 

cluded 90 nouns. Since there were six subjects, the number of 
possibilities was 90 x6 or 540. Results indicate that of the 
540 possibilities, 345 items were retained as such in the notes 
(meaning that the noun was somehow represented in the subjects' 

notes, be it the entire noun, an abbreviation or even'the first 

letter of the noun). In other words, 64Z of the nouns were re- 

presented in the notes. 
Of the 540 possibilities, only 36 were symbolized: that is 

to say that the noun itself was replaced by a graphic symbol. 
This figure represents only 7% of the original nouns. 

Finally, of the 540 possibilities, 159 items were omitted 

completely: this figure represents 29% of the input nouns. 
By merging the first two results, nouns kept and nouns 

symbolized, (64Z and 7% respectively), 71% of the nouns were 

recorded in some form or other, be it nominally or symbolically. 
From'the above results, it appears as though two thirds of 

the nouns, are recorded, a much higher percentage than is the 

case for verbs. 

It is also interesting to note the minimal number of nouns 

that were symbolized. Among the few that were, some generaliza- 

tions can be made: 

. Countries were often symbolized: for example, 'Germany' was 
frequently replaced by the symbol 'D' (presumably for 'Deutsch- 

land'). 

. Certain nouns which contained a notion of movement were often 

replaced by symbols. For instance the word 'chute' (fall) was 

replaced on two occasions by an arrow pointing downwards: v1 
Another such example was the word 'essorl (boom) which 

was replaced by a symbol in four out of six cases: 

Input.. noun 'essor' (boom) Subject A: 

Subject B; 
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Subject D: 

Subject F: 

Another noun was symbolized by one subject consistently throughout 

the entire passage: wheftever the text made mention of employment, 

unemployment or the unemployed, subject B used a symbol (t) in 

each case. For example, 'employment' was replaced by It' (It' 

stood for either 'toil' or French 'travail'). Therefore, 'unem- 

ployment' became '-tl (minus t) and the 'unemployed' became It Of 
9 

where the degree sign meant 'plus human'. 

Finally, one word was symbolized by three of the six subjects 
'carrefourl or 'crossroads': 

Subject A: Xs 

Subject B: 

Subject F: Xroads 

Probably the most original symbol was the one-devised on the spur 

of the moment by subject A upon hearing the French noun 'phares' 

or 'headlights' in the sentence: 
it... so that drivers would not be dazzled by the lights of o" 

coming traffic". Subject A noted this phrase as., 

Subject A: so not blinded 
fl4 an., ee4an 

The mean probability that a subject would deliver consecuti- 

vely an item that appeared in his or her notes was . 97 whereas 

the probability of delivering an item that was not present in the 

notes was . 23. The mean probability that a subject would recall 

an item that appeared in his or her notes was . 81 whereas the 

probability of recalling an item that was not present was . 12. 

Both these findings support Crawford's (1925a) notion that 

"taking notes on a point does not guarantee 
its being recalled at the time of the quiz 

.. 
but failing to take note of it. very greatly 
decreases its chances of being recalled" (page 289) 
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The type of notes taken by the consecutive interpreter- 

subjects did n6t seem to be an indication as to whether an item 

would reappear in the consecutive delivery or during subsequent 

recall. In other words, according to Howe's (1970) fo=ula of 

an efficient'note-taker, no correlation was found between the 
following ratio: 

number items 'reproduced 'in'n(ites 

number of words in notes 

and meaningful recall, whether the number of items reproduced in 

the notes included symbols, words written out in their entirety 

or abbreviations. Therefore, it is not the type of note which is 

the key factor in note-taking but rather the mere presence of the 

note itself. This result supports McClendon's finding (1958) that 
it made no significant difference in listening comprehension whe- 
ther subjects did not take any notes, whether they took notes onr 
ly on the main points of the lectures, whether they took extensive, 
detailed notes on the fine factual details of the lecturer or whe- 

ther they simply took notes in their customary manner. 
Therefore, there seems to be no justification for restricting 

a student from taking notes during lectures on the basis that-it 
interferes with efficient listening neither is theie any justifi- 

cation for advocating one note-taking method over another on the 

grounds that one method is more conducive to effective listening 

comprehension than any other method. 
However, straight-forward correlations between the following 

categories did uncover some interesting facts. For example, the 

total number of words present in subjects' notes (which iLluded 

symbols, words written out in their entirety, etc. ) had more of 

an effect on subjectst consecutive deltjetl: 

. 44 

than on subjects' recall: 

. 26 
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although, no correlation was significant. 
The fact that subjects used a lot of symbols in their notes 

had a reverse effect. In other words, the number of symbols pre- 

sent in an interpreters' notes seemed to have more impact on sub- 
jects' recall 

r- . 69 

than on consecutive*delivery. 

r- . 42 

Similarly, the number of words written out in their entirety 

had a direct influence on both recall and consecutive delivery, 

but more noticeable for the former 

r= -58 (for recall) 

than for the latter. 

r- . 36 
. 

(for consecutive delivery) 

Since consecutive interpreters are never asked to recall any 

material following consecutive delivery, the previous findings are 

of little inter est to most interpreters. 

Furýher, since interpreters are encouraged to develop their 

own style of notes, no immediate provisions 'can be made at the 

moment to include any of these results in a curriculum designed 

to train interpreters for consecutive interpretation. 

Adjective count: 

The final word count was performed on adjectives. The text 

"The Motorway" included 24 adjectives. The first column includes 

the adjectives in French as they were heard by the-subjects. The 

second column provides a translation of the adjectives. The next 

six columns present the actual notes made by six subjects for 

every adjective. The last three columns present the number of 

adjectives that were symbolized in the notes and, finally, those 

that were omitted. Adjectives are presented on page 242. 

There were'24 adjectives in the text and there were six sub- 

jects under study. Therefore, the number of possibilities was 

24 x6 or 144. 
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Of the 144 possibilities, 86 adjectives were recorded in the 

subjects' notes, that is 60%; 15 adjectives were symbolized which 

tted, represents. only 10A. Finally, 43 adjectives were totally omi 

that is 30Z. If we merge the possibilities 
* 
that were recorded as 

such and those that were symbolized, we see that in fact, 70% of 

the input adjectives were kept, be it in their adjectival form or 

in a symbolic form, compared to 30% which did not appear in the 

notes whatsoever. 

These results are strikingly similar to the percentages ob- 

tained following the noun count where 71% of nouns were kept and 

29% were omitted. 
Among the adjectives most frequently symbolized, again, some 

generalizations were made: 

the adjectival fo= of countries was often symbolized. For exam7 

pie, "German" became "D" in half the cases: 
French input: "allemand" Subject A: Germ 
English: "German" 

Subject B: D 

Subject C: Ger 

Subject D: D 

Subject E: 'D 

Subject F: Germa 

. numerals were almost always symbolized, although in one case, 

Subject E actually took the time to write out 'first', whereas 

the other, five-subjects simply used the numeric symbol 'T': 

French input: "premilre" Subject A: lst 
English "first" Subject B: Ist 

Subject C: lst 

Subject D: Ist 

Subject E: first 

Subject F: lst 

'For the adjective "e"conomique", or "economic", surprisingly only 

one symbol was used, whereas in other cases, the abbreviated 
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form was retained. 
French-input: "economique" Subject A: econ 
English: "economic" 

Subject B: 7- 

Subject C: ec 

Subject D: econ 

Subject E: econ 

One graphic symbol was used for the French "ligne droite" or 

"straight lin6". Interestingly, one subject actually put down 

"white" in his notes. 

French input: "lignes droites" Subject A: straight 
English: "straight lines" 

Subject B: (drew a 

Subject C: st 
line) 

Subject D: st 

Subject E: white 

Subject F: straight 

In conclusion, it appears likely that the information presented 
to a consecutive interpreter will a) be represented in his notes 
(89%) but especially during the consecutive delivery (93%), followed 
by a substantial drop for recall without notes (55%). 

Notes are made up of a) words written out in their entirety (49Z) 
b) abbreviations (28%); c) symbols (16%) and d) digits (7%). The 

words consisted of prepositions, nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs 
and pronouns. Symbols consisted on arrows, brackets, symbols deno- 

ting emphasis, symbols representing the genitive, graphic symbols, 
mathematical symbols, symbols to represent negation, short-hand, 
standard symbols and symbols to represent tenses. 

Following a verb count, it appeared that 53% of the verbs are 
retained (both in their entirety, and in symbolized korm). Auxi- 
liary verbs were most frequently omitted or symbolized (76%), 
followed by the copula verb (51%), followed by the transitive 
action verbs (37%) and lastly, by the intransitive action verbs 
(35%). Words counts perfo=ed on nouns revealed that 64% of 
nouns are represented in the notes; 60% of all adjectives are 
represented in the notes. 
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Step A; What happens between the Input and the Note-taking stage? 

Out of an input of 2- 90.33 meaning units (or 100%), a mean 
number of 66.94 units are recorded in the subject's notes, a figir- 

re. which represents 73% of the original source material. 
A closer examination of the type of items that were omitted 

when notes are being made indicate that 33% of the nouns are dropped; 

41% of the adjectives are dropped; 78% of the prepositions are 

eliminated; 62% of the adverbs are dropped; 96% of the pronouns 

are dropped; 3% of the digits are dropped; 72% of the verbs are 
dropped, but when verbs and symbols replacing verbs are taken into 

account, then only 55% of the verbs were dropped. (See page 242). 

Several things can happen between the moment the subject hears 

the French input material and the moment his note-taking task is 

completed. 

" There may be the presence of a note, in some form or other; 

" There may be an abbreviation of the source item; 

" There may be a symbol replacing the item; 

" There may be an omission either intentional or accidental; 

" There may be a transformation of some sort; 

" There may also be an error; 
Let usý examine each possibility individually. 

The presence of an item: 

From the above word counts, it appears as though 71% of the 

nouns are kept, 70% of the adjectives are kept and only one out of 

two verbs kept or replaced by a symbol. 
Example: Notes 

French: "En Europe, Vautoroute "Europe 

. est nee du chomage". born of unemployment" 
E. nglish: "In Europe, the motorway 

came about as a result of unemployment". 
Here is an example where the-motorway was replaced by a line 

to indicate that it had just been referred to in the title; the ar- 
ticle "11" was dropped; the copula verb 'waO was deemed un- 
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necessary; along with the preposition "en" for "in Europe". 

Furthermore, the presence of an item did not necessarily 

mean thaý the entire word needed to be written out. As mentioned 

earlier, only 49% of the items were recorded in their entirety 
in a subject'ý notes whereas 282 of the items were abbreviated. 
The abbreviation of an item: 

As mentioned above, of all the items recorded by the subjects 
in their notes, 28% were written in an abbreviated form. Abbre- 

viations comprised any item which deviated from the standard and 

entire spelling. Such abbreviations could include the first 

letter of an item: 
'1'autoroute'... 'the MOtorway'.. 'm' (in the notes) 

It could include the first and last letter of an item: 

'travail'... 'workl... 1wk1 (in the notes) 
Abbreviations also included what could have simply been an item 

having been misspelled: 
lavait prevul... 'foresaw... Iforsawl (in the notes) 
Results indicated that prepositions are rarely abbreviated. 

Since prepositions are generally quite short, it is understanda- 
ble that they are usually written out in their entire form: 'of', 

lin', `on', 'to' being the most common examples. However, for 

the longer prepositions, subjects did resort to abbreviations: 
'sans' in French is shorter than its English equivalent 'with- 

out'. Four subjects opted to use the short negative symbol either 
by writing 'no' or simply by drawing a large cross through the 
item that was to be eliminated. For example, 
1sans avoir au retour ... without having to face 
la punition de devoir the punishment of endless 
faire des queues interminables' queues when returning' 
But two subjects opted to retain the notion of Isans' as presew- 

ted in. the-original input. one subject simply kept 'sans' as 

she felt it was shorter than 1without' and the other, simply re- 

wrote 1withoutt as w. o. 
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Verbs were also rarely abbreviated. Those that were were 
abbreviated very carefully so that subjects would be able to rely 
on the ending of the verb to denote the right tense. Examples 

of verbs that were abbreviated were, as mentioned above, 
lavait, prýmml... 'foresaw or had foreseen'.. O'forsaw' (in the 

*., 'fsaw' notes). 

'peuvent sortir 'can finally 
librement de chez eux'... leave their homes' I /fin ive freely' 
lune nouvelle civilisation 'a new civilization 
est en train de naTtre' ... is emerging' ... I- new civn img. ' 

he items which were most frequently abbreviated therefore, 
were the nouns, the adjectives and the adverbs. In addition to 
the fact that they were more numerous than verbs and were there- 
fore more likely to be abbreviated, other explanations are also 
possible. 

The first suggestion is that any noun repeated several times 
in the same text becomes redundant. Subjects wrote out the title 

of the passage as "The Motorway" once. Thereafter, whenever the 
input passage mentioned the word Imotorway', all subjects made a 

note of it as Im1way', W, W and 'mw'. 

Some nouns lent themselves to a phonetic abbreviation. For 

example, a 'queue' did not need to written out as such, but could 
very easily be replaced by the letter IQ'. In another instance, 

the French input being 'voies uniques', one subject transcribed 
it in his notes as 'voies uniq', probably as a result of not 
being able to come up with an immediate and accurate translation: 
'one-way or single carriageway'. 

A third type of -abbreviation included the most common terms 

that seem to reappear over and over again in any text. Such items 

included the nouns 'government' which was always abbreviated to 
1govtI or 'gvl; 'countriesI which was either reolaced by the sym- 
bol El or () but also abbreviated as 'cys; - 'unemployment' 

which was cleverly abbreviated by one subject as 1-tI; lkilometers' 
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which was invariably abbreviated to lkml,, 'kms' and even, in one 
instance, to 'kilos', 

The symbolization of an item: 

Another event which occurred between the input and note-taking 
phase was replacing certain items by symbols. Out of the total num-- 
ber of items collected in the six subjects' notes, 16% were symbols. 
The item most frequently symbolized was the verb, especially the 

auxiliary and copula verb, which was either replaced by the mathe- 
matical equal sign '-' or was simpi omitted. Auxiliary verbs were 
often omitted entirely or replaced by the shorthand symbol 'V-0, '. 

Other types of verbs more readily symbolized were verbs containing 
a notion of movement which were replaced by some type of arrow. 
Finally, verbs implying some form of negation or absence of some- 
thing seemed to be replaced by an 1V to denote negation. 

Nouns were not symbolized as frequently as verbs although some 

patterrisdid nevertheless emerge,. As mentioned earlier, names of 

cotintries were often symbolized. In this instance, the country in 

question was Germany and if it'was not abbreviated to 'Ger' or 
'Germ', it was certainly replaced by the initial of its German. 

counterpart, 'D'. 

Other nouns with graphic connotations were often symbolized: 
'crossroads', for example, was often rewritten as IX roads' in the 

subjects' notes. Other nouns which evoked a notion of movement or 
direction were replaced by an arrow: I the emergence of the car 
for example, was rewritten as I.. -`7car'. 

The final category examined was the adjective. Only 10% of 
the input adjectives were symbolized and again, their pattern fol- 

lowed that of the symbolized noun. For example, the adjective 
"German" as in the"'German invasion" was replaced by the symbol 
'D' as was the case in the nominal form. Ordinal adjectives were 

%UUMM3 , replaced by the digital form: 'first' became 'Ist'; 

adjectives relating to size or importance were also replaced 
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by an appropriate symbol such as for 'fantastic' or 
I. I for 'gigantic'. 

Omission of items: 

Using Barik's (1975) definitions of omissions as a guideline,, 
several types of omissions were noted between the input phase and 
the note-taking phase. 

a skipping omission was defined as the omission of a single lexi- 

cal item such as a qualifier or short phrase which was present in 

the input material but which did not appear in the subject's notes. 
There were two types of skipping omissions: accidental ones and, 

more difficult to judge, intentional omissions. An omission was 
defined 4s , 

intentional if the item omitted in the notes reappeared 
later on in the consecutive delivery. Both intentional and acci- 
dental omissions,, however, did not alter the meaning of the input 

material in any way. 

a comprehension omission was defined as the omission of a larger 

unit of items due to'ihe subject's inabi 
, 
lity to understand the 

source material, resulting in a loss of meaning or in some type of 
disjointed note-taking sequence. Contrary to Barik's classifica- 

tion however, this category did not include those items that the 

subject was unable to translate on the spur of the moment. 

.a compounding omission was defined as an omission associated 

with the subject's regrouping or compounding the elements from 

different clau ses, resulting in a series of notes with a slightly 
different meaning from the original one although the main gist 

was retained. 

.a total omission was regarded as the omission of several items 

in the source material seemingly due to the fact that the subject 

was either unable to keep up with the pace'of the source material 

or that he felt it was unnecessary to make note of it at the ti- 

me, but then failed to deliver such an item during consecutive 
deli-; ery, This category also implied some kind of. departure from 
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the original meaning and caused a disjointed consecutive delivery. 

Results indicate that among the three texts presented to the 

nine subjects, there were 63 instances of omissions between the 

input and the note-taking phase. 
Of the possible 63 omissions, 20 or 32% were skipping omissions. 

These were labelled as accidental omissions. For example: 
"Ils peuvent sans perdre une "They may, without wasting a 

seconde, vivre confortablement second, live comfortably with- 
sans, quitter Vautoroute". out leaving the motorway". 

Notes: 
Vlive 

comflbly 
X ive Ms 

Eight instances were noted of intentional skipping omissions 

since although the items disappeared in the notes, they later re- 

appeared in the consecutive delivery. These 8 intentional skipping 

omissions represented 13Z of all types of omissions. For example: 

".. * pour que les conducteurs ne "... so that drivers would not 
soient pas 6blouis par les phares be dazzled by the headlights 
des voitures arrivant en face. " of oncoming traffic. " 

Notes 

so not blinded <D =1 

In the category labelled comprehension omission, 11 such cases 

were recorded, that is 17% of all possible omissionso 

dont les premiers whose first segments have 
tron5ons viennent d'Are just been completed. " 

te=ings. " 

Notes 

tran5ons 

(which came out in the consecutive delivery as: "plans which still 

bore fruit"). 

The number of omissions labeled'compounding omissions also 

amounted to 11 or 17% of all-possible types of omissions. For 

exa=pli; 
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it... pour eviter la monotonie 
des longs parcours'. 'e 

. 'Notes 

stop monot 

in order to cut down on 
the monotony-of lengthy jour- 
neys". 

(which came out during consecutive delivery as; "This is done with 
a view to cutting down the monotony of motorway travel"). 

The final type of omissions was the total*omission which 

accounted for 13 cases or 21Z of the total number of'possible 

omissions. For example: 
glissi4res de securite safety ramps to prevent cars A 

pour empecher les voitures from going off the road". 
de sortir de la chaussee". 

Notes 

hard shoulders 

which came out during consecutive delivery as: "... such as the 
introduction of safety hard shoulders). 

piles de pont" was omitted by all subjects both in the notes 

and in consecutive delivery. 
la vie renait dans les ... life is returning to*the 

villages qui semblaient aban- villages which had seemed de- 
donnefs". serted". 

Notes 
life -AP in vills 

(which was rendered in consecutive delivery as: "... life has 

therefore come back to the little villages"). 

Transformation of items: 

Transformations referring to a departure fmd the original 

text in the notes were classified as: 

.a misinterpretation of the stimulus phrase and recorded as such 
in the notes, If no 'rectification of the misinterpreted notes 
occurred in the subsequent consecutive delivery, then the item 

misrecorded in the notes was labeled as a misinterpretation. 
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For example; 
I^I% "Hitler n eut qu a appliquer "Hitler needed only to imple- 

-les plans existantsl'. ment the existing plans". 
Notes 

E clair had plans 
Corisecutive deliveDr: 

"Mr. Eclair... " 

Out of a total number of 14 transformations of items, 6 were la- 

beled as misinterpretations, a figure which represented 43% of all 
possible transformations. 

-, an inference referred to a type of elaboration of an item or a 
clause not specified in the original. Two types of inferences 

were found: 

1) those that did not significantly alter the meaning of the ori- 

ginal; 
2) those that significantly altered the meaning of the original. 
Example 1: 

pour donner du pain a tous in order to feed all those 
les sans-travail de l1apres- who were une=ployed after-the 
guerre". warit, 

Notes 
feed post war starvers 

Consecutive delivery 
"This was done in order to provide jobs and therefore food to 

thousands of people who were left starving after the war". 
Exampl 2: 

"on slattache maintenant a "Efforts are being made in order 
supprimer les lignes droites". to eliminate straight lines". 

Notes 

now trying suppres white line 

Out of a total number of items which were transformed, 3 did not 

alter themeaning of the original (21%) and 2 did (14%). 

an alteration was defined as a transformation which took place 
in the notes which was neither an elaboration or a. =isintarpreta- 
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tion but which nevertheless altered the original meaning intended 

in the input material. For example: 
"Sans risquer leur vie a chaque "Without risking their lives 

carrefour.. O" at every road juncion... " 

Notes 

no danger X 
rds 

Consecutive'delivery 

They do not have the danger of endless crossroads and traffic 

lights. 

Out of 14 note transformations, only three were considered as 

alterations, that is 21%. 

Errors: 

Following Barik's (1975) classification, five categories of 

errors were recorded: 

.a mild. semantic-error or MS: was defined as an error or inaccu- 

racy of some lexical item found in the notes which only slightly 

altered the intended meaning when verified in the subject's conse- 

cutive delivery. The inaccuracy is restricted to the lexical item 

or expression and does not necessarily affect the rest of the unit 

of which it it part. For example: 
"En mim temps, les ingenieurs "At the same time, engineers 
mettaient au point les plans were finalizing the plans for 
du grand axe Hambourg-Bale". the large Hamburg-Basel link 

road". 
Notes 

+ devd - hambal 

Consecutive delivery 

Thus they developed a chief route called the BourSbal. 

Ia all three input texts, 28 errors were recorded among sub- 

jects' notes. Of the 28 possible errors, there were seven instaw- 

ces of mild semantic errors, that is 25%. 

a Sross semantic error (ES) was defined as an error in the trans- 

cription of some lexical item which substantially changed the mea-- 
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ning of the original. Hereagain, the error is primarily in terms 

of a specific item and does not affect the rest of the unit. For 

example: 
"La population mondiale acdrott "World ýopulation increases 

par suite d'un mouvement aaturel". as a result of a natural 
movement". 

Notes 

49- pop ý' foll (0 Mvt 
Consecutive delivery 

The world population grows according to national movement. 
The error lay in the transcription of the adjective 'natural' 

as nat therefore probably understood by the subject as 'natu! - 

ral' when the notes were being taken (transcription error) but 

delivered as 'national' (gross semantic error). Consecutive in- 

terpreter-subjects are often warned against thehazards of abbre- 

viations because of such commonly occurring errors. 

In all thr ee inpUt texts, out of the 28 errors recorded in 

the notes, there were 7 instances of gross semantic errors (GS) 

or 25%. 

'. a mild phrasing change: the interpreter does not record in his 

notes what the original message contained, but the gist of what is 

said is not affected. This category was labeled "NP". 

For example: 
"Il faut connaltre le probleme "One must understand the pro- 

des statistiques sur la conso=- blem of statistics concerning 
mation de la drogue... " drug usage... " 

Notes 

must real prob of stats 

on drug prob 

Consecutive delivery 

it is necessary to come to terms with the problem of statistics 

on the whole drug problem! '. 

Out of the 28 errors in subjects' notes, only 4 instances 

of mild phrasing changes were recorded, that is 14%. 
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.a substantial phrasing change is where in-addition to recording 

an erroneous mnemonic, the departure leads to a difference in mea- 

ning. This category will be referred to as "SP". For Pxample: 

peuvent sans perdre une seconde "... can, without wasting one 
vivre confortablement sans quitter second,. live confortably 
Vautoroute". without leaving the motorway". 

. Notes 

live on side of M 

Consecutive delivery 

can live quite easily right on the side of the motorway. 

a gross phrasing chang consisted in a departure in the notes 

that represented a considerable difference in meaning and was 

therefore totally, erroneous. This category was labeled as "GP". 

For example: 
"Ea AmArique Latine, les taux "In Latin America, the record 

records resultent d'une mor- rates are due to a relatively 
talitA relativement faible". low mortality rate". 

Notes 

In LA record reached fr low death 

Consecutive delivery 

In"Latin America, there has been a record rate of mortality. 

Of the 28 errors found in subjects' notes for all three texts, 

only three instances of gross phrasing changes were recorded, 

which represents 11% of the total. 

From an input of 90.33 meaning units or 100%), 66.94 

(or 73%) meaning units reappeared in the notes. Skipping omissions 

albeit accidental, represented the greatest loss of information (32Z) 

followed by total omissions. Items most frequently dropped were 

pronouns (96%), followed by prepositions-(78%), followed by adverbs 
(62%), verbs (55%), adjectives (41%), nouns (33%) and digits (3%). 
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Step B: What happ4ýns betweeu the Note-takin. & phaýe apd Colusecu- 

tive delivery? 

Out of an input of 90.33 meaning units (o 
'r 

100%) it 

appeaýed in the previous section that 
. 
66.94 units (or 73%) 

were recorded in the consecutive notes. This section indicates 

that the number of meaning units present in the consecutive de- 

livery rises from X- 66-. 94 to R- 77.42, in other words, 86% of 

the original input. See page 257. 

A closer examination of the type of items that reappear 
during the consecutive delivery phase indicates that: 

. the mean number of words in the notes was R- 175.11, whereas 
in consecutive delivery, the mean number of words is R- 427.78, 

an increase by a factor of 2.44. 

In the same vein, the mean number of meaning units recorded 
in the notes was 66.94, whereas during consecutive delivery, 

the mean number rises to 77.42 or 1.16 times. 
The mean number of nouns went from 31 - 67.89 to 110.67* 

or 1.63 times. The number of adjectives. rose from R- 23.89'to 

35.33 (1.48 times). The number of prepositions rose from- 

16.55 in the notes to TC - 66.55 during consecutive delivery 

or 4.02 times the amount. Adverbs rose from R-6.55 to Y- 12. 

00 or 1.83 times. Pronouns rose from 1.00 to I- 16.89 or 
16 times. ' Digits rose slightly from 1 11.67 in the notes to 

12.33 during consecutive delivery or 1.06 times. Finally, 

''verbs rose from an average of R- 10.67 in the notes to 47. 

78 during consecutive delivery, that is 4.48 times. There were 

no articles whatsoever*reýoided in the notes but during consec'4- 

tive, delivery, a mean of 37.89 articles'*were present. 
Several events take place between the.. note-taking phase 

and consecutive delivery. The interpreter'. by way of notes, 
is able to reconstruct the entire original version (what happens 
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between Input and Consecutive delivery or 5tCp A' will be exa- 

mined at a later stage). 
The first eveT%t which. takes place between note-taking and 

consecutive delivery is simply one of re7lacement. In this case, 
there is enough information in the notes for the subject to re- 

produce the original version although the input was in Ll, the 

notes in L2 and the consecutive delivery in L2* 

For example: 
Notes Consecutive'd6livery 

cs 
ch rte mode These motorways had characteristics 

similar to modern motorways. 

Replacement may involve'n6uns: 

For example: 
Notes 'C6nsecutive delivery 

+ bushes' and on planting bushes in 
central the central area... 

Most often replacements include verbs: 
For example: 

Notes 'Consecutive delivery 

shrubs in People have also started Rjanting 
middle shrubs in the central reservations 

According to the table on page 255, the highest number of 

replacements were the'articles (from X-0 in the notes tol 

37.89 in consecutive delivery). For example: 
Notes Consecutive delivery 

&D oo. the German government built 

, on lst route the r3. -rst motorway*, * 
Following articles, the nbxt item to be replaced most fre- 

quently was the*pronoun (from 1.00 in the notes to 16.89 

during consecutive delivery). For example: 

'Notes 'Consecutive'delivery 
-se --). P They did'this, for strategic 

+ strates reasons... 
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After the nouns came the verb (pee former exampýej withý an 

average of 10.67 in the notes and. g. - 47-70 for consecutive 
delivery, an increase by a factor of 4.48. 

Following th. e verb, the item most frequently replaced du- 

ring consecutive delivery was the preposition ('ý in 16.55 in the 

notes to R- 66.55 in consecutive delivery, that is an increase 

by a factor of 4.02). For example, 

Consecutive deliveEZ 

econ crisis So we can see that'in the middle 
of an economic cris"Is... 

After the preposition, the largest increase recorded was 

simply the number of words used during consecutive delivery. 

Whereas the number of items present in the notes averaged out 

to X- 175.11, the number of words used to reconstruct these 

notes increased to R- 427.78, an average even superior to the 

mean number of words. presented to the subjects in the original 

texts (R - 423), bearing in mind that the ideal comparison is 

not with the number of words in-the original (L 
1) but the num- 

ber of words in an ideal translation of the input (L 2)' 
Interestingly, the high number of words used during con- 

secutive delivery did not mean that the quality would necessari- 

ly fol low: although there were X- 90.33 meaning units presen- 

ted by way of 2- 423 words, only R- 77.42 meaning units re- 

appeared during consecutive delivery in spite of a mean of 

427.78 words. 

The second event which occurs duiý_ing consecutive delivery 

is reconstruction. Since an interpreter is physically unable to 

make note of every single item presented to him during the input 

stage, he is obliged to retain only what seems to be essential 

and discards the rest. From the skeleto a of notes he does re- 

tain, there is a reconstruction process which takes place during 

consecutive delivery. 
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The best example to illustrate such a-reconstruction process 
is one where six out of six subjects, reconstructed in the very 

same manner. 
The French input phrase was the following: 

et Von fait des plantations d1arbustes sur les terre-pleins 

central pour que les conducteurs ne soient pas iblouis par les 

phares des voitures arrivant en face". 

The English equivalent would approximate the following: 

and shrubs are being planted in the central reservations so 
that drivers will not be blinded by the headlights of oncoming 

traf f ic". 

The notes of the six subjects were: 
Subject A: shrubs-in middle so not blinded. 

Subject B: 
_+ 

bushes so no dazzle 
Te-ntral * 

Subject C: trees E) so driver -X dazzle4 

Subject D: central divns - bushes to ý ebloui lights opp 
Subject E: planting trees in central reser no dazzle 

Subject F: + trees in faiddle to avoid dazzle' 

and their respective subsequent consecutive deliveries: 

Subject A: People have also started planting shrubs 
in the central reservations so that the 
traveller will not be blinded by the lights 
of oncoming cars. 

Subject B: ... and on planting bushes for example in the 
central area so, that motorists are not dazzled 
by the headlights of cars going in the other 
direction. ý 

Subject C: Trees are being planted in the centre so that 
drivers aren't dazzled by oncoming traffic. 

Subject D: ... and small hedges are being built down the 
centre ofnotor-4a7s to prevent car-drivers 
being dazzled'ýy oncoming ýpadl. ights in the 
oppositý 

, 
dirýction. 
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d 

Subject E: ... the planting of trees, shrubs, in the central 
reservation, in order to avoid dazzling from 
vehicles coming in the opposite direction. 

Subject F: *.. and bushes are being planted in the central 
reserve in order to avoid dazzle. 

This example was chosen to illustrate which particular 
items were considered more important for the subject-interpre- 

ter to make note of. Every subject, with the possible excep- 

tion of subject D, felt it was unnecessary to note that the 

dazzle would be coming from the headlights of oncoming traffic. 

"From oncoming traffic" becomes almost redundant when coupled 

with the noun 'dazzle': where else could the dazzle come from? 

Subjects felt it was more important to make a note of the 

shrubs that were being planted in the central reservations, 

although here again, few subjects found it necessary to indica- 

te in their notes that the shrubs were actually being planted 

(another redundancy) but subjects all make note of the type of 

planting involved, where it. -was being planted and its main 

purpose: that of eliminating the dazzle. Five of the six sub- 

jects made no reference to the fact that*the lights would be 

coming from oncoming traffic, either because they felt that 

they would be able to remember the clause during consecutive 

delivery or because they thought that items in their notes, 

such as '. dazzle' or 'ebloui' (input) would automatically trigger 

the end of the clause during consecutive delivery, that is, the 

lights coming from the opposite direction. 

The 'reconstructive' aspect of consecutive delivery is- well 
illustrated by this example. Note the few number of items used 

by the subjects in their notes (_X - 6.66) against the reconstruc- 

ted delivery which, contained an average'of RX - 20.83 words. 

Another event which occurs during consecutive delivery is 

that of addition. Barik (1975) referred to additions as items 

not to be found in the original, which were added by the subject 
(exclusive of repetitions, false starts, etc) and of new mate- 

rial introduced in conjunction with a substitution or error of 
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translation. He went on the specify four types of additions: 
a, qualifier addition or the addition by thq subject of a quali- 

fier or short qualifying phrase not in the original version; 

an elaboration'addition similar to the qualifier addition, but 

more elaborate and more extraneous to the text; 

.a relationship addition or the addition of a connective or of 

other material which introduces a relationship among sentence units 

not specified in the original; 

a closure addition or addition which accompanies rephrasing 

omission or misinterpretation on the part of the subject and which 

serves to give 'closure' to a sentence unit but does not add any- 
thing substantial to the sentence. (See Barik, 1975, pages 6 and 
7). 

The present study bases itself on Barik's classification up 
to a certain point. For example this study did not include any 

new material introduced in conjunction with a substitution or 

error of translation: these aspects will be examined separately. 
Examples for the four types of additions include the following: 

. qualifier additions where subjects introduced a qualifier which 

was not present in'the original version. - For example: 
. French input English version 

pour donner du pain a tous in order to feed the 
les sans-travail de l'apres-guerre"una=ployed after the war". 

. Notes 

-to > war 
Consecutive delivery 

after the first World War". 

elaboration additions which were. simple exte; isions of a quali- 
fier addition only morlý 4ýaborate an4 inore e; ctraT; eous. 

French input -folish version 

pýur donner du pain a tous in order to feed the 
les sans-travail de. 11 apres, -perr ell altgr th. e. war". 
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Notes 

post war starvers 

'Cons-ecutive -delivery 

to provide jobs and therefore food to the thousands of people 
who were left starving after the war". 

. relationship-additions which imply the addition of a connective 
of some form or other which were not present in the original. For 

example: 
French input 

"En pleine crise economique, 
l'Allemagne avait prevu le 
fantastique essor de Vauto- 
mobile. Hitler n'euTt qu'! 
appliquer les plans existants". 

English*version 

"In the middle of an economic 
crisis, Germany hid foreseen 
the emergence of the automobi- 
le. All Hitler had to do was 
implement the already existing 
plans". 

'Notes 
in' crise 
D :: r car 
apply exist. plans 

deliveEZ 
", ýt a time of great economic crisis, the Germans foresaw the 

supr emitY, as it were, of the car. They saw that the car would 
reign supreme'in Europe' and they therefore Just had to g pLly the 

existing plans". 

. closure, additions or additions which accompany rephrasing, 

omission or misinterpretation on the part of the inrerpreter and 

which serve to give 'closure' to a sentence unit without adding 

anything of substance to the sentence. For example: 

- French input Enelish version 
"En meme temps, lea ingenieurs "At Ole same time, engineers 
mettaip. nt au point II ea plans dg were finalizing tlje . plans for 
grand axe 11ambourg-A11A dont ttke gre al at ., road between 
lea premiers trongons yiýpnent PaniburS an4 ýasej whose first 
Vgtr6. termiTi. 6s pre's dA 4(ý- arm segments Ikave ju4t been com- 
plqs tardit. pleted some 40 years later". 
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'Notes 

same time 
.0 ing .;? plans 
tronSons 

40 later 

Corrsecutive delivery 

"At the same time, engineers developed plans which still bore fruit 

40 years later". 

One input text, "The Motorwa7", yielded 12 types of additions 

as recorded in t1aree subjects' notes. Two were qualifier addi- 

tions, seven were elaboration additions, two were relationship 

additions and one was a closure addition. 

The next event to take place between_the note-taking phase 

and consecutive delivery was' 
, 
omission. As described and defined 

earlier for Step A (what happens between input and note-taking 

phase), there were 7 omissions recorded in Step B, that is bet- 

ween the note-taking phase and consecutive delivery. 

skipping omissions which meant the omission of a single lexical 

item such as a qualifier or a short phrase which was present in 

the subjects' notes but which did not reappear'in the consecutive 

delivery although its absence did not alter the meaning of the 

original to any, great extent. For example: 

Notes 

+ large signs 

X obstacles 
(lainps) 

Consecutive delivery 

including the addition of large signs and the removal of all 

obstacles". 

comprehension omissions-w#iqh meant the omission of a la. rgl, -r 

unit of items. than in cipping omi4sion or of a more pertinent the sý 

item,.. due to the inability o;; the subject's part, to understand 

either the source material or th it= present ig the. ; Lotqýs". 
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The result-also reflected a joss'of ; neaning ir; thq`4ejivery. For 

"ample: 'Notes 

se p 

+ stratea 

Consecutive delivery 

"They did this for reasons of prestige as well as for economic 

reasonsit, 
(The input in English had been: "Hitler pushed these plans energe- 

tically"), 

comoounding omissions were the result of a subject compounding 

or regrouping several clauses in his notes, reflecting a change 

of meaning in the consecutive delivery. For example: 

. 'Notes 

plan Hamburg-B'ale 

I link 

40 yrs. later 
Consecutive'delivdry 

"They also laid-down the plan for the big Hamburg-Basel link road 

which was not completed until quite some time later". 

. total omissions refer to any item which was present in the 

notes and which did not reappear in the consecutive delivery. 

For exa=ple: Notes 
st 

out3. eV" 

, V(sans sec) 
live, conf. sans auto 

Consecutive delivery 

... industrialists ano lorry drivers qan Xive qoxfortaýly 

without leaving the motorways".. 

The final event which takes place between-tht note-taking 

phase and consequtive de; iver7 is'drror. 
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There were only ývo instances of "errors" between the note- 

taking phase and consecutive delivery sincemost errors are Co- 

mitted during Step A, that is between input and note-taking. Se- 

veral examples will be provided nevertheless to show that the 

symbol employed by the subject during note-taking, although not 

necessarily 'incorrect', was nevertheless poorly chosen since it 

failed to provide the subject with a precise translation of the 

original material. 

, 
Example 1): 

French inDut 

"Quant a llesaalade, l'opinion 
generale est que la marijuana 
ulest pas plus nocive que 
Valcool". 

Enelish I version 
"With regards to escalation 

(or 'going-on to harder drugs'), 
the general opinion is that 
marijuana is, no more harmful 
than alcohol". 

as for 

geri oýn 
mari. 

delivery 
"As for the general opinion, which is very widespread, this main-- 

tains that the use of marijuana... " 

What happened in this case was that the subject used the 

symbol of the arrow to represent Illescaladel, which was correct. 
Only upon re-reading her notes during consecutive delivery, she 

mistook the arrow as belonging to the 'general opinion' clause. 

Example 2): 

French input 

"La population mondiale 
sI accrolit par suite. Out; ; nouve- 
ment naturel". 

English version 
"World population. increases 

as a res;; I% of a uatpral, 
move. mqný". 

Notes 

/A f0 11 5 
invt 
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Consecutive deliverv 

"The world population grows according to national movement"* 

Here again, the notes looked correct, although interpreters 

are encouraged to avoid using too many abbreviations since they 

can easily be misrcad during consecutive delivery, as shown in 

the above example, where 'natural' and 'national' were confused. 
To recapitulate what occurs between the consecutive note- 

taking phase, where R- 66.94 (or 73%) meaning units are represented, 

and the consecutive delivery phase, where 31 - 77.42 (or 86%) of 

the meaning units are present, subjects tended to replace items 

that had been omitted intentionally during the note-taking phase: 

nouns went up 1.63 times; adjectives went up 1.48 times; prepo-. 

sitions increased 4.02 times; adverbs, 1.83 times; pronouns, 16 

times. digits, 1.06 times and verbs also increased by a factor 

of 4.48 times. 

The other phenomenon which occurred frequently during this 

phase was that of reconstruction: from a relatively limited 

number of items in a subject's notes (R - 6.66), reconstructions 
in the consecutive delivery contained an average of 20-83 

words. 
Finally, 

_additions 
made up the final category of events 

to occur between note-taking and consecutive delivery with 

qualifier additions, elaboration additions, relationship addi- 

tions and closure additions. The most frequent addition was 

the elaboration addition (n - 7) followed by qualifier additions 

(n - 2) and by relationship additions (n -'2) and lastly by 

closure additions (n 
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Step q: What happens ýetween, Consecutive delivery and Recall? 

input Note-taking Constcutive delivery Recall 
flllý 

St e'13 Step Step.. 
/ 

A .4C 

To recapitulate some of the results obtained in the former 

steps, in Step A (what occurs between input and note-taking stage), 
it was found that 73% of the original input material was recorded 
in the interpreter-subjects' notes. ' 

In Step B (what occurs between the note-taking phase and con- 

secutive delivery), results indicated that more material was deli- 

vered orally than had been presented in the notes, in fact 12Z 

more. 
In Step C (what occurs between consecutive delivery ana re- 

call), the number of meaning units recalled by the subject drops 

by 33% compared to the meaning units delivered during consecutive. 
A closer examination of the items which 'disappear' during 

Step C (See page268 ) indicate that: 

" the total number of words drops from 427.78 to 316; 

" the total number of meaning units recalled by the subjects 
drops from 77.42 during consecutive delivery to 46.92 

during recall; 

" the number of'ftouns_ drops fromR - 110.67 to X- 72.89; 

" the number of adjectives drops from R 35.33 to R- 26.11; 

" the number of pre ositions drops from = 66.55 to 1 -48.11; 

" the number of adverbs drops fromR - 12.00 to X P, 7.33; 

" the number of pronouns increases from X. - 16.89 to 17.55; 

" the number of'digits drops from Rx 12.33 to. 'K P 9.44; 

" the number of'verbs also deqreases from. % - 47.78 toR P 37.67%; 

" the.. number of'articles drops from Y x- 37-89 to Y P, 23.78. 
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- 
Interpreters are normally asýed to interpret a speech from 

L2 into LI: the interpretation.; nay be simultaneous or consecutive. 
But once these tasks have been performed, interpreters are never 

required to recall any of the information presented during ihe 

speech. In other words, interpreters are trained to listen and 

speak simultaneously during simultaneous interpretation and to 

make notes concurrently with a speech and then deliver the same 

speech in another language by way of the notes. But interpreters 

are not expected nor trained to recall any information beyond 

this stage. Bearing this in mind, the fact that the interpreter- 

subjects were only able to recall 52% of the original input speech 

was no surpiise. 
Following a word count, a closer analysis of the. events that 

occurred between consecutive delivery, and recall was undertaken 
by comparing the number and type of departures between the two 

tasks. 
To construct a coding method, the consecutive de 

' 
livery and 

the recall of six subjects were recorded on magnetic tape con- 

currently with their delivery. Subsequen tly, the recordings were 

transcribed for further analyses. All events judged to repre- 

sent departures from the original were noted and coded according 

to the coding scheme presented below: 

1. omissions: 

omissions refer to items which were present in the French 

original and which were omitted or no longer present in the sub- 

ject's recall. protocol. Three main types of events fall under 

the heading of 'omissions';.. 

a) a'skipping omission as defined by Barik (. 19751, a skipping 

omission involved a single word or short phrase, generall, 7 re- 

ferring to a qualifying adjective left out of the subject's re- 

call. This type of omission did not alter the grammatical 
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structure of the sentence and resulted in very little loss of 

meaning. For examý, ýe: 

French version Englishversion 

"En pleine crise economiqqA "In the middle of an economic 
l'Allemagne avait pr4vu -crisis, Germany had foreseen 
le fantastique essor de the fantastic automobile boom". 
Vautomobile". 

'Subject's'recall:, 

"In the middle of an economic crisis, Germany had foreseen the 

(omission) automobile boom". 

b) a clause omission was an omission which was considered more 

serious than the previous skipping omission in that the entire 

clause had been omitted by the subject, either intentionally, 

due to the redundancy of the clause itself, for example, 
French*version English*vdrsion 

11, es glissi4res de sicurite', crash barriers, to prevent 
pour emp6ther les voitures cais from going off the road". 
de sortir de la chaussýe% 

SubJect'sirecall: 

crash barriers... " 

or if it was a case of an 'accidental' omission. In either case 
it appeared that. the subject did'not or was unable to recall a 

clause, although it had appeared in the original. Such an omi- 

ssion, although more heavily penalized than a mere 'skipping 

omission' did not break the thread of the text nor did it pro- 
duce disjointed speech. For example: 

French version English version 
les industriels peuvent industrialists can, without 

. 
sans perdre une seconde, vivre wattipl one second, live comfor- 
comfortablement sans quitter tably withopt leaving the motor- 
l1autoroute". way". 

"Subject's. recall: 
industrialists can live Comfortably (omiýastp;; J withol4t leaviTig 

the motorway". 
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c) a phrase omission was considered the most serious offence since 
it involved more omitted maýerial* such as an entire phrase or 
sentence, 

, 
Again, subjectively speaking, there were several possi- 

ble explanations for such omissions. In the note-taking phase, 
this type of omission could have been what Barik labelled a "de- 

lay omission" (Barik, 1975), although he used the term when re- 
ferring to simultaneous interpretation. A delay omission can 

occur during note-taking when, for example, the subject is sear- 

ching for the English translation of the French "bornes kilome- 

triques" (milestones) and is therefore unable to register or pro- 

cess any information beyond the word itself. This lag may force 

the subject to wait for the beginning of a new sentence or unit 

of meaning and he may by-pass some fresh information simply in 

order to 'catch up'. 
Phrase omissions can also be due'to a phrase-or sentence 

that was consistently omitted by several subjects, again, either 

due to redundancy in the original, for example: 
French version English version 

"Ainsi, jour apris jour, "Thus, day by day, the motorway 
Vautoroute devient de plus is becoming more rapid, more safe 
en plus rapide, de-plus en plus and less tiring". 
sure, de moins en moins fatigante". 

Subject' s*recall: 
(This sentence was entirely omitted during recall), 

or to the fact ttat it did not seem to be of major importance to 

the overall continuity of the story as it sounded like a summary 

or a conclusion to the pass. age. 
2. Additions: 

This category refers to material which, was added to the text 

by the subject. New material introduced by the subject on account 

of an error of translation, even though it represented something 

whichlias not present in the original, xas not considered as ap 
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addition bpt faýJA instead. un. 4er tý. e headipg-of 'semantic error', 

Which will be discussed at a later stage. Repetitions and false 

starts on the part of the interpreter-subjects were not conside- 

red as additions to the text. Five types of events constituting 

additions were specified: 

a) a qualifier*addition, that is the addition of a qualifier or 

qualifying phrase not present in the original version. For exam- 

ple: 

French version English version 

l'Allemagne avait prevu... " Germany had foreseen... " 

Germany had shown great (addition) vision... " - 
In this instance, the interpreter either wanted to emphasize his 

statement or invert the emphasis since the rest of the sentence 

went like this: "Germany had foreseen the great emergence of the 

autoýnobile". Note, however, that there was no alteration in the 

meafiing of the sentence. 

b) an elaboration addition which was an addition in the form of 

an elaboration or other straight addition to the text. For exam- 

ple: 

French version English version 

pour donner du pain I tous in order to feed all the 
les sins-travail de Vaprýs-guerre". post-war unemployed". 

Subject's recall: 

in an attempt to provide work and therefore food to the thou- 

sands of people who had been left starving by the first World War". 
C 

In this case, the interpreter-subject was elaborating what the 

original version had prese; %tod. Although thA elaboration may appear 

extraneous, the subject was simply explaining the French idiom 'do=- 

ner du pain It ( literally Ito give bread to') hqt thi English 

'bread! having two meaning bread and money) may explain why the 

subject felt the need to elaborate. 
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;Ia filler addition consisted. of extraneouq material w. h. iqh nei- 
ther altered the general gLst of the input materia; nor offered 
any valid explanation. Sqbjectively speaking, filler additions 
were. often used bT subjects, who had less material to recall and 
tried to compensate for this by adding fillers as 'as it were' 
or 'for-all intents and purposes'. Such filler additions may 
also buy some extra time for subjects who are either trying to 

come up with the ideal translation of an item or who are unable 
to read, their notes. For example: 

.......... ........ .... 
'French version 'English'version 

"Leurs caracteristiques etaient "Their characteristics were al- 
deja celles des autoroutes mo- ready those of modern motor- 
dernes". ways". 

''StibjectIt'recAll: 
"And the motorways that existed at that time were*t6'all intents 

. 'and'purposes the same as the motorways, of the modern dayll, 

d) an'inference*addition consisted in adding a statement which 

did not alter the meaning of the passage (which would have then 
been labelled as a 'semantic error") but which nevertheless was 

not present in the original text. For example: 
French version English version 

"Depuis, dans tous les pays, Since then, in all countries, 
les ing6nieurs ont introduit engineers have introduced im- 
d1importantes modifications portant changes in detail". 
de detail". 

. Subject's recall: 
"Since. then, in all countries, engineers have made important mo- 
difications for safety". 

a closure addition was an addition which accompanied rephra- 

sing, omission or misinterpretation on the part of the interpreter- 

subject and which. served to givA 1closurol to a sentence unit. 
It also included what Bartlett (1932) referred to when he mentioned 
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that subjects transformed certain elements which. were poorly, un- 
derstood into more familiar strucýures. -- 

The following example was observed ir; three out of six sub- 
jects and needs some explaining. The French version said: "Hit- 

ler n'eU3t qula appliquer les plans existants". There had been 

no previous mention made of Hitler in the text and the French 
, 

pronunciation of the name "Hitler", with an emphasis on the se- 

cond s7llable, caused one subject to note "Mr. Eclair" upon hea- 

ring "Hitler" pronounced in French. 

French version English version' 
Hitler n'e*U*t qu'a appliquer All Hitler had to do was put, the 
les plans existants. existing plans into effect. 

Subject's recall 
So all they had to do (the Germans), was to apply their plans 

which already existed. 

3)*change of order. Change, of order could occur in two manners. 
Either the subject would recall all the material that 

, 
he could 

possibly remember and suddenly add a statement at the last minu- 
te, 'such as a proposition that had been omitted at the beginning 

of the passage, for example: 
Subject's recall: 

"I forgot to say that in Germany, at a time of economic crisis, 
Germany had shown great vision in recognizing the futuýe emergen- 

ce of the car", 

or, týe subject would recall a list of items and inverse the or- 
der of said items. In the text entitled "The Motorway" (L'Auto- 

route), there was a list of modifications whiqh had been gaderta- 
ken by engineers all over the worXd: crash barriers, largo sign- 

posts and removal of obstacles. Subjects would often change the 

order when recalling such lists and were apparATitly unaware of 

such clianges, of order.. 
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For example: 
Sublect's recall: 

"But their motorways had all the charactertstics of todayts motor- 
ways: they were one-way; they had no black spots and I think that 
they had large sign posts -I think that came later". 

4) Semantic errors: semantic errors were considered the most serious 
kind of departure from the original French version. This category 
included material substituted by the subject involving either a 
single word or an entire clause. Whereas some. substitutions hard- 
ly affected the meaning of the passage, others considerably altered 
it, thus constituting an error of translation. Two types of se- 
mantic errors fell into this category: 
a) a mild semantic error or error or inaccuracy of translation of 
some lexical item which only slightly distorted the original mea- 

ning. In several instances, the error was associated with an 

awkward translation. For example: 
French input English version 

"En Europe, Vautoroute est " "In Europe, the*motorway was born 
nee du chomage". as a result of unemployment". 

- Subject' 
-s 

recall: 
"Motorways originally developed as a response to unemployment". 

In such instances, the inaccuracy was restricted to the le- 

xical item or expression and did not affect the rest of the mea-- 

-ning unit. 
b) a gross semantic error or error of translation of some lexical 
item which substantially changed the meaning intended by the ori- 

ginal version. For e; Kample: 
French version English version 

"on s'attache maintonant a (1g, fforts are, beingmade to eli- 
supprimer les JigneA droitc-s "minatd sýraig4t ; ines to'avoid 

1. pour eviter la monotonic 4eq ; he monotony og long trips". 
longs p. arcourA". ' 
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SubJect's recall; 
the suppression of continuous or discontinuops'white lines 

in the middle of the motorwaytt, 

5)'Sunmarization occurred quite frequent17 during recall especially 
in cases when subjects knew there was a list of items or points 
to be recalled and opted to summarize rather than attempt an item- 
ization. ' For example: 

French'input English version 
"Depuis, dans tous les pays, "Since then, in all countries, 
les ingLieurs ont introduit engineers have introduced im- 
d'importantes modifications de portant detail modifications: 
detail: glissilres de s4curite crash barriers so that auto- 
pour emp6cher les voitures-de mobiles do not run off the 
sortir de la chaussee; signalisations road; large signposts; dis- 
geantes; eloignement de tous les tancing obstacles as much as 
obstacles, en particulier les possible, particularly lamp- 
lampadaires, les piles de pont posts, bridge piers and 
et les bornes kilometriques". _milestones. - 

Subject's recall: 
"Since this time *es have, made somewhat ,; engineers in all countri 
detailed changes to motorways in order to improve their safety, 
to make them a quicker means of transport". 

It is difficult to judge whether this type of summarized 
recall should be labelled as such or whether it should fall under 
the heading of 'omissions' since the subject did not provide a 
single example from the list of items. The fact that there was 
a mention made about 'safety' implies that the subject had some- 
how retained the main purpose of the changes and modifications 
undertaken by the engineers.. In such cases, I subjectively chose 
to label this as a 'summarization' as opposed to a straight- 
forward 'omission'. 

Faulty links: Faulty ; inks are considered as a serious error 
in and among interpreters. Most interpreters-ig-ýrainiýng are 

encouraged to leave a wide margiq. at the jgft-hand side of the, 

page in order to insert-the. liliks necessary to reconstruct the 
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vital transitions betwe, ýn propositions, suct, tv 
:-, k as "ývtl% "becausp, V 

"therefore", I'sinceý', "howcyerj-uetc,. Qften, tI je link may bo 
faulty as in the exampýe ., provide4 below although the remainder of 
the proposition-may be virtually intact: this was the criterion 

upon which the difference. be-tween "faulty links" and "semantic 

error" was based. 

. French input 'Enalish version 
"En meme temps, les inge; iieurs "At the same time, engineers were 
mettaient au point les plans finalizing the plans for the 
du grand axe Hambourg-B21e. 00" great Hamburg-Basel axis... " 

Subject's recall 

"Subsequently, a large link road was planned between Hamburg and 
Basel... 

Given the previous coding method, the protocols of six sub- 
jects were analyzed and the following events occurred during recall. 
1) Elaboration headed the list with 12 elaborations out of a total 

of"68 possible departures recorded among six subjects' recall pro- 

tocols, thus representing 18Z of possible departures. 

2) Skipping omissions came next with a total of 10 such omissions 

recorded or 15% of all possible departures. 

3) Clause omissions and phrase omissions came next, both found in 

8 instances or 12% of departures. 
4) Inference addition and closure addition came next with 6 instan- 

ces or 9Z of possible departures from the original text. 

5) Qualifier additions followed with 5 cases or 7% of possible de- 

partures. 
6) Summariýzation accounted for 6% of departures in 4 instances. 

7) Change of order and semantic error accounted for only 4% of 

possible departures with only 3 instances of each. 
8) Faulty links with 2 instances accounted for 3% of all possible 
departures from the original. 
9)'Fil let additions were found in only on* instance, that is 1% 
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of all possible departurýs. 

As can be seen in the aboyt-mentioned figures, -there appears 
to be more elaboration during recall than omissions. However, since 
an omission was penalize4 in the, same fashion as an elaboration, 
the figures could be misleading. For instance, a subject ray have 

elaborated by adding the three words "as it were" thereby being 

recorded as having made'one (1) filler addition, and not three (3), 

one for each added word. When omitting an item or an entire sen- 

tence, again, the subject was penalized once only and not for the 
fifteen or twenty items omitted in an entire sentence. It is the 

nature of the event that occurs during recall that is being tabu- 
lated here and not a word count. 

Skipping omissions appear to be the most frequent type of 

omission, closely followed by both clause and entire phrase omi- 

ssions. 
The most serious departure from the original, the 'semantic 

error' was not as frequent as expected. This could be due to the. 

fact that during consecutive interpretation, contrary to simulta- 

neous interpretation, the subject hears the entire speech before 

being asked to translate it, thus giving him time to search for 

a word and also providing h4-M with the conclusion of the passage 
he is asked to interpret. 
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Step A!; What happen4 between Input'and Consecutive delivery? 

Input Note-taking Consecutive deliveTy Recall 

Step M, 

To su=aarize the results obtained in the previous sections, 
Step A, that is the process of taking notes concurrently vith a 
speech, showed how subjects made notes of 73% of the original in- 

put information. Step B, or the process. of delivering an oral 
recons truction of the original speech by way of notes, showed 
how subjects were able to render 85% of the input material. 

This section, Step A' will examine what events occur bet- 

ween the input phase and consecutive delivery without taking 
into consideration the role played by the notes. 

Results on P-. 280.. show that there were just as many words, 
involved in both the French input and the English consecutive 
delivery, 423 andR - 427.78, respectively. However, the 

quantity did not necessarily mean quality since only X- 77.42 

Maning units were retained during consecutive delivery which 
represents 85Z of the original meaning units (I - 90-33). 

'Among other items, more nouns were used during consecutive 
delivery (31 - 110.67) than were in the original message CX - 
101.67). On the other hand, fewer adjectives ' 

were used during 

consecutive delivery (2 - 35.33) than in the input (I - 40.67); 

, 
fewer prepositions were used (R - 76.67 amd X= 66.55, respec- 
tively); fewer adverbs 0ý - 17.33 and %- 12.00); fewer pronouns 
(R - 23.33 and 31 - 16-89); the -same amount of digits appeared in 

both the input-material and in the consecutive delivery proto- 

cols (ý - 12.00 and 2- 12,33, respectively); interestingly, more 

verbs- were used during consecutive delivery than were present 
in tie original text (. X - 47.78 and i- 38.67) which follows the 
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trend found in the usage of nouns. Finally, there were fewer ar- 
ticles used in consecutive delivery (i - 37.89) than those present 
in the original input text (R - 56.67). 

Judging by these figures, it appears as though the consecu- 
tive delivery of a given text retains approximately 85% of the 

original information, although just as many words were used in 

both cases. A closer examination reveals that more verbs and 

nouns are used during the consecutive delivery, but fewer ad- 
jectives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions and articles. 

How can this 15% loss of meaning units be explained in spite 

of the fact that the same number of words were used? By comparing 

the meaning units in the original material to those obtained 
during consecutive delivery, by-passing, as it were, the note- 

taking phase altogether, several possible explanations came to 

light. 

* omission: omission is the simplest and most obvious explanation 

for any loss of information between'input and output. Several 

types of events fall under this heading. For example, there is 

the: 

skipping omission which is an omission. of a lexical item which 
does not result in any loss of meaning. -It is not always clear 

whether this omission occurred because the interpreter did not' 
have time to make note of it during the note-taking phase due to 

the speed of the, input,. in which case the term of 'delay omission' 

would be more appropriate (Barik, 1975) or whether the interpre- 

ter did not know the English term for the stimulus item, in which 

case he either skips it altogether ('skipping omission') or wri- 

tes the term down in-the source language, hoping that the English 

term will come to his-mind before he begins the consecutive deli- 

very. Furthermore, it is not clear whether an item is omitted 
because the interpreter thinks he will recall it at the time of 
delivery since the item belongs to a long series of similar items, 
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but then forgets to mention it during consecutive delivery. Exam- 

ples are provided for all the above-mentioned explanations. 

French input 

filoignement de tbus les 
obstacles, en particulier les 
lampadaires, des piles de pont, 
des bornes. kilometriques". 

English version 
distancing all obstacles, 

especially la=p-posts, bridge- 
piers and milestones". 

Notes (Subject A) 

all obsts out. 

lamps etc. milestones 

Consecutive*dolivery (Subject A) 

if ... and also the suppression of all possible obstacles such as 

lamp-posts, iilestones, etc". 

In this case, subject A made no note of 'piles de pout' ei- 

ther due to a delay omission or to a simple skipping'omission, but 

most likely, the subject simply did not know what the English for 

'piles de pont' was. 
Notes (Subject B) 
7obstacles 

( lamps) 

Consecutive delivery (Subject B) 

and the removal of all obstacles". 

This is a straightforward case of a skipping omission since 

the item '(lamps)' was present in the notes, there should have 

been at least one item mentioned. In such cases, not only is an 

omission taking place but also a summarization since the subject 

labelled all items to be removed as mere 'obstacles'. 

CSubject Q 

X obstacles near 

- lamps km mon pils 
'. 

Can"secutive delivery (Subject Q 

ýnd there ýare no obstacles nearby, such as'road lamps, or 

milestones and fire-hydrants". 
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Thia represents a good example of what an interpreter does 

when he cannot find the i=ediate cognate in his mother-tongue: he 

writes. down the item in the source language, either phonetically or 
in its entirety, hoping to come up with the id. eal translation'be- 
fore beginning his consecutive delivery. In this instance, Sub- 
ject C was unable to do so but provided an intelligent substitu-- 

te: the fire-hydrant. This example should not be considered as 

pertaining to the omission section but rather as an error. 
The final example to illustrate an intentional skipping omi- 

ssion, one where the subject thinks he will be able to recall an 
item because it is one of a series, comes from a different text, 

entitled "Demographics". 

French input English version 
"On a calcule que tous les desastres: "It has been calculated that 
massacres des guerres, tremblements all disasters: war massacres, 
de terre, inondations, 6pidemies, earth-quakes, floods, plagues, 
enregistres depuis 1850 n'ont repre- recorded since 1850 have only 
sent& 

* 
qu'un retard d'une dizaine represented a delay of about 

d'annees dans la croissance". ten years in growth". 

Subject's notes 

calc: all disaster 

massacres 

epidemics 

since 1950 
10 yrs delay only in P* 

Consecutive delivery 

"It is calculated that all natural disasters such as-massacres, 

sickness, famine, floods and epidemics since 1950 have only delayed 

the pToces's by about ten years". 

Here is an example of a list or series of items yhich are all- 

more or less synonymous. The interpreter may intentionally omit 

listing all the different types of disasters presented in French: 

1) wirmassacres; 2) earth quakes; 3) floods; 4) plagues, since 

the-note 'disaster' should be sufficient to trigger the four 
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disastera in question. What the subject did in his consecutive 
delivery, however, was to omit the following; 
1) that it was a war massacre; 
2) he did not mention the earthquake both in his notes or in his 

consecutive delivery; 

and added the following: 

1) sickness 
2) and famine. 

Other types of omission include the compounding omission 

which is associated with the subjects' regrouping or compounding 

elements from different clauses resulting in a sentence with a 

meaning slightly different from the original although the gist 
is retain ed (Barik, 1975). Example of a campounding omission: 

French input 'English version 
"En m; me temps, les ingenieurs "At the same time, engineers 
mettaient au point les plans du were finalizing the plans 
grand axe Hambourg-Bale dont les for the large Hamburg-Basel 
premiers trongons viennent d'etre axis whose first segments 
termine's prýs de 40 ans plus tard". have just been completed 

some forty years later". 

Subject's notes 
Also plan HAMBURG-BALE 

link 40 years later 

Consecutive delivery 

"At the same time, they also laid down the plan for the big 

Hamburg-Bale link road which was not completed until quite some 

years later". 

A more serious omission sometimes occurs when the interpre- 

ter is unable to comprehend let alone translate a larger unit of 

text than in the skipping omission and results in a definite 

change ofineaning during consecutive deliver7,. This is known as 

a co=prehension'omission. For exa=ple: 
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'French inDut 

"En meme temps, lea ingenieurs 
mettaient au point lea plans du 
grand axe Hambourg-Bale dont les 
premiers trongons viennent dletre 
terminks pris de 40 ans plus tard". 

English version 
"At the same time, engineers 
were finalizing the plans for 
the large Hamburg-Basel axis 
whose first segments have just 
been completed some 40 years 
later". 

Subiect's'notes 

same time 
ing* , -'y plans 
trongons 

\ 
40 y later 

Consecutiv livery 

"At the same time, engineers developed plans which still bore 

fruit 40 years later". 

Another type of omission was a cotit 
, 
raction omission which 

differed slightly from the ordinary skipping omission in that no 

specific lexical item had been omitted but was simply not vital to 

retain as well as avoiding a word-for-word translation. Example 

of a contraction omission: 
French input 

le gouvernement allemand 
mettait en chantier la premiere 
route a circulation rapide". 

English version 
the German government 

started construction of the 
first rapid circulation 
road... " 

Sublect's notes 
&D 

lst route 
Consecutive deliverX 

the German government built the first motorway". 

Another frequent type of omission was an amission-due to, 

redundancy. Since all three subjects omitted the same clause in 

their consecutive delivery, it could well have been because the 

clause itself was superfluous. For example: 
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French. input English, version 

glissiZtres de securite pour "... crash barriers to prevent 
empScher lesvoitures de sortir cars from going off the road" 
de la chauss6e... " 

Subiect A's consecutive delivery 

such as the introduction 8f safety hard shoulders.., " 

SuBject B's consecutive'delivery 
including the addition of hard shouldeTs... 

Subject C's consecutive delivery 

they've erected'safety-barriers". 

To recapitulate the events which occur between the input 

phase and consecutive delivery, it appears that subjects were 
just as wordy (Input: 7- 423 items) vs. (Consecutive delivery,: 

427.78) although a similar quantity did not necessarily 
imply a similar quality since of the 90.33 meaning units 
in the input, only 77.42 were retained. 

More nouns and verbs appeared in the consecutive delivery 

but there. were fewer adverbs and adjectives. 
The main reason for the 15% drop between the meaning units 

present during input and those retained during consecutive 
delivery seems to be due to skipping or delay omissions, 
summarization, compounding omissions, comprehension omissions, 

contraction omissions and finally, omissions due to redundancy. 
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Step All: What happens between Input and Recall? 

Input Note-taking Consecutive delivery Recall 

Step A" 

Step A" proposes to examine what happens between the very first 

phase or input stage when the interpreter listens to a text in L21 

and the final phase, when he is asked to recall verbally in Ll. i. e. 
his mother-tongue, as much as he can of the original passage. This 

section is not so much concerned with Steps A (what happens between 
the input and note7taking phases), B (what happens between note- 

aking and consecutive deljyýrX) and C (what happens between con- 

secutive delivery and recall which have all been examined else- 

where and accounted for in previous sections but rather with Step 

that is between the input and the final recall. 
Res. ults presented on page 288 show that the greatest loss in 

term s of aeaning units occurs between input and recall: from a 

mean number of 90.33 meaning units processed by the interpreter 

during the input phase, only 46.92 are recalled in the final 

phase; this represents a loss of 48% of information. 

The number of words used in the input phase was 423 co=- 

pared to X- 316 words recalled. Among. other items, nouns dropped 

from an average of TC - 101.67 during input to 72.89 during 

recall; adjectives also dropped from 40.67 to X- 26.11; ZEe 

positions went down from 76.67 to 48.11; adverbs dropped 

from X- 17.33 to X-7.33; pronouns dropped from 23.33 to 

17.56; digits dropped slightly from 12.00 during input to 

X 9.44 during recall; verbs, on the contrary, did not seem affec- 
ted in any way since there were 38.67 at the input stage and 

'X - 37167 at the recall stage; ginally, there were fewer articles 
during recall (R - 23.78) than at the input stage (I - 56.67). 
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Bearing in mind that interpreters are neither expected or 

trained to recall any of the original information once their task 

has been completed (be it simultaneous or consecutive interpretation), 

there are two ways of defining what does, in fact, happen between 

the input and the final recall: are we talking about a 48% loss of 

information or a, gain of 52Z ? 

As presented in the previous section (Step C: What happens bet- 

ween Consecxitive delivery and Recall), the events which occurred 

between Input and Recall included the following: 

1) elaborations (18%) 

2) skipping omissions (15%) 

3) clause omissions (12%) 

4) phrase omissions (12Z) 

5) inference additions (09%)' 

6) closure additions (09%) 

, 
7) qualifier additions (07%) 

8) simmarizations (06%) 

9) change of order (04%) 

10) semantic errors (04Z) 

11) faulty links (03%) 

12) filler additions (01%) 

Judging from the frequency counts of the propositions most 

often recalled by the six subjects (see page 291)9 and in chronolo- 

gical order, these were: & 

1) the fact that Hitler's strategy of building motorways turned 

against him during the invasion; 

2) that one of the characteristics of modern motorways was the 

elimination of black spots; 

3) that shrubs were planted in the central reservation in order to 

cut down the dazzle created by lights from oncoming traffic. 

The three propositions presented above were recalled by all si: x 

subjects. 
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The following propositions were recalled by five out of six 
subjects: 

1)'the fact that-motorways, rose out of unemployment; 
2) the fact that motorways could provide the unemployed with jobs; 

3) the fact that another characteristic of modern motorways was 

that it was a dual carriageway; 
4) the fact that engineers were trying to eliminate straight lines 

on motorways to avoid the monotony of long distance travel; 

5) the fact that motorways were helpful and useful to those whose 

livelyhood depended on travel; 

6) and finally, the fact that, in Germany alone, there were some 

x n=ber of relay-restaurants built. 

To recapitulate the events which occur between input and recall, 
it appears that the greatest loss of information occurs at this 

stage, whereR - 90.33 meaning units present in the input stage 
fall by 48% by the time recall occurs (R - 46.92) 

The number of words dropped by 26%. Nouns dropped by 29%. 

Adjectives dropped by 36%. Prepositions dropped by 38%. Adverbs 

dropped by 58%, pronouns by 25%, digits by 222. Only the verbs 

remained constant, with only a 3% drop. 
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Table IV - 10 

Recall Frequency of recall 

Title; The motorwaY 50% 
Motorways came 'uhempI6)ýment 83% 
Germans were the first to build motorways in 1924 58% 

(out of Berlin) 33% 

Motorways could pr6vide the unemployed with jobs 83Z 

Hamburg-Basel link started at the same time 67% 

(segments finished only 40 years later) 42% 

In full economic crisis, Germany had foreseen auto boom 25% 

Hitler pushed plans for two reasons: prestige and strategy 67% 

Strategy turned 111Lnst him during %he invasion 100% 

(2,100 kilometers of autoroute left)75% 

Modem motorway characteristics: 67% 

dual carriageway 83% 

no black spots 100% 

Engineers everywhere changing details: 67% 

security ramps or crash barriers 67% 

(so cars don't drive off road) 17% 

huge signposts 67% 

distancing obstacles 50% 

(lamp-posts) 67% 

(bridge piers) 0% 

(milestones) 33.10 

elimination of straight lines 92% 

(to avoid monotony) 83% 

shrubs 21anted in central reservation 
IMMEEMMOMM -: = -4-C-C-=ý 

100% 
- (to cut down dazzle) 100% 

(af oncoming tLraffic) 83% 

Motorways are becoming faster, safer, less tiring 17% 

Birth of.. new civilization OF 33Z 

Leisure - freedom - no queues upon return 67% 

(continued /) 
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Work: motorways help business people 

Life return to abandoned villages 

83% 

50% 

In Ggjvmýayo tLhere are -M qMher 2f relais-restaurants 83% 
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Table IV - 11 

Frequencv count of recall 
of propositions 

9 Shrubs planted in central reservations 

8 to cut down the dazzle 
8 dual carriage-ways 
8 strategy turned against Hitler during the invasion 

7.5 motorways could provide jobs to the unemployed 
7 motorways came from unemployment 
7 no black spots 
7 elimination of straight lines 
7 civilization of freedom - no queues 
6.5 to avoid the monotony of long trips 
6 Hamburg-Basel link road 
6 Hitler pushed them for two reasons: prestige and strategy 
6 motorways had characteristics of modern motorways 
6 large signposts 
6 motorways help business people 
6 life returns to abandoned villages 
6 in Germany, there are x number of relais-restaurants 
5.5 the Germans-were the first to build motorways in 1924 
5.5 left 2,100 kilometers of motorway 
5 crash barriers 

4.5 segments only. -completed 
40 years later 

4 title: the motorway 
4 built at the Berlin exit 
4 engineers all over the world modifying details 
4 removal of obstacles 
4 lamp-posts 

3 milestones 
3 birth of new civilization 
2 in full economic crisis, Germany had foreseen auto boom 
2 so that automobiles cannot drive off the motorway 

1 motorways are becoming safer, more rapid and less tiring 

0 bridge piers 

............ 

0 
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To summarize the results obtained In the Present chapters 
it is apparent that by way of notes* the learner (in this cases 
the consecutive interpreter) transforms stimulus Inputs and 

stores the results of the transformation in memory. This con- 

cept Is referred to as coding, where coding is'an extraýtion of 

semantic information. The interpreter's use of semantic codes 

often facilitates both the learning and the retention of stimu- 

lus information. 
Posner and Warren (1972) reviewed various studies concerned 

with coding and suggest that there is evidence for at least three 

different types of code which may result from perception of a 

single stimulus. Firstp there is the physical code: the infor- 

mation in the physical code includes the particular acoustic or 

visual details of structures that characterize stimulus presenta- 

tion. For the consecutive interpreterp the physical code also 
includes, a language stimulus which he must be able to recognize 

upon perception in order to transcribe it in ýhe same language 

in his notes or preferably process it deeply enough to translate 
thestimulus words into an English code. 

Once a word has been presented# the physical code is rapidly 

followed by what Posner and Warren call the name code. This code 

consists of the name of the stimulus word and the names of rela- 

ted words. The name code is independent of the mode of stimulus 

presentation and of idiosyncrasies in form of presentation which 

are represented in the physical code. An example of the: name 

code is the systematic use of the initial Im' among interpreter- 

subjects to label all stimulus words related to the c. oncept of 

Imotorway' or 'road' or 'highway',, Irrespective of the stimulus 

word. 

The third type Of Memory code distinguished by ? Osfier and 
WarreA. is based on conscious constructions on the part,, of the 
individual when experiencing the stimulus input. Codes of this 
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type result from active, conscious operations performed upon 

stimulus inputs and are not the result of the automatic processes 

that give rise to physical or name codes. Examples of this third 

type of coding among interpreters' notes may Includes for example, 

the deliberate transformation ofthe stimulus word lphares' (In 

French) Cheadlights' in English) into the graphic symbol: 0 0. 

I Still, according to ? osner and Warren, the physical code is 

only effective for a short time, as in short-term memory. After 

this period, it is then replaced by some sort of sema. ntic code 

that is relatively permanent. The physical and name codes are 

relatively passive and automatic. Codes developed in this manner 

depend on the inherent organization of the information processing 

system and on habits 
, 

or sets acquired through past experiences. 

The other class of coding operations is both active and conscious. 

Thus the conscious transformation of certain stimulus words 

on the part, of'the consecutive interpreter may provide a partial 

explanation for the high frequency in recall of items most fre- 

quently transformed into graphic symbols by the interpreter when 

taking notes. Table IV-11 on page 293 provides the most frequent- 

ly recalled propositionsp namely; 

- that shrubs were planted in the central reservations; 

- that shrubs cut down on the dazzle of oncoming traffic head- 

lights; 

- that dual carriageways were introduced; 

- that the strategy turned against Hitler during the Invasion. 

and shrubs are planted in the trees (D central reservations. 

cut down on the dazzle of so driver x dazzle, 4: )c: > 
oncoming traffic. 

Introduction of aual-carriageways. 1-way 

the strategy turned against Hitler strat gst 
wEen Germany was invaded. D invaded 
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The previous findings would also support the concept of 

mental Imagery to aid recall (Norman, 1969b; Faivio, 1965,1969). 

Bower (1972) suggests four main types of coding operatioas, 

namely stimulus selection, re-writings componential description 

and elaboration. 

Coding by stimulus selection ref ers to the explicit selec- 

tion by a subject of some'component of a complex stimulus. The 

component selected Is then used as the critical element of the 

complex. In this respect, Underwood (1963) draws a distinction 

between the nominal stimulus (i. e. what is actually presented 

to the subject) and the functional stimulus (ise. the characte- 

ristics of the stimulus that the subject actually usesi. Under- 

wood suggests that selection of the functional stimulus may in- 

volve an active process in that the subject deliberately chooses 

certain characteristics of the stimulus as a cue. This may ex- 

plain why most subjects opted not to record the verb in their 

notes in three out of four cases, although a very high propor- 

tion of verbs were recalledo This finding also supports the 

Anderson-Bower HAM model where the central pivot of the memory 

representation is the verb (Anderson and Bower, 1973). 

Coding by re-writing involves translating the input into 

another mode. The translation is then stored in memory and deco- 

ded at a later time to mediate recall of the original input. Re- 

writing also seems to involve an activey conscious operation on 

the part of the subject (Bowers 1972). As in stimulus selection, 

there is the implication of a capacity limit placed on codes pro- 

duced in this way. This explains why some consecutive interpre- 

ters prefer to note the word down in the source languages espe- 

cially if the translation'does not come immediately to mind, with 

the hope that by the time he is expected to provide a consecutive 

delivery of the passage# he will have come up with an appropriate 

translation. This may explain why very few of the difficult-to- 
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translate items were rarely recalled: milestones, lamp posts and 
bridge piers (See Table IV-11, page 293), 

. 
For coding by componential descriprion, the essential nature 

of this coding operation Is that the codes it produces consist of 

the attributes or features that characterize the stimulus inputs. 

According to this view# the set of features that constitute a 

particular code results from. a relatively complete analysis of 

the input. In the case of words# these features may be of both 

an acoustic and a semantic variety. The semantic features of 

the word 'JAM', for example, may depend on whether reference is 

miade to a traffic jam or to strawberry jam, whether it Is used as 

a noun or as a verb. Its acoustic features may include the fact 

that Is sounds like ram, dam, ham, etc. One subjectp upon hearing 

'Hitler' pronounced in French, transcribed the code in her notes 

as Mr. Eclair and never made the connection between Hitler and 

the subsequent invasion of Germany. 

Finally, the fourth type of coding operation suggested by 

Bower is based on the assumption that inputs give rise to "asso- 

ciated operators" that transform the to-be-remembered units in a, 

qualitative manner. one illustration of-elaboration coding is 

based on mental imagery. In this case, the stimulus is replaced 

by a mental image which is then stored In memory. Presumablys 

both the image and the stimulus have the same referent so that 

decoding the image for recall is not difficult. This form of 

coding has been investigated by a number of individuals (? aivio, 

1969). As Bower uses the term, elaboration coding is similar to 

coding by stimulus selection and rewriting in that it seems to 

require the use of active and conscious processes. 

Experimental work with long and somewhat complex texts is 

not new in psychology (Bartlett, 1932). But only recently have 

. 
psychologists extended their research from word listsp syntactic 

structures and semantic structures of sentences to structures 
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underlying texts (Kintsch, 1974). 

Verbal behaviour exhibited in recall and summary experiments 
depends on the subject's assignment of, specific structures to the 

input. materials. Subjects presented with a text are known to be 

unable to reproduce the text verbatim after one presentation, nor 

are they able to reproduce all the propositions of the text. in 

the recall protocols, part of the propositions are 'forgotten', 

whereas others are 'combined' into one proposition. 

Predicting the outcome of such behaviour is not possible 

by merely looking at the semantic or syntactic structure of the 

individual sentences or clauses in the input text. Recall Is 

more a function of the position of the individual clauses or 

propositions with respect to other clauses or propositions 

(van Dijk, 1976). 

To account for the processes underlying production and 

comprehensionp storage and retrieval of discoursep most theoreti- 

cal models cannot predict which propositions of a discourse will 

have low or high probability of being recalled in reproduction or 

used in summary. What may be predicted are some primacy and re- 

cency effects, and perhaps a preferred selection of those propo- 

sitions which are semantically 'predominant's as defined in terms 

of the number of propositions with which they are connected. 

According to Rumelhart (19759 1977), people build up a hie- 

rarchy as they listen to stories, identifying each unit (normally 

each sentence) as some part of this hierarchy: a settings event, 

action, change-of-statep internal responses overt response and 

so on. By the end, they have constructed a global representation 

of the story. 
Stories should be recalled according to their hierarchical 

structure. The higher a sentence in the hierarchys the more 

likely it should be recalled. Thorndyke (1977) confirmed this by 

identifying the level of sentences in the hierarchical graphs of 
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several stories. The highest-level sentences were recalled 95% 

of the time and the lowest-level ones, only 50%. 

In conclusion, remembering is a reconstructive. process 
(Bartlett, 1932). To recall a text, people retrieve bits and 

pieces of what is stored in memory and use them to reconstruct 

what they could plausibly claim to be the original sentence. 

To do so# the 
'y 

fill in missing details based on their knowledge 

of the situations, beliefs and customs. They are also heavily 

swayed in their choice of constructions by a bias towards nor- 

mality (Clark and Clarko 1977). When the discourse has a struc- 

ture of its own, as stories do, people try to reconstuct a passa- 

ge that fulfils- the prerequisites- for that type of discourse* 

41 
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CHAPTER VI 

GENERAL CONCLUSION: 

EXPERIME-NT I: 

The results obtained in Experiment I, where male, female, 

beginner and professional interpreters were asked to a) listen to, 

b) shadow, c) interpret simultaneously and d) interpret consecu- 

tively French passages, followed by recall in English and reco- 

gnition tests in Frenchp seems to support those obtained by Gerver 
(1974) in that simultaneous listening and speaking, which occurs 
during shadowing and simultaneous interpretation, can impair sub- 
sequent recall of the material processed whilst vocalizing. Thus, 

the need to share attention between iiýýutp processing, and output, 

impairs the shadower's and the interpreter's ability to understand 

and retain what he hears. 

Tasks that require overt vocalization by the subject during 

processing# that is where there is masking by the subject's own 

voice , as is the case for shadowing and simultaneous interpreta- 

tion# or tasks which are relatively short in terms of time allowed 
for processsing, that is tasks which offer no opportunity for re- 
hearsal or mental review, were lower in terms of subsequent recall 

scores than either listening or consecutive interpretation which, 

on the contrary, do not require overt vocalization on the part of 
the subject during the encoding stage, thus allowing for mental 

review or rehearsal, or# at the very least, covert vocalization 

or inner speech. Furthermore, the absence of overt vocalization 

as in listening and consecutive inte7Zpretation, assumes longer 

processing latencies (or processing times) than required for si- 

multaneous interpretation, and shadowing, where# by sole virtue of 

the nature of the tasks, processing tines are measured by the lag 

between the input stimulus and the onset of subjects' vocaliza- 

tion. Such processing times cannot be determined when a subject 
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listens to a, passage. In the case of consecutive interpretation, 

although there is no overt vocalization required of the interpre- 

ter, the note-taking activity can be considered as a written re- 

presentation of the inner speech the listener may be using in 

order to process the incoming material and thus merits closer 

attention. 

By placing the results obtained for recall measures along 

a continuum, it appears as though the highest scores obtained 

came after listening and consecutive interpretation. Lower sco- 

res were obtained on recall scores following the shadowing condi- 

tion. Within a depth of processing framework, it appears as though 
listening and consecutive. interpretation involve deeper forms of 
processing than required by shadowingj,, although certain dissimi- 
larities in the activities required of the subjects during the 

said activities may also play a part. For examples listenin 

requires no concrete or measurable processing on the part of the 

subject. The experimenter has no way of measuring processing 
timep no way of knowing whether the subject is decoding the sti- 

mulus message in Ll or in L2. The experimenter simply knew that 

the subject was able-to devote his full attention to the-listen- 

ing task and did not have to:, 

- speak and listen at the same time time (as for shadowing); 

- translate and speak at the same time (as for simultaneous inter- 

pretation); 

- make notes and translate at the same time (as for consecutive 

interpretation). 
Consecutive interpretation was grouped with listenin only 

because subjects were silent during the encoding phase in both 

conditions. In other words, there was no masking by the subject's 

own voice. However, any, similarity between the two tasks ends 

thereý* 
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Consecutive interpretation allowed subjects to make notes 

as they listened to the text. Following the note-taking taskp 

subjects were then asked to give a consecutive delivery of the 

entire text with the use of their notes# thus providing them 

with a rehearsal or a review period, a factor which was not pre- 

sent in any of the other conditions. It was only after this 

interpolated activity that subjects were asked to recall, with- 

out notes this time) as much of the text as: possible. Thusp 

the onset of recall was delayed in this particular condition# 

whereas in all other three conditionsp the onset of recall coin- 

cided with the end of the presentation of the stimulus material. 
The two other conditions# shadowing and simultaneous inter- 

pretation# also differed from each other in certain respects: 

although both tasks, are considered as somewhat 'limited' in terms 

of processing time (in that the lag between the stimulus message 

and the subject's vocalization are considerably shorter than for 

consecutive interpretation and non-existent for listening) and 

although both tasks include the masking effect by the subject's 

own voice, simultaneous interpretation differs from shadowing 
in that one condition requires translation of the material being 

processed thus represents more of a type of 'phrase processing' 
than the 'phonemic processing' involved during shadowing (Norman# 

1976). In other words, the lag was longer for simultaneous in- 

terpretation than for shadowing. In spite of these two major 
differencess no significant differences emerged between simulta- 

neous Interpretation and shadowing) contrary to Gerver's (1974) 

findings. Nevertheless, it appears that simultaneous listening 

and speaking during simultaneous interpretation and shadowing 

dop in fact, impair subsequent recall of the material processed. 
It is by comparing ttie results obtained on recall scores 

that Some indication emerges as to how much processing or how, 
deep a form of processing is involved during each condition: 
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Since listening and consecutive interpretation yielded recall 

scores that were significantly higher than shadowing, we can 

conclude that listening and consecutive interpretation are 

deeper forms of processing than shadowing. More extensive re- 

search on the differences between simultaneous interpretation 

and shadowing is required before any conclusions can be drawn 

regarding the depth to which each task is processed. Although- 

there were no significant differences between the recall scores 
following either activity# a trend was noted in that scores were 

somewhat higher on recall scores following simultaneous inter- 

pretation, higher than those obtained following shadowing. Any 

significant differences found here would support Gerver's notion 

that recall is better when more complex information processing 
(as for simultaneous interpretation) is an integral part of si- 

multaneous listening and speaking than when a relatively simple 
form of processing is involved (as in phonemic shadowing). 

With regard to recognition measures, listenin was the only 

condition to yield scores that were significantly higher than 

those obtained following &hadowing-. This once again confirms 

the results obtained with the recall measures in that listening 

is a'deeper form of processing that shadowing'and that a task 

which allows a subject to devote his full attention to processing 

will yield higher recall scores than a task where simultaneous 
listening and speaking can impair recall of the material processed 

while speaking (as is the case during shadowing). Contrary to 

results obtained with recall measures, consecutive interpreta- 

tion did not yield recognition scores'that were higher than those 

obtained after shadowing. Since recall measures were carried 

out In English and the message had been presented to the subject 

in French, the presence of a translation factor could be one 

possible explanation, Recognition measures# on the other hand, 

were administered in the same'language as that of presentationp 
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namely French, thereby eliminating both code-switching and trans- 
lation as possible variables;. Another reason may simply be the 
difference between recall and recognition measures$ where only 

recall was sensitive enough to detect any differences in terms 

of depth of processing. (Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby, 1976). 

The semantic recognition test yielded the highest mean sco- 

res, followed by lexical recognition tests* which in turn were 

followed by word-order recognition tests. These results support 

Sachs' (1967) notion that memory for syntactic (word-order) chan- 

ges was near. chance level, but that memory for semantic changes 

remained high. 

Recognition scores following listening (R= 87.50Z) were si- 

gnificantly higher than scores following consecutive interpreta- 

tion, which in turn were significantly higher than scores after 

simultaneous interpretation,, which in turn were significantly 

higher 'than those foilowing shadowing, on the semantic recogni- 

tion test. 

When subjects were asked to listen to a passagep male pro- 

fessional subjects performed significantly better (R . 76.427. ) than 

female professionals (R. -70.427. ). When subjects were asked to 

interpret a text simultaneously, male professionals' recognition 

scores were significantly higher (R =72.33%) than those obtained 

by male beginners (R -63-67%). This slight advantage in favour 

of male. subjects can be explained as follows: either by the fact 

that male subjects tend to want to please the experimenter (a fe- 

male) more than the female subjects or by the fact that female 

subjects asked to shadow and simultaneously interpret another 

female voice (that of the experimenter)# where similarity In 

pitch and timbre may have been more of a potential source of in- 

terference than for male interpreters. 

'To recapitulate,, listening seems to be the deepest form of 

processing when compared to other tasks where two or more con- 
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current-activities may be competing and not allowing the subject 
to devote his full attention to the incoming message: shadowing, 

where subjects are forced to devote a substantial portion of 

attentional capacities to listening and speaking; simultaneous 
interpretation which involves not only listening and speaking 

but translation as well; and consecutive interpretation which 
includes listening, translation and note-taking, although this 

condition yielded higher recall scores than did shadowing. 

By placing the four activities required by interpreters 

along a continuum, listening and consecutive intlerpretation 

would be considered as the deepest types of processing, followed 

by simultaneous interpretation and finally by shadowin # requi- 

ring the shallowest processing. 

EXPERIMENT 112 

Experiment II set out to determine how deeply messages are 

processed when translation is not required of subjects. There- 

forep of the four conditions examined in Experiment Is namely 
(1) listening, (2) shadowing, (3) simultaneous interpretation 

and (4) consecutive interpretation, only those conditions which 

allowed processing without code-switching were selectedt that is 

(1) listening,, (2) shadowing and (4) consecutive intezpretation 

where subjects could listen to a passage In English and recall it 

in English; shadow a passage in English and recall it in English; 

and, for consecutive interpretation, listen to a passage in English, 

make notes on it in English, give a consecutive 'reiteration' of 

it in English (since the term interpretation Implies translation) 

and finally, recall it in English* For obvious reasons, such 

monolinguhl designs could not be carried out with simultaneous 

interpretation since the very nature of the task automatically 

implies translation. 
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Since some of the subjects who sqrved in Experiment I also 

served in the second experiment, different texts had to be used 

rather than an ideal translation of those used in Experiment 1. 

For this reason, no direct comparison was possible between, the 
two experiments. But by eliminating the translation factor and 
by selecting passages of the same nature and level of difficulty 

as those used in Experiment I, it was hoped to determine whether 

translation per se represents a form of processing and whether 

any difference would emerge in the amount and quality of recall 

when language of presentation was the same as that of recall. 
Results indicate that consecutive reiteration (R= 44.11%) 

yielded recall scares that were significantly higher than sha- 
dowing (R= 33.89%). Contrary to the results obtained in Experi- 

ment I., listening was not significantly higher than shadowing 
(R =39.117. and R=33.89%, respectively). Therefore# listening 

to a text in one language (French) and preparing to recall it 

in another language (English) maj require more effort or atten- 

tion on the part of the subject than when he simply listen to 

a passage in one language (Englisb) knowing he will be asked to 

recall it in the same language. Consecutive interpretation in 

Experiment I (R.. 45.00%) yielded virtually the-same recall sco- 

res as consecutive reiteration in Experiment 11 (R= 44.117. ). 

The same applies to shadowing where for Experiment I, recall 

following shadowing yielded a mean average of'R= 30.19 meaning 

units and R= 33.89% for Experiment II. In other words,, shadow- 
ing and consecutive interpretation did not seem to require any 

deeper processing on the subject's part whether the input was 

presented in one language or the others but listening to a passa- 

ge In a foreign language and preparing to recall it in another 

seems to require deeper processing on the subject's part than 

merely listening to a passage in his or her mother-tongue and 
preparing to recall it in the same language. 
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Although listening (R =45.19%) shows a 15% advantage-over 
shadowing (Z=30.19%) in the translation condition in Experiment 
It this difference drops to 5.227. in the no-translation condition 

of Experiment Up where listening yielded recall scores of'f= 39.11% 

and shadowingp R =33*89%. 
While there is a slight, albeit insignificant advantage for 

Experiment I (translation) over Experiment II (no translation) 

for recall, there is a clear advantage for the monolingual pro- 

cessing condition (English into English) over the bilingual con- 

dition (French into English) for recognition measures. This 

suggests that recall# which requires organization and reconstruc- 

tion and where depth of processing is not hindered by translation 

isp to the contrary# slightly enhanced by translation. Recogni- 

tion, on the other hand,. which relies on accurate verbatim enco- 

ding is disrupted by translation, a process which ignores the 

precise form of words in favour of their meaning. This last point 

is bolstered by the semantic recognition scores which were higher 

for listening and consecutive interpretation in Experiment I. 

Another possible explanation for the clear advantage for 

Experiment II over Experiment I for recognition is that recogni- 

tioa measures in Experiment II were administered in the subjects' 

mother-tongue, English, whereas in Experiment It they were admi- 

nistered in the same language as that of, presentation of the input 

messages, namelys French# the subjects' passive language. This 

could be explained by Tulving's encoding specificity principle 

(Tulving, 1979) where recall is not so much dependent on the 

depth to which a message is processed but on the compatibility 

relation between the trace (i. e. the information which Is stored 

in memory) and the cue (i. ee the Information available to subj-ects 

at the time of the attempted retrieval). In other wordso reco- 

gnitioA measures. which are administered In the same language as 
language of presentation are more compatible with subsequent 
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retrieval of information than recognition measures which are 
administered in a language other than that of Presentation. Such 

code-switching may not be compatible with retrieval of Informa- 

tion. - 
Similarly to the results-obtained in Experiment 1, listening 

and consecutive 'reiteration' yielded higher results on reiention 

scores than shadowing# confirming the hierarchy proposed in Expe- 

rimeat I that listening and consecutive Interpretation, or in 

this case reiteration# are deeper forms of processing than sha- 
dowing. 

EXPERIMENT III: 

A third experiment examined the role played by consecutive 

notes by comparing the results obtained on recall and recognition 

tests following listening, consecutive interpretation with notes 

kept, followed by recall without notes and finally after the 'ex- 

perimentall condition, 
-where 

subjects were led to believe that a 

straight-forward consecutive delivery was in progress (so that 

they would take their notes in their customary fashion) but where 

the notes were suddenly and unexpectedly removed before 
' 

their - 
consecutive delivery and where they were asked to recall without 

the interpolated activity of consecutive delivery as in the se- 

cond condition as well as without having their notes to refer to. 

The reason for omitting consecutive delivery in this manner 

was to allow the examination of the facilitation of recall due to 

the act of note-taking alone. Thus the effect of any encoding 

processes involved during note-taking would thus be isolated from 

the effects of e: iternal storage mechanisms, that is using notes 

as a rehearsal device for review. 

Results indicated that note-taking# when coupled with re- 

view represents a useful strategy for affecting subsequent recall; 

note-taking alone though is of questionable value. This notion 
is supported by the fact that significantly higher scores were 
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obtained following consecutive interpretation with notes kept 

condition (%= 46.91) than following either the listening con- 
dition (-X= 38.50) or consecuti7e interpretation where notes 

were removed (R = 35.94) e 
The above findings support the encoding hypothesis of 

note-taking which su'ggests that the act of taking notes results 
in a transformation of the passage material. This transforma- 

tion involves some processing beyond verbatim learning such as 

organizing and/or sifting out relevant material'(Di Vesta and 

Gray, 1972). Instead of iftterfering with learnings note-taking 

appears to sensitize the note-taker to certain aspects of co- 

mmwnication. The transformation is one of acting on the inco- 

ming information, sifting out relevant material and organizing 
important content which is then recorded by the consecutive 

note-taker. Note-taking and rehearsal serve as learning aids 

which facilitate encoding. Review provides an opportunity for 

consolidating the information learned at a given level of trans- 

formation. The types of transformation that may be involved 

include associativej,. conceptual and inferential transformations 
(Di Vesta and Gray# . 1972; Weener, 1972). 

All note-taking is an elaborative process: material is 

being elaborated through associative linking with other mate- 

rial in long-term memory. If the notes conceptually or infe- 

rentially represent (i. e. paraphrase or summarize) the material 
in the incoming message* then chunking or encoding according to 

categories available in long-term memory has occurred., Thus# 

note-taking Is viewed, at least to some extent# as an active 
form of Processing the incoming material. 

The behaviour of the subject employing encoding or other 

transformational processed reflects a transaction between the 
learner and the material to be learned, that is, it assumes or 
suggests an active learners The consecutive interpreter has 
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taken the necessary initiative to put'the material'into long- 

term store; through encoding, the learner has linked the material 
Into his existing cognitive structure# in other wordst he has 

made It meaningful. 

The notes which a particular individual has prepared provide 

a version of the information presented which is more readily un- 
derstandable to h. im than an alternative version, something prepa- 

red by the lecturerp for examples There is a good deal of evi- 
dence to support the suggestion that the notes an individual 

makes himself are especially useful to him and him alone. Research 

into organizational factors in human learning and memory contributes 

much evidence about the value of encoding functions of the kind 

which appear to enter into some forms of note-taking. It is clear 

that the ability to retain verbal information in large quantities 

depends upon the learner being able to impose a degree of organi- 

zatioa upon the materials being processed. Learners are conside- 

rably better at remembering information which they have produced 

or reproduced themselves than at recalling material which has been 

presented to them, without reprodtring it (Howe and Godfreyp 1977). 

Encoding on the part of the learner which is involved In the 

production'of notes has an effect upon his learningp distinct 

both from any attentional factors and from the utility of the 

individual's completed notes as such. Learning is related to the 

extent to which individuals undertake the cognitive processes 
involved in coding., integrating and transforming the information 

which Is presented to them. Consecutive interpreters undertake 

a good deal of encoding, thereby transforming information Presen- 

ted to theifi into their own words# rather than satisfying them- 

selves with an attempt at a verbatim copy. 
On the other hand# with regard to the external storage hypo- 

thesis which indicates that notes are taken in verbatim style for 
later use for recall purposesp note-taking per se does not appear 
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to enhance recall unless learners are given the opportunity to 

review their notes prior to recall. The external storage hypo- 

thesis suggests two possible functions for notess 

1) the rehearsal function whereby enhanced recall is only due to 

recall of material from the notes just reviewed. In this case, 

a subject who is allowed to keep his notes for review purposes 

would exhibit superior recall to another subject allowed to take 

notes but prevented from reviewing notes prior to recall, but not 

superior to recall on the part of a subject who is merely asked 

to listen to the same passage without making any notes whatsoever. 

2) a reconstruction function which suggests that the recall of 0 
notes allows learners to reconstruct parts of the passage on which 

no notes were previously taken. Consequently, a condition where 

subjects are allowed to take notes but prevented from reviewing 

them would exceed a condition where subjects both take notes and 

keep the notes for cons6cutive delivery as well as pure listening 

where no notes are permitted. 
Subjects who take notes and have notes for review will outper- 

form those who only take notes without review orý those who take no 

notes at all. 

While one interpretation of the external storage hypothesis 

Is that learners will only recall material contained in their notes 
(rehearsal), another possible interpretation is that the notes re- 

called will allow learners to reconstruct other passage material 

(reconstruction)# 

It is conceivable that the note-taking activity per se makes 

a contribution of some sort to later retention that is additional 

to the effects of the encoding processes that precede the produc- 

tion of notes. Notes provide a means 
* 
of reproducing and storing 

knowledge for later consultation. Taking notes may contribute in 

a relatively direct manner to the individual's acquisition of per- 

sonal knowledge, that iss his learning. Taking notes can also help 

I 
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an individual attend to the material he is trying to acquire. 

Another possible outcome of note-taking Is that the specific 

and particular version of the original material that an individual 

has this prepareds constitutes one which, by virtue of the coding 

operations that have gone into its preparation, is especially mea- 

ningful and understandable to that particular individual. 

Another way that note-taking might reasonably be expected to 

influence performance is through the activities that occur at the 

time of note-taking# or the coding and processing operation which 

each person undertakes as he deals with the information presented 

to, himp making a direct contribution to his learning. 

More pertinent to the consecutive interpreter is the notion 

that the most opportune time for consolidation may be the period 

immediately following a lectures during which time the subject 

can review and contemplate the content of the presentation. 

Finallys notes are an excellent-source for predicting what 

will be recalled. One of the most interesting features of this 

research was the high agreement between consecutive interpreter- 

subjects. Much of what was recorded in the notes was a series of. 

, epigrammatic phrases# identical to the words used in the input 

passage. (that isp an ideal translation), suggestive in themselves 

of the complexity of note-taking. 
In addition to the basic tasks common to all forms of trans- 

lation activities# consecutive interpretation is special because 

of the added factors of the temporal cues such as note-taking. 

Consecutive interpretation draws on cognitive faculties of memory 

and attention which are atypical of other forms of translation. 

Implicit to the methodology of note-taking is the conversion 

of a given message into its basic conceptual units, into a concep- 

tual form or into its underlying abstract form. The interpreter 

must decode the message Into its abstract form before understanding 

translations before processing to encode the message into the target 
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language., Thus, the intermediary steps of all translation activity# 

that of the exegesis, finds further extension and elaboration in 

consecutive interpretation: it is recorded in external form in the 

interpreter's notes (Garretson, 1982). 

Consecutive interpreters seem to be able to extract the mea- 

ning of the material from its external form# store this informa- 

tion in an abstract form, and, in the courseof recall and recogni-ý 

tiong reconstruct the stored material anew, imposing on it a new 

grammatical and syntactic structure. 

Long-term memory seems to involve recall of the meaning of the 

perceived message and is essentially reconstructive by nature# a 

finding which would explain the high percentage of elaboratýon found 

in the subjects' recall in the present experiments in spite of a 

507. drop in the amount of information recalled. The consecutive 

interpreter is performing operations common to normal language 

use in the perception and comimehension of the message to be trans- 

latedp but he must take this operation one step further by making 

a record of this underlying or semantic representation in the form 

of notes. 

Garretsoft (1982) claims that translation is not possible 

without*a decoding of the message into its underlying, conceptual 

form; that translation is not possible without exegesis and# in 

the case of consecutive interpretation, not possible without a 

record of the result of the exegesis. According to Garretson, 

furthermorey during the*stage of comprehension and exegesis, 

propositional representations are formed without the decomposition 

of the lexical units involved. Kintsch (1974) argues that, in 

memory, words may indeed be preserved in a decomposed forms but 

that they are not automatically decomposed during comprehension. 

Thusp in sentence comprehension, one is dealing not with a decoding 
into seftiantic features$ but into meaning postulates, upon which 
the listener can draw if circumstances require it. 
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Thus, Kintsch is suggesting a language*of Internal repre- 

sentation in the comprehension and production of speech which is 

less removed from the surface structures of speech and of natural 
language than previously thought. For examples in consecutive 
interpretation, the use of individual symbols or abbreviations to 

render a complete range of semantic clusters seems to support a 

decompositional approach. 

The symbol can render the followings to express; to decla- 

re; to state; to maintain; to say; to announce., 

The symbol can render the following: to think; to consider; 

to feel; to evaluate. 
These provide ready examples of the decomposition of the word 

to be translated into its minimal, invariant component (Rozan, 1959). 

d1un pays (development of a country) 

science (progress in science) 

malade (convalescence) 

maladie (recrudescence) 

salaries (increase in wages) 
level vie (rise in the standard of living) 

prix (rise in prices) 
Rozan, 1959# p. 32 

Furthermore# one symbol can represent differentýXunctions. 

For examples the arrow can replace a verb, a noun or an adVerb. 

w- 47J - -::: 
2 t The motorway was born out of 

unemployment. 

D car Germany had foreseen the incredible 
emergence, of the automobilb. 

uney in order to feed the unemployed, 

V -> far TheySan go far to seek nature's calm, 
calk nature 
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24 -> As early as 1924, . *. 

civr, (Used here to recall or refer 
leisure to a previously mentioned item). 

t& 

The lexical items- and phrases have been reduced'to their 

major common component, with a notation 
' 
of the distinguished 

features. The symbol can thus render a broad range of synonyms 

and contextual variants of a given semantic cluster (increases, 

recovery# upswings expansion, development, progress# improvements 

rise) whose form in the target language can be determined by con- 
textual factors. 

Complex words are frequently treated as unitary concepts. 

For example: W (world) 

t (work) 

TR (trade) 

7 (question or problem) 
C=I or 0 (country) 

Rozang 1959, p. 35 

Kintsch (1974) found that complex and simple words (which 

he labeled as 'derived' and 'non-derived') were treated alike as 

unitary concepts. In his words, they were: 

... eqýially difficult in terms of generating 
a sentence from a given word completing sen- 
tences, sentence comprehension and memory". 

A theory of memory in which both derived and 
non-derived words are represented in the same 
way as lists of propositions specifying their 
use agrees best with these results". 

Kintsch, 1974P P. 240 

There is some evidence to suggest that writing down key 

words a: ýd actively transforming incoming information helps 
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retention when taking notes. Recent research on note-taking has 

introduced a dramatically different approach both to study ing in 

general and-to note-taking in particulari that of patterning. The 

original concept behind patterned notes came from a note-taking 

style described by Hanf (1971) which was called 'mapping' and 

which was designed specifically as a technique for drawing in- 

formation from prose material. Hanf suggested putting the cen- 

tral idea in the middle of the page and attaching subsidiary ideas 

concentrically. Later, Tony Buzan (1974) recommended that the 

learner identify the central argument or concept in the informa- 

tion-to-be-processed and represent this by a key word or phrase 

placed in the middle of the page. From this central point, a 

structure was built using arrowst shapes, pictorial illusions 

and lines radiating from the central concept. 

The rationale behind Buzan's idea is that although we are 

accustomed to processing information presented to us in a linear 

sequences the brain itself does not necessarily function in the 

same way. 
The important advantage of patterning over linear notes for 

recall purposes appears to depend on two factorss 1) the use of 

key words or phrases and 2) the active involvement of the learner 

in transforming incoming Information when taking patterned notes. 

The key words are usually nouns or verbs (Russell# 1979)t 

sometimes accompanied by adjectives and adverbs. This may explain 

why subjects in the present experiment made such extensive use of 

nouns (64% kept in the notes), adjectives (60% kept in the notes) 

and verbs (53%). 

Russell agrees that key words tend to be nouns or verbsp 

usually concrete rather than abstract nouns and that these key 

words are most memorable and carry the essential information of 

the sentence or the paragraph, 
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Tfius note-taking serves both encoding and external storage * 
functions. When coupled with review, note-taking enhances recall. 
The encoding hypothesis implies that the interpreter is actively 
involved in imposing his own organization and categorization on 

the incoming information. The external storag e hypothesis implies 

that he is merely acting as a passive recorder-of information. 

However., when nýtes are suddenly removed from the consecutive 
interpreter, thus preventing him from putting his notes to normal 

use and thus preventing him from rehearsing and reviewing the 

material processed, then note-taking does take on all-the negative 

aspects of external storage where notes are taken in a verbatim 

fashion, that is on an external level. Notes-per se are of little 

value. It is immediately following note-taking, -*when the inter- 

preter decodes'and reconstructs information that the learning 

takes'place. I 
Of the four tasks performed by interpreters in general, 

namely (1) attending to (i. e. listening), (2) shadowing, (3) 

simultaneously interpreting and (4) interpreting consecutively# 

consecutive interpretation seems to offer cognitive psychologists 

the most concrete data as to the nature of the ongoing activities 

carried out during such a complex form of human information pro- 

cessing. For the experimenter, these notes may be interpreted 

as a tangible representation of the inner speech that one may be 

carrying out during a listening task. 

In this experiment# interpreter-subjects were asked to 

translate their notes immediately as they wrote them down so that 

for a message presented in L1 (French), notes were taken in L2 

(English)* Future research of interest to psychologists as well 

as linguists would be to examine the differences in recall when 

subjects are asked to take notes in the same language as that 

of presentation (L 
1 French), thereby delaying translation until 

the actual consecutive delivery. Translation could be delayed 
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one step further: notes and consecutive delivery all carried out 
in language of presentation (L 

1 French), followed by recall In 

L2 English. 

Although there may be a certain amount of shared attention 
between listening and note-taking, these two concurrent activities 

do not seem to impose as great a load on the subject as during 

shadowing or simxjltaneous interpretation# for example, where the 

ongoing activities (listening and speaking) prevent the inter- 

preter from processi4ig the incoming information deeply enough 

for him to recall it as well. The absence of any voice-masking 

effect during note-taking, coupled with the compatibility between 

the ongoing activities, namely attending to an aurally presented 

message and encoding it in writing., are probable reasons. 
Finallys consecutive delivery offers the interpreter the 

opportunity to rehearse the material completely from beginning 

to end, a variable not present during listening, shadowing or 

simultaneous interpretation. Consecutive delivery per se is an 
interpolated activity between the encoding-phase (note-taking) 

and the recall phase which serves to strengthen the learning 

activity in spite of the possible decay involved as a result of 

the onset of recall being delayed in this condition and not in 

the other threes listening, shadowing and simultaneous interpre- 

tation. 
Judging by the scores'obtained on recall and recognition 

measures, consecutive interpretation involves the deepest and 

most intricate form of processing required of an-Anterpreter 

within the depth of processing framework. 
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Appendix A-1 

La maladie des cos=nautes 

Les vols de 1'homme dans Vespace seraient plus dangereux pour 
la sante des cosmonautes qu'on ne le pensait generalement jusqu'a 

present. Ils laisseraient des sequelles telles chez certains cos- 
monautes que quelques-uns Ventre eux ne seraient plus bons pour 

un autre depart dans le cosmos. Une nouvelle venant des Etats- 

Unis qnnonce en effet que le cosmonaute Alan Sheppard, premier 
AmAricain envoye dans Vespace souffre de troubles de Voreille 

interne se traduisant par des pertes d'equilibre et qu'en conse- 
quence il ne pourra sans doute pas participer I d'autres vols spa- 

0 tiaux. Sheppard est ainsi le troisieme cosmonaute Ampricain sur 

six a souffrir, bien apres son vol - il a effectue ce dernier le 

5 mai, _1961 - de troubles de Voreille interne, cet organe, qui, 

avec Vappareii vestibulaire et les canaux semi-circulaires, per- 

met a Momme d1avoir le sens de Vorientation et de 1'equilibre. 

Avant lui, Vastronaute John Glenn, apris avoir glisse malencon- 

treusement dans sa baignoire - la chute s'est produite plusieurs 

mois apres le vol -a dia etre soigne pendant pres d'un an. 11 
0 etait sujet !L de frequents etourdissements. Enfin, au debut de 

l1annge derniere, l1astronaute Walter Schirra con tracta 'a' lten- 

trainement une infection de Voreille interne. Le premier astro- 

naute qui souffrit assez douloureusement de Voreille interne pen- 
dant le vol meme fut Guerman Titov qui devait declarer quelque 

temps aprýts, au congres international d'astronautique, qulil 4tait 

possible qu'il ne vole plus. Bien qu'il faille etre, bien enten- 
du, extremement prudent en voulant voir une relation de cause 'a 

effet entre la chute dtun cosmonaute et son vol dans llespace, il 

est tout de meme troublant de constater que Youri Gagarine, lui 

aussi, a 11instar de John Glenn, a glisse plusieurs mois apres 

son vol diins un chemin caillouteux de Crim4e en se faisant une 

profonde blessure au front. Plusieurs cosmonautes ont donc perdu 

(continued on next page... ) 
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A-2 

equilibre et sont tombes. D'autres, affectes de troubles de 
Vorgane de l'equilibrep ne voleront plus. Au printemps, Americains 

et Russes dementaient que ces maladies soient liees aux vols de 

Vespace. Fourtant, depuis, les Sovietiques ont proposg aux Amg- 

ricains une collaboration dans le domaine de la biologie et de la 

medecine spatiale. Mais toute conclusion definitive sur les 

effets sur l'homme du vol dans l'espace serait hative et la veri- 

te n'apparalt que peu a peu. 
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Appendix A-3 (translation) 

Astronauts' illness 

Man's flight into space may be more dangerous for astronauts' 
health than previously thought. These would have after-effects among 
certain astronauts such that some of them would no longer be suita- 
ble for another flight into space. A news item from the United 

States says, in fact, that astronaut Alan Sheppard, first American 

sent into space, suffers from inner ear troubles translated as a 
loss of balance and that as a consequence, he will probably no 
longer participate in future space flights. Sheppard is thus the 

third American astronaut out of six to suffer - long after his 

flight, which took place on May 5th, 1961, from problems of the 
inner ear, the organ which in conjunction with the vestibular 

apparatus and semi-circular canals, gives man his sense of direc- 

tion and his sense of balance. Before Sheppard, astronaut John 

Glenn,. after having slipped in his bathtub his fall occurred 

several months after his flight - had to be treated for nearly a 

year. He had frequent dizzy spells. Finally, at the beginning 

of last year, astronaut Walter Schirra, during training, develo- 

ped an inner ear infection. The first astronaut to suffer quite 

painfully of the inner ear during an actual space flight was 
Guerman Titov who declared later on, at the international astro- 

nautical congress that it was possible that he would never fly 

into space again. Although one should be bery careful in trying 

to establish a cause and effect relation between the fall of an 

astronaut and his flight in space, it is nonetheless most unse- 
ttling to note that Yuri Gagarin, just like John Glenn, slipped 

several months after his flight on a rocky path in the Crimea, 

and made a deep gash in his forehead. Several astronauts have 

thus fallen after losing their balance. Others, afflicted by 

problems of the inner ear, will no longer partake in space flights. 

(continued on next page /) 
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In the spring, Americans and Soviets denied that these 'illnesses' 

were due to flights into space. However, since then, the Soviets 

have proposed to the Americans a collaboration in studies in 

biology and space inedicine. But any definitive conclusion on" 

the effects on man of space flights'would be hasty and the truth 

will only emerge slowly. 
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Appendix A-5 

Word Recognition'Test 
La Maladie des Cdsmonautes 

Circle "yes" if the-word printed Wow appeared in the story. 
Circle "no" if the word did not appear in the story. 
Please answer all items even if you have to guess, 

NB: The items are in French. 

envolees yes no 

nocifs yes no 

voleront yes no 
orientation yes no 
interne yes no 
annoncer yes no 
premier yes no 

nausees yes no 

souffrir yes no 
troublant yes no 
infection yes' no 
affliges yes no 
niaient yes' no 
espace yes' no 
developpa yes no 
coupure yes no 
r6serve yes no 
laisseraient yes no 
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. Appendix A-6 
Semantic Recognition Test 

La Maladie. Des Cosmotautes 

Please answer the following questions b7 circling one-letter 
per question. 
If you are unsure, please guess; tha. ýenteuces are in French. 

1. Woreille interne permet a I'ho e 
a d'avoir un appareil vestibulaire; 
b d'avoir le sens de Vorientation et de 1'equilibra;. 
c de participer aux vols spatiaux; 
d d'avoir le sens de 1'equilibre; 

2. La nouvelle que certains astronautes ne seraient plus 'bons' 
pour un autre depart daus le cosmos nous vient 
a du congres inte=ational d'astronautique; 
b- de l'Union Sovietique; 
c de N. A. S. A.; 
d des Etats-Unis; 

3. Guerman Titov 

a se blessa au, front dans un, chemin caillouteux'de Crimee; 
b glissa, malencontreusement dans sa baignoire; 
c fut le premier astronaute ý souffrir de Voreille 

interne pendant le-vol meme; 
d souffre de troubles de 11oreille interne et ne pourra 

sans doute pas participer a d'autres vols; 
4. Le premier cosmonaute americain envoye dans llespace 

slappelle 

a Walter Glenn; 
b Alan Sheppard; 
c Walter Schirra; 
d John Glenn; 

01 Combien de cosmonautes americains souffrent de malaises 
depuis leur vol? 

aS IX; 
b deux; 
c quatre; 
d trois; 

(continued*ou, next page 
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Sheppard a ef 

-a M&'I. i 
le 6 mai, 

c le-1 mai, 
d le 5 mai, 

Eectue' son dernier vol 

1961; 
1951; 
1965; 
1955; 

7. Youri Gagarine 

a souffre de troubles de l'oreille interne se traduisant 
par des pertes d'Aquilibre; 

b contracta, IL llentrainement, une infection de 11oreille 
interne; 

C glissa dans un chemin caillouteux de Crimee; 
d glissa malencontreusement dani sa baignoire; 

8. La chute de l1astronaute americain, Glenn, s'est produite 
a- plusieurs mois apresle Vol; 
b plusieurs annees apres le Vol; 
c pendant le Vol; 
d le 7 mai, 1965; 

9. Woreille interne fonctionne en coujonction avec 
a les canaux circulatoires et I'appareil vestibulaire; 
b -l'appareil vestibulatoire et les conduits semi-cir- 

culaires; 
C les conduits semi-circulatoires et Vappareil vesti- 

bulatoire; 
d Vappareil vestibulaire et les canaux semi-circulaires; 

10. Les Sovietiques ont propose aux Americains 

a une collaboration dans le domaine, de la biologie et 
de la medecine spatiale; 

b de dementir que les malaises soient lies aux vols 
de Vespace; 

C que ces astronautes ue puissent plus participer aux 
vols spatiaux; 

d_ les trois points, a, b et a. 
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Appendix A- 8 

Word Order Recognition Test 

La'Maladie-Pes Cosmonautes 

Please choose the phrasA that contains the p; cact wording of the 
originij. 
If you are unsure, please guess. 
NB: The items are in Prenell. 

a En effet, une nouvelle venant des Etats-Unis annonce que... 
b Une nouvelle venant des Etats-Unis annonce, en effet, que... 
C Une"nouvelle venant des Etats. -Unis annonce qu'en effet... 

2a Sheppard fut ainsi le troisieme cosmonaute americain ... 
b Sheppard a etc le troisilme cosmonaute americain... 
C Sheppard est ainsi le troisieme cosmonaute americain ... 

3a Plusieurs cosmonautes out done perdu 1'equilibre et 
sont tombes; 

b Plusieurs cosmonautes sont tombes, ayant done perdu 
1'6quilibre; 

C, Plusieurs cosmonautes, ayant done perdu 1'equilibre, 
sout tombes; 

a L'astronaute Walter Schirra contracta une infection de 
Voreille interne 1 Ventrainement; 

bA Ventrainement, I'astronaute Walter Schirra contracta 
une infection de 11oreille interne; 

c L'astronaute Walter Schirra contracta, a ilentrainement, 
*une infection de Voreille interne; 

5a D'autres, affectes de troubles de 11organe de l1equili- 
bre, ne voleront plus; 

b D'autres ne voleront plus, affectes de troubles de 
Vorgane de 1'equilibre; 

Vo c Affectes de troubles de Vorgane de equilibre, 
d'autres ne voleront plus; 

-6a' II est portant troublant de constater que Gagarine... 
b Il est tout de meme troublant de constater que Gagarine 
c 11 ast quand meine troublant de constater que Gagarine... 

(continued on uext page /) 
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7a Bien qulil faille q"tre e; ctreme)nent prudent, bien entendu, 
en voplant voir une-relation de cause ý effo: t... 

b Bien qq'ij faille etre, bien ente;; du, extremement prUdent 
en voulant voiýr Pne, relation de cauae A effet... 

c Bien qu'il faille, ýicn entendu, ctr4 extremement prudent 
en voulant voir une relation deý cause a effet... 

8a Au printemps, Russes et Americains dementaient. que 
ces malaises soient lies aux vols. de Vespace; 

b Americains et Russes de-mentaient que ces malaises 
soient lies aux vols de Ilespace, au printemps; 

C Au printemps, Americains et Russes dementaient que 
ces'malaises soient lies au-. N vola de Ilespace; 

9a Le premier cosmonaute-qui souffrit assez douloureusement 
de Voreille interne, pendant le vol meme, fut Guerman 
Titov; 

b Le ptemi*er cosmonautes qui, pendant le vol me-me, souffrit 
assez douloureusement de 11oreille interne, fur Guerman 
Titov; 

c Le premier cosmonaute qui souffrit assez douloureusement 

. pendant le vol meme. -de Voreille interne, fut Guerman 
Titov; 

10 a Il etait sujet I de frequents. Ctourdissements; 
b Il souffrait dlitourdissements frg5uents; 
c Prequemment, ii etait sujet a des etourdissements; 
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L'Alcoolisme 

Les effets des botssons alcooliques sont aigýes - i=e- 

diates et chroniques, soit effets habituels. Les problemes 

poses par Valcool sont plus sociaux que medicaux. L'alcool 

est benefique pour calmer Vanxiete mais risque aussi dlen 

engendrer de nouvelles. Le probleme surprend toujours par 

sa gravite. En vies humaines, en maladies et en equipement, 
Valcoolisme cou^te chaque annee a la France des sommes fabu- 

leuses. Car les-chiffres sont formels et meme les detrac- 

teurs patentes de la statistique ne peuvent les refuter, 
En France, Valcoolisme est en augmentation constante. Qui 

plus est, notre pays qui ne brille, guire depuis quelques 

annees sur le plan des records., en bat un des plus attristants 

puisqu'une enquete. portant sur 17 pays vient d'aboutir a 

cette conclusion: la France detient deso=ais*le record des 

dec; s par cirrhose du foie. Dejai, en 1959, le. docteur Mai 

indiquait au Conseil Economique, et Social que 4,5 millions 
de Franjais, soit. 15% de la population. globale, etait des 

buveurs excessifs. 
Si Von ne considere que. la population adulte, le Fran- 

jais consomme en effet 30 litres d'alcool pur par an. Cala 

represente 300 litres de vin courant a 10 degres, clest-l-dire 
la ration moyeane d'un litre par jour qu'autorise I'Academie 

de Medecine a un travailleur de force. L'bccupation alleman 

de si elle fut si souvent Seneratrice de mise'res et de drames 

eut, sans le vouloir, une consequence bLefique. Le rationne- 

ment du vin d1un demi-litre .1 un litre par jour fit 

subitement tomber le nombre de decls par cirrh. ose du foie... 

A Paris, et pour 1009000 habitants, ce nombre etait en 1938, 

de 38 decis; en 1944, on en'comptait saulement 8) soit pres 
de 5 fois moins. La guerre finie, la courbe de Valcoolisme 

(continued on next page /) - 
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en France remonte, suýitexqnt. gn quinze ans, de 1945 1 1960, 

les admissions pour aýcqQji=e neuropsycýioj. oSique A Vh3pital 

de Quimper, par exe; nple, 4ont passees de 15 a 550. 

Tout se passe comme, s3., victime de Jigendes erronees, le 

FranSais de 1963 ignorait le peril. Un sondage recent de 1'Ins- 

titut FranEais de. l'opinion Publique donne des resultats stupe- 

fiants. Plus de 40 pour cent des FranSais 
. 
interroges penseut 

que la consoT=ation d1un litre de vin par jour n'altýre en 

rien la' santi. Mieux: 16% fixent la dose inoffensive a un litre 

et demi* Ignorance totale o%t mauvaise conscience? 
..... ......... .. 
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Appendix, -B 3-(translation) 

*. Alcoholism 

The effects of alcoholic beverages are both sharp or 
immediate and chronic or habitual. Problems stemming from 

alcohol are-more soýial than medical. Alcohol is beneficial 

when calming one's anxiety but it can also create new ones. 
The problem always surprises us by its seriousness. In terms 

of human lives, sickness and equipment, alcoholism costs 
France every year incredible sums- of money. The figures are 
formal and even patented statistical detractors cannot deny 

them. In France alcoholism is on the increase. Furthermore, 
France which holds no record over the last few years, is now 
breaking one of the saddest ones since a survey carried out 
in seventeen countries has just reached the following concltr- 

sion: France now holds the record in the number of deaths 

caused by cirrhosis of the liver. 

Already, in 1959, Dr. Mai told the Economic and Social 

Council that 4.5 million people in France, in other words 
15% of the total population, were excessive drinkers. If we 

only consider the adult population, the average Frenchman 

consumes 30 liters of pure alcohol per year. This represents 
300 liters of table wine at 10% which is the average ration 

of one liter per day authorized by The Medical Academy to a 

-m. qnual labourer. 

The German Occupation, if it generated misery, had a 

beneficial consequence without wishing it: wine rationing 

from one half liter to one liter per day suddenly decreased 

the number of deaths due to cirrhosis of the liver. In Pa- 

risi- for 100,000 inhabitants in 1938, the number of deaths 

was 38. In 1944, there were only 8 deaths reported, which 

(continued on next page /) 
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is five'times less. Once the war was over, the alcoholism 
curve suddenly shot up in France. In fifteen years, between 
1945 and 1960, the admissions for neuro-psychological alcohol- 
ism at the hospital in Quimper, for example, went from 15 to 
550. 

it is as if, victim of erroneous legends, the average 
Frenchman in 1963, ignores the dangers. A recent survey 

carried out by the Institute of Public-Opinion provides some 

startling figures: more than 40% of those interviewed felt 

that drinking 1 liter of wine a day did not harm one's health. 

Better still: 16% of the answers labeled the harmless dosage 

at one and a half liters: is this total ignorance of a case 

of bad conscience? 
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ARpendix -B 5- 

L'alcoolisme 

Word. Redognition. Test 

Please indicate which. wQrds appeared in t#. e. text, by circling 

1,! s if the word oqqurred in the original text and by circling 

no if the word did, not ocqur; 

please answer all items even if you have to. Suess; 

NB: The items are presented in Frengh. 

pur yes no 
J creer yes no 

fleau yes' no'' 

consomme yes no 

positive yea no' 

apaiser yes, no 

dose yes' no' 

sondage yes'' no 

stupelfiants yes *_ no 

gallon yes* no 
ignorait yes no 

record yes no 

patentee yes' no 

coeur yes no 

officiels yes no 

altere yes- no 
fautives yes' no 

contrer yes- no 
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ARRendix 

-L'alcoolisme 
Semantic Content Reýcgnitiou Test, 

Please an swer the following questions. bT qirp-ýing, the corrept. 
letter. 

There is only one correct answer per question. 
If you are unsure, please &mesa. 
NB: The items are presented in French. 

1. En 1959, on ap'prend que 4.5 millioTis de Franjais sout des 
, buveurs excessifs, 

a soit 1OX de la population globale; 
b soit-40Z de la population globale; 
c soit 15% de la population globale; 
d soit 5% de la population globale; 

2. Le facteur qui reussit I faire tomber le nombreýde dec'e's 
par cirrhose du foie a surtout fit6: 

a Voccupation allemande et le rationnement du vin; 
b la ration moyenne d'un litre impose par l'AcadeMie 

. 
de midecine; 

c les detracteurs patentes de la statistique; 
d les statistiques erronees pendant lloccupation. allemande; 

3. Un sondage recent sur la consommation d'alcool chez les 
Frangais a ete fait par 

a . 1'h6pital neuropSychologique a Quimper*; 
b le docteur Mai; 
Cý le Conseil Economique et Social; 
d 11 Institut de I'Opinion Publique; 

4. Cha que annee, le FranSais consomme une moyenne de 

a 30 litres de vin courant a 10%; 
b- 30 litres d'alcool pur; 
c 10 litres d'alcool pur; 
d 300 litres d'alcool pup; 

5. Pendant les annees'50, sur 17 pays, la France detenait 
le record 

a -. de deces par-cirrhose di4 foie; 
b des admissions pour alcoolisme a I'hopital de Quimper; 

Vignorance totale ou de mauvaise conscience; 
d de buveurs excessifs et d'alcoolisme; 

(continued on next page /) 
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6. D'aprea les resultats du dernier sondage, 16%. des Franjais 
fixent Ja dose inoffensive de vin, 

a, un demi-litre par jour; 
b trente litrea par an; 
c un litre et demi par jogr; 
d un litre par jour; 

7. L'Academie de Medecine autorise 1 un travailleur. de force 

a un demi-litre par jour; 
b -deux litres par jour; 

, 
c un litre et demi par Jour; 
d un litre par jour; 

8. En 1938, il n'Y a que 38 decis par'cirrhose du foie a 
Paris. Par contre, en 1944, il y eut 

a 30 decas; 
b8 dec'es; 
c5 deces; 
d 22 decis; 

9. Plus de 40% des Frangais interroges pensent que 

a la. consommation d'un litre de vin par jour I 
n1altere en rien la sante; 

.b I'alcool*est benefique pour calmer l1anxiete; 
c les'effets de Valcool sont plus sociaux que medicaux; 
d la dose inoffensive est d1un litre par jour; 

10. C4aque annee, l'alcoolisme couAte la la France des sommes 
fabuleuses 

d. 

a en vies humaines, en maladie et en equipement;. 
b en frais Vordinateurs lors des sondages; 
c en frais de clinique a l'hopital de Quimper; 

'% f d en-enquetes menees par le docteur Mai; 
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L'AicoOlisme 

Word Order Recognition Test 

Please choose the phrase that contains. the exact wording of 
the original. 
There is only one correct answer per qtýestion. 
If you are unsure, please guess. 

XB: The items are presented in French. 

1. a ... Valcoolisme colulte chaque annee a la France, 
des sommes faýuleuses; 

b *, o chaque annee, Valcoolisme co'u*te a la France 
des sommes fabuleuses; 

C' ... Valcoolisme couGte chaque annee des sommes 
fabuleuses I la France; 

2. a Le probleme est grave et il 'surprend toujours; 
b Le prob 1 6e surprend toujours par sa gravite; 
C La gravite du problZme surprend toujours; 

3. a Subitement, la courbe de Valcoolisme re=nte 
en France, la guerre finie; 

b La guerre finie, la courbe de. 1'alcoolisme 
remonte subitement en France; 

a La guerre finie, la courbe de. 1'alcoolisme en France 
remonte subitement; 

4. a Tout 
I- 
se passe comme si le Frangais de 1963 ignorait 

le peril, victime de legendes erronees; 
14 b Tout se passe comme si, victime de. ifigendes erronees, 

le Frangais de 1963 ignorait le peril; 
C Victime de legendes erronees, tout se passe co=e si 

le Franjais de 1963 ignorait I'e pleril; 

5. a Les Franjais detiennent desormais le record des 
dficls par cirrhose du 

. 
foie; 

% b Le Frangais d6tient desormais. je reqord des deces 
par qirrhose du foie; 

c La France d9tient djesorjnai: %-jP, record-des deces 
par cirrhose*du foi4s" 

I 
(continued on next page... /) 
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a Constamment, l'alcooýi&me en Frange au&mente; 
En Francm-v. *ltalcooligme. ay&mggte cg; l' itammegt; 

e'at eg a, vgmentation 
, constante; 

7. -a Ne tenant compte que de Ja population adulte. 
b Si Von ne considire que la population adulte... 
c Si Von examine que les adultes dans une populatibn;.. 

a Pour 100*, 000 habitants, ce nombre etait, en, 1938, 
de 38 deAs a Paris; * 

b 'Cc nombre 6tait de 38 dieces, an 1938, pour 100,000 
habitants a Paris; 

A CA Paris, at pour 100,000 habitants, ce nombre etait, 
an 1938, de 38 dicis; 

a Des r4sultats stupefiants out ete obtenus par un 
sondage recent de I'Institut FranSais de I'Opinion 
Publique; 

b l'Institut Frangais de ltOpinion Publique, apr4s un 
sondage recent, donne des risultats stupefiants; 

Ic Un sondage, recent de l'Institut Fraýgais de l'Opiniou 
Publique donne des resultats stupefiants; 

10. a Plus de 40% des Frangais interroges pensent que la 
consonunation Vun litre de vin liar jour n'altkre en 
rien la sante; 

b La consommation d'un litre de viv ýar jour nlaltere 
en rien la sante, pensent plus de 40X des Frangais 
interroges; 

.c Plus de 40% des Franiais interroges pensent que la 
sante, ntest aucunement alter"e par la consoninatiOa 
d'un litre de vin par jour. 
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Le'Camping 

La periode des vacances voit une migration de population 
chaque annee plus importante se produire des villes-vers la cam- 
pagne, la mer, la montagne. -Les statistiques montrent, 'que par= 
ces vacanciers qui fuient ainsi les grandes villes, un grand nom- 
bre ont choisi le camping comme forme de vacances. On estime que 
plus de cinq millions de Frangais ont loge en plein air au cours 
des mois de 1'etg deraier. Une enquete organisee du 14 juillet 

A 

au 25 aoUt dans toutes les regions de France parmi les campeurs 
par l'Union Interprofessionnelle de Camping. Elle a ainsi permi d'4- 

tablir que le nombre des'vacanciers campeurs frangais s'etait 
accru de 16,6 pour cent en 1963 et que 270.000 familles campaient 

pour la. premiere fois. Ces memes statistiques permettaient de 

faire une constation interessante quant a Vorigine de ces nou- 

veaux campeurs. Les ouvriers constituaient 28,7 pour cent du 

nombre total des campeurs. Les employes'representaient 24,6 pour 

cent, les professions liberales et les cadres atteignaient 16,1 

pour cent. A quoi faut-il attribuer un tel engouement pour cette 
forme de vacances? Le point de vue economique joue pour une 

grande part. Le sejour a Photel est prohibitif pour une famille 

de quelque importance. Le prix des locations n1a cesse de s'ele- 

ver et atteint des taux astronomiques en particulier en bord de 

mer. A Vinverse, le camping represente une formule de vacances 
familiales particuMrement bon marchi et le cOUt de Vachat du 

. materiel necessaire se trouve rapidement amorti. Toutefois, 

l'afflux cause aussi de serieux problemes: un-nombre de plus en 

plus grand d'automobilistes transportent leur materiel dans leurs 

voitures; puis sont apparues les caravannes qui ont contribue a 

transformer profondement le camping traditionnel. Le probleme 
des emplacements de camp slest posd de faSon aig; 1e: les terrains 

(continued on next page /) 
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primitifs ne conyenaient plus pour recevoir cette nouvelle 

categorie d'usagers qui ne se contentait pas de conditions de 

vie aussi sommaires. 11 ya eu des abus de la part des pro- 

prietaires de terrains qui demandaient des redevances exces- 

sives et, des usagers qui negligaient les regles elementaires 

du savoir camper. Enfin, le 7 feVrier 1959, un decret etait 

pris pour fixer les droits et les devoirs de, chacun en matilre 

de'camping et pour regir le fonctionnement des terrains aze- 

nages. 

dw 

v 
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-(translation) 

Camping 

I Holidays see a population migration becomixig more important 

each year from the cities to the countryside, the seaside and 

the mountains. Statistics show that amo 
, 
ng these holiday-makerS 

who flee large cities, great numbers opt for camping as a form 

of holiday. It is estimated that over 5 million French people 

slept out in the open during the summer months last year.. A 

survey was carried out between July 14th and August 25th in all 

regions of France among campers by the Interprofessional Campers' 

Union. This allowed to establish that the number of holiday- 

makers, French campers, had increased by 16% in 1963 and that 

270.000 families were camping for the first time. These same- 

statistics also revealed an interesting fact with regard to the 

background of these campers: 28.7% of the total number of cam- 

pers were manual labourers; 24.6% were blue collar workers; 

16.1% were made up of executives and white-collar workers. 
What is the reason for such enthusiasm for this type of 

holiday-making? Economic factors certainly play a large part. 

Staying in a hotel is prohibitively expensive for a large fa- 

mily. Rents have increased and now reach astronomical propor- 

tions especially by the seaside. On the other hand, camping 

represents a cheap type of holiday-making and the cost of the 

necessary equipment sO'On pays itself off. However, the increa- 

se in popularity also creates certain problems: a greater num- 

ber of motorists carry their camping gear in thoir automobiles. 

Then, caravans appeared which completely transformed traditional 

camping. Campsites also became an acute problem: primitive 

campsites no longer seemed adequate for accommodating this new 

type of camper, no longer satisfied with such limited facili- 

tiei. There were also abuses on the part of the campsite owners 

who overcharged as well as from campers who were not always on 

(continued on next page... /) 
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their best camping behaviour. 

Finally, on-February 7th, 1959, a. decree was passed in 

order to establish rules and r. agulations for each and every- 

one regarding camping as well as the operation of camping 

facilities. 

1% 
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Le 5amping 

Word Recognition Test 

Circle "yes" if the 14ords below appeýred in the toXt 

Circle "no" if thq *zords. below did not appear. 

Please answer all items even if you have to. guess. 

NB: 'The items are presented in French. 

hors-prix 

determiner 

migration 

aigýe 

coustituaient 

accroissement 

professions 

exigaient 

elementaires 

collets-bleus 

rudimentaires 

negligaient 
inconvenients 

modifier 
terrain 
liberales 

s'elever 

classique 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no, 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 
yes no 

yes no 
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Le Cým2ing 

-k- - 
. Semantic. ContMý. ReýoSaition Test 

Please circle the Correct letter for each question. 
There is only one possible correct answ4r, pcr question. 
If you are unsure, please. guess. 
NB: The items are presented in Fr4nch. 

Wenquite dans toutes les regions de France parmi les 
campeurs a ete organisee par 
a I'Union Internationale des Campeurs; 
b l'Union Interprofessionnelle de Camping; 
c le Decret International de Campi 

, 
ng; 

d le Decret. Interprofessionnel des Campeurs; 

2. Un decret a finalement ete pris pour 
a gliminer les abus de la part des proprietaires 

de terrains de-camping; 
b limiter le nombre de Icaravanes' et de voitures, 
c amenager de nouveaux terrains de camping moins 

primitifs; 
d fixer les droits et les devoirs de chacun en matiere 

de., camýing et regir le fonctionnement des terrains 
amenages; 

L'afflux de campeurs cause aussi des problemes tels 

a llaccroissement de voitures et de caravanes iinsi que les 
terrains trop primitils et abus des proprietaires; 

b les taux astronomiques des prix de location; 
C Vaugmentation du nombre de voitures sur les routes; 
d la hausse des prix du materiel de camping et des 

caravanes; 

4. On peut attribuer un tel engouement pour cette forme de 
vacances a;, fait que 

a Vautomobile est plus acccssible aux Frangais; 
a 29 pour cent des Franjais pr6ferent le camping 

I toute autre forme dq vacances; 
C le camping est une formule de vacances bon marcheo 

et le coUt de Vachat du materiel est rapidement amorti; d raisons a, b et c; 

(continued on next page... /) 
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Parmi les not; Vqau. x campeUrs3, leý grouPe. le plus nombreux 
est celui di-s 

a eimplo7es; 
ouvriers; 

c professions Xiýgrajqa; 
d cadres; 

En 1963, je nombre de vaganziers c=peurg franSais. slest 
accru de 

a 16,69; 
b 28,7%; 
c 24,6%; 
d 36,4; 

7. Le prix des locations a atteint des taux astronomiques 
plus particulierement 

a en montagne; 
bI la campagne; 
c -au bord de la mer; 
d sur les terrains bien amenaps; 

8. Entre le 14 juillet at-lit. 25 aou^t, 1962, on a estime" 
que le nombre de, Fraugais ayantjogc en plpi%x air sle'levait a 

a 25.000.000; 
b 1.500.000; 
C 10.000.000; 
d 5.000.000; 

9. Le nombre de familles qui campaient pour I& premiere fois 
1c meme etc s'elevait I 

a 365.000; 
b 270.000; 
c 25.000; 
d 27.000; 

10. Le decret a etc pris 

a le 14 juillet, 1963; 
b le 31 a4ut, 1963; 

0 C le 7 favrier, 1959; 
d le 25 aout, 1962; 

.............. .... ... 
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Le Camping 

Word Order Recognition Test 

Please choose thq phrase t4at routailis t4ý- e,; caq?, wording of the 
original. 

There is only one correct answer per question. 
If you art unsure, please guess.. 
NB: The items are presented in-French. 

a Le sejour a Ilhotel, pour une famille de quelque impor- 
tance, est prohibitif; 

b Pour une famille de quelque importance, le sejour a 
1'hotel est prohibitif; 

C Le skjour h 1'ho*tel est prohibitif pour une fami'lle 
de quelque importance; 

2. a Il ya eu des abus de la part des proprietaires de 
terrains qui demandaient des redevances excessives; 

b Certains proprietaires de terrains ont abuse en 
demandant des redevances excessives; 

c Il ya eu des abus, de la part des proprigtaires de 

. terrains: ceux-ci demandaient des redevances excessives; 

aA Vinverse, le camping represente une formule de 
vacances familiales particulierement bon marche; 

P b Le camping, a Vinverset represente une formule de 
vacances particirliarement bon marche; 

c Le camping represente une formule de vacances familiales 
particulierement bon marche, a Vinverse; 

4. a ... un nombre accroissant Pautomobiles transportent, 
leur materiel dans leurs voitures; 

b ... un nombre de plus en plus grand d'automobilistes 
transportent leur mat6riel dans leurs voitures; 

c ... un nombre de plus 
J* 

en. plus eleve' d'automobilistes 
transportent leur materiel dans leurs voitures; 

5. a Les emplacemeTits de camp Qnt pose' des problemes a1gus; 
b Les emplacements de camp sont devenus d: stproblemes aijUs; 
C Le problime, des emplacements de camp S' s posi de fajon 

ai6e; 

(continued on next page /) 
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6. a Cette nouvel e , 
le, cat"Sorie dlus, aprs ne 

plfis d'etre re5t; e'dans res, terrains pý 
b Lcs terrains primitifs. ne convemaicit 

ccttc nouvelle categorie d'usagera; ' 
c Les'terrains, primi . tifs ne con'venaiiý. nt 

pouvaient pas rerevoir cette no4vellc 

se, contentait 
ri; nitif s; 

plps pour repevoir 

PWS et lxeý 
cat. egorie dlus. agers; 

a Ces memes statistiques permettaient de faire une 
constatation interessante quant ä Ilorigine de ces 
nouveaux campeurs; 

b Quant a Vorigine de ces nouveaux campeurs, ces memes 
statistiques permettaient de faire une constation 
intgressante; 

c Ces memes statistiques permettaient de faire, quant a 
Vorigine de ces nouveaux campeurs, une constatation 
interessante; 

8. a La pýriode de vacances voit une migration de population 
plus importante chaque annee; 

b Chaque ann'ec, la periode de vacances voit une migration 
de population plus importante; 

c La periode 
# 
de. vacances voit une migration de population 

chaque annee plus importante;, 

a Parmi ceux qui fuient ainsi les grandes villes 
un grand nombre de vacanciers ont choisi le camping; 

b Un grand nombre de vacanciers ont choisi le camping 
parmi deux qui fuient ainsi les grandes villes; 

c Parmi ces vacanciers qui fuient ainsi les grandes 
villes, un grand nombre ont choisi le camping; 

10. a On estime�2u cours des mois de llete dernier que 
plus de 5.000.000 de FranSais out loge en plein air; 

-b On estime que plus de 5.000.000 de Franiais out loge 
en plein air au cours des mois de Vete dernier; 

c Au cours des mois de 114te dernier, on estime que 
plus de 5.000.000 de Franjais out loge en plein air; 
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Le'Tunnel Sous LaTanche 

L'id4e de realiser un tunnel sous la Manche est loin d'etre 

nouvelle. Clest d'abord en 1802 qu'un ingenieur des mines, 
Roger Mathieu, proposa a Bonaparte, alors premier consul, le 

projet d'un souterrain eclaire au petrole et qu'emprunteraient 
des chariots tires par des boeufs. James Fox, premier minis- 
tre britannique a qui le plan fut soumis, approuva chaleureuse- 

ment. Helas, la guerre reprit peu apres entre les deux pays et 
le projet fut abandonne. Il y eut mgme un debut d'execution 

de 1875 1 1883, mais trop d'Anglais consideraient encore les 
FranSais conme Illennemi hereditairel et craignaient d'ouvrir 

une route a Vinvasion. Le projet fut encore abandonne alors 
que plusieurs kilometres de galeries avaient ete creuses. Si 
Vetude de Vaccroissement du trafic touristique et des echanges 
co=erciaux montrait clairement la nicessite d'un pareil ouvra- 
ge, une tres importante question se posait quant au mode de 

realisation. Fallait-il jeter un pout par-dessus le Pas de 
Calais oupercer un tunnel par-dessous? 

A la tete des pontistes se trouvait Jules Moch, ancien 
ministre, qui esti'mait le pont plus agriable, plus sGr (pas de 

risques d'inondations) et capable de supporter un plus gros 
trafic. Au contraire, Louis Armand de l'Academie Francaise, 
leader des tunnellistes, estimait le tunnel moins coluteux, 
plus ser (pas de risque a cause des bateaux) et tout a fait 

adapte au trafic prývu pour les annees i venir. Comme le 

montrent les decisions. gouvernementales, ce sout les arguments 
de Monsieur Louis Armand qui ont prevalu. 

Restent les probiýmes techniques i resoudre. Au premier 
plan de"ceux-ci se trouve la question de decider si le tunnel 

(continued on next page... /) 
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sera fore sous It fond de ja Manc#e ou bien construit a Vair 

libre et pose sur le. fond sogs-marin. Le tunn441 fore a. 11avan- 

tage d'gtre moins cher mais le tunnel immerge a le merite d'etre 
d'une construction plus su"'re. Quand on creuse un, titnnel, on est, 
pratiquement, certain d'aller au devant d1imprevus dans la struc- 
ture du sol dans 1equel on creuse. Au contraire, il ne peut y 

avoir aucune surprise avec un tunnel immerge mais le coGt en, 

est tres eleve. 

4 
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The Channel Tunnel 

The idea of building a tunnel under the Channel is far 
from new. It was first in 18P2 that a mining engineer, Roger 
Mathieu, proposed to Bonaparte, who was then first consul, 
the project for an 'underground tunnel' which would be oil- 
lit and which would permit ox-drawn carts to travel through. 
James Fox, British Prime Minister, to whom the plan was sub- 
mitted, approved wholeheartedly. Alas, war resumed shortly 
thereafter and the idea was. shelved.. Some construction had 

actually started between 1875 and 1883 but too many English- 

men still thought of the French as the 'hereditary ennemy' 
and feared that this would turn into a means of invading 

their country. So the project was abandoned once again in 

spite of the fact that several kilometers of galleries had 

already been dug. 

If a survey of increases in tourism and trade clearly 
warranted the need for such a construction, the main question 

still remained as to how to go about digging it: should one 

cast a bridge over the Straits of Dover or drill a tunnel 

underneat h? At the head of the bridge faction was Jules Moch, 
former minister, who felt that a bridge would be more pleasant, 
safer, (no ris% of floods). and capable of withstanding more 
traffic. On the other hand, Louis Armand from the AcadeMie 

Frangaise and leader of the tunncl faction, felt that the 

tunnel would be less costly, safer, (no risi; caused by boats) 

and capable of withstanding more traffic in the. years to come. 
As. governments. decisions show, it was Louis Armand's 'aýg*ents 

that won the day. But there. still-remained some technical pro- 
blems to be resolved'. 

The main question was that of deciding whether the tunnel 

(continued on next page /) 
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should be bored under the Chanuel. bed or built, out in the open 
air and then. lowered onto the sea bed. The bored tunnel has 

the advantage of being cheaper but the submerged tunnel has the 

advantage of being safer. When one digs a tunnel, one is al- 

most. cartain to come. upagainst some unforeseen problem in the 

earth's composition. On the other hand, there are no elements 

of surprise with a submerged'tunnel although the cost is very 

-high. 
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Appendix 

. Le Tunnel Sous la Manche 

W6rd. Recognition. Test 

Circle 'yes' if the word printed below appearqd in thq te; ct. 
Circle 'no' if the word did not appear in the. text, 

Please circle all items even if you have to. guess. 
NB: The items are presented in French. 

1. onereux yes-- no ... 
2. creuse yes- no- 
3. techniques yes' no'' 
4. consul yes no 
5. circulation yes*- no* 
6. prouvent yes no... 
7. illuminI yes no- 
8. boeufs yes no 
9. suggera yes no 

10. commerciaux yes no 
11. approuva yes no 
12. raisonnements yes no 
13. chars yes no 
14. execution yes no 
15. britannique yes no 
16. solide yes no'' 
17. suivraient yes no 
18. estimait yes no 
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Le Tunnel Sous, la Manche 

Semantic Content Recognition Test 

Please answer the following content qi; estions by pirclin g the 
appropriatq letter. 

If you are unsure, please guess. 

There is only one possible correct answer per question. - 
XB: The sentences are in French. 

1. Le projet du tunnel fut abandonne 

aa cause d'une invasion des Frangais; 
b AL cause de la guerre entre la France at l'Angleterre; 
ca cause d'une inondation, 
da cause du prix trop gleVe; 

2. La necessite de construire le tunnel provient 

a de Vetude du trafic prevu pour les ann6es a venir; 
b des decis'ions gouvernementales de Louis Armand; 
c de-la mesentente enire la France et l'Angleterre; 
d de Vaccroissement du trafic touristique et des 

ichanges commerciaux; 

3 Parmi les deux modes de realisation, celui qui a finalement 
prevalu fut 

a celui des Itunnellistes'; 
b celui des 'pontistes'; 

-c celui de l'Acadgmie Frangaise; 
d celvi du Pas de Calais; 

4. Le projet des 'tunnellistes' estimait 
a le tunnel plus agreable, plus s^Ur et capable de supporter 

un plus gros trafic; 
b le tunnel plus coCteux mais plus s'ý (pas de risques ur 

a cause des bateaux); 
C le tunnel moiTis c4teux, plus su'r et adapte au. trafir, 

prevg pour les anne. es A venir; 
d le tunnel plt; s si4Ar, (pas de risqx; es. diinondations) 

et pluj. agriaýje; 

5. La premiere suggestion. d; &. tunnej. fqt faite par 
.a James Fox; ' 
b Roger Mathieu; 
c Jules Moch; 
d Napoleon Bonaparte; 

-(continued on next page... 
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-Les 
'pontiates' estiraielit le pont co=e etant 

'teux, plus sýlir er, adapte au trafic prevu a moins cou 

pour les annees I venir; 
b plus coU^teux mais plus su^r (pas de risques a cause 

des bateaux); 
c moins coUteux mais moins su^r (A cause des risques 

dlinodations); 
d- plus agreable, plus sur et capable de supporter 

un plus gros trafic; 

7. Les questions techniques a envisager comprennent 

a si le tunnel doit etre fore sous la Manche ou bien 
construit a Vair libre et pose sur le fond sous-marin; 

b les structures imprevisibles du sol dans lequel Von 
creuse; 
Veclairage du souterrain au petrole; 

d les problemes d1inondations et de trafic; 

8. Le tunnel fore 

aa I'avantage d'etre nettement moins cher; 
b est une construction plus su^re; 
C peut prev6ir Ja structure du sol dans lequel on creuse; 
d est plus cher mais plus s(Ir; 

9 Le projet du tunnel sous la Manche 

a n1a jamais vraiment demarre; 
b est presentement sous construction; 
ca ete abandonne apres plusieurs kilometres, de 

construction; 
da du^ itre abandonne a cause des inondations; 

10. Le leader des 'tunnellistes' itait 

a James Fox; 
b Jules Moch; 
c Louis Armand; 
d Roger Mathieu; 

........... 
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Appendix -D 8- , 
. Le Tunnel Soms la Manche 

'Word Order RecolMition. Test 

Please choose the phrasq that contains the exact wording of the 
original. 

Th ere is only one possible correct answer per question. 

If you are unsure, please guess. 
KB: All sentences are presented in French. 

1. a Helas, la guerre reprit peu apr1s entre les deux pays 
et le projet fut abandonne; 

b Helas, la guerre reprit peu apres entre les deux pays 
et on abandonna le projet; 

c La guerre reprit peu apres entre les deux pays, helas, 
et on abandonna le projet; 

2. a On abandonna encore le projet alors que plusieurs 
kilometres de galeries avaient dfija ete creuses; 

b Alors que plusieurs kilometres de galeries avaient 
dfij! ete creus4s, le projet fut encore abandonne; 

C Le projet fut encore abandoune alors que plusieurs 
kilomle', tres de galeries avaient deja etle creuses; 

a ... quant au mode de rialisation, une tres importante 
question se posait; 

b ... une tres importante question se posait quant au 
mode de realisation; 

on posait une question tras importante quant au 
moýe de realisation; 

4. a Le plan fut soumis a James Fox, premier ministre 
britanniqge et il approuva. chalcureusement; 

b James Fo; c, premier ministre britannique a qvi le plan 
fut soumis, appropva chalegreusement; % 

c Le. premicr ministre britanniqpe, James Fox, A, qui le 

plan fut Aoumis, *approuva chaleureusement; 

5. a Fallait-il. jeter popt'par-dessus ýe 'Pas de Calais? 
b Devait-on jeteýr poj%t par-dessus. It Paa. d4 Calais? 
c Est; -ce'cjuIij*fajjait je; qr un popt par-dessus. le Pas 

de Calais.? * 

(continued on next page /) 
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Le Tunnel Sous la Ylanche 

Word Order Recognition Test (continued... ) 
%A a Les problames techniques restent a etr4. rP44olus; 

b Il r4ste les problames techniques I resoudre; 
Rest em a C ent, lds probl' es techniques I resoudre; 

7. a ... mais les Frangais e'taient consideris comme 'Vennemi 
hereditairel par trop d'Anglais qui craignaient d'ouvrir 
une route h Vinvasion; 

b ... mais trop d'Anglais consideraient les Frangais 
co=e 'Vennemi hýreditaire' et craignaient d'ouvrir 
une route a Vinvasion; 

c mais trop d'Anglais craignaient d'ouvrir une route 
, -, a Vinvasion et consideraient les Frangais comme 

Vennemi hereditaire!; 

0 8. a Au contraire, Louis Armand, de I'Acadeýie Frangaise, 
leader des 'tunnellistes', estimait le tunnel moins 
couteux; 

b- Au contraire, le leader des 'tunnellikes', Louis Armand, 
de I'Academie Frangaise, estimait le tunnel mnins couteux; 

c Le leader des 'tunnellistes', Louig Armand, 'de I'Academie 
yranjaise, au. contraire,. estimait le tunnel moins coU^teux; 

9. a' 'Comme le montrent les decisions gouvernementales, ce sont 
les arguments de M. Louis Armand qui ont prevalu; 

bý Ce sont les arguments de M. Louis Armand qui ont prevalu, 
I comme le montrent les decisions gouveraementales; 

c Les arguments qui ont prevalu, cornme le montrent les 
decisions gouvernementales, sont celles de M. Louis 
Armand; 

10. a De 1875 A. 1883, il y eu"t meme un debut d'executiou; 
b Tl'y e(It meme, de 1875 1 1883, un debut d'execution; 
C 11 y eat ineme un debut d'ixecution de 1875, a 1883. 
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RLe'Hungry Brain 

The growth of the human brain during gestation is one of the 

earliest, most rapid and most extensive developments of the whole 

. organism. Nerve cell proliferation is complete at birth and none 

of these cells are replaced thereafter. After birth, the brain 

continues to'grow at a much faster rate than the rest of the body, 

so much so that by the time a child is four years old, his brain 

has reached 90% of its adult weight, while the rest of the body 

has barely made it to the 20% mark. During this critical period 

of rapid growth, much more than just an increase in weight is in- 

volved. The structures making up the brain undergo complex and 

profound changes in anatomy, chemistry and physionomy. While 

the rate'of brain growth is highest before birth, the weight of 

the human brain nearly triples during the first year of life. 

This outstanding growth rate is not shared with any other mammal. 

Thus the human brain is most vulnerable to inadequate nutrition 

during the earliest period Of life. Furthermore, the entire 

course of human existence may be largely determined by the nutri- 

tion received during that time. The problem of providing the 

nutritional requirements'begins shortly after conception and 

culminat es in the development of the placenta. A malnourished 

mother may be unable to k*aep up foetal demands for essential 

nutrients. A growing organism is extremely sensitive to varia- 

tions in nutrition: malnourished rats, for example, are perma- 

nently stunted even if they later receive an adequate diet, while 

-overnourishment would result in permanently'larger animals. In 

humans, it was found that malnourished mothers produced smaller 

and lighter placentas than adequately fed mothers. Dr. Zamenhof 

of U. C. L. A. first showed that depriving pregnant rats of protein 

resulted.. in a reduced number of brain cells in the offspring. 

This was confirmed by Dr. Winick, who made the striking observa- 
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tion that newborn animals from deficient placentas also had fewer 
brain cells. On the other hand, Dr. Zamenhof was able to raise 
very bright rats, animals which he calls 'rat Einteins' by provi- 
ding abundant and well-balanced food. He also found that female 

rats, born to malnourished mothers, could not produce adequate 

placentas'even if they were well-nourished during their entire 

adult lives. Their offspring exhibited the classic evidence of 

malnutrition including a reduction in brain cell numbers. 
Thus malnutrition, an environmental influence, can produce 

effects very similar to those of hereditary origin. These expe- 

riments were carried out mainly with animals rather than with 
human beings for obvious reasons but-there is ample clinical 

evidence available to suggest that the coulucsions are equally 

applicable to human children. 

I 
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The Hungry Brain 

Word Recognition Test 

Please circle 'YES' if the words below appeared in the text. 
Please circle 'NO' if the words did not appear in the text. 
If you are unsure, please guess. 
NB: The items are presented in English. 

proliferation 
doubles 

dietetic 

nutrients 

suggest 

with-holding 

mice 

environmental 
biology 

supported 

starving 

inadequate 

culminates 
fertilization 

genetic 

vulnerable 

gestation 

exhibited 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 
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The Hungry Brain 

Semantic Content Recognition Test 

Please answer the following questions by circling one letter per 
question; 
There is only one possible answer per question. 
If you are unsure, please guess; 
NB: The items are in English. 

1. During the first year of life, the weight of the human brain 

a nearly doubles; 
b nearly triples; 
c reaches the 20Z mark; 
d reaches the 90% mark; 

The rate of brain growth 

a is highest before birth; 
b*. is lowest during gestation; 
c is highest after birth; 
d is lowest after birth; 

3. By the time a child is four years old, his brain 

a has reached 20% of its adult weight; 
b ceases to replace brain cells; 
c triples in weight; 
d .. has reached 90% of its adult weight; 

4. Depriving pregnant rats of protein resulted in 

aa reduced number of brain cells in the offspring; 
b producing smaller and lighter placentas in the offspring; 
c permanently stunting the offspring; 
d reducing the number of brain cells in the pregnant rats; 

. Einstein-rats deserve their name because 

a there was no reduction in their brain cell numbers; 
b their mothers' placentas were injected with protein; 
c their intelligence was due to abundant and well-balanced 

food; 
d their offspring yielded an increased number of brain 

cells; 

(continued on next page /) 
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6. Nerve-cell proliferation is complete, in the human brain 

a by the time a child is four years old; 
b during gestation; 
c at birth; 
d by the time a, child is one year old; 

7. It was Dr. Zamenhof of U. C. L. A. who first showed that 

a newborn animals from deficient placentas also had 
fewer brain cells; 

b depriving pregnant rats of protein resulted in a reduced 
number of brain cells in the offspring; 

c the outstanding growth rate of the human brain was not 
shared with any other'mammal; 

d the pro 
' 
liferation of nerve cells in the human brain 

continued after birth; 

8. It was Dr. Winick who made the striking observation that 

a after birth, the brain continued to grow at a much faster 
rate than the rest of the body; 

b the structures making up the brain undergo complex 
and profound chanjes; 

c depriving rats of protein resulted in a reduced number 
of brain cells in the offspring; 

d newborn animals from deficient placentas also had 
fewer brain cells; 

In rats, the classic evidence of malnutrition is 

aa reduction in brain-cell siumbers in the offspring; 
b the lack of protein in their systems; 
c incomplete nerve-cell proliferation after 4 years; 
d incomplete nerve-cell proliferation after 1 year; 

10. Rat-Einsteins were created by 

a Einstein himself; 
b Dr. Zamenhof; 
c Dr. Winick; 
d U. C. L. A. 
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Me Hungry Brain 

Word Order Recognition Test 

Please select the phrase or portion of phrase that contains the 
exact wording of the original. 
There is only one possible answer per question. - 

If you are unsure, please guess anyway. 

NB: The items are presented in English. 

a The growth of the human brain during gestation is one 
of the earliest, most rapid and most extensive develop- 
ments of the whole organism; 

b During gestation, the growth of the human brain is one 
of the earliest, most rapid and most extensive develop- 
ments of the whole organism; 

-C The growth of the human brain is one of the earliest, 
most rapid and most extensive developments of the whole 
organism during gestation; 

2a It was found that malnourished human mothers produced 
smaller and lighter placentas than adequately fed mothers; 

b It was found that malnourished mothers in humans produced 
smaller and lighter placentas than adequately fed mothers; 

c In humans, it was found that malnourished mothers produced 
smaller and lighter placentas than adequately fed mothers; 

a Pregnant rats deprived of protein resulted in a reduced 
number-of brain cells in the offspring; 

b Depriving pregnant rats of protein resulted in a reduced 
number of brain cells in the offspring; 

c Deprivation of protein in pregnant rats resulted in a 
reduced number of brain cells in the offspring; 

4a During the earliest period of life, the human brain 
is most vulnerable to inadequate nutrition;. 

b The human brain during the earliest period of life is 
most vulnerable to inadequate nutrition; 

c The human brain is most vulnerable to inadequate nutrition 
during the earliest period of life; 

a The nutrition received during that time may largely 
., determine the entire course of human existence; 

b The entire course of human existence may be largely 
determined by the nutrition received during that time; 

(continued on next page /) 
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5C During that time, the nutrition received may largely 
determine the entire course of human existence; 

6-a Malnourished rat; are permanently stunted even if 
they later received an adequate diet; 

b Even if they later received an adequate diet, 
malnourished rats are permanently stunted; 

c Malnourished rats, even if they later received an 
adequate diet, are permanently stunted; 

7a By, providing abundant and well-balanced food, Dr. Zamenhof, 
on the other hand, was able to raise very bright rats, 
animals which he calls 'rat Einsteins'; 

b Dr. Zamenhof, on the other hand, was able to raise animals 
which he calls 'rat Einsteins', very bright rats, by pro- 
viding abundant and well-balanced food; 

C On the other hand, Dr. Zamenhof was able to raise very 
bright rats, animals which he calls 'rat Einsteins's 
by providing abundant and well balanced food; 

8a These experiments were carried-out mainly with animals, 
rather than human beings, for obvious reasons; 

b Jor obvious reasons, these experiments were carried out 
mainly with animals rather than with human beings; 

C These experiments, for obvious reasons, were carried out 
mainly with animals rather than with human beings; 

9a The brain has reached 90% of its adult weight by the time 
a child is, four years old; 

b By the time a child is four years old, his brain has 
reached 90% of its'adult weight; 

cA child is four years old by the time his brain has 
reached 90Z of its adult weight; 

10 a During this critical period, of rapid growth, 
much more than just an increase in weight is involved; 

b Much more than just an increase in weight is involved 
during this critical period of rapid growth; 

C This critical period of rapid growth involves much 
more than just an increase in weight; 
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The Two Hemispheres 

The left hemisphere person is someone whose, right hemisphere 
is inoperative and whose mental activity involves only the left 
hemisphere. The first and most important characteristic of the 
left hemisphere person is. that he retains the power of speech. 
This is hardly surprising, since the faculty of. speech is gover- 

ned by the left hemisphere. What is surprising is the fact that 

such a person is more willing and ready to engage in conversa- 
tion and takes the initiative in discussion. His vocabulary be- 

comes richer and more varied and his answers more extensive'and 
detailed. He is excessively talkative and even garrulous. At 

the same time he is more receptive to what other people say. 
In order to test speech perception, a technique, known as speech 

audiometry is used; words are-recorded on magnetic tape and are 

played to. subjects through headphones to each ear independently. 

Threshold of speech awareness is measured, that is the min' 
intensity of the speech signal at which a person can hear speech 

sounds but is unable to identify the words. The volume is then 

gradually increased and the subject is asked to repeat the words 
he hears. The left hemisphere person has a lower threshold of 

awareness of speech sounds. He perceives quieter speech sounds 

than when both his brain hemispheres are working normally. He 

repeats the words he hears more quickly and with far greater accu- 

racy. If one listens attentively to the left hemisphere person* 

one observes that although he has become more talkative, his in- 

tonation is less expressive: it is monotonous, colourless and 
dull. The voice itself changes: it acquires a kind of nasal 

twang or becomes unnatural as though the subject were barking. 

This speech defect is known as dysprosody. 

Unlike the left hemisphere person, the right hemisphere per- 

son has a sharply diminished capacity for speech. His vocabulary 

(continued on next page... /) 
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is empoverished and does not include words denoting abstract con- 

cepts. He has difficulty recalling the names of objects, espe- 

cially those which are infrequently used althoug he is able to 

explain the purpose of any object and demonstrate how it is used, 

which shows that he recognizes such objects. His comprehension 

of speech is poor and it is necessary to speak to him in very 

short and simply constructed sentences. His own speech is also 

made up of simple sentences and 
, 
often of isolated words. The 

speech activity of the right hemisphere person is much reduced. 

He is taciturn, and instead of answering questions in words, he 

prefers to respond by mime and gesture. It is difficult to 

converse with him and he becomes silent after briefly answering 

one or two questions. The right hemisphere person's threshold 

of speech awareness of speech sounds is high. He is aware only 

of loud words. His voice remains the same as it was before. 
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The Two Hemispheres 

Word Rdcognition Test 

Please circle 'YES' if the words below appeared in-the original text. 
Circle 'NO' if the words did not appear. 
Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 
NB: The words are presented in English. 

-faculty 
yes no 

detect yes no 
diversified yes no 

colourless, yes no 

engage yes no 
lexicon yes no 

repeats yes no 

vague yes no 
intensity yes-_ no 

remembering yes no 
timbre yes no 

magnetic yes no 

perceives yes no 

precision yes no 

concepts yes no 

single yes no 

with-holds yes no 

receptive yes no 
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The Two Hemispheres 

Semantic Content Recognition Test 

Please answer the following questions by circling one correct 
answer per question. 
Please guess even if you are unsure. 
There is only one correct answer per question. 
NB: The items are presented in English. 

1 The first and foremost important characteristic of the 
left hemisphere person is 

a that his left hemisphere is inoperative; 
b that his right hemisphere is. inoperative; 
c that he retains the power of speech; 
d that the faculty of speech is governed by the 

left hemisphere; 

2 In order to test speech perception, the technique 
employed is known as 

a speech audiometry; 
b speech awareness threshold; 
C speech dysprosody; 
d speech awareness detector; 

3 Threshold of speech awarenest is measured by obtaining 

a the maximum intensity of the speech signal at which 
.a person can hear; 

b-* the level at which a person can hear speech sounds 
and identify the words; 

c the level at which a person can hear speech sounds 
but not identity the words; 

d the minimum intensity of the speech signal at which 
a person can hear speech sounds but is unable to 
identify the words; 

4 Dysprosody is a speech defect characterized by 

a excessive talk and garrulousness; 
ba poor comprehension of speech; 
Ca monotonous'and twangy intonation; 
d answers by mime and gestures; 

(continued on next page.,, /) 
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The right hemisphere person 

a has a richer and more diversified vocabulary; 
b has an empoverished vocabulary and poor comprehension 

of speech; 
c is more likely to suffer from dysprosody; 
d perceives quiter speech sounds than when both 

. 
brain hemispheres are working; 

The faculty of speech is mainly governed by I 

a the right hemisphere; 
b the left hemisphere; 
c both hemispheres; 
d either hemisphere; 

The right hemisphere person 

a is able to explain the purpose of objects although he has 
difficulty recalling their names; 

b is unable to explain the purpose of objects because 
he is unable to recognize them; 

C is able to recall the names-of objects although he 
does not recognize them; 

d is unable to recall the names of objects which shows 
that he does nbt recognize them; 

8 The speech activity of the right hemisphere person is 

a located in the left hemisphere; 
b higher than that of the left hemisphere person; 
c acquires a nasal twang; I d lower than that of the left hemisphere person; 

The right hemisphere person's threshold of awareness 
of speech sounds is 

a low; 
b the same as the left hemisphere person's; 
c high; 
d inoperative; 

- 10 The left hemisphere person is someone 

a whose right hemisphere is operative but whose mental 
activity involves only the left hemisphere; 

b whose right hemisphere is inoperative and whose mental 
activity involves only the left hemisphere; 

c whose left hemisphere is inoperative but whose mental 
activity involves only the left hemisphere; 

d whose left hemisphere is inoperative but whose mental 
activity involves only the right hemisphere. 
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The Two Hemispheres 

Word Order Recognition Test 

Please choose the phrase or portion of phiase that contains the 
exact wording of the original; 

There is only one correct answer per question. 

Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 
NB: The items are in English. 

a It is necessary to speak to him in simply constructed 
and very short sentences; 

b It is necessary to speak to him in very short and 
simply constructed sentences; 

c Very short and simply constructed sentences become 
necessary when speaking to him; 

2a Often, his own speech is also made up of simple 
sentences and of isolated words; 

b His own speech is also made up of simple sentences 
and of isolated words; 

C His own speech is also made up of simple sentences 
and often of isolated words; 

3a The speech activity of the right hemisphere person 
is much reduced; 

b The right hemisphere person's speech activity is 
greatly reduced; 

C. The right hemisphere person's speech activity is 
much reduced; 

4a He is taciturn and prefers to respond by mime or 
gestures instead of answering questions in words; 

b Instead of answering questions in words, he is taciturn 
and prefers to respond by mime or gestures; 

C He is taciturn and instead of answering questions in 

words, he prefers to respond by mime or gestures; 

5a He repeats týe words he hears more quickly and with 
far greater accuracy; 

b He repeats the words he hears more accurately and 
with far greater speed; 

c The words he hears are repeated more quickly 
and with far greater accuracy; 

(continued on next page /) 
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a The first and most important characteristic of the left 
hemisphere person is that he retains the power of speech; 

b The first and most important characteristic of the left 
hemisphere person is his retention of the power of speech; 

C The fact that he retains the power of speech is the first 
and most important characteristic of the left hemisphere 
person; 

7a The left hemisphere person is someone whose mental acti- 
vity involves only the left hemisphere and whose right 
hemisphere is inoperative; 

b The left hemisphere person is someone whose right hemi- 
sphere is inoperative and whose mental activityinvolves 
only the left hemisphere; 

C Someone whose right hemisphere is inoperative and whose 
mental activity involves only the left hemisphere is 
known as a left hemisphere person; 

8a This is hardly surprising since the faculty of speech is 
governed by the left hemisphere; 

b This is hardly surprising since the left hemisphere 
governsthe faculty of. speech; 

c Since the left hemisphere governs-the faculty of speech 
this is hardly a surprise; 

a His answers become extensive and detailed and his 
vocabulary richer and more varied; 

b, His answers become richer and more varied and his 
vocabulary more extensive and detailed; 

C His vocabulary becomes richer and more varied and 
hisanswers more extensive and detailed; 

10 a The right hemisphere person has a sharply diminished 
capacity for speech unlike the left hemisphere person; 

b The right hemisphere person, unlike the left hemisphere 
person, has a sharply diminished capacity for speech; 

c Unlike the left hemisphere person, the right hemisphere 
person has a sharply diminished capacity for speech. 
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The Split Brain 

Forty years ago, the great physiologist Ivan Pavlov came to 

the conclusion that people could be broadly divided into two ty- 

pes: artists and thinkers. Neurophysiologists have recently dis- 

covered an anatomical basis for this assertion. It has been dis- 

covered in the la; t few years that the left hemisphere of 
I 
the 

brain controls logical and abstract thinking. The personality 

and the modes of perception of an individual depend upon which 

of his two cerebral hemispheres is more developed, whether as 

a result of inherited characteristics or education. Althoughthe 

human brain is of considerable size and weight, there are ani- 

mals with a larger and heavier brain. The human brain is large 

in relative terms, in other words, the brain is heavy in rela- 

tion to the overall body weight. But even in this respect, we 

are not superior to animals. Weight for weight, the cetacea - 

the family of whales, dolphins and porpoises - have even heavier 

brains. Scientists have long assumed that the area of the human 

cerebral cortex was larger than that of animals, that it contair 

ned more convolutions and that its nerve cells were more numerous 

and more densely distributed. However, we now know that even 

according to these criteria, we are inferior to those legendary 

creatures, the dolphins. If neither size nor weight are the 

distinguishing characteristics of the human brain, what makes 
it unique? Today, there is only one characteristic of the human 

brain which we can regard as unique, namely its functional 

asymmetry. The brain of all animals and of man himself is 

symmetrical. Its right and left halves are constructed iden- 

tically. In animals, the right and left halves of the brain 

perform the same work. Inman however, the right and left he- 

mispheres have different functions and govern different types of 

activity. It has long been known that damage to the cerebral 

(continued on next page,,, /) 
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cortex (caused by haemorrhages, traumas$ tumours, etc) may re- 
sult in total or partial loss of speech, a condition known as 
aphasia. How-ever, hardly more than a century ago, it was proven 
that only damage to the left hemisphere'leads to, aphasia. Neu- 

rologists associate not only speech with the activity of the 
left hemisphere but also all the higher functions of the ner- 
vous system: the intellect and complex forms of perception and 

activity. 
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'The Split Brain 

'Word Recognitioa Test 

Please circle 'YES' if you think the words below appeared in 
the original. 

Circle 'NO' if you think they did not appear. 

Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 

NB: The items are presented. in. English. 

rely yes no 
intellectual yes no 

psychologist yes no 
discovered yes no 

speech yes no 
biological yes no 

unique yes no 

assumed yes no 

cortex yes no 
designed yes no 
haemorrhages yes no 

concrete yes no 

sharks yes no 
dyslexia yes no 

rule yes no 
distributed yes no 

superior yes no 
lighter yes no 
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'The Split Brain 

Semantic Content Recognition Test 

Please answer the following questions by circling one correct 
answer per question. 
There is only one possible correct answer per question. 
If you are unsure, please guess. 
NB: The items are presented in English. 

The distinguishing characteristic which makes the human 
brain unique is 

a that the brain is heavy in relation to the overall 
body weight; 

b that we are more intelligent than animals other than 
the cetacea; 

C that the area of the human-cerebral cortex is larger 
than that of animals; 

d its functional asymmetry; 

2 It has long been known that damage to the cerebral cortex 
could result on 

a hamn rrhages; 
b tumours; 
c aphasia; 
d dyslexia; 

Ivan Pavlov was af- us 

a neurophysiologist; 
b physiologist; 
c psychologist; 
d neurologist; 

4 The left hemisphere of the brain controls 

a logical and abstract thinking; 
b logical and imaginal thinking; 
c imaginal and abstract thinking; 
d- concrete and imaginal thinking; 

Whereas the right hemisphere of the brain controls 

a imaginal and abstract thinking; 
b concrete and imaginal thinking; 
c logical and abstract thinking; 
d logical and imaginal thinking; 

(continued on next page... /) 
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6 More than a century ago, it was found that aphasia 
was caused by 

a damage to the corpus callosum; 
b damage to the right hemisphere; 
C damage to the cerebral cortex; 
d damage to the left hemisphere; 

It was. Ivan Pavlov who came to the conclusion that 

a people could be divided into artists and thinkers; 
b the personality of an individual depends on which 

of the two hemispheres is more developed; 
c the cetacea, have heaviers brains than humans; 
d the left hemisphere of the brain controls concrete 

and imaginal thinking; 

8 Neurologists of today associate the left hemisphere with 

a the personality and the modes of perception of an 
individual; 

b artists; 
c thinkers; 
d speech, perception and activity; 

The personality and the modes. of perception of an individual 
depend on 
a the number of convolutions and the density of nerve 

cells in the human brain; 
b which of the two cerebral hemispheres, is more developed; 
c whether he is anýartist or a thinker; 
d. inherited characteristics or education; 

10. Functional asymmetry means 
a that the right and left cerebral hemispheres have 

different functions and govern different types of 
activity; 

b that the right and left halves are constructed identically; 
C that the right and left halves perform the same work; 
d that the right and left halves perform the same work 

although they are not constructed identically; 
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Order Recognition'Test 

Please choose the-phrase or portion of phrase that contains the 
exact wording of the original; 
There is only one correct answer per question. 
Please answer all questions even if you have to guess. 
NB: The items are in English. 

a An anatomical basis for this assertion has recently been 
discovered by neurophysiologists; 

b Recently, neurophysiologists have discovered an anatomical 
basis for this assertion; 

c Neurophysiologists have recently discovered an anatomical 
basis for this assertion; 

2a It has been discovered in the last few years that the 
left hemisphere of the brain controls logical and 
abstract thinking; I' b In the last few years, it has been discovered that the 
left hemisphere of the brain controls logical and 
abstract thinking; 

c In the last few years, it has been discovered that the 
left hemisphere of the brain controls abstract and 
logical thinking; 

3a There is only one characteristic of the-human brain 
which can be regarded as unique; 

b- There is only one characteristic of the human brain which 
may be considered. as unique; 

c There is only one characteristic. of the human brain which 
we can regard as unique; 

4a Neurologists associate not only speech but also all the 
higher functions of the nervous system with the activity 
of the left hemisphere; 

b Neurologists associate not only speech with the activity 
of the left hemisphere but also all the higher functions 
of the nervous system; 

c Neurologists associate all the higher functions of the 
nervous system with the activity of the left hemisphere, 
not only speech; 

a, If neither size or weight are the distinguishing charac- 
teristics of the human brain, what makes it unique? 

(Continued on next page /) 
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b What makes the human brain so unique if neither size 
or weight are the distinguishing characteristics? 

C If neither size or weight are the distinguishing cha- 
racteristics, what makes the human brain so unique? 

6a In animals, the same work is performed by the right and 
left halves of the brain; 

b The same work is performed by the right and left halves 
of the brain in animals; 

c In animals, the right and left halves of the brain 
perform the same work; 

a We are inferior to the dolphins, those legendary 
creatures; 

b We are inferior to those legendary creatures, 
the dolphins; 

C The dolphins, those legendary creatures are superior 
to us; 

8a Forty years ago, the great physiologist Ivan Pavlov 
came to the conclusion that people could be broidly 
divided into two types; 

b Ivan Pavlov, the great physiologist, came to the 
conclusion, forty years ago, that people could be 

'broadly divided into two types; 
c Forty years ago, Ivan Pavlov, the great physiologist 

came to the conclusion that people could be broadly 
divided into two types; 

a The personality and the modes of perception of an 
individual depend on which of his two cerebral 
hemispheres is more developed; 

b The modes of perception and the personality of an 
individual depend on which of hisý two cerebral 
hemispheres is more developed; 

c Depending on which of his two cerebral hemispheres is 
more developed, the personality and the modes of 
perception of an individual may vary; 

10 a It has long been known that total or partial loss of 
speech may result from aninage to the cerebral cortex; 

b It has long been known that damage to the cerebral cortex 
may result in total or partial loss of speech; 

c Damage to the cerebral cortex has long been known 
to result in total or partial loss of speech; 
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La*D; mographie 

Il'a' fallu au moins un million d'annees pour qua la popula- 
tion atteigne son premier milliard. Le milliard a 'eta atteint 

vers 1800 at le second milliard, environ'130 ans"aprýs. Le 

troisieme n1a demande qua trente ans at 15 ans suffirong pour 
le quatrVnm. La population mondiale slaccrott par suite d'un 

mouvement natural, soit l1exces des naissances par rapport aux 
deces. La baisse de la mortalite s'est manifestee d'abord dans 

les pays developp4s, mais elle a aussi jouý de*fajon spectacu- 
laire an Afrique, an Asia, an Amerique Latina depuis une tren- 

taine d'annees. Alors qua les petites familles sont devenues 

'# -1 la rýgle dans les pays avances, la natalite est demeured forte 

dans les regions plus pauvre'S. La decennie an cours se trouve 

donc confrontee avec la croissance d4mographique. la plus forte 

qua le monde ait jAmais connue. On a calcule qua tous les de- 

sastres - massacres de guerres, trembleinents de terre, inonda- 

tions, epidemies - enregistres depuis 1850 n1ont represente quI 

un retard d'une dizaine d'annees dans la croissance. L'accrois- 

sement le plus massif pour la prochaine decennie est attendu an 

Asia meriodionale, region o'u" se trouve deja pres du tiers de la 

population mondiale. La contribution de l'Inde serait la plus 
importante. L'augmentation la plus importante viendrait ensui- 

te de l'Asie orientale. De toutes les grandes regions, l'Ame- 

rique latine at l'Asie meridionale sont celles qui possedent 

actuellement le rythme. de croissance le. plus eleve; an Amerique. 

Latine, les taux records resultant d'une mortalite relativement 

faible, comparee A celle des autres regions an developpement. 

En Asia meridionale, les taux actuels tres eleves refletent sur- 

tout le. -haut niveau de fecondite". En Afrique, la baisse de la * 

f6condite nlest attendue qua pour plus tard. Une des grandes 

(continued on next page /) 
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reussites de notre civilisation est la marche reguliere vers 
unp victoire sur la. maladie et la, famine. Au debut de ce si4cle, 
Vesperance de vie ne depassait pas 45 a 50 and dans les pays 

avanc6s. Aujourdhui, dans la. plupart des pays developpes, on 

peut esp6rer vivre 70 ans ou d'avantage. 4 les chiffres tournent 

autour de 76 ans en Scandinavie. Mais il en existe beaucoup ou- 
les habitants ne peuvent espe"rer vivre plus de 50 ans, particu- 
liýrement en Afrique. Au Gabon et en Guinee, les chiffres sont 

respectivement de 25 et 26 ans pour les hommes. Un fait signi- 

ficatif doit etre rpmarque dans 1'evolution recente de la morta- 

lite: dans certains pays industrialises, la. moýtalite se trouve 
1. a des niveaux trIs bas et les maladies infectieuses out et4 

ma'3trise*'es. Ce sont les maladies cardio-vasculaires qui de- 

viennent la cause de mort la plus importante. 
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' 
It has taý. en. nearly 1 million years for the population 

to reach its fýrst milliard. The milliard was reached'around 
1800 and the second about 130 years later. The thirdonly re- 
quired 30 years and 15 years will suffice for the fourth. 
World population increases as a' yesult of a natural movement, 
that is the excess of births over deaths. The drop in morta- 
lity first came about in developed countries but also mani- 
fested itself spectacularly in Africa, Asia and Latin America 
during the last 30 years. 'While small families have become 
the rule in developed countries, birth rates remained high in 

poorer countries. The present decade is thus faced with the 
highest demographic increase the world has ever known. It 
has been calculated that disasters such as war massacres, earth- 
quakes, floods, epidemics recorded since 1850 have only repre- 
sented a ten year delay in growth. The most impressive increa- 

se for the coming decade is expected in Southern Asia where 
there is already one third of the world's population. India's 

contribution would be the most important. The next most im- 

portant increase would come from Eastern Asia. Of all the 
large areas, Latin American and Southern Asia are the two who 
have the-highest rate of growth presently. In Latin America, 

the high records result from a relatively low death-rate com- 

pared to other developing countries. In Southern Asia, pre- 

sent high rates mostly reflect a high fertility rate. In - 
Africa, a decrease in fertility is only expected later. One 

of our civilization's greatest achievements is a regular vic- 
tory over sickness and famine. At the ýeginning of the cer- 
tur7, life expectanc7 did not exceed 45 or 50 years in deve- 
loped countries. Today, in most developed countries, one can 

(continued on next page /) 
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expect to reach 70 or more. Figure revolve around 76 in Scan- 
dinavia. But there are a lot where inhabitants cannot expect to 
live more than 50 years particularly in Africa. In Gabon and 
Guinea, figures are respectively 25 and 26 for men. one-signifi- 

cant factor should be mentioned regarding recent evolution on 

mortality: in certain industrialized countriest the mortality 

rate is very low and infectious diseases have been mastered. 
It is now cardio-vascular diseases that have become the most 
important cause of death. 

....... ...... ....... 
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Wdrd'Recognition Test 

Please circle 'YES' if the words listed below appeared in the 
original text. 

Please circle 'NO' if they did not appear in the original text. 

Please answer all items even if you have to. guess. 

N`B: The items are in French. 

se multiplie 
demographique 

statistiques 

occidentale 

retard 

refle, teut 

moudiale 
fertilitý 

mourir 

contagieuse 

proviennent 

cardiaques 

massacres 

mýridionale 
hausse 

atteigne 
depassait 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

'Yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no' 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 

yes no 
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Demographics 

Semantic Content Recognition Test 

Please answer the following questions by circling one letter 
per question: there is only. one correct answer per question. 

Please answer all questions, even if you have to. guess. 

NB: The sentences are presented in French. 

L'accroissement de population le plus massif pendant la 
prochaine decennie est attendu 
'a en Amerique Tatine; 
b en Asie Orientale; 
c en Asie Meridionale; 
d en Afrique; 

Le tiers de la population mondiale se-trouve 

a en Asic Meridionale; 
b en, AArique Latine; 
c en Afrique; 
d exx Asie Orientale, 

La population hu=aim a atteint son premier milliard 

a vers 1800; 
b vers 1930; 
c vers 1770; 
d vers 1815; 

4. On a calcule que tous les d4sastres enregistres depuis 
1850 repr6sentent 

a un retard d'une centaine d'annees dans la croissance; 
b un retard d'une trentaine d'annees dans la croissance; 
c un retard d'une vingtaine VaTinges dans la croissance; 
d= retard d'une dizaine d'annees dans la croissance; 

De toutes les grandes rggions, celles qui possedent 
actuellement le rythme de croissance le plus eleve sont 

a le Gabon et la Guinee; 
b l'Asie Meridionale et l'Amerique Latine; 
c I'Ariýrique Latine et l'Asie Orientale; 
d l'Inde et l'Amgrique Latine; 

(continued on next page.. */) 
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6.. En Afrique, et plus particuliýremeni en Gjzin 0 ee et 
au Gabon, 

a 1'ho=ne s'attend h vivre 
b les habitants peuvent sl 

un homme peut s'attendre 
respectivement; 

d un homme peut slattendre 
respectivement; 

26 ans 
attendre 

ä vivre 

a vivre 

et la femme, 25; 
a vivre 50 ans; 
26 et 25 ans, 

25 et 26 ans, 

La cause de mort la plus importante 

a sont les maladies cardio-vasculaires; 
b sont les maladies infectieuses; 
c sont les massacres de guerres, tremblements de terre, etc. 
d est due a la famine; 

En Amerique Latine, les taux retords de eroissance 
resultent 

a surtout du haut niveau de fecondite; 
b du fait qua l'Amerique Latina n'est pas un pays 

developpi; 
c d'une mortalite relativeTent faible comparge 

aux pays d6veloppes; 
d du fai 

*t, 
qua les maladies infectieuses ont ate 

mattrisees; 

II 9. Vesperance de vie ne depassant pas 45 a 50 ans 

a remonte aux anneles 1850; 
b n'existe plus de nos jours; 
c existait dans les annees 1900 dans les pays avances; 
d existe particulierement en Amerique Latine; 

10. Wesperance de vie atteignant 76 ans se trouve 

a dans les pays industrialises o'u la mortaliteo est basse; 
.1. b aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique; 

c dans la plupart des pays developpes d'aujourd'hui; 
d en Scandinavie; 

I 
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Demoaraphics 

Word Order Recognition Test 

Please choose the-phrase or portion of phrase that contains 
the exact wording of the original. 

Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 
NB: The items'are presented in French. 

1. a Les taux actuels tres eleves en Asie meridionale 
refletent surtout le haut niveau de fecondite; 

b En Asie me'ridionale, les taux actuels trcs 6leves 
refletent surtout le haut niveau de fecondite; 

c Les taux actuels trIs eilevýs refletent surtout 
le haut niveau de fecondite en Asic meridionale; 

2. a Au debut "de ge , 
siýcle, Vesperance de vie ne depassait 

pas 45 a 50-ans dans les pays-avances; 
. b Wesperance de vie ne depassait pas 45 a 50 ans 

dans les pays avances au debut de ce siecle; 
.0 c Dans les pays avanc4s, llesperance de vie ne depassait 

pas 45 a 50 ans au debut de ce slecle; . 
3. a Il a fallu, pour que la population huraine atteigne 

son premier milliard, au moins un, million d'annees; 
b 11 a fallu au moins un, million d'annees pour que la 

population humaine atteigne son premier milliard; 
c Pour que la population humaine atteigne son premier 

milliard, il a fallu au moins un million d'annees; 
il 

4. a La natalite est demeuree forte dans les regions plus 
pauvres alors que les petites familles sont devenues 
la rigle dans les pays avances; 

b Dans les regions plus pauvres, la natalite est demeu- 
01 ree forte, alors que les petites familles sont devenues 

la rýgle dans les pays avances; % c Alors que les petites familles sont devenues la regle 
dans les pays avances, la natalite est demeuree forte 

I dans les regions plus pauvres; 

a On peut esperer vivre 70 ans ou d'avantage aujourd'hui 
dans la plupart des pays developpes; 

b Dans la plupart des pays developpes, on peut esperer 
vivre 70 ans ou d'avantage aujourd'hui; 

I c Aujourd'hui, dans la plupart des pays developpes, 
on peut esperer vivre 70 ams ou Wavantage; 

(continued on next page ... /) 
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6. a Dans certains pays industrialisAA, les maladies 
infectieuses out ete mattrisees et la mortalite 
se trouve a des niveaux tris bas; 

b Dans certains pays industrialises, la mortalite se 
trouve a des niveaux tres bas et les maladies infec- 
tieuses out ete maTtrisees; 

c Las maladies infectieuses out ete mattrisees dans 
certains pays industrialises et la mortalite se trouve 
a des nivea= tris bas; 

7. a L'accroissement le, plus massif pour la prochaine decennie 
est attendu en Asie meridionale, region ou se trouve 
deja pras du tiers de la population mondiale; 

b- L'Asie m9ridionale attend Vaccroissement le plus massif 
pour la prochaine decennie, region o'u se trouve dej3 
pris du tiers de la population mondiale; 

C_ L'accroissement le plus massif pour la prochaine 
dicennie est attendu dans la region'oa se trouve dej*a 
pres du tiers de la population mondiale, l'Asie 

0 meridionale; 

a En Amerique latine, les taux records resultent 
d'une mortalite relativement faible compar4e a celle 
des autres regions en developpement; 

b- Les taux records resultent d'une mortalite relativement 
faible en Amerique latine, comparee a celle des autres 
regions en, developpement; 

c 'Les taux records en Amerique latine resultent d'une 

mortalite relativement faible comparee a celle des autres 

_regions 
en developpement; 

a La baisse de la fecondite n'est attendue que pour plus 
tard en Afrique; 

b La baisse de la fecondite en Afrique ntest attendue 
que pour plus tard; 

c En Afrique, la baisse de la feconditi ulest attendue 
que pour plus tard; 

10. a De toutes les grandes regions, celles qui posskdent 
actuellement le r7thme de croissance le plus eleve 
sont l'Amerique latinzet l'Asie meridionale; 

b De toutes les grandes regions, l'Amerique latine 
et l'Asie mtridionale sont celles qui possedent 
actuellement le rythme de croissance le plus ilevt; 

c L'Amerique latine et l'Asie meridionale, de toutes les 
grandes rAgions, sont celles qui posskdent actuellement CD 
le rythme de croissance le plus elev4; 
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En Europe, Vautoroute est nee du chomage. Des 1924, a la 

sortie de Berlin, le gouvernement allemand mettait en chantier la 

premiere route a circulation rapide pour donner du pain a tous les 
01 sans-travail de l'apris-guerre. En mgme temps, les ingenieurs 

mettaient au point les plans du grand axe Hambourg-Bale, dont 

les premiers trongons viennent dletre te=i*nes pres de 40 ans 

plus tard. En pleine crise 4conomique, l'Allemagne avait prevu 
I le fantastique ! --ssor de Vautomobile. Hitler n'eut qu'! appli- 

t% quer les plans existants. Il les poussa energiquemen a la fois 

pour des raisons de prestige et pour des motifs strategiques. 

La strategie se retourna contre lui lors de 11invasion de I'Alle- 

magne. Apres sa chute, il laissa 2,100 kilomItres d'autoroutes. 

Leurs caracteristiques etaient d4ja celles des autoroutes moder- 

nes: voies uniques, points noirs supprim4s. Depuis, dans tous 

les pays, les ingenieurs Qnt introduit d1importantes modifica- 

tions de detail: glissieres de securite pour empecher les voi- 

tures de sortir de la chaussee; signalisations geantes; eloigne- 
' 

ment de tous les obstacles, en particulier les lampadaires, les 

piles de. pont, les bornes kilometriques. On slattache mainte- 

nant a supprimer les lignes droites pour eviter la monotonie 
des longs parcours et Von fait des plantations d'arbustes sur 

les terre-plein central pour que les conducteurs ne soient pas 

eblouis par les phares des voitures arrivant en face. Ainsi 

jour apres jour, Vautoroute devient de plus en plus rapide, 

de plus en plus sure, de moins en moins fatigante. Dans les 

pays do; ds d'autoroutes, une nouvelle civilisation est en train 

de, nattre: civilisation des loisirs et aussi du, travail. La ' 

voiture y est reine et les habitants des villes peuvent enfin 

sortir librement de chez e= sans avoir au retour la punition 
de devoir faire des queues interminabies. Sans risquer leur 

(continued on next page 
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vie ý chaque carrefour, ils peuvent aller loin chercher le calme 
de la nature. Dans un rayon de 200 kilometres autour des villes, 
la7vie renalt dans les villages qui semblaient, abandonnes. Ceux 

qui voyagent. pour-leurs affaires, les routiers, les voyageurs 

de commerce, les industriels, peuvent, sans perdre uae seconde, 

vivre confortablement, sans quitter l1autoroute. 

En Allemagne, il, ya plus de 1,100 relais-restaurants et, 29 

motels. 
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The Motorway (translation) 

In Europe, the motorway rose out of unemployment. As early 
as 1924, at the Berlin exit, the German government began to un- 
dertake the first rapid circulation road in order to feed the 

unemployed during the post-war period. At the same time, engi- 
ueers were finalizing the Hamburg-Basel plans whose first seg- 

ments were only completed some forty years later. During an e- 

conomic crisis, Germany had foreseen the incredible automobile 
industry. All Hitler had to do was to apply the existing plans. 
He pushed them energetically for reasons of prestige and strate- 
gy. The strategy turned against him during the German invasion. 

After his downfall, he left 2,100 kilometers of motorway. Their 

characteristics already resembled those of modern motorways: one- 

way carriage ways (dual carriage-vays) and black spots were elimi- 

nated. Since then , in all countries, engineers have introduced 

important detail. modifications: security ramps so that cars don't 

leave the road; huge signs; all obstacles removed especially lamp- 

posts, bridge piers and milestones. More and more, straight lines 

are done away with in order to avoid the monotony of long trips 

and shrubs are being planted in the central reservations so that 
drivers won't be blinded by the headlights of oncoming traffic. 
So, day by day, motorways are becoming more rapid, more safe and 
less and less tiring. In countries with motorways, a new civi- 
lization is emerging: a civilization of leisure and of work. 
The automobile reigns supreme and city-dwellers can finally lea- 

ve their liomes without having to face queues upon their return. 
Without risking their lives at each road junction, they can go 
far seeking nature's calm. In a 200 kilometer radius around 

the towns, life is reborn in villages which seemed abandoned. 
Thoii who travel for their jobs such as lorry drivers, business- 

salesmen, industrial salesmen, can; without wasting a second, 

(continued on next page /) 
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live comfortably without leaving the motorway. In Germany, 

there are more than 1,100 restaurants and 29 motels. 

A 
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The'lMotorway 

Word Recognition Test 

Please circle 'YESt of the words below appeared in the original 
text and 'NO' if they did not appear. 

Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 
NB: The items are in French. 

supprimer yes 
- no 

modernes yes 
- 

no 

chauffeurs yes no 

avait pressenti yes no 

essor yes no 
immenses yes no 

risquer yes no 

panneau: k yes no 

mettre en oeuvre yes no 

chantier yes no 
deserts yes no 
interminables yes no 
i ntersection, yes no 

eviter yes no 

on slefforce yes no' 

strategique yes no 

epuisante yes no 

securite yes no'' 
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The Motorway 

Semantic Content Recognition'Test 
Please answer the following questions by circling -one possible 
correct answer per question. 
Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 
NB: The items are presented in French. 

1. En 1924, la 'premiere route I circulation rapidel fut 

aa la sortie de Hambourg; 
b ýL la sortie de Berlin; 
c le grand axe Ham3bourg-Bale; 
da la sortie de Bonn; 

2. Les plans du grand axe Hambourg-BIle ont ete terminýs 

a en 1964; 
b en 1974; 
c en, 19 40; 
d en 1924; 

3. Pour eviter la monotonie des longs parcours, les ingkieurs 

a plantent des arbustes sur le terre-plein central; 
b installent des glissieres de securiti et des 

signalisations geantes; 
c suppriment Veblouissement, des phares des voitures 

arrivant en face; 
d. suppriment les lignes droites; 

4. En Allemagne, il ya maintenant 

a- plus. de 1,100 relais et 29 motels; 
b plus de 1,100 relais-restaurants et'29 motels; 
c plus de 11,000 relais et 39 motels; 
d plus de 100 relais et 19 motels; 

L'Allemagne avait prevu le fantastique essor de l'auto=bile 

a en esperant reduire le ch6mage; 
b en 1924; 
c en pleine crise economique; 
d saus Ritler; 

(continued on next page... /) 
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6. Hitler poussa 4nergiquement les plans du grand axe Hambourg- 
Wale 

a pour des raisons de prestige et pour des motifs 
strategiques; 

b pour donner du pain a tous les sans-travail; 
C pour creer la premiare route a circulation rapide; 
d car il avait pr6vu le fantastique, essor de l'automobile; 

Les caracteristiques des autoroutes modernes comprennent: 

a des glissieres de securite, des signalisations g4antes; 
b eloignement des obstacles, lampadaires et piles de pont; 
c plantations d'arbustes et reduction des lignes droites; 
d les voies uniques et les points noirs supprimes; 

Apres sa chute, Hitler laissa 

a 1,100 kilomýtres d'autoroutes; 
b 2,000 kilomýtres d'auroroutes; 
c 2,100 kilcmetresýd'autoroutes; 
d 100, kilametres dfautoroutes; 

Pour que les conducteurs ne soient pas eblouis par les-. 
phares des voitures arrivant en face, les ingenieurs 

a suppriment les lignes droites; 
b font des plantations d'arbustes sur les terre-plein central; 
c installent des glissiares de securite sur les terre- 

plein central; 
d installent des signalisations g4antes sur le terrv- 

plein central; 

10. Efi Europe, Vautoroute naquit 

a du chomage-, 
b des 1924; 
c pour donner du-pain- 1 tous les sans-travail; 
d ýL cause de la prevision de Vessor de ilautomobile; 
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Appendix 

The Motorway 

Recognition Test 

Please choose the phrase or portion of phrase that contains the 
exact wording of the original. 

There is only one correct answer per question. 

Please answer all items, even if you have to guess. 

N. B.: The items are presented in French. 

1. a Depuis, les ingenieurs ont introduit d'importantes 

modifications de detail dans tous les pays. 
b Wimportantes modifications de detail ont et4 intro- 

duites, dans tous les pays, par les ingenieurs; 

c Depuis, dans tous les pays, les ingenieurs ont intro- 
duit d'importantes modifications de detail; 

2. a Dans un rayon de 200 kilometres autour des villes, 
la vie renait dans les villages qui semblaient abandonnes; 

b, La vie renalt dans les villages qui semblaient abandonnes 
dans un rayon de 200 kilometres autour des villes; 

c Dans les villages qui semblaient abandonn4s, la vie 
-renalt dans un rayon de 200 kilematres autour des villes; 

a Ainsi, jour apres jour, l'autoraute äevient de mdins 
en moins fatigante, de plus stIre, de plus en plus rapide. 

b Ainsi, jour apräs jour, l'autoroute devient de plus 
plus rapide, de plus en plus su're, de =ins en =Ins 
fatigante; 

c Ainsi, jour aprhs-jour, l'autoroute devient de plus en 
pius suAre, de plus en plus rapide, de moins en moins 
fatigante. 

4. a Sans avoir la punition de devoir faire des queues inter- 
minables au retour, les habitants des villes peuvent enfin 
sortir librement de chez eux; 

b Les habitants des villes peuvent enfin sortir librement 
de chez eux, sans avoir la punition da devoir faire des. 
queues interminables au retour; 

c Les habitants des villes peuvent enfin sortir librement 
de chez eux sans avoir, au retour, la, punition de devoir 
faire des queues interminables; 

5. a Ceux qui voyagent pour leurs affaires, les routiers, les 
voyageurs de c erce, les industriels, peuvent, sans 
perdre une seconde, vivre confortablement sans quitter 
Vautoroute; 

(Continued on next page... /) 
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5. b Ceux qui voyagent pour leurs affaires, les routiers, 
les voyageurs de commerce, les industriels, peuvent 
vivre confortablement sans perdre une seconde et 
sans quitter llautoroute; 

c Ceux qui voyagent pour leurs affaires, les routiers,, 
les industriels, les voyageurs de commerce, peuvent 
vivre confortablement sans quitter Vautoroute et 
sans perdre une seconde; 

a Ils peuvent aller loin chercher le calme de la nature 
sans risquer leur vie I chaque carrefour; 

b Ils peavent chercher le calme de la nature au loin sans 
risquer leur vie h chaque carrefour; 

c Sans risquer leur vie ýL chaque carrefour, ils peuvent, 
aller loin chercher le calme de la nature; 

a Pour eviter la monotonie des longs parcours, 
on slattache maintenant a supprimer les lignes droites; 

b On s'attache maintenant ý supprimer les lignes droites 
pour eiviter la monotonie des longs parcours; 

c Maintenarit, pour eviter la monotonie des longs parcours, 
on slattache maintenant ý supprimer les lignes droites; 

S. a Il les pousia energiquement, a la fois pour des motýfs 
strategiques et pour des raisons de prestige; 

bA la fois pour des raisons de prestige et pour des motifs 
strategiques, il les poussa energiquement; 

c Il les poussa energiquemeni, a la fois pour des raisons 
de prestige et pour des motifs strategiques; 

9. a En Allemagne, il ya plus de 1,100 relais-restaurants 
et 29 motels; 

b 11 ya plus de 1,100 relais-restaurants et 29 motels 
en Allemagne; 

c En Allemagne, il ya plus de 29 motels et 1,100 relais- 
restaurants; 

10. a Hitler n'avait qu'a appliquer les plans existants; 
b Hitler, u'eut qu'ý appliquer les plans existants; 
c Hitler u'a, eu, qu'a appliquer les plans existants; 
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Le Cannabis 

Avant de croire tout ce que vous lisez sur le probleme, de 
la drogue, il faut connaTtre le probleme des statistiques sur la, 

consommation de la drogue. Les gouvernements fournissent de bonnes 

statistiques sur le commerce illicite des narcotiques mais c'est 

sur Vusage de la drogue qu'il ya penurie d'information. Il y 

a en gros deux sources officielles: les informations et les rap- 

ports eltablis par les services judiciaires et les services de 

sante qui dependent largement de Vetat de developpement des ins- 

titutions medicales dans le pays consider4. Dans de nombreux 

pays en voie de diveloppement, le nombre de medecins est extreme- 

ment faible en regard de Vetendue de la population et le service 
de sante ne dispose pas d'une equipe suffisante pour detecter les 

cas et collecter les informations. 

Aux Etats-Unis, selon une opinion assez repandue parmi leg 

jeunes, la marijuana n'est pas Plus nocive qua l1alcool at par 

cons6quent son usage devrait etre legalise at reglementg de la 

meme maniýre qua Vusage des diverses boissons alcooliques. Ce 

nfest qua depuis 1968 qua des etudes scientifiques approfondies 

sur leg effets des produits du cannabis ont ete enregistrees dans 

ce pays. Les autorite's americaines affirment dans une brochure 

d'information destinee au grand public qua si la marijuana at le 

haschich ne produisent pas de d4pendance physique, leur usage 

chronique engendre une dependance psychique. Il cree un ecran 

artificial at amýne ainsi leg consomtnateurs abusifs, leg jeunes 

% J. aotarment, a eviter d'affronter leg problemes reels de la vie 

at a ne pas developper leurs capacites physiques at mentales. 
Quant a% Vescalade, l'opinion generale est qua la marijuana 

ne produit pas par elle-meme le besoin d'utiliserd'autres dro- 

gues. Mais leg enqu^etes menees par l'Institut national americain 
de santel mentale indiquent qua leg utilisateurs intensifs de 

(continued on next page /) 
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marijuana ont effectivement tendance I faire llexpeoriencs d'autres 

substances, le plus souvent de haschich, ensuite d'hallucinogenes 

forts, d'amphetamines et occasionnellement des barbituriques. Un 

petit nombre passe a l'opi= ou a 1'he"roine'. Une enquete menee 
dans un college americain a montre que parmi les gros fuZeurs de 

marijuama, 1% sont devenus'heroinomanes. Toutefois, d'autres en- 

quetes menees en California, aupres de personnes arretees pour 

usage de marijuana, ont releve un taux d1heroinomanes beaucoup 

plus eleve, allant de 13 a 22%. D'autre part, des enqueteS me- 

nees parmi les heroinomanes ont montre que, 85% des personnes 

examin4es avaient au debut essaye la marijuana. De plus, cer- 

tains juristes considýrent que le taux de criminalite est plus 

eleve parmi les personnes consommant beaucoup de marijuana. 
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Appendix 

Cannabis (translation) 

Before believing everything you read on the drub problemý 

one has to understand the statistics problem on drug consump- 
tion. Governments issue good statistics on illicit narcotics 

sales but it is on drug use that information is lacking. There 

are two official sources: news and reports established by'judi- 

cial services and health services which depend largely on the 

state of development of medical institutions in a given coun- 

try. In many developing countries', the number of doctors is 

extremely low compared with the population. Health services 
don't. have a large enough team to detect all the cases and ga- 

thei the information. In the United States of America, accor- 
ding to widespread opinion among young people, marijuana is no 

more dangerous than alcohol and as a consequence, its usage 

should be regulated in the same manner as alcoholic beverages. 

It is only since 1968 that im-depth scientific studies on the 

effects of cannabis have begun-in this country. The United 

States authorities claim in an information pamphlet geared for 

the public that if marijuana and haschich do not cause physi- 

cal addiction, their chronic usage causes psychological addic- 

tion. It creates an artificial screen and leads intensive 

users - mostly young people - to avoid. facing life's real 

problems and to not develop their physical and mental capabi- 

lities. 

With regards to going on to harder drugs, the general 

opinion is that marijuana on its own does not lea4-to other 

drugs. Butt accordi 
* 
ng to studies carried out by the United 

States Institute of Mental Health, heavy marijuana users have 

in fact a tendency to try other drugs most often haschich, 

followed by hallucinogens, a=phetamines and occasionally bar- 

(continued on next page /) 
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biturates. A small number go on to opium or heroin 

A study done in an american college revealed that among 

heavy marijuana smokers, 1% became heroin addkts. However, 

other studies undertaken in California amo. ng people arrested 

for having used marijuana showed a much higher rate of heroin 

addicts, ranging from 13% to 22%. Furthermore, studies carried 

out among heroin addicts showed that 85% of those examined had 

started off on marijuana. In addition, legal authorities find 

that the crime rate is much higher amo. ng those who take mari- 

juana. 
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Le*Cannabis - Cannabis 

Word Recognition Test 

Please circle 'YES' if the words below appeared in the original 

Please circle 'NO' if they did not appear. 

Please answer all items even if you have to guess. 

NB: The items are presented in French. 

opium yes no 

recueillir yes no 

population yes no 

chronique yes no 

eviter yes no 

escalation yes no 

n 'faste e yes no 

faire face a yes no 
fumeurs yes no 

abusifs yes no 

diffusent yes no 

artificiel yes no 

universite' yes no 
biologique yes no 
juristes yes no 

collecter yes no 
illegal yes no 

utiliser yes no 
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Cannabis 

. Semantic'Recognitio Test (Content) 

Please answer the following questions by circling one letter per 
question. 

Please answer all questions even if you have to guess. 

NB: The items are in French. 

Des enquetes menies parmi des heroinomanes ont montre que 

a 1% avaient ete des gros fumeurs de marijuana;, 
b le taux de criminaliýe' etait plus eleve parmi eux; 

. c 85% des personnes examin4es avaient au debut essaye 
la marijuana; 

d un taux allant de 13 a 222 avaient ete arretes 
en Californie; 

Il semble y avoir penurie d'information 

a sur llusage de la drogue; 
b aur le commerce illicite des narcotiques; 
C parmi les equipes de services de santi dans les pays; 
d dans les institutions medicales dans certains pays; 

Quant aux statistiques sur la drogue, les deux grandes 
sources officielles sont: 

a les rapports etablis par les services judiciaires 
et les services de santel; 

b* les gouvernements et les informations; 
c les services judiciaires et les informations; 
d les informations et les rapports 6tablis par les 

services judiciaires et les services de sant4; 

4. Dans une brochure d'information, les autorit4s ame'ricaines 
affirment que 

a la marijuana n'est pas plus nocive que l1alcool; 
b Vusage chronique de la marijuana engendre une d6pendance 

psychologique; 
If C l'usage de la marijuana va etre legalise de la me=e 

maniare que l'usage des diverses boissons; 
d que la marijuana ne produit pas par elle-mgme, le besoin 

d! utiliser d'autres drogues; 
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5. L'Institut national americain de sante mentale indique que 
les utilisateurs intensifs de marijuana ont tendance a 

a e"viter d'affronter les problemes re'els de la vie; 
b ne pas developper leurs capacit6s physiques et mentales; 
c passer a l'opium ou a 1'heroine; 
d -faire l1experience d'autres substances; 

6. Selon certaines enqu8tes menees en Californie auprýs de 
personnes arretees pour usage de marijuana, 

a 1% seraient devenus heroinomanes; 
b 85% etaient passe A1, heroine; - 
C le taux d'heroincmanes s'41evait de 13 a 22Z; 
d un petit nombre 6tait passe a l'opium ou a l'beroine; 

7. Selon l'Institut national am4ricain de sante mentale, les 
utilisateurs intensifs de marijuana fout, l'experience 
d'autres substances 
a le plus souvent d'amphetamines; 
b le plus souvent du haschich; 
C le plus souvent des hallucinogenes forts; 

'd le plus souvent des barbituriques; 

8. Certains juristes considerent que' 
a la inarijuana, et Valcool devraient 9tre r4glementes 

et legalis4s de la meme maniere; 
b le taux de criminalite est plus 6leve parmi les gens 

consommant beaucoup de marijuana; 
c la marijuana ne produit pas par elle-mgme le besoin 

d'utiliser d'autrds drogues; 
d les usagers abusifs de la marijuana etaient plus 

particulierement les jeunes; 

Les statistiques provenant de sources officielles de"pendent 
largement 

a des rapports etablis par les services de santel; 
b des rapports etablis par les services judiciaires; 
c de lletat de d4veloppement des institutions medicales; 
d du nombre de medecins par rapport a la population; 

10. Dans de nombreux pays en voie de developpement 

a le nombre restreint de medecins et une dquipe insuffisante 
pour detecter les cas expliquent la pýnurie d'information; 

b les rapports ýtablis entre les services judiciaires et les 
.. Services de Sante" sont moins officiels;,, 

c les institutions medicales sont moins developpees; 
d le amlerce des narcotiques est licite; 
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Cannabis 

Word'Ordet Recognition Test, 

Please circle the one sentence, in each question, which is the 
exact wording that you. heard in the original. 

Please answer all questions, even if you have to. guess. 

N. B.: The items are presented in French. 

1a Aux Etats-Unis, selon une opinion assez r4pandue parmi 
les jeunes, la marijuana n'est pas plus nocive que Valcool; 

b Selon une opinion assez r6pandue aux Etats-Unis parmi les 
jeunes, la marijuana n'est pas plus nocive que Valcool; 

c Selon une opinion assez r6pandue par=i les jeunes aux 
Etats-Unis, la marijuana n'est pas plus nocive que Valcool; 

2a Ce n'est que depuis 1968 que des etudes approfondies 
et scientifiques ont ete entreprises dans ce pays sur 
les effets des produits du cannabis; 

b Des etudes scientifiques approfondies sur les effets, 
des produits du cannabis ont gtg entreprises dans ce 
pays depuis 1968; 

c Ce n'est que depuis 1968 que des 4tudes scientifiques 
approfondies sur les effets dds produits du cannabis 
ont etg entreprises dans ce pays; 

a Le nombre de medecins est 
en regard de 1', 6tendue de 

b 'En regard de Vetendue de 
le nombre de medecins est 

c Le nombre de medecins, en 
population, est extr9memei 

extremement faible 
la population; 
la'population, 
extremement faible; 
regard de Vetendue de la 

at faible; 

4a Le service de sante ne dispose pas dlune equipe- 
suffisante pour collecter les informations et 
detecter les cas; 

b Le service de sante ne dispose pas d1une equipe 
suffisante pour detecter les cas et collecter 
les informations; 

c Four collecter les informations et detecter les cas, 
le service de sante ne dispose pas d'une equipe 
suffisante; 

a Il amýne ainsi les consommateurs abusifs, les jeunes 
. notamment, a eviter les probftmes reels de, la vie et 

a ne pas developper leurs capacitis physiques et mentales; 

(continued on next page 
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b 11 amýne ainsi les conso=ateurs abusifs, les jeunes nota=ent, 
ý ne pas d6velopper leurs capacit4s physiques at mentales at a 
eviter d'affronter les problemes r4els de la via; - 

c Les conscmmateurs abusifs, les jeunes nota=ent, sont ainsi 
amenes a eviter d'affronter les problemes r4els de la vie at N 
a ne pas developper leurs capacites physiques at mentales; 

6. a Une enqu8te men4e dans un college americain a montre ue 
1% parm& les gras fumeurs de marijuana sont devenus h2roinomanes; 

b Une enqtfte a montr6 que parmi les gros fumeurs de marijuana 
dans un coll4ge am6ricain, 1'. sont devenus heroinomanes; 

C Une enqu9te menee dans un college americain a montre que parmi 
les gros fumeurs de marijuana, 1% sont devenus h4roinomanes; 

7a Toutefois, d'autres enquStes menees aupres de personnes 
arr9t4es en California pour usage de marijuana, ont releve 
un taux d'h4roinomanes beaucoup plus eleve; 

b Toutefois d'autres enquetes menýes en Californie auprýs de 

personnes arrete"es pour usage de marijuana ont releve un 
taux d'heroinomanes beaucoup plus eleve; 

c Toutefois d'autres enquetes men4es en Californie ont relev6 
un taux d'heroinomanes beaucoup plus eleve auprýs de personnes 
arretees pour usage de marijuana; 

8 'a L'opinion generale est que, par elle-mame, la marijuana 
ne produit pas le besoin d'utiliser dlautres drogues; 

b L'opinion g4n4rale est que la marijuana ne produit pasp 

. par elle-mgme,. le besoin d'utiliser d'autres drogUes; 
c L'opinion gen4rale est que la marijuana, par elle-mgme, 

ne produit pas le besoin d'utiliser dlautres drogues; 

a *ll faut connattre le problýme des statistiques sur la' 

consommAtion de la drogue avant de croire tout ce que 
vous lisez sur le problke. de la drogue; 

b Avant de eroire tout ce que vous lisez sur le probleme 
de la drogue, il faut connattre le probUme. de la conso=- 
mation de la drogue et des statistiques; 

c Avant de croire tout ce que vous lisez sur le proble%me de 
la drogue, il faut connattre le probleme des statistiques 
sur la consc=ation de la drogue; 

10 a Les fournisseritde bonnes statistiques sur 
le commerce illicite des narcotiques mais ciest sur 
Vusage de la drogue qu'il ya pgnurie d'info=ation; 

b Sur le commerce illicite des narcotiques, les gouverne- 
ments fournissent de bonnes statistiques, mais c'est sur 

"1'usage de la drogue qu'il ya pgnurie d'info=ation; 
c Il ya penurie Vinformation sur llusage de la drogue mais 

les gouvernements fournissent de bo=es. statistiques sur 
le co=erce illicite des narcotiques; 
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